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Abbreviations and Spelling
Abbreviations
AB  Archivio Buonarroti, Casa Buonarroti, Florence.
AC  Archivio Corsini, Palazzo Corsini al Parione, Florence (the whole 
archive is relocated in 2014 to Villa Le Corti, San Casciano Val di Pesa).
AG Archivio Guicciardini, Palazzo Guicciardini, Florence.
AGM  Archivio Guadagni, Masseto.
ANCFi Archivio Niccolini di Camugliano, Palazzo Niccolini, Firenze. 
ASF Archivio di Stato, Florence.
  (AGCS = Fondo Guicciardini Corsi Salviati)
  (MP = Mediceo del Principato)
BAV Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City. 
  (Barb. Lat. = Barberini latino.)
BMF  Biblioteca Moreniana, Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, Florence.
BNCF Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze, Florence. 
  (Magl. = Fondo Magliabechiano)
BRF Biblioteca Riccardiana, Palazzo Medici Riccardi, Florence.
V.S. = Vostra Signoria
V.A. = Vostra Altezza
12 Abbreviations and Spelling
a note on spelling
In the transcriptions of the archival documents, the spelling of the original 
early modern Italian has been retained, in particular the following elements: 
the etymological h; undoubled consonants and the conjunction et. For the sake 
of readability I have changed the u into the v and vice versa, where necessary. 
The missing letters of abbreviated words are written out in italics (Ill.ma = Il-
lustrissima), except for the most common titles of address, such as V.S. and V.A.. 
Accents are added according to modern usage.
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Between 1600 and 1660, the cultural life of the city of Florence has been 
associated almost exclusively with the ruling Medici family.1 This PhD thesis 
aims to change this view by showing that educated members of the Florentine 
patriciate contributed substantially to the cultural success of the Medici court 
and that their networks were responsible for many cultural innovations in 
Florence society.
In the 1970s, Cochrane and Diaz presented the traditional view that patri-
cians in the period under consideration withdrew from society and politics 
and became landowners without influence on the economic, cultural, social, 
or political aspects of Florentine society.2 Although economic, political, and 
social historians began revising this idea3 in the 1980s and 1990s, many cultural 
historians still cling to this view.4 The fact that the cultural heritage of the 
Medici is so carefully preserved, while many patrician collections have been 
dispersed, has done much to fix this image. Moreover, the Medici were already 








arbiters and defenders of Florentine culture and neglecting the important con-
tribution of the patricians.5 Palaces and villas of the Medici can still be visited, 
while those of the patricians are only shown on demand and escaped from the 
attention of most art historians. The consequence of all this is that cultural 
studies and books on the Florentine sixteenth and seventeenth centuries focus 
on the Medici family. In reality, however, a large group of patricians who had 
supported the Medici regime from the beginning continued to live in the city 
and manifested themselves culturally, economically, and socially. 
Over the past fifteen years, an increasing number of books and articles 
have appeared on the cultural activities and patronage of individual patrician 
families.6 This thesis has a broader scope, as it aims to highlight the patricians’ 
contribution as a group, and to provide insights into the mechanisms behind 
their cultural input.
My main issue is to demonstrate the ways in which the patricians contributed 
to the cultural climate in Florence and to the cultural success and social repre-
sentation of the Medici court, in the period 1600-60. I answer this by looking 
at their art patronage and collections, their brokerage activities, their cultural 
academies, their relations with Medici princes, their cultural exchange and 
the accompanying innovations and experiments, and finally their role in the 
cultural and sociopolitical representation of the Medici court.
Much of the new information and findings presented here is drawn from 
the extremely rich and well-preserved archives of the Niccolini, Guicciardini, 
and Buonarroti families, covering several generations. This is the reason for a 
special focus on four patricians (Giovanni Niccolini and his son Filippo, Piero 
Guicciardini and Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger), who reappear in dif-
ferent chapters, one time as ambassador, the other time as patron of arts or 
broker.7 The wealth of the sources from their family archives is unparalleled for 
the period under discussion, and offers a touchstone for a better understand-










my archival research has helped me to clarify the main outline of my thesis 
and to integrate the results of previous publications into a larger interpretative 
framework.
The arrangement of the chapters of my thesis is thematic rather than 
chronological. Every chapter covers the period 1600-60 and investigates a spe-
cific topic in which patricians contributed to the cultural climate in Florence or 
to the cultural and social representation of the Medici court. The introductory 
first chapter analyses the current state of scholarship and focuses on the chang-
ing economic and sociopolitical position of the Florentine patricians between 
the end of the sixteenth and the first half of the seventeenth centuries. It serves 
as a sociopolitical framework for the following chapters. The second chapter 
shows how the patricians, in their roles as ambassadors and chamberlains, 
helped to define the cultural and social image of the Medici. In the third chap-
ter the patronage characteristics of different patrician families are analysed, 
with a view to discovering what their aspirations were and the extent to which 
these were common or unique to individuals. The fourth chapter elaborates 
on the relations between patricians and Medici princes and discusses the dif-
ferent cultural academies, and the cultural experiments and innovations that 
originated from them. The fifth chapter focuses exclusively on the patricians’ 
brokerage networks, in particular that of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, 
which serves as an example for social networks with comparable structures 
and mechanisms. In the sixth and last chapter, we see how the patricians as 
men of letters contributed largely to the image of the Medici in Europe, both 
politically, by writing treatises, but also culturally, by organizing the events 
they wrote about and inventing the iconographic programs.
On a practical and methodological level, I am indebted to two research tradi-
tions in the Netherlands. At the University of Groningen, Professor Henk van 
Veen as early as 2006 initiated his research on the cultural activities of Flo-
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rentine patricians, with an emphasis on the sixteenth century.8 One outcome 
has been the international conference: A forgotten world. Florentine patricians as 
Patrons, Collectors, Cultural Brokers under Medici rule (1530-1743) 9, while PhD 
theses on Bernardo Vecchietti (by Bouk Wierda) and the Salviati family (by 
Klazina Botke) are nearly completed and new researches have started.10 Among 
the topics that are central to Van Veen’s investigations are the sometimes tense 
relationship between family pride and the patricians’ relationship to the Medici 
court (between independence and dependence), and the city of Rome as a refer-
ence point for the Florentine elite. 
Equally important for my own research is the Dutch tradition of the study 
of (cultural) networks in early Modern Europe, which is particularly well devel-
oped at Leiden University.11 Indeed, such networks are the key to many answers 
to my central question. Florentine patricians associated with each other in sev-
eral ways: at court, on the occasion of the organization of ceremonial events, 
within cultural academies, and in large correspondence networks. Already at an 
early stage, patricians formed the cores of their networks through the cultural 
academies in which patricians, artists, and Medici princes met each other a 
couple of times a week (because they were members of several academies and 
confraternities at the same time) and got to know each other informally, which 
proved very useful for the success of brokerage networks. 
8	 Before	initiating	this	project,	Van	Veen	conducted	pioneering	research	on	the	Grand	Duchy	of	Tuscany	
ruled	by	the	Medici	family.	This	resulted	in	2006	in	his	book	Cosimo I de’ Medici and his self-representa-
tion in Florentine art and culture	(Cambridge	University	Press).	During	his	research	on	the	Medici	Grand	
















11	 Publications	 in	 this	 field	 are	 Keblusek/Noldus	 2011;	 Egmond	 2007;	 Pollmann	 2006;	 Cools/Keblusek	
2006;	and	Blockmans	1988.
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An advantage of these strong networks was that as they attained more impor-
tant positions and found themselves in foreign courts, the patricians continued 
to correspond and exchange cultural news and objects. Some patricians became 
bishops at little Tuscan towns such as Arezzo and Cortona, while some were 
sent as ambassadors to Italian or European courts such as Rome, Madrid, and 
Vienna. Others became secretaries or cardinals at the papal court, or knights 
in military orders, or worked in the Medici household as chamberlains. Still 
others attained the position of senator in the Medici government. Wherever 
they were, very often these patricians built up new patronage networks outside 
Florence, which could be useful for their Florentine friends. Letters were written 
to Florence and vice versa from the imperial cities of Vienna and Prague, from 
the royal capitals of Madrid and Paris, from the papal court in Rome, and from 
numerous episcopal cities around Europe. 
Together with their letters, the patricians exchanged cultural and scientific 
information about innovations at the European courts. Besides that they ex-
changed cultural objects such as books, poems, plays, political treatises, music 
compositions, manuscripts, and more. This constant stream of cultural infor-
mation created a community of cultured men who were perfectly informed 
about the political and social position of the Medici. This was one of the strong 
points of the patrician networks and the reason why they contributed so much 
to the social representation and stability of the Medici court. 
This brings me back to the importance of the Buonarroti-, Guicciardini-, 
and Niccolini-archives. The personal correspondence that is kept in these 
places makes it possible to situate cultural initiatives and achievements into a 
well-defined historic context in which politics, social life, and cultural activities 
tend to merge. Furthermore, because of the broad time span covering several 
generations, one is able to follow closely how patricians became increasingly 
involved in the cultural and political affairs of the Medici court between 1600 
and 1660. As such, these archival sources are unique. In the preparation phase 
for this PhD project, I visited many other patrician archives in Florence and 
its surroundings, but in these private archives for my time period I only found 








My research and findings in the above-mentioned archives could be fruitfully 
combined with the analysis of sources from the Florentine State archives, the 
National Central Library of Florence and archives in Rome, in particular the 
Vatican archive and library, Roman family archives (Sacchetti and Fondazione 
Camillo Gaetani), the Archivio Capitolino, and the Roman State Archive.13 
Moreover, one of the strong points of the Florentine sources compared to the 
Roman ones is that the Florentines often made copies of their original letters or 
kept their drafts.14 As a result, it is generally possible to read both the incoming 
and outgoing correspondences in one place, even when original sent letters 
have not been preserved. Therefore, the information is rich and lively enough 
to bring to life a world from four centuries ago. It is on this basis, and by inte-
grating my findings with the results of previous studies on the cultural activities 
of Florentine patricians, that I hope to convince the reader of the remarkable 
skills and creativity of the seventeenth-century Florentine patricians as a group.
Florentine	State	archive	are	those	of	the	Bardi/Serzelli,	Bardi	di	Vernio,	Capponi,	Della	Gherardesca,	
Grifoni,	 Gondi,	 Guicciardini/Corsi/Salviati,	 Manelli/Galilei/Riccardi,	 Riccardi,	 Serristori,	 Strozzi	 (Carte	
strozziane),	and	Venturi.	 I	decided	not	 to	 focus	my	research	on	the	Salviati	 family,	as	my	colleague	
Klazina	Botke	is	writing	her	PhD	thesis	about	this	family.
13	 The	Fondazione	Camillo	Gaetani	contains	the	fondo	Giustiniani-Bandini,	with	many	letters	of	mem-
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1
Florentine patricians and their changing 
social and political position (1530-1670)
Introduction
With the establishment of the Duchy of the Medici in 1530, the social and 
political position of the other patricians in the Florentine society changed dras-
tically. In this chapter, we will discuss which aspects of the society changed and 
how the patricians reacted to these changes. We start with an historical over-
view of the forming of the Duchy of Florence and the accompanying changing 
political institutions. After that, we will focus on how the patricians had to 
compete with so-called uomini nuovi who entered the Florentine government, 
and which arguments and solutions the patricians used to reclaim their former 
political power. From the third section on we will consider the aristocratisation 
process of both the Medici and the patricians and we will see how and why 
they needed each other to increase their social prestige on the European level. 
We will discuss the patricians’ concept of nobility and analyze those aspects in 
which their social identity differed from that of other European noblemen. In 
the fourth and fifth sections we will emphasize how the patricians’ economic 
power contributed to the stability of Tuscany in the seventeenth century. This 
is important to stress, because traditionally the seventeenth century is seen 
as a period of decay, with regard to both the Tuscan economy and the social 
position of the Florentine nobles. Finally, we will demonstrate which political, 
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social and military functions the Florentine patricians could carry out in service 
of the Medici and how they contributed in this way to the functioning of the 
whole administrative and political system of the Medici court. Over all, this 
chapter will give us a clear insight into the importance of the growing social 
and political influence of the patricians for the stability of the Grand Ducal 
state. 
1.1 The forming of the Duchy of the Medici in florence
1531-1537 - The reign of the first Duke Alessandro de’ Medici and changing political 
institutions:  the introduction of the Magistrato Supremo, the Consiglio dei Dugento 
and the Consiglio dei Quarantotto
In October 1531, some philo-medicean intellectuals, the Holy Roman Emperor 
Charles V, and Pope Clement VII agreed that Alessandro de’ Medici should 
become the first Duke of Florence.15 This decision was taken because of the 
weak government of Florence after the occupation of the city by troops of the 
Pope and the Emperor in 1529-30 and a revolt of earlier exiled Florentine patri-
cians. For centuries Florence had been a city-state, so the transformation into 
a duchy was a drastic change. Therefore, in 1532, twelve men chosen from 
the Florentine elite were ordered to design a new system of government in 
which a hereditary monarchy was combined with the administration of justice 
that had been part of the republican government.16 Among these twelve men 
were Francesco Vettori, Roberto Acciaiuoli, and the famous historian Francesco 
Guicciardini.
The new government system designed by the team of twelve men meant 
a fundamental break with the past. The Signoria, the largest executive organ 
of the city from the thirteenth century on, was abolished.17 It was replaced by 
the Magistrato Supremo, a government organ that consisted of the duke and 
four advisers.18 Two other assemblies were established at the same moment, the 
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Consiglio dei Dugento, which members were chosen for life, had to approve 
decrees from private citizens and associations. The forty-eight members of the 
Senato were chosen for life by the Grand Duke from the Consiglio dei Dugento. 
The Senato approved laws, assigned jobs, and nominated magistrates.19 The 
senators were allowed to work at the same time as magistrates, as ambassadors 
or as diplomats. 
To minimize the potential for resistance, the twelve reformers tried to form 
a government system in which the patrician elite could cooperate with the 
Duke of Florence.20 In fact the Medici did not dare to abolish the republican 
institutions totally and as a result, according to Marcello Verga, Florence was a 
‘Repubblica con a capo un duca’ during the whole Medici-principate.21 Verga 
cites the Tuscan jurist Bernardo Tanucci who wrote in 1737 that many laws and 
magistrates of the Grand Duchy served only one city of the Tuscan domain: 
Florence. This was a strange increase in institutions, as if they added the new 
institutions of the principate to the old republican ones without abolishing 
them.22 
1.2 The nomination of Duke Cosimo I, the patricians’ loss of political power, the 
arrival of non-florentine courtiers and the patricians’ quest to regain political 
influence (1537-1609)
Cosimo’s quest for political independence
In January 1537 Duke Alessandro de’ Medici was murdered by his cousin 
Lorenzo di Pier Francesco de’ Medici, and three days later Cosimo I de’ Medici 
(fig. 1) was nominated as Duke of Florence.23 Before he could officially be called 
duke however, a circle of pro-Medici intellectuals from the Florentine elite dis-
cussed the conditions of the new regime with him.24 In the following decades, 
Cosimo I transformed the weak government into a strong principate, starting 









Cosimo I chose to live in the Palazzo della Signoria, known from that moment 
as the Palazzo ducale.25 To make the government stronger he established two 
new institutions, the auditori and the segretari. The three auditori decided about 
fiscal and juridical questions, and amendments of the law. The team of segretari 
consisted of a primo segretario or Segretario di Stato (State secretary), a confiden-
tial adviser to the Grand Duke and ten other secretaries. In addition to that, in 
1547 the Pratica Segreta was established, an advisory council of confidential 
advisors to the Grand Duke.26 
Although originally a system was chosen in which the patrician elite could 
cooperate with the Duke of Florence, Cosimo I set out his own policy. The segre-
tari and auditori, together with the cancellieri and provveditori were all chosen by 
the Grand Duke and consisted not of the patrician elite, but of non-Florentines, 
among which Tuscan uomini nuovi and non-Tuscan nobles.27 These uomini 
nuovi were mostly jurists (lawyers and notaries) who came from little Tuscan 
towns and did not have strong grassroots support in the capital.28 It was espe-
cially for them that Cosimo I created the new position of Segretario di Stato as 
a function of prestige.29 Besides uomini nuovi, the Medici appointed aristocrats 
and military commanders from Rome and other important cities as courtiers.30 
By giving the important positions to uomini nuovi and Roman aristocrats, the 
Medici prevented the traditional Florentine patricians from amassing enough 
power to revolt against or even bring down the government. The uomini nuovi 
owed all their power to the Medici and were therefore very faithful servants.31 
By excluding the patricians from key positions in the government, Cosimo I 
sought to increase his independence from the patrician elite.32 Members of the 
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the domain of Florence, though not inside the city itself.33 It must be clear that 
this was a significant change with the past. For centuries Florentine patricians 
had been influential in the different republican governments, together with 
members of the patrician Medici family. But now, in an instant, as soon as 
the Medici established their duchy, the other patricians lost almost all their 
political power.34
As a reaction to these radical changes, some members of the traditional 
patrician families emigrated from Florence to other Italian cities or to France, 
especially those who were relatives of the patricians murdered by Cosimo I in 
1537, after they revolted against him at Montemurlo.35 These emigrated patri-
cians were called the fuoriusciti (or fuorusciti), exiles. The uomini nuovi received 
permission to live in the abandoned palaces of the fuoriusciti.36 Cosimo I set 
up a whole network of spies to control the movements and gatherings of the 
fuoriusciti in different cities, to prevent them from forming alliances with the 
Farnese or other powerful Italian families.37 This was necessary because several 
times in the sixteenth century patricians at foreign courts tried to conspire 
against him.38
Not only internally but also in his foreign policy, Cosimo I gave himself 
freedom of manoeuvre by means of active and well-considered negotiations 
and compromises with the papal state, the Holy Roman Empire, and the French 
Kingdom. As Alessandra Contini explains, he started this process by controlling 
the fuoriusciti. The next important step was the conquest of Siena in 1555.39 
After the peace of Cateau-Cambrésis (1559), which brought the Habsburg/
Spanish-French wars to an end, Cosimo’s power grew stronger very fast. During 
33	 Rouchon	2004:	62.
34	 Litchfield	2008:	78,	147;	Van	Veen	2008:	16;	Van	Veen	2005:	63;	Stumpo	1984:	153.















the wars, he had already entered into an alliance with all three superpowers 
(for example, through wedding alliances or by financing wars). He concluded 
important treaties like the one with the King of Spain which gave him the in-
vestiture of Siena so that he could incorporate this city into his domain.40 After 
gaining control over possible revolts and expanding his domain, it was time to 
fight for his independence and recognition.41 The climax of this whole process 
was the Grand Ducal title, which was given to him by Pope Pius V in 1569. But 
the struggle was not over yet, because this heritable title was not recognized by 
the Holy Roman emperor until 1576, two years after Cosimo’s death. Thanks to 
this title, the Grand Dukes of Florence suddenly became more important than 
almost all other Italian princes. 
The patricians’ counterquest for political recognition
After the formal and official recognition of the Medici Grand Duchy, the 
symbolic representation of the Medici in Europe received increased emphasis.42 
From the reign of Francesco I until the reign of Cosimo III, the Medici spent 
lavishly on marriages, funeral ceremonies, or entries of important persons, and 
in the decoration of their palaces, villas, and gardens. The patricians played an 
essential role in this social and cultural representation of the Medici in Europe, 
but to do so they first had to regain their social and political influence. We will 
now explain how they succeeded in this.
Cosimo I’s direct successors, Francesco I (fig. 2) and Ferdinand I (fig. 3), 
continued the policy of their father regarding the patricians. They persisted in 
excluding them from the government and household, as becomes clear from 
Samuel Berner’s analyses of the lists of salariati.43 During the reign of Ferdinand 
I (1587-1609), the Medici government and household consisted of 260 people. 
Of these, eighteen persons occupied important positions. Only seven of these 
were Florentines and only one was a patrician; the remaining positions were 
occupied by foreigners. Of the other 242 people, only nine were patricians and 
in total there were nineteen Florentines. All the others were foreigners.44 So the 
Florentine government at that moment mainly operated, at the administrative 















The patricians’ changing social and political position
Because of the modest presence of the patricians in the government, even 
eighty years after the establishment of the Duchy of the Medici, many histori-
ans accepted the view that they had withdrawn from society and politics, and 
that they had become passive land-owners who no longer had any influence 
on economic, cultural, social, or political aspects of Florentine society.45 This 
traditional view turns up even in recent articles of historians and cultural histo-
rians.46 Other economic, prosopographical, and social historians, however, have 
tried to revise this image by bringing up arguments based on archival research 
that show the active commercial, economic, and social life of the patricians.47 
In the field of economics, the first to stress the continuing economic invest-
ments of the patricians was Berner, who showed that the patricians continued 
to invest between 1531 and 1610, and that there was no significant change in 
these activities compared to the preceding period.48 Although they invested 
in real estate in the countryside, they did not go and live there permanently. 
Instead, they set up farms with houses for several families who held a share 
tenancy.49 Besides that, they created country cottages or villas to retire to them-
selves especially during the hot summer months. For the rest of the year, they 
continued to live in the city.50
Towards the end of the sixteenth century, the patricians tried to regain their 
position in society and politics.51 As Richard Goldthwaite shows, to reclaim 
their right to participate in the government, they started to investigate their 
own family histories.52 Because of the increased concentration on the honour 
of the family, a concept of nobility began to gain more and more attention for 
many patrician families. Goldthwaite states that although this process preceded 















In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Florentine families consisted of 
large clans and, as a consequence, different branches and members of the same 
families lived together in the same palaces. Goldthwaite calls this type of fami-
lies ‘horizontal families’. Already in the fourteenth century, these traditional 
structures began to dissolve. Brothers chose to live in different palaces and to 
form alliances with commercial partners from other families. This tendency 
increased in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, although brothers often kept 
on living in the same neighbourhoods.54 
In the sixteenth century, when families threatened to be fragmented more 
and more, patricians started to develop a large interest in the vertical compo-
nent of their families.55 By means of documents from their family archives, 
the patricians wanted to prove that their ancestors had already served the city 
of Florence for centuries, and therefore they granted themselves the right to 
be part of the government again.56 One of their sources were for example the 
Libri di Ricordi in which births, matrimonies, and deaths were listed, and which 
contained among other things family trees, dates about dowries, dates about 
the bookkeeping of one or more villas, and lists of books in a family’s posses-
sion. Their ancestors had written the Libri di Ricordi out of an “extreme sense of 
eternity”, to quote Giovanni Ciappelli.57 
The Accademia dei Virtuosi, directed by the historian Francesco Segaloni, 
focused entirely on the genealogy and heraldic aspects of Florentine families. 
With the help of his lettered friends, Segaloni wrote Il Priorista (1625), the of-
ficial register of Florentine families whose members had been gonfaloniere or 
priore in the republican period. Like many other patricians Giovanni Niccolini 
combined this kind of publication with the documents in his own archive and 
wrote his own family history.58 His goal, which he shared with his fellow patri-
cians, was to prove that his ancestors had served the city of Florence continu-





58	 Moroni	 2002:	 302,	 314-15.	This	 family	 history,	 a	 manuscript	 of	 35	 pages,	 was	 never	 published	 but	 is	
preserved	 in	 the	 Niccolini	 archive.	 See	 Niccolini	 G.,	 Libri	 di	 ricordanze	 dei	 Niccolini,	 in	“Rivista delle 
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1.3 The patricians’ run on noble titles, their social domination over the ‘uomini 
nuovi’ and their growing political power (1609-1670)
Economic, sociopolitical, and historical articles show that in the seventeenth 
century there was a tremendous change in the attitude of the Medici towards 
the patricians as regards their participation in the government and the house-
hold.59 The Medici grew increasingly aware that they needed the patricians to 
maintain their political, social, and economic position in Europe. At the end of 
the sixteenth and in the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Medici court 
grew in European political and ceremonial significance.60 As a consequence the 
patricians could begin to call themselves nobles (nobili), even if they did not 
yet possess official titles. In fact, as Christian Wieland remarks, the Medici and 
the patricians both underwent a development from wealthy merchants into 
nobles with an aristocratic lifestyle.61
At many European courts, from the end of the sixteenth century onward 
there was a run on noble titles. Almost all the ambassadors of foreign countries 
could present noble titles like baron, count, duke, or marquis. Without noble 
titles, Florentine ambassadors and diplomats were in danger of not being taken 
seriously.62 The regents Maria Magdalena of Austria (fig. 5) and Christina of Lor-
raine (fig. 4), who reigned together in the period between 1621 and 162863 were 
accustomed to the use of noble titles at the courts of their relatives, so when 
the patricians asked them for noble titles, they were willing to give them.64 
Sometimes, they awarded marquisates to patricians who had served the state 



















a fief in the Medici domain.66 On still other occasions, patricians obtained the 
titles from the Kings of France or Spain, the viceroy of Naples, the Habsburg 
emperor, Italian dukes, or the Pope. In this way, many patricians like the Corsi, 
Capponi, Corsini, Frescobaldi, Guadagni, Guicciardini, and Niccolini received 
noble titles from the Medici or other rulers and could begin to carry out high 
functions in the government.67 The Grand Dukes gave seventy-eight noble titles 
(mostly between 1620 and 1640), 30 percent of them to Florentine citizens.68 
The titles were heritable, so their children were immediately of noble status.
Before the patricians could play a role in the government with their newly 
obtained noble titles, a law had to be changed. This was a republican law from 
the year 1292 that prohibited people with noble titles from participating in the 
government.69 Around that year, feudal nobles were sent to the periphery of the 
contado (county) and chose to live in mountainous regions like the Mugello, 
the Apennines, and the Casentino. In the city of Florence, from the thirteenth 
century on all nobles or magnati who still lived in the city were changed into 
cittadini (citizens).70 They transformed from landed aristocracy into prosperous 
merchants and began to lead a politically, socially, and economically active 
bourgeois life.71 Economic capital and power was in the hands of a hundred 
influential families who formed together only one percent of the population. 
These citizens were called the ottimati.72
To allow the patricians legally to be part of the government in Florence 
again, the regents decided in 1623 to abolish this centuries-old law. As a con-
sequence, as newly created nobles the Florentine patricians began to occupy 
positions in all the official and semi-official institutions of the Medici govern-
ment.73 They occupied one-fifth of all government offices in 1604, but their 
share rose to one-third later in the century.74 But the most important change 
was that they began to obtain the highest positions in the administration and 
sador	of	Rome	in	1621,	as	successor	to	Piero	Guicciardini,	who	was	also	awarded	a	noble	title	by	the	
regents.
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household.75 From 1623, the (bureaucratic) administrative system comprised 
the uomini nuovi while the top positions were held by patricians.76 The house-
hold up till that moment had been staffed by humble people, but at a European 
level these functions were executed by the elite.77 Analogous to the European 
model, the Medici started to place patricians in functions such as chamberlain 
of the Grand Dukes and princes. Almost all these patricians carried noble titles 
like duke, marquis, and count.78
The Roman aristocrats, who had been the highest functionaries in the 
government during the sixteenth century, became more and more privileged 
towards the end of that century.79 This created a potentially dangerous situ-
ation for the Medici, because the Roman families were influential in Italy, so 
the Medici decided to diminish their influence in the government. Other 
members of high social classes were few in Florence, so the patricians were 
the only candidates capable of taking over the important political functions 
of the Roman aristocrats. Nevertheless, the Medici remained cautious until the 
end, afraid of the potential power the patrician families could develop once 
they were appointed to high positions again. As the economic historian Enrico 
Stumpo shows, the Consiglio Segreto founded by the regents in 1621, consisted 
of only one patrician: the rest of the members came from the old feudal families 
of Tuscany.80 But these families were too few to form a prestigious European 
court, so in the Consigli of the following years the names of patrician families 
like members of the Capponi, Rinuccini, Altoviti, Corsini, and the Del Nero 
families finally began to appear.81 In the Consiglio di Stato of 1653 the brothers 
of Grand Duke Ferdinand II participated, together with the patricians Vincenzo 
Salviati, Luca degli Albizzi, Ferdinando Bardi, and Giovan Battista Gondi.82 The 
position of Segretario di Stato, which had always been carried out by the most 













moment the Consiglio Segreto was formed.83 So, as soon as the patricians had 
entered the Consiglio Segreto, this institution surpassed the Segretario di Stato 
in importance and the political success of the uomini nuovi started to stagnate.
Later in the seventeenth century, the patricians had become a stable fac-
tor in the Medici government. In his article ‘Un principato regionale. Gli stati 
medicei nell’età barocca’ (2007), Marcello Verga gives a very clear overview of 
Florentine society in the seventeenth century and the relationship between the 
Medici and the elite.84 He demonstrates that the seventeenth-century Medici 
Grand Dukes were fully aware of the patricians’ economic and political inter-
ests and by taking these into account in their policy they were able to reach 
a fruitful balance between domination and interdependence.85 Jean Claude 
Waquet and Hélène Chauvineau add to this that the Grand Duke continually 
discussed his policies with his advisors, his family members, the patrician elite, 
the magistrates, and the church.86 Their power was not absolutist, but more a 
controlling power.87
 Claudio Donati wonders whether the Medici actively stimulated the 
participation of the patricians in the government and household and their 
aristocratization, or just accepted this process passively.88 My opinion is that 
they stimulated it. The Florentine patricians were the Medici’s representatives 
at the foreign courts and enabled them to meet all the ceremonial standards. If 
the Medici had not given noble titles to the patricians, their court would not 
have been taken seriously at the other Italian and European courts. Wieland 
rightly says that the Florentine patricians at the same time tolerated the Medici 
regime and were their most dangerous competitors. In order to avoid revolts, 
the Medici felt compelled to satisfy the patricians with all kinds of privileges, 
including noble titles.89
1.4 social and economic power of seventeenth-century patricians
Considering the new functions of the patricians at the Medici court and in the 
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Roberto Bizzocchi, write that the republican aristocracy changed into socially 
limited nobles, while the highest ranking of them were organised as courtiers 
around the prince.90 Bizzocchi’s view is rather traditional, if compared to the 
articles about the concepts of nobility and the economic activities of the patri-
cians from economic and social historians of the past three decades like Berner, 
R. Burr. Litchfield, Stumpo and Jean Boutier, who show that the patricians had 
their own autonomous life, with their own economic capital. 
In my opinion, the patricians could even exert social, political, and eco-
nomic power that the Medici could never entirely control. The reason was that 
the predecessors of the seventeenth-century patricians had largely participated 
in the political and cultural history of Florence, just like the Medici. Conse-
quently they had always built up relations with renowned Italian families from 
other cities, many of which were still influential in the seventeenth century. 
Some patricians even had cardinals in their families – for example Luigi Cap-
poni (1582-1659) and Neri Corsini (1614-1678) - and therefore could exert their 
power also outside Florence. Others, such as the Altoviti, Ridolfi, Strozzi, Pazzi, 
Martelli, Rucellai, and Cerretani families had important branches of banks in 
Rome.91 The Medici had to give the relatives of these families living in Florence 
important positions so that they would not conspire and revolt.
Enrico Stumpo suggests that although the patricians already had a firm 
economic position, they even got economic and fiscal privileges from the 
Medici rulers. In exchange for political support, the Medici arranged that the 
economic power of the patricians could remain intact far into the seventeenth 
century.92 All the republican institutions (like the Magistrature and the Senato) 
continued to exist, although they had no (politically) decisive power.93 Those 
institutions could give commercial and fiscal privileges to the patricians, so that 
they could preserve their wealth during the whole seventeenth century.94 This 
was also important for the Medici court, because in 1688 noblemen accounted 
for 75 percent of the state finances, and 93 percent of them were patricians.95 









provided such a large part of the state income.96 It was a very different situation 
from France for example, where the court financed the aristocracy.97 The Flo-
rentine patricians were autonomous and, therefore, did not become decadent 
courtiers and could maintain their economic power and social independence. 
This is illustrated in a lively way by the Englishman Richard Lassels, who visited 
Florence in 1654 and writes just about this difference between Florentine and 
French courtiers:
Yet the gentry here hold it no disgrace to have a Ship at sea, and a back 
warehouse, with a faithfull servant and a countbooke at home, whiles they 
vapor it at court, and in their coaches. This makes them hold up their noble 
familyes by the chinn, and not onely preserves them from sincking, but allso 
makes them swimm in a full sea of honour by being able to buy offices for 
their children in Princes courts, whereby they come to greatest preferrements: 
whither when they are come, no man questioneth the way they came thither: 
whether by water, or by Land: by traffic or by sword: by the Count-book or 
the army. If the French gentry would follow this way, they might have shooes 
and stockings for their children […] whereby to keep their noble blood 
warme withall in winter.98
A major difference with courtiers from other European courts was that the Flo-
rentine patricians, when they had become courtiers, did not live in the court 
palace.99 In Florence, to be a courtier did not mean that this was your only 
position. Patricians often served more patrons or even princes, and they con-
tinued their commercial activities.100 As a consequence all courtiers had their 
own palaces. Their court function only increased their wealth and social status. 
The patricians even took advantage of their high social standing to develop 
commercial contacts. Only in the eighteenth century did their commercial 
activities decline.101 
A concrete example of a patrician family who kept investing in commerce 
is the Corsini family. The brothers Filippo (1538-1601) and Bartolomeo Corsini 
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products to England and imported herring to Italy. They had trade contacts 
in the cities of Florence, Palermo, Antwerp, Amsterdam, The Hague, Brussels, 
and London, as well as in cities in Spain and France.102 The still unexplored 
mercantile letters that were exchanged during these commercial relations are 
preserved in the Corsini archive in Florence.103 When Filippo died he ordered 
his brother to invest his whole capital (300.000 scudi) in beni immobili (real 
estate). Bartolomeo obeyed this order and bought properties in Mugello, S. 
Casciano, Figline, Certaldo, Radda, Campi, Capua, Umbria, and Volterra and 
founded many farms there. Although their descendents did not continue their 
commercial activities and invested much of their money in luxury goods, the 
capital Filippo and Bartolomeo had acquired with their commercial activities 
(800.000 scudi) was enough for the family to rise in prestige considerably and 
to play a role on the European scale in the centuries after.104 Lorenzo Corsini 
(1652-1740) even became Pope, under the name Clement XII from 1730 until 
his death. 
 The families of the uomini nuovi were less independent, both socially 
and economically, and therefore their political power and social influence de-
creased. They were not as firmly rooted in the city as the old patrician families, 
and many families of uomini nuovi were already extinct in the seventeenth 
century, after only two or three generations.105 This had a specific reason. From 
the sixteenth century onward there was a policy in Florence (and in many 
other Italian cities) that determined that only one male per family could get 
married.106 This had to be the eldest son (if he was still alive). Moreover, the 
fidecommesso law determined that the first-born son inherited the whole family 
capital.107 In this way, the capital of the family could be handed down in such 
a way that there were no quarrels and the money and properties could remain 
in the family. 
As Boutier showed, a considerable part of the patrician families survived 
from the fifteenth until the eighteenth century, much longer than the uomini 
nuovi.108 This had to do with the fact that the restricted matrimony policy did 
102	 Moroni	1989:	104.








not yet exist in the fifteenth century, so it could happen that families existed 
with several branches – up to twenty in some instances – at the same time.109 
The families with the most branches continued to exist until the eighteenth 
century.110 The competition for power between patrician families in the period 
of the republican governments in the previous centuries made it necessary for 
all the sons of the families to marry and create as much collateral branches 
as possible, to become more powerful thanks to alliances to other important 
families.111 When the Tuscan state was ruled by one family, the Medici, this 
competition for power was no longer necessary and families only strived to 
become more noble.112 Due to the restricted matrimony policy, the uomini 
nuovi who arrived in Florence only in the sixteenth century never had time to 
build up such large families as the patricians who had lived in Florence since 
the thirteenth century, when the policy did not exist. So although the uomini 
nuovi were endowed with significant economic capital113, their success was of 
short duration, for legal-biological reasons.114 This policy to some extent also 
led to the extinction of the patricians, by forcing a drastic reduction in the 
number of collateral lines. As a consequence there were fewer investments of 
money, and biologically speaking, the lineages risked extinction.115
109	 Ibid.:	148.
110	 Ibid.	 Boutier	 observes	 that	 93	 (29	 percent)	 of	 the	 325	 families	 who	 were	 active	 in	 the	 republican	
government	 of	 Florence	 before	 1433	 were	 still	 extant	 in	 the	 Libro d’Oro	 of	 1750.	There	 were	 twelve	
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1.5 The patricians’ contribution to the economic stability of Tuscany in the sev-
enteenth century
At the end of the sixteenth century the economic prosperity of Italy came to a 
halt, mainly because of the decline of the wool industry and the bankruptcy of 
many European branches of Italian banks between 1573 and 1660.116 The tradi-
tional view is that Italy and Florence were in decline in the period afterwards. 
Paolo Malanima states that this has to be considered from another point of view: 
at the beginning of the fourteenth century Italy had a high population density, 
urbanisation, many industrial, commercial and financial activities and high 
investments in culture and art, benchmarks of economic growth that many 
other countries did not reach until centuries later.117 In fact this high level of 
urbanisation and financial and cultural investment far surpassed the average. 
In the seventeenth century, this wealth and the general economic climate drew 
more in line with the other European countries, though this seemed like a 
drastic decline compared to the previous period. In reality, however, the Ital-
ian economy remained flexible and adjusted to the other European economies 
quite well, and the observed decline was only a relative one.118 It was only in 
later centuries that serious economic problems arose.
The view of Malanima is true also for Tuscany in particular. Waquet under-
lines the stability of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany in the seventeenth century 
and writes that there was no crisis, decadence, or decline at all.119 This new view 
has proved quite persuasive in the past two decades as more and more scholars 
from different countries have tried to reconstruct the history of Tuscany in the 
seventeenth century.120 Regarding the economic stability, important changes 
were the growth of new production sectors such as porcelain and silk, and the 
foundation of the sea-port of Livorno.121 
A large part of the Florentine patriciate had their own commercial com-
panies during the seventeenth century, as shown by hundreds of commercial 
contracts found by Malanima in the Florentine State Archive.122 The amount 









century, but it certainly did not stop. During the whole seventeenth century, 
10-20 percent of all commercial associations were in the hands of the patrician 
elite, which also kept making financial investments.123 After the crisis of 1573, 
instead of investments in unlimited liability, they increased their investments 
in limited liability enterprises.124 Already in 1602, the elite had invested half of 
their capital in these kinds of enterprises.125 These were risky investments, but 
yielded more than investments in landed estates. Investments by the elite in 
limited liability enterprises declined only after 1730.126 The noble elite in the 
seventeenth century also invested in loans, purchased state bonds, acquired 
land in periods of economic success (most sales were between families) and 
spent heavily on luxuries such as furniture, clothes, silver, alms, art patron-
age, the salaries of servants, carriages, grooms, horses, stables, and their salons. 
Thanks to this luxury consumption, the urban crafts in Florence grew and other 
luxury goods were imported from other cities or countries.127
1.6 Cittadini or noble courtiers?
In the seventeenth century, the bourgeoisie across Europe was developing a new 
lifestyle, obtained political functions, and noble titles. In Florence there was no 
clear separation between the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy. The patricians 
embodied both.128 They were a nobiltà imperfetta (imperfect nobility), because 
they had achieved their noble status with economic wealth and positions in 
the oligarchic government during the republican period.129 In other European 
countries the bourgeoisie concentrated more and more on land ownership, 
while the aristocracy started to show interest in commercial and industrial 
activities. The Florentine patricians had always owned properties in the coun-
tryside and they had been merchants and bankers for centuries.130
Already in the fifteenth century there was a vivid debate about nobility. 
Treatises were written about the topic by Buonaccorso da Montemagno (De 
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Landino (De vera nobilitate, post 1487). One group thought wisdom and virtue 
was the key to individual nobility. The second group thought wealth and the 
fame of the lineage could create nobility.131
Although many patricians transformed into nobles, they continued to call 
themselves cittadini and patricians.132 In the old Vocabolario della Crusca of 1612 
the definitions of patrizio and nobile (patrician and noble) are quite similar. 
The definition of patrizio is huomo nobile, de’ primi della città. The definition of 
nobile is di chiara, e illustre schiatta.133 There are several authors who indicate 
that “Florentine patrician” has a more profound connotation. The fact that 
the Florentine patricians called themselves cittadini comprehends that civil 
and political commitment were of paramount importance.134 For centuries the 
patricians had occupied themselves with commerce and politics and held 
out public offices.135 It was not even possible to be called a patrician without 
such civic engagement, though it was possible to be called a noble without 
having any political role.136 Components of the patrician identity were their 
cultural patronage and their large socio-political engagement with the city. 
In the republican time, the patricians as a group felt themselves responsible 
for the preservation of the democratic character and sovereignty of the city. 
In the seventeenth century, they still represented the city outside Florence as 
diplomats and ambassadors, but also inside Florence in the administration of 
the government. The houses of every family were concentrated in a certain part 
of the city, where they felt themselves responsible for patronizing churches and 
financing popular feasts.137
Together with the aristocratic customs, many new aristocratic terms entered 
the Florentine society. Chauvineau tried to determine whether the Medici used 
one specific Italian or European court as a model to increase the aristocratic 
aspect of their own court. As turns out from her analysis, the names the Medici 
used for all the new functions at their aristocratic court were borrowed from a 
variety of courts and languages. The old Burgundian name for chamberlain was 
gentilhomme de la chambre, which was also used at the court of Louis XIV. In Tus-









Ferrara.138 Later on, the name maestro di camera was adopted, this time inspired 
by the Spanish maestro de la camera. The name for maggiordomo was inspired by 
the Spanish maiordomo.139 The maggiordomo maggiore was the person who man-
aged the whole staff of the court, such as the secretaries, chamberlains, pages, 
head grooms, the cloakroom, and the gentiluomini di camera. Other influences 
came from the papal court, where Ferdinand I lived as a cardinal.140 Despite 
these influences from other courts, the terms of address in Florence, like Vostra 
Eccellenza and Illustrissimo Signore, had a republican and humanistic origin.141 
In the course of the seventeenth century, however, the tendency to imitate 
the customs of other European courts grew stronger, as we have seen in the 
previous paragraphs.142 During the reigns of Cosimo II (fig. 5) and the regents, 
court ceremonial was based more and more on the customs at the French court 
and not on those of the Spanish court, and as a result all chamberlains were 
called gentiluomo di camera, a name which resembled the term used at the court 
of Louis XIV.143
Although many patricians had a function as chamberlain, Chauvineau 
states that they never mentioned this function in their wills, while they did 
mention their involvement with military orders. Most patricians emphasized 
specifically their Florentine citizenship.144 Besides that, they emphasized the 
title of Senator, a title of republican origin.145 Chauvineau concludes from 
these facts that the patricians served the court but did not consider themselves 
courtiers.146 It seems to me that for the seventeenth century, where so many 
patricians led double lives as courtiers and citizens and where the lives of the 
patricians were so much intertwined with those of the Medici, this viewpoint 
does not hold. Even if they did not refer to their functions or roles at court 
in their wills, the patricians were nevertheless proud to be part of the Medici 
regime and to represent it abroad. As Boutier writes, they had already main-
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identity with this authentic patrician identity.147 Components of this European 
identity were military orders, special schools and societies for nobles, ambas-
sadorships, and travels through Europe.148 The patricians were proud to be part 
of this European aristocratic culture. Marcello Fantoni, a professor specialized 
in Court Studies, writes that even in the seventeenth century one could still 
identify many characteristics of the republican time in Florentine society, but 
that the patriciate had nonetheless been incorporated into the new lifestyle of 
aristocratic and courtly society.149 
The reason why the courtiers did not mention their functions at court may 
be that both the Medici and the patricians did not attach great value to all the 
European aristocratic names and titles when within Florence; the titles may 
have mattered only when they went abroad. Inside the Grand Duchy, the titles 
did not have any influence on the hierarchy of social classes.150 Boutier remarks 
that in Marc’Antonio Savelli’s Pratica Universale of 1665 the Florentine nobles 
were called il ceto dei cittadini fiorentini (the class of Florentine citizens).151 And 
even in a 1704 Venetian tractate by Agostino Paradisi about nobles in fifty-five 
cities in Italy, quoted by Boutier, we can read: 
Nella citta di Firenze quelli sono stimati i nobili i cui ascendenti hanno 
goduto o sono stati capaci di godere delle principali dignità ed uffizi che quivi 
si conseguivano in tempo della Repubblica. […] non si fa altra differenza da 
nobile a nobile a Firenze che per quello che porta il grado senatorio. Chi se ne 
trova fregiato precede a qualunque altra persona152 che non sia tale quantunque 
insignata con carattere di Marchese, Conte o Barone.153 
Apparently, in Florence there were no important hierarchical differences 
between different kinds of nobles. We can speak of a nobility of equals that 
existed for centuries, even if it was theoretically possible to make a distinc-
tion between different kinds of nobles.154 This distinction was discussed in a 











a division in three parts: the Florentine patriciate, consisting of large families 
with an urban mercantile origin; the feudal nobility, some of papal and some 
of imperial origin; and the nobility of service (nobiltà di servizio), the uomini 
nuovi who served the Medici and were often members of the military Order of 
Saint Stephen.155 Only in 1750 an official law was formulated that contained 
the conditions necessary to call oneself noble, the Legge per regolamento della 
Nobiltà e della Cittadinanza. All the noble families were listed from that moment 
onward in the Libro d’Oro (Book of Gold). The law determined that families 
could call themselves noble if at least one of four conditions was met:156
1.  One of their ancestors should have had a function as priore157 before the 
reform of the government in 1532.
2. The Grand Dukes should have named one of their ancestors a senator. 
3. One of their ancestors should have received a noble title. 
4. One of their ancestors should have been admitted to the Order of Saint 
Stephen.
1.7 Patrician careers in Tuscany, Rome and Malta
During the reign of Cosimo I, Tuscany grew increasingly involved in interna-
tional politics, and to help maintain the balance of power, permanent ambassa-
dors resided in the Holy Roman Empire from 1537, in Rome from 1539, and in 
France from 1544 onward. From the late 1560s ambassadors were also present 
in Spain and a permanent ambassador began to reside in London under the 
reign of Ferdinand I. In the other Italian states, Tuscany could not install any 
permanent residents until the title of Grand Duke, and its accompanying social 
status, was recognized, first unofficially and later officially by the Pope and 
the Emperor. In the meantime, instead of ambassadors, Cosimo sent agents to 
many Italian states, for example to Venice, where the first permanent ambassa-
dor settled in 1589. Agents were also sent to Ferrara from 1551, and these were 
replaced by ambassadors from 1560 on. In Naples, the power of the Medici had 
been recognized already very early (1537), thanks to the marriage of Cosimo 
with Eleonora da Toledo, the daughter of the viceroy of Naples. The ruling 
families most reluctant to recognize Medici power were the Farnese (Parma), 
155	 Contini	1997:	750.
156	 Litchfield	2008:	150;	Boutier	1993a:	141.
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the Gonzaga (Mantua), the Este (Modena/Ferrara) and the Savoy (Turin).158 In 
the seventeenth century, when recognition had been secured across Europe, the 
Medici court had agents and ambassadors in all the important states of Italy 
(city states, duchies, kingdoms, and papal areas) and in the rest of Europe, such 
as at the Imperial Court and in England, France and Spain.159 
In the earlier centuries, young patricians used to carry out commercial 
internships abroad as merchants. The new solution in the seventeenth century 
was that they joined Florentine ambassadors at foreign courts for a few months. 
This was seen as a kind of internship, in which they could learn how to operate 
as diplomats.160 The continuous presence of Florentine ambassadors at differ-
ent Italian and European courts meant a steady stream of information, which 
enabled the Medici to anticipate important political developments.161 Many 
ambassadors were Florentine patricians, while their assistants, the segretari di 
legazione were all uomini nuovi.162 The career prospects for the uomini nuovi 
and the patricians in service of the Medici were different. After having finished 
their functions as segretari di legazione the uomini nuovi could obtain ecclesias-
tical or bureaucratic offices and even the high office of state secretary, but it was 
impossible for them to become maggiordomo or chamberlain.163 After returning 
from their ambassadorships, patricians could obtain a position as governor of 
a Tuscan city, chamberlain of princes or even the Grand Duke himself, mag-
giordomo, senator, member of the Pratica Segreta, bishop, and even cardinal.164
Apart from ambassadorships, there were many other functions that Floren-
tine patricians could carry out in service of the Medici court to strengthen their 
social position. On the political level the Dell’Antella family furnishes a good 
example. Niccolò dell’Antella (1560-1630) was personal advisor of Ferdinand I, 
Cosimo II, and the regents and at the same time he was archbishop of Pisa.165 
At the end of his life, he was nominated senator by the Medici, as a reward for 
158	 Contini	1999:	80,	118.	The	ambassadors	in	Spain	during	the	1560s	and	1570s	were	De	Nobili,	and	from	
1571	 Giulio	 del	 Caccia,	 who	 was	 assisted	 by	 the	 secretary	 Antonio	 Serguidi.	 After	 Del	 Caccia	 came	










all his services.166 His brother Francesco di Filippo dell’Antella (1567-1624) was 
nominated maggiordomo maggiore by Cosimo II.167 
Another political task that the patricians executed was receiving important 
guests whom they met in the region of Tuscany before they arrived in Florence. 
The patrician Matteo Botti had to receive the ambassador of Venice, Niccolò 
Molino in Firenzuola in the year 1600.168 The same year he had to accompany 
the ambassador of Poland from Rome to Poggio a Caiano. In 1607 he had to 
meet the French ambassador at Borgo San Lorenzo and in 1608 he had to go to 
Marradi to receive the future Grand Duchess Maria Maddalena of Austria, to-
gether with Carlo di Ottavio de’ Bardi (1573- 1646).169 Finally, in 1609, Matteo 
Botti had to accompany the count of Gonzaga-Nevers from Colle Val d’Elsa to 
Castiglione Aretino. As a way of thanks for all these services he was nominated 
maggiordomo maggiore by Ferdinand I.170 
The patricians could also function in the political area as a magistrate. 
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger performed this function from 1613-24 
in the Magistrato di Dogana, Magistrato di Nove, Magistrato della Grascia, 
Magistrato dei Conservatori della Legge, and in the Magistrato del Sale.171 The 
mass of evidence shows, then, that it was only natural course that, at the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century the patricians and the Medici were together 
responsible for the whole political organisation of Florence, from the reception 
of important guests to the running of all the major governmental institutions.
Yet another possibility for the future career of the patricians was to take 
part of a military order. Military orders originated in the crusades and had an 
international character. From the fourteenth century on, the international 
military and religious orders were supplemented by dynastic orders with a less 
international character, such as the Order of Jarretière in England (1346), the 
166	 Casprini	2000:	109.
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Order of the Golden Fleece (1430) in the Low Countries, and the Order of Saint 
Louis in France (1469).172 The most obvious choice for the patricians was to 
become a member of the Order of Santo Stefano, the Tuscan Order founded by 
the Medici. To be a member of Santo Stefano was a sign of fidelity to the Medici 
regime.173 Many patricians entered this Order, including Cosimo dell’Antella 
(1563-1640)174 and Francesco di Giovanni Niccolini (1584-1650), who was 
Gran Cancelliere dell’Ordine.175 Other patricians like Francesco Buonarroti 
(1574-1632) made the less obvious choice to enter the Order of San Giovanni 
in Malta, one of the old international religious orders.176 Between 1600 and 
1718 a total of 1983 knights from Tuscany (among them 692 Florentine nobles) 
became a member of the Order of Santo Stefano. At the same time 356 knights 
entered the Order of Malta (among them 165 Florentine nobles).177 So, broadly 
speaking some one-fourth of the Florentine nobles chose to join the Order of 
Malta.
Some researchers, like Angelantonio Spagnoletti, consider the choice of the 
patricians for the Order of Malta as a provocation to the Medici family.178 To 
judge his opinion one has to look at the differences between the two orders. 
The Order of Malta contained members from many countries, including France, 
the Netherlands, the Holy Roman Empire, Italy, Spain and England. From 1555, 
every member had to prove four quarters of nobility, meaning that his parents 
and grandparents from both sides had to be noble. Towards the end of the 
century, in France they even asked for eight quarters and in the Holy Roman 
Empire sixteen. In Italy a noble descent of two centuries from the paternal 
line was enough.179 For the Order of Santo Stefano, the same requirement of 
four quarters was valid, but it was possible to circumvent the difficulties of 
an imperfect nobility by founding a commenda di padronato or by requesting a 














like the uomini nuovi, could enter the Order. This mechanism was impossible 
with the Order of Malta, as a result of which practically all members were tradi-
tional aristocrats. Spagnoletti states that in the seventeenth century, the Order 
of Malta was like an aristocratic republic in a sea of absolutist regimes.181 
From 1599 a law of the Veneranda Lingua d’Italia decided that in addition 
to traditional aristocrats members of families with a mercantile origin from 
Florence, Lucca, and Genoa could also enter the Order of Malta.182 If they 
wanted to apply, however, they had to prove that their family had a history of 
at least 200 years. Therefore Florentine families, either in Rome or in Florence, 
ordered historians such as Cesare Magalotti and Carlo Strozzi to reconstruct 
their genealogical history.183 Magalotti and Strozzi explored Florentine archives 
to find certificates of baptism, dowries, and marriages and searched for epitaphs 
and family trees.184 The historians rediscovered in this way important episodes 
of Florentine history and tried to make their genealogies as accurate as possible. 
Sometimes, however, they were not averse to manipulating facts according to 
the expectations of their patrons who wanted their sons to enter the Order of 
Malta.185 
The advantage of Malta was that it was an international order, while Santo 
Stefano was a Tuscan order in the hands of the Medici. That some patricians 
entered the Order of Malta did not signify that they were against the Medici 
regime. Laura Vigni remarks that the Sienese patricians who entered the Order 
of Malta continued to carry out all kinds of positions for the Medici. She thinks 
that the closed aristocratic character of the Order of Malta attracted patricians 
who wanted to rise in prestige and in this way show their superiority over the 
uomini nuovi.186 Since the Order of Malta demanded celibacy, the advantage of 






183	 The	 historian	 Carlo	 di	 Tommaso	 Strozzi	 (1587-1670)	 was	 senator	 and	 a	 member	 of	 the	 Accademia	
Fiorentina	and	the	Accademia	della	Crusca.	He	had	a	large	collection	of	Latin	and	Italian	manuscripts,	
which	can	still	be	consulted	in	the	Biblioteca	Laurenziana,	the	Biblioteca	Nationale	and	the	Florentine	
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who entered one of the two orders based their choices not on their religious or 
military character, but rather on the possibility to gain prestige for themselves 
and their families. 
Instead of choosing military orders, the patricians could also chose to par-
ticipate in the Grand Ducal armies. Alberto di Ottavio de’ Bardi (?-1632) was 
cavallerizzo maggiore of Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici and earlier in his life he fought 
in Hungary in 1593 for Ferdinand I, to be of assistance to Emperor Rudolf II.188 
Carlo Gerini (1616-1673) held the rank of cavallerizzo maggiore as well, this 
time in the service of Cardinal Giovan Carlo de’ Medici (1595-1666). Lorenzo 
di Girolamo Guicciardini (1597-1649) was comandante delle milizie granducali 
(commander of the Grand Ducal armed forces) and in 1630 he was nominated 
capitano delle corazze in Arezzo.189
Conclusion
In this chapter we approached the world of the Florentine patricians from a 
socio-political perspective. By combining recent insights from the fields of 
social, economic, and political history, we tried to revise some traditional views 
of the patricians’ role in Florentine society.
The Medici court functioned thanks to the cooperation of many patricians 
in important functions and thanks to the fact that the patricians were willing to 
serve the city and the regime. The patricians executed these functions without 
losing their patrician identity and while continuing their autonomous life and 
preserving their economic capital. The more European their court became, 
the more the Medici realised they could not ignore the social and economic 
power of the patricians. The uomini nuovi, as we have seen, were not powerful 
enough, either socially or numerically, to play an influential role that fulfilled 
the needs of the Medici at a European level. 
By convincing the Medici to give them all kinds of social privileges, the pa-
tricians were able to increase their social and cultural prestige. Thanks to their 
functions as representatives of the Medici court, they were able to form social 
bonds with important European nobles. The high position of the patricians in 
the Medici government and household inside Florence from the seventeenth 
century onwards also created for them a position of high prestige which they 
could use to be influential cultural patrons and brokers.
188	 Benassai	2002:	34.	The	cavallerizzo maggiore	was	the	supervisor	of	the	court	stables.
189	 Bruno	2008:	190.	The	capitano delle corazze	was	the	commander	of	the	heavy	cavalry.	
52 Chapter One
In this chapter we focussed on the changing political position of the Medici 
and patricians during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But we did not 
show the important role that culture played in all these processes. One of the 
characteristics the patricians shared with the Medici was the typical Florentine 
custom of using culture as an instrument of social and political prestige.190 In 
the following chapters, we will analyze how they succeeded in this and we will 
focus in particular on the patricians’ contribution, both individually and as 
a group, to the cultural climate in seventeenth-century Florence, and to the 
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2
Florentine patricians in their role as 
ambassadors and chamberlains and their 
influence on the social and cultural 
representation of the Medici in Florence, 
Rome and at other courts
Introduction
Florentine patrician ambassadors and chamberlains of the Medici court had to 
be very versatile in all kind of activities and judgments. They had to occupy 
themselves for example with food gifts, the acquisition of paintings, and the 
entry of Medici Cardinals and they also had to give advice in complicated politi-
cal questions such as issues of precedence. Also their cultural and architectural 
advice was requested.
In this chapter, which is based mainly on unpublished archival sources, 
we illustrate the large trust the Medici had in both the cultural knowledge and 
the political and diplomatic skills of some individual Florentine patricians. We 
analyze the importance of the patricians’ decisions for the cultural and social 
representation of the Medici within Florence, as well as in Rome, and at other 
courts.
We start with a general outline of the patricians’ functions as diplomats and 
ambassadors and focus on how the Medici issued their instructions, compared 
56 Chapter Two
to other rulers. Then we concentrate on some case studies. We analyze the 
importance of the advice of ambassador Giovanni Niccolini in the precedence 
issue with the Savoy Dukes and his involvement with food gifts, based on 
archival sources from the Florentine State archive and the Guicciardini archive. 
Then we continue with ambassador Piero Guicciardini, his acquisitions of 
paintings for the Medici court, and his cultural and diplomatic advice regard-
ing the stay of the young Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici in Rome.191 We consider 
briefly ambassador Francesco Guicciardini’s advice about cultural gifts and the 
architectural advice of ambassador Francesco Niccolini. Finally we use the cor-
respondence between chamberlain Filippo Niccolini and guardarobiere192 of the 
Medici in Rome, Monanno Monanni, kept in the Niccolini archive in Florence, 
to show the influence the decisions of a patrician chamberlain could have on 
the representational aspects of the entry of a Medici Cardinal, also regarding 
the emulation with other people of high rank.
2.1 Patricians as diplomats
Patricians undertook many diplomatic travels. On behalf of the Medici, they 
had to congratulate other rulers with their marriages, births, promotions of 
themselves or their relatives, assumptions of the throne and their peace agree-
ments. They also had to offer condolences on the death of these rulers or their 
relatives. Besides that, they had to announce the death of their own Grand 
Duke and the name of his successor. Furthermore they conducted negotiations 
for peace and marriage agreements and the size and contents of dowries, and 
they were also the people who handed over the dowries. At other times they 
had to prepare the trips of a Medici Grand Duke or another member of the 
family. These and other such missions brought the patricians to many foreign 
courts in what are now Germany (Braunschweig, Berlin, Kassel, Nurnberg, Ulm, 
Heidelberg, Mainz, Wurtemberg, Munich), Sweden (Stockholm), Austria (Inns-
bruck, Graz, Vienna), Hungary, Poland, Holland, England, France and Spain. At 
all these courts they experienced cultural influences.
We can find some concrete examples of the kind of diplomatic missions the 
patricians had to carry out, and the importance of these missions for the Medici 
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Bardi and Riccardi families. In the first place, patricians led important marriage 
negotiations. Jacopo Corsi (1561-1602) was sent to France in 1600 to negotiate 
the marriage of Maria de’ Medici, the daughter of Cosimo I, with King Henry 
IV of France, which took place in the same year. In 1620 his brother Bardo was 
sent to Urbino to negotiate the marriage between Claudia de’ Medici, daughter 
of Ferdinand I and Federigo della Rovere, which took place the year after.193 
In the second place, the patricians had to prevent international conflicts. 
Ferdinando di Pietro Bardi (1610-1680) had to negotiate for the Grand Duke 
between King Louis XIV and Pope Alexander VIII, after an accident involving 
the French ambassador in Rome, as a result of which Louis XIV threatened to 
attack Italy.194 In the third place, patricians could assist the Medici with social 
and economic matters. During a famine in Tuscany and the rest of Italy in 
1590, Grand Duke Ferdinand I used the already established mercantile contacts 
of certain patrician families to be able to import grain from distant countries 
like Poland.195 Together with the patrician Neri Giraldi (1560-1620), Riccardo 
Romolo Riccardi (1558-1612) travelled for the Grand Duke to Germany and 
Poland (Lübeck and Danzig) to import several shiploads of grain to the port of 
Livorno in Tuscany.196 The grain sufficed for Tuscany and they could even sell 
some of it to the papal state. Riccardo himself also bought a ship which he sent 
to his brother, Senator Francesco Riccardi, in Livorno with the order to distrib-
ute the grain to the poor. During his trip he also bought manuscripts for the 
Riccardi library which was then called Libreria dell’Orto de SS.ri Riccardi.197 The 
diplomatic missions thus led to the increase of the patricians’ cultural prestige.
Marcello del Piazzo made a list of all the diplomatic missions to different 
cities that were carried out in service of the Medici in the period 1537-1737.198 
This list gives some insight into how the Medici maintained their political 















sent Matteo Botti in 1601 to offer the Medici’s condolences on the death of 
Giovanni Francesco Aldobrandini, the son in law of Pope Clement VIII. In 
1603 they sent Piero Guicciardini to Rome to congratulate the Pope on the 
appointment of his brother Silvestro Aldobrandini as cardinal. To Modena the 
Medici sent two patricians (Domenico Pandolfini and Pier Francesco Rinuccini 
in 1642) for peace negotiations with the Duke of Parma during the First War 
of Castro, a conflict between the papacy and the Farnese Dukes of Parma.199 
The Tuscan armies played an important role in this conflict, fighting at the 
side of the Farnese (together with Venetian and Modenese armies), as Odoardo 
Farnese, the duke of Parma, was the brother-in-law of Grand Duke Ferdinand 
II de’ Medici.
There were other diplomatic missions in which the patricians were in-
volved. To Venice the Medici sent several representatives to compliment the 
new doges. Among these were the patricians Lorenzo Salviati, in 1595, and 
Girolamo Guicciardini, in 1607.200 Girolamo Guicciardini also went there in 
1605 to help with peace agreements between the Republic of Venice and the 
Papal States. To France they sent representatives to congratulate the kings with 
the births of new princes (Vincenzo Giugni in 1601, at the birth of Prince Louis, 
later Louis XIII, and Alessandro del Nero in 1639, at the birth of Louis XIV). To 
the Duchy of Saxony they sent Filippo Capponi in 1611 to offer the Medici’s 
condolences on the death of the Elector Christian II of Saxony. To Poland they 
sent Orazio Rucellai to offer the Medici’s condolences on the death of the two 
brothers of King Wladislaw IV Vasa, Alexander Charles Vasa and the Cardinal 
of Poland, John Albert Vasa (1612-1634), both of whom in all probability died 
of smallpox.
In 1609 the Medici sent a large number of patrician representatives to cities 
across Europe to communicate the death of Grand Duke Ferdinand I. Vincenzo 
Salviati went to Savoia, the Duchy of Lorraine, the Swiss Confederacy (Lu-
cerne), England, and the Netherlands. Lorenzo Gondi went to Venice and Graz, 
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Piero Guicciardini to France, Matteo Botti to Spain, and Lorenzo Salviati to the 
County Palatine of the Rhine. Besides patricians, the Medici also sent nobles 
from other cities as their envoys. Luigi Bevilacqua made a long journey of six 
months to Modena, Parma, Mantua, Trent, Innsbruck, the Duchy of Saxony, 
Brunswick, Berlin, Kassel, Trier, Magonza, Heidelberg, Stuttgart, Nurimberg, 
Ulma, Munich, Augsburg, Poland, the Kingdoms of Bohemia and Hungary 
and finally the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.201 Gabriele de Taxis went 
to Wurtemberg where he had to convert the duke to the catholic faith at the 
same time. These itineraries give an impression of the widespread network of 
connections the Medici had created and which they could retain thanks to the 
travels and devotion of the patricians and the other envoys.
2.2 Patricians as ambassadors
In his book on Roman-Florentine diplomatic relations in the early seventeenth 
century, Wieland makes a comparison between the duties of the Roman rep-
resentatives in Florence, the nuncios,202 and two Florentine representatives in 
Rome, the patricians Giovanni Niccolini (1544-1611) and Piero Guicciardini 
(1569-1626). One of the great differences between the Roman and Florentine 
representatives was that the nuncios were mostly non-Roman persons, who 
did not have many links with the papal patronage networks, while the Tuscan 
ambassadors were Florentines, who were closely connected to the Medici court 
and to the society in their city of origin. The patricians were proud to represent 
Florence and were fully conscious of the republican history they shared with 
the Medici family. Their predecessors had always carried out diplomatic mis-
sions, so the patricians considered this as their civic duty. Their knowledge of 
history was important to predict and judge new cases using the information 
from historical cases recorded by their predecessors.203
201	 Marquis	Luigi	Bevilacqua	(1561-1616),	whose	family	originated	from	Ferrara,	was	a	Tuscan	envoy.	His	










Another difference between the nuncios and the Florentine ambassadors was 
that both the ambassador and his wife were seen as real substitutes for the 
Grand Duke and his wife, not only as representatives, like the segretari di le-
gazione of the Florentine ambassadors and the nuncios.204 The ambassadors, as 
substitutes of the Medici, associated with Roman elite families, to maintain the 
connections between the Medici and these families and they were even allowed 
to solemnize marriages of Florentines in Rome. The wives of the ambassadors 
frequented circles of nobildonne in Rome, relatives of the papal families, of 
other renowned families and of ambassadors of other cities and countries. The 
Roman nuncios of course did not have wives, so the Florentine ambassador 
couple mixed much more with the Roman society than vice versa.205 For the 
Medici this was valuable, because the ambassador’s couple could provide inside 
information about (court) ceremonies and cultural innovations, both at the 
official papal courts, the cardinal’s courts and the courts of other renowned 
families in Rome. Moreover they could act as negotiators and intermediaries. 
This mechanism was also put into practise at the other European courts where 
Florentine patricians resided as ambassadors.
The last difference between the nuncios and the Florentine ambassadors 
was the way in which they received their specific orders. According to Wieland, 
the Florentine ambassador was the ‘mouth, ears and eyes’ of the Grand Duke, 
his ‘imago principis et umbra’.206 This became clear from the orders to the Flo-
rentines, which were very flexible and concentrated on the gestures to be made, 
the dynamic of the body and the intonation that had to be used and not on 
the content of the message that had to be delivered. Only the main goals were 
described, not the details. Which arguments the patricians wanted to use dur-
ing their colloquiums with (representatives of) the Pope they could find out for 
themselves, while their secretaries and also the Roman nuncios were instructed 
much more in detail.207 In his Ricordi civili e politici (1512-1530) the famous 
historian Francesco Guicciardini already wrote that ambassadors needed room 
for interpretation to be able to negotiate in the best way possible.208
In general the function of agents and ambassadors was to keep a continuing 
contact with their city of residence, to show the reputation of the own country 
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and to generate confidence.209 This confidence could create alliances and friend-
ship relations and could provide for military and financial support and help in 
case of wars.210 The ambassador had to collect information about his country of 
residence, had to sign treaties and to come to agreements and meet all kinds of 
ceremonial standards.211 Apart from these official functions, ambassadors were 
often the procurers of goods and merchandise for their home court, such as art 
works, rare books and manuscripts, pieces of furniture and other luxury goods. 
They also arranged the passage of men, such as artists, actors, musicians and 
literati.212 Thanks to representatives such as agents, diplomats and ambassadors 
princes from different states stood in a continuing contact.213 
Qualities that most ambassadors and diplomats possessed were a juridi-
cal and humanist education, knowledge of the etiquettes and customs in the 
foreign cities, experience with travelling and court life, skills in rhetoric and 
eloquence, relations with aristocrats in other cities and the financial means 
to cope with unforeseen circumstances.214 Patricians were men of culture and 
possessed many of these qualities which made them ideal diplomats. Moreover, 
the Tuscan ambassadors had much knowledge of the local customs at foreign 
courts, because they could stay there for many years and were not succeeded 
every three years, like the Venetian representatives.215
2.2.1 Giovanni Niccolini (Tuscan ambassador in Rome from 1587 until 1610)
Giovanni Niccolini resided as ambassador of Tuscany at the court of Rome from 
1587 until 1610. One of his tasks was to influence the papal elections and during 
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in the Florentine State Archive which should contain letters to Prince Giovan 
Carlo de’ Medici (1611-1663), in fact letters are stored from the Medici secretary 
Belisario Vinta to Giovanni Niccolini from the years 1606-10, when Prince 
Giovan Carlo was not even born yet. This volume contains useful information 
for the understanding of the position of Giovanni Niccolini in Rome. In these 
letters to Niccolini we can see the large trust the Medici had in the political and 
cultural knowledge of the patrician-ambassadors. We can now illustrate with 
concrete examples the argument of Wieland that the Medici mostly only gave 
instructions while the ambassadors could see for themselves how to execute 
the orders.217 As will be demonstrated from the letters to Niccolini, the Medici 
sometimes were even very uncertain about how things had to be arranged, 
because from Florence they could not follow all the new developments and the 
ever changing power balances and customs at the different European courts. In 
those cases they consulted the ambassadors to help them to take the right deci-
sions and not come off badly. To illustrate how important the patricians were 
in influencing the social representation of the Medici at foreign courts, some 
examples will be given of the different things that were asked from Giovanni 
Niccolini.
Food gifts 
Food gifts were well appreciated by cardinals and noblemen in Rome. On sev-
eral instances Niccolini gets letters from the Medici secretary Belisario Vinta in 
which he is asked to pass on a food gift from the Medici Grand Duke Ferdinand I 
to some important cardinals in Rome. The instructions in these letters show the 
Medici’s trust in the diplomatic skills of Niccolini. In May 1606 for example the 
Grand Duke sends six bottles of Trebbiano-wine, a wine with a fruity taste and 
an almond-like aftertaste. He asks Niccolini to send them to Cardinal Scipione 
Borghese, and to the brothers of Pope Paul V (Camillo Borghese), Francesco and 
Giambattista Borghese. Vinta explains that Niccolini has to send two different 
kinds of Trebbiano to each of the three Borghese’s and concludes by saying that 
Niccolini has to see for himself how he presents this gift, because he is best 
informed which style is most suitable (“et del modo del presentarlo io ne lascio 
il pensiero a lei, che sà lo stile che si usi in simile cose”).218
217	 Wieland	2004a:	371,	374.
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So the Grand Duke and his secretary Vinta trusted Niccolini in his contact with 
these important people. This is proved also one year later, in September 1607 
when they send boxes with plums, which are destined for the cardinals which 
Niccolini thinks most need them, for themselves or for sick people (“vuole che 
ella le doni a Cardinali a quali parrà a lei che ne possino haver più bisogno o 
per loro stessi o per ammalati”).219 Of course the food-gifts could sometimes 
decay, so when the Grand Duke sends a box with pears (cinquanta pere belle) 
for Cardinal Scipione Borghese, Niccolini is urged to send them very fastly (“et 
perche questo anno le si infradicion ella le faccia mandare a Casa del signor 
Cardinale prestissimo”).220 From these letters results that food-gifts were part of 
the strategies the Grand Duke applied to find favour with cardinals in Rome.221 
The ambassadors helped them to execute these strategies. The instructions 
were often flexible and the ambassadors had to decide for themselves what was 
the most suitable way to present the gifts and who were the most appropriate 
cardinals to send the gifts to at specific moments.
Other gifts of Grand Duke Ferdinand I
Apart from food gifts Niccolini most probably also had to present all kinds of 
other gifts to the cardinals and members of renowned families in Rome. An 
article by Suzanne Butters gives a lively idea of the kind of gifts Ferdinand I 
gave to other rulers, clients and friends.222 To Cardinal Alessandro Montalto 
he gave dogs and monkeys, to Del Bufalo bitter oranges, to Cardinal Aragona 
a hat of beaver fur and to Francesco Orsini the strange gift of rings of the teeth 
of a hippopotamus. To humanists like Pietro Angeli da Barga he gave window 
glasses, compasses, peacock’s feathers and rulers. Among his favorite gifts were 
studioli (cabinets), of which he could fill the little drawers with jewels and 
precious stones. To the King of England, James I, he gave a very large gift, 
which consisted of two sedan chairs, two horses, four mules, a large amount 
of wine from his own farmlands, jewels, Portuguese quince jam, dried plums, 
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kind of gifts, in this case James I, often increased in status as soon as the fame 
of the gift had spread by the accounts of several foreign ambassadors.
Visitors in the garden of Villa Medici 
Niccolini did also occupy himself with cultural matters and with important 
social and political questions. In June 1606 there is a small problem because 
a certain Monsignor Alincurt (which must be Charles de Neufville, marquis 
de Villeroy et d’Alincourt (1566-1642) (fig. 1), the ambassador of the French 
King Henry IV in Rome in those days) wanted to borrow some paintings from 
the garden rooms of Villa Medici, while the Medici did not want the paintings 
to leave the garden under no circumstances. Niccolini had to tell this to the 
ambassador, but in a way that the ambassador was not offended and did not 
take it personally, so with sweet politeness (“ma con dolcissima cortesia, et di 
una maniera, che Monsignor d’Alincurt conosca, che mai questi quadri si sono 
lasciati uscire dal giardino per nessuno”). Niccolini had to inform Alincourt 
that his painters could come to the garden rooms to copy the paintings there 
on site.223 
The issue of precedence: the entry of the new ambassador Piero Guicciardini in Rome
The patrician ambassadors at foreign courts were very important in taking 
decisions regarding the issue of precedence, the ever continuing question if 
representatives of certain states or kingdoms had priority above others or not. 
For this issue, the Medici trusted the patricians to act in an appropriate way, 
according to the ceremonial customs at the courts of residence and the political 
balances between different important persons and states.
The preliminary concerns
The Medici trusted the Florentine patricians to be well-informed about the 
political relations on the European scale. One of the main goals was to main-
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Empire, the Habsburg in Spain, the Bourbon in France and the Pope.224 This 
equilibrium was bound by strict regulations, even between all the ambassadors 
in Rome. The advice of the patrician ambassador was therefore essential. In a 
couple of letters we see how the Medici relied on Niccolini’s experience with 
the etiquette and customs in Rome, when they asked him advice how to act 
with the entry of his successor as ambassador in Rome, Piero Guicciardini. First 
Vinta writes him in April 1610 that Guicciardini is going to live in the newly 
decorated apartment intended for the future Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici in the 
Palazzo di Firenze at Campo Marzio (fig. 2) and that the Medici trust Niccolini 
to help him to get settled in Rome and learn all the functions he has to execute 
there.225 One of the most important tasks of the newly arrived ambassador was 
to visit the other ambassadors in Rome. Niccolini had to take care that this 
should happen according to the rules of precedence. Sometimes the other am-
bassadors had to visit Guicciardini, sometimes Guicciardini had to visit them, 
this depended on the social status and the political importance of the countries 
and cities of origin, compared to the Medici court. The Medici were apparently 
very unsure what was the actual status of certain foreign states or monarchies. 
They did not want to make mistakes and trusted Niccolini to arrange these 
things in the right way. They write him he has to guide Guicciardini how to 
behave and to help him with the customs of the visits and they express their 
uncertainties about the ambassadors of Savoy:
Quanto a instruttione io durerò poca fatica a fargliene, perche la più importante 
instruttione ha da essere la viva voce di V.S. Illustrissima, et li ricordi et 
documenti, ch’ella gli darà del modo di governarsi in tutti i conti, et quanto 
alle visite ce ne rimettiremo parimente a lei, et solamente ci restarono scrupolo, 
se egli habbia a essere il primo a visitare, o, aspettar d’essere visitato il primo, 
et se questo l’habbia a usare con tutti li signori ambasciatori indifferentemente, 
o, se pure habbia a visitare il primo li Ambasciatori Repubblicani et di Venetia, 
et da gl’altri aspettar d’esser visitato; [...], si sono mutati due ambasciatori di 
Savoia Residenti. Sua Altezza haverebbe carissimo, che, senza farne rumore, 
elle si informasse, come questi Ambasciatori si siano governati in questo et po 







come resolute di voler, che i loro ambasciatori si trattino, come si trattano quei 
di Savoia, et questi due essempli quasi addossa l’uno allo altro, son di cosi 
fresca memoria, che V.S. Illustrissima ne saprá il certo.226
Regarding the order of precedence it was extremely important that the situa-
tion was not misjudged, because very recently things had gone wrong. In 1609 
Marquis Salviati visited Rome to communicate the death of Grand Duke Ferdi-
nand I. Salviati was received by Giovanni Niccolini, who visited together with 
him the Spanish and French ambassadors, in this specific order. After the visits 
the French were furious that they had visited the Spanish ambassador before 
the French one.227 To prevent a scandal for the new Grand Duke Cosimo II, 
Giovanni Niccolini admitted his guilt and resigned from his function, while in 
reality he had probably received wrong instructions and was innocent. Because 
of this incident he had to leave Rome, which he did in 1610 as we can read in 
these letters. Notwithstanding his coming resignation, Giovanni Niccolini was 
entrusted with the reception and installation of his successor Guicciardini.
Apart from the order of precedence, the Medici were also uncertain if the 
new ambassador Piero Guicciardini had to enter the city publicly with an or-
ganised entry or in secret by night and if his wife could join him or not.228 They 
ask Niccolini to give them advice. If Guicciardini could not take his wife during 
the entry, she should stay behind in Bracciano or in the garden of Santa Trinità. 
Vinta refers to the new Savoy-ambassadors who took their wives as well. They 
are very anxious not to make mistakes in the etiquette and they want Niccolini 
to tell them what the most recent customs are (“per levare ogni disputa ella 
scriverà a noi quelche si usi”).229 Niccolini has to communicate this in secret 
(“senza farne rumore”), so that they are prepared as good as possible.230
The Medici and the Savoy: the conflict of precedence
As results from the cited fragment about the issue of precedence the Medici 
were very concerned that their representatives should be treated as equals of 
226	 ASF	 Mediceo	 del	 Principato	 3501	 Lettere	 di	 diversi	 al	 Cardinale	 Giovan	 Carlo,	 17	 April	 1610	 (see	 ap-
pendix).
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the Savoy-representatives (“queste A.A. sono come resolute di voler, che i loro 
ambasciatori si trattino, come si trattano quei di Savoia”). The precedence issue 
with the Savoy-Dukes was a long drawn-out conflict.231 Important aspects of 
the question of precedence were the seating arrangements in court chapels, the 
nearness to the prince during ceremonies, the frequency of visits to each other 
and the customs used during these visits: who visited who, in which rooms the 
host accompanied the guest (and did he stop at the threshold or walk with him 
into the room) and until which stairs or door the host descended to say the 
guest goodbye after the visit. These details seem exaggerated, but were of the 
utmost importance for diplomats and ambassadors in the early modern time.
The conflict of precedence between the Medici and the Savoy began at the 
moment Cosimo I was crowned Grand Duke of Tuscany in 1569. After he had 
crowned Cosimo I, Pope Pius V promised the Duke of Savoy Emmanuel Filibert 
that the Savoy should retain precedence over the Medici in the papal chapel. 
The holy Roman Emperor Maximilian II however, after having recognised the 
Grand Ducal title in 1576, decided that the Medici should have precedence 
over the Savoy-princes in the imperial chapel. Maximilians successor Rudolf II 
held the same view. In the years after, the Medici and the Savoy contested for 
their diplomatic status.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century a tractate about the prece-
dence issue was written at the papal court: Discorso sopra la precedenza delli 
Ser.mi principi il gran duca di Toscana e il duca di Savoia.232 During the reign of 
Urban VIII another tractate was written about the same issue, by the Venetian 
Gaspare Lonigo: Trattato delle precedenze dei principi.233 In these tractates the 
arguments for the eventual precedence of both parties were explained. One of 
the most significant arguments of the Savoy-Dukes in the first tractate was the 
antiquity of their lineage. They derived from the Dukes of Saxony, Electors of 
the Holy Roman Empire.234 They were of noble blood and their sixteen counts 
and ten dukes had always married with exponents of important European dy-
nasties. Their lineage originated 500 years ago and was the eldest of the whole 
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antiquity of the lineage, or otherwise to a larger or smaller dignity or greatness 
of the lineage, or thanks to a difference in power. In any case they thought 
precedence should not be obtained by the status of one particular prince or his 
domain. The Medici had created a myth and claimed that their lineage derived 
from Etruscan rulers. They thought that the fact that Cosimo I was crowned by 
the hand of the Pope was enough to obtain a higher dignity than all the other 
dukes at the peninsula.235 Besides that the Medici used their richness as an 
argument. What the Medici originally could not reach with their dignity and 
the antiquity of their lineage they simply paid for. They had paid Maximilian 
II 100,000 scudi for the recognition of the Grand Ducal title and 200,000 scudi 
for their precedence in the papal chapel. The Savoy did not have these kinds 
of financial resources, but also thought this could not be valid as an argument.
On the basis of the facts, the Savoy thought that in any case they should be 
treated equally as the Medici Dukes. They fought for this and tried to convince 
Emperor Rudolf II, with the help of the Electors of Mainz, Saxony and Trier, 
but Rudolf II did not want to change their position, maybe also because of his 
cultural relations with the Medici court and probably thanks to another sum 
of money.
In several countries and states people were interested in the conflict be-
tween the Medici and the Savoy, because it was a test if precedence derived 
from sovereignty and blood lineage or from the wealth of a family. Because the 
Emperor did not want to change the decisions the only thing the Savoy could 
do was compete for a royal title. Even when the Medici should buy one, the 
Savoy still should outrank them as kings on the basis of their blood lineage.236
A precedence issue of 1608: Don Antonio de’ Medici visits Mantua
The treatment of the representatives of the Medici and Savoy Dukes was an 
ever changing topic, there was no static equilibrium. This is proved by the 
uncertainties we saw in the letter from the Medici to Niccolini in 1610, but also 
by the visit of Don Antonio de’ Medici (fig. 3) to Mantua in 1608, described 
by Corrado Casini.237 In that year there were two marriages in Turin of the 
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married Francesco Gonzaga and Isabella di Savoia married Alfonso d’Este. After 
the festivities of the marriages in Turin, other festivities were held in the cities 
of the two grooms, Modena and Mantua. Don Antonio de’ Medici attended 
the one in Mantua as representative of the Medici court. He went there with 
instructions from Ferdinand I de’ Medici, in which the order of precedence 
with the Savoy-Duke was the most important. It had to be clear that the Medici-
prince was equal to the Savoy-Duke and did not have to behave himself as 
subordinate to him. Another problem was the order of precedence with the 
ambassador of Venice. 
Don Antonio de’ Medici was very uncertain about the instructions for the 
order of precedence and did not want to leave Florence before everything was 
clear. Just before leaving he got the desired instructions which told to give 
precedence to the ambassadors of Venice and of the Archduke Ferdinand of 
Graz, even if these had given precedence to the Duke of Savoy. If for some 
reason both these ambassadors did not participate in some festivities out of 
obstinacy to give precedence to the Savoy-Duke (and feigning they were ill 
or late), Don Antonio de’ Medici had to cancel these ceremonies as well. Now 
everything seemed clear with the instructions, but to complicate things again 
in a second letter Ferdinand de’ Medici wrote that he had to give precedence to 
the Duke of Savoy, but never to his two sons Emanuele Filiberto and Vittorio. 
Again Don Antonio was in doubt. A commission of politicians, which consisted 
among others of the patricians Donato dell’Antella and Girolamo Guicciardini 
had to give advice about these contradictory documents. They concluded that 
Don Antonio in any case had to arrive after the other ambassadors so that he 
could analyze what were their decisions and movements. The commission had 
decided so, because if Don Antonio arrived before the others and decided not 
to attend the ceremonies the wish of Grand Duke Ferdinand I to be equal and 
not inferior to the Savoy-princes would be too obvious. 
Don Antonio finally left Florence on 12 May 1608 with all these instruc-
tions, accompanied by a retinue of gentlemen, with many patricians among 
them, like Alessandro del Nero, Iacopo Giraldi, Bartolommeo Panciatichi, 
Filippo Valori, Filippo Guadagni, Antonio Antinori, Agnolo Guicciardini and 
Filippo Manelli. Of course all the ambassadors from other states had had similar 
discussions about the order of precedence as well. The consequence was that 
every party waited in small cities or villages somewhere outside Mantua for the 
decisions of the other representatives. Nobody wanted to arrive first in Mantua, 
because then the risk of making the wrong decisions was the largest. When Don 
Antonio and his retinue finally arrived it became clear from the presents from 
other representatives that the present of the Medici for the princess of Savoy 
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was not valuable enough and in very short time a new present had to be send 
from Florence. But in the end Don Antonio de’ Medici and his retinue of Flo-
rentine gentlemen and servants made a very good impression at the ceremonies 
because they wore new clothes which attracted a great deal of attention.
Because he was fearful to meet the Savoy-princes, Don Antonio went 
incognito to the first theatre-performance, Arianna, written by the Florentine 
patrician Ottavio Rinuccini. The encounter with the princes the next day how-
ever proved better than was expected. They had a lot of common interests and 
Don Antonio invited them to come to Florence.238 When the Savoy-princes left, 
however, they did not come to say goodbye to Don Antonio in his temporary 
residence. Don Antonio had to come out and say goodbye on the threshold of 
his palace, which was an offence to the Medici family. Don Antonio thought 
this was an order from the Duke of Savoy, because the princes had behaved so 
friendly all the time. 
From this elaborate account of the visit of Don Antonio to Mantua, based 
on the article of Casini, it turns out that the issue of precedence was extremely 
important and two years later, in 1610, the Medici trusted again the Florentine 
patricians, in this case Giovanni Niccolini, to make the right decisions, so that 
the social prestige of the Medici was not at stake. Certainly also other patrician 
ambassadors at foreign courts had to give advice in similar situations.
The actual arrival of Piero Guicciardini as the new ambassador
What happened when Piero Guicciardini finally arrived in person in Rome? In 
the Guicciardini archive in Florence letters of Piero Guicciardini to Cosimo II 
and his secretary Belisario Vinta are preserved, as well as a diary, in which Guic-
ciardini recounts about his arrival, his reception by Niccolini and all the obliga-
tory visits to and from cardinals, ambassadors and other renowned persons. 
On Tuesday 10 May 1611 he writes in his diary about his entry in Rome.239 
At a distance of one mile from the city he is received by Giovanni Niccolini, 
who was sitting in a carriage drawn by six horses. Niccolini stepped out of his 
carriage and gave Guicciardini his right hand to help him to get in, as he did in 
all the subsequent cases. Then they were met by twelve carriages, each pulled 
by six horses and by another forty carriages drawn by two horses, out of which 
stepped all kinds of gentlemen to greet him, while Guicciardini remained in his 
238	 The	performance	of	Arianna	took	place	on	28	May	1608.
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carriage. With this whole retinue of fifty-two carriages he went to the palace of 
the Pope to kiss his feet and to Cardinal Scipione Borghese. Then he went home 
to the Palazzo di Firenze at Campo Marzio, where he was hosted by Niccolini, 
until the latter’s depart from Rome. That night he was visited by twenty-three 
cardinals who bade him welcome, among them the Cardinals Ginnasio, Bor-
ghese, Capponi, Aldobrandini and Sauli.240
The next Saturday he was expected to have his first audience with the Pope 
and until that day he was visited by several ambassadors of foreign states who 
bid him welcome as well. The French ambassador came, while the Spanish 
ambassador was absent, because of a trip to Naples. Strangely, the ambassadors 
of Venice and Savoy did not come, although they should have, according to 
the regular customs of the previous years. Then the Saturday of the audience 
had arrived. On 14 May 1611 Guicciardini writes to Vinta that Niccolini accom-
panied him on that same morning to his first audience with the Pope, during 
which he handed over several credential letters of the Grand Duke, the regents 
and the Princes Don Carlo and Don Francesco, thereby using the best words 
he could think of to honour these persons (“con quelle più efficaci parole ch’io 
habbia giudicato opportuno”).241 Since this was an audience out of politeness, 
Guicciardini writes in his diary, Niccolini thought it was not expedient to speak 
about any serious matter to negotiate yet. After the Pope they visited Cardinal 
Scipione Borghese, and the Prince of Sulmona, Marc’Antonio Borghese and 
handed over other credential letters to these relatives of the Pope. 
The next four days they visited other ambassadors, and Niccolini advised 
him to visit all of them (France, Spain, Empire, Savoy) without waiting until 
he was visited by them. Of all the ambassadors Guicciardini writes in his di-
ary if they accompanied him at his departure from their palaces either until 
the door of their palaces or down the stairs until his carriage or even halfway 
down the stairs. Of the ambassador of Venice, for example, he writes that he 
turned around to go to his palace when they were only halfway the stairs and 
did not wait until Guicciardini got in the carriage or until he left. He even 
mentions which ambassadors or cardinals walked with him into the rooms of 
their palaces (and if so how many steps) and which ambassadors just waited at 
240	 Apart	from	the	five	cardinals	given	in	the	text,	Guicciardini	was	visited	by	Cardinals	Deti,	Rochefou-






the thresholds. They also visited Duke Francesco Borghese, a younger brother 
of Pope Paul V, who showed them his palace, including the rooms of his wife 
Ortensia Santacroce Publicola.242
At the end of May Niccolini departed to Florence and Guicciardini con-
tinued the visits. First he is visited by the ambassador of Venice, who brought 
with him two cardinals. Because of the cardinals, Guicciardini writes he was 
forced to accompany them down the stairs, but when these cardinals left he 
immediately went upstairs, without waiting until the Venetian ambassador 
got in his carriage or until the carriage left. So he tried to treat the Venetian 
ambassador in the same way he was treated by him. In the beginning of June, 
with a retinue of twelve carriages, he visits Cardinal Farnese and furthermore 
he visits the ambassador of Ascoli, the bishop of Padua and other bishops. Then 
the recount about his arrival stops and is resumed not until three years later.
2.2.2 Piero Guicciardini (Tuscan ambassador in Rome from 1611 until 1621)
Piero Guicciardini resided in Rome with his wife Simona di Lorenzo Machia-
velli (1584-1658).243 Once arrived in Rome, Guicciardini functioned not only 
as political ambassador for the Medici, but also as cultural art broker, a role in 
which he could help the Medici to enlarge their social prestige in Europe and to 
enrich their collection of paintings. We will illustrate this by analyzing some of 
his cultural activities in Rome. 
Socializing with cardinals and other prominent persons in Rome
During his stay in Rome, Guicciardini associated with important collectors like 
Cardinal Scipione Borghese, Marquis Vincenzo Giustiniani, Cardinal Montalto, 
Cardinal Farnese, and Cardinal Del Monte.244 This was possible, because Grand 
Duke Cosimo II had given him letters of introduction to all these prominent 
persons.245 He saw their galleries and private collections and learned about the 
networks of agents and art dealers present in Rome, knowledge that made him 
the ideal person to operate as art broker for the Medici family.
One of the palaces Guicciardini visited was Palazzo Madama (fig. 4), the 
Medici palace in Rome, which at that time was occupied by Cardinal Francesco 
Maria Del Monte (1549-1627) (fig. 5). Del Monte had been the personal advi-
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sor to Cardinal Ferdinand I de’ Medici from 1572. When Ferdinand I became 
Grand Duke in 1587, he had to move to Florence and Del Monte was named a 
Cardinal the year after. From that moment on, he became Ferdinand’s political 
agent and artistic advisor in Rome. In the autumn of 1589, he moved to the 
Palazzo Madama.246 Del Monte was not a very rich Cardinal, but he was very 
interested in music, theatre, literature, art, archaeology, history, and natural 
science.247 His palace was therefore a meeting place for poets, men of letters, 
musicians, singers, and connoisseurs.248 Del Monte was in frequent contact with 
intellectuals from the Accademia degli Insensati in Perugia, who sometimes 
assembled in the palace of Maffeo Barberini.249 Paolo Mancini, a member of the 
Insensati, founded in Rome the Accademia degli Umoristi (1600), and most of 
the members of the Insensati joined this new academy, which was protected by 
Cardinal Francesco Barberini.250 
Among Del Monte’s closest friends were Marquis Vincenzo Giustiniani and 
the Cardinals Alessandro Montalto, Pietro Aldobrandini, Federico Borromeo, 
and Benedetto Giustiniani.251 Borromeo loved Venetian and Flemish art and 
shared this interest with Del Monte. They both were in contact with the 
painter Paul Bril. Del Monte possessed two paintings by Paul Bril and ten by 
Jan Brueghel.252 
Del Monte was a well-known patron of young artists and began his collec-
tion of paintings in the Palazzo Madama. One of the painters who was patron-
ized and discovered by him was Caravaggio, who even lived in Palazzo Madama 
from 1595 until 1599. Thanks to Del Monte, he got commissions from other 



















1600 Del Monte had bought ten of his paintings.254 In the Palazzo Madama, 
Del Monte also started his collection of paintings of uomini illustri (280 pieces), 
some of them copied from the collection of Ferdinand I in Villa Medici, but 
ultimately his collection grew much larger than Ferdinand’s.255 Del Monte was 
also in frequent contact with the painters Antiveduto Grammatica, Simon 
Vouet, some Tuscan painters, such as Cigoli and Cristofano Allori, and with 
many others.256 At the end of his life he possessed 599 paintings and 56 marble 
sculptures.257
Thanks to his connoisseurship, Del Monte could advise the ambassadors 
Giovanni Niccolini and Piero Guicciardini during their acquisition of paint-
ings for the Medici, although his specific role in these acquisitions is seldom 
recorded.258 His influence can be seen in the choice of painters such as Paul Bril, 
Antonio Tempesta, Caracciolo, Alessandro Turchi, and Gerard van Honthorst, 
all of whom he patronized or was in contact with.259
In his last years in Rome, Guicciardini visited Del Monte’s Palazzetto (Vigna 
di Ripetta). Situated in the gardens of Villa Ludovisi, this was bought by Del 
Monte in 1615. It was one of the highest places in Rome and therefore an 
ideal spot for observing the sky and the stars, one of Del Montes passions. The 
Cardinal could retreat to this Palazzetto and dedicate his time to his favorite 
occupations, alchemy and natural philosophy.260 He had his own distillery and 
a beautifully decorated studiolo, where Caravaggio had painted the ceiling with 
the Elements.261 
Guicciardini also admired the art collection in the palace of Marquis Vin-
cenzo Giustiniani (1564-1637) (fig. 6), important art patron and collector. In 
his palaces in Rome and Bassano di Sutri (currently called Bassano Romano) he 
had reunions of noblemen, artists, and men of letters with musical and other 
performances.262 His father Giuseppe had been one of the three main bankers 
254	 Gilbert	1995:	111.
255	 Langdon	1998:	97;	Waźbiński	1994:	517.	Ferdinand	I	had	a	collection	of	126	paintings	of	illustrious	men	
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of Pope Sixtus V.263 Vincenzo hosted in his palaces many artists who could 
admire and learn from his collection of paintings and antique sculptures.264 His 
art collection included thirteen works by Caravaggio.265 Some famous artists 
such as François Duquesnoy, Gian Lorenzo Bernini and his father Pietro, and 
Giuliano Finelli worked for him as art dealers and at the same time restored his 
antique sculptures.266 In his gallery he hosted the largest collection of antique 
sculptures in the whole of Rome. In 1631, a catalogue of this collection in two 
volumes was published, which spread the fame of the gallery into Rome and 
other cities even more.267
In the loggia of his cortile, where sculptures of antique emperors were 
placed, he commissioned Antonio Tempesta in 1603-05 to make frescoes with 
a military theme.268 In the Sala di Psiche he commissioned the Genoese painter 
Bernardo Castello in 1605 to make allegorical frescoes with the theme of Amor 
and Psyche from Apuleius. Bernardo Castello was in frequent contact with 
the poets Tasso and Marino and often made frescoes based on literary themes 
drawn from their work.269 Vincenzo not only admired the arts in his own palace 
and villa, he also wrote three treatises on the arts, in the form of letters to 
the Dutch humanist Theodor Ameyden (1586-1656), and in 1628 he wrote his 
Discorso sopra la musica.270
In 1606 Giustiniani made a long journey through Europe and saw Germany, 
Flanders, and England. 271 He complemented his collection of paintings with 
Flemish ones he bought during this journey. Further, in his palace in Rome 
lived some painters from northern Europe and Guicciardini could have met 
some of them here.272 
Besides Del Monte and Giustiniani, Guicciardini socialized with many other 
prominent collectors in Rome, such as Cardinal Alessandro Peretti di Montalto 
(1571-1623) (fig. 7). Montalto had frequented the performance of the earliest 
263	 Strunck	2003:	148.
264	 Buccino	2006:	35-36.











operas in Florence: La Dafne (1599), Il rapimento di Cefalo (1600), and Euridice 
(1602).273 In 1614, the first opera-performance in Rome - Giacomo Cicognini’s 
Amor pudico274 - took place in his Palazzo della Cancellaria. In 1613, Agostino 
Tassi painted the loggia of his villa Lante in Bagnaia. Tassi introduced here a 
new form of perspective painting; he painted oculi and aviaries and created a 
sense of continuity between the garden and the building by introducing fictive 
light that came from above the oculi (fig. 8).275 Probably he was influenced and 
inspired by the work of Ludovico Cigoli, when they both worked for Cardinal 
Scipione Borghese in the garden of the Quirinale.276 
The acquisition of paintings for the Medici-court
Guicciardini bought many paintings for Grand Duke Cosimo II and his brother 
Carlo. In 1616 he bought a painting by Bartolomeo Cavarozzi, San Gerolamo con 
due angeli (Saint Jerome with two angels) (fig. 9), which is still in the collection of 
the Galleria Palatina in the Palazzo Pitti.277 Around 1617 Guicciardini bought 
two small landscapes from Paul Bril for Carlo de’ Medici and two fruit paintings 
by Antonio Tanari. Furthermore he bought two large paintings by Antonio Tem-
pesta about the Story of David and Absalom and a fruit and a flower painting of 
Baldassare Baderni.278 These paintings were meant to decorate the Villa Careggi. 
None of these can be identified in the actual collections of the Medici, in part 
because the inventory of the Villa Careggi was very unclear.279 Antonio Tanari 
was known as a fruit painter in Rome and in 1609 he had painted two panels 
for Alessandro Peretti di Montalto, to be placed in the garden of Villa Montalto 
Termini. In 1614, he worked for Scipione Borghese.280 Thanks to Guicciardini, 
the taste of these Cardinals could be followed in Florence by the Medici. Still in 
1617 Guicciardini commissioned the painter Giovan Maria Giraldi to copy four 
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were situated in the garden of Villa Medici in Rome (fig. 10).281 Like the other 
paintings, these were meant to decorate the Villa Careggi of Carlo de’ Medici.
Sometimes Guicciardini executed cultural brokerage activities that directly 
influenced the development of the art market in Florence. In 1617 Carlo and 
Cosimo II sent a letter to Guicciardini in which they asked him to persuade the 
painter Il Napoletano, who resided in the palace of Cardinal Francesco Maria 
del Monte, into coming to Florence.282 Il Napoletano agreed, left for Florence 
a few months later and stayed there for four years, until the death of Cosimo 
II.283 In September 1618 Grand Duchess Maria Maddalena of Austria wrote 
Guicciardini to say that the painter Antonio Pomarancio (Antonio Circignani 
1560-1620) made such beautiful frescoes in the Loggia of the hospital of Santa 
Maria Nuova in Florence that she thought he should go to Rome to paint in 
the Loggia of Saint Peter’s. In her letter she asks Guicciardini to recommend Il 
Pomarancio to the Cardinals Borghese, Del Monte and Giustiniani, who were 
organising the decoration of the Loggia.284 It seems that the Cardinals had 
enough other painters for the work, because Il Pomarancio does not appear as 
a painter in Saint Peter’s. But the letter proves that it was not unusual to ask a 
political ambassador for such recommendations, especially when he was, like 
Guicciardini, a patron of the arts himself. Probably in other cases the ambassa-
dors succeeded in recommending painters in Rome or at other courts, in order 
to promote geographic mobility of painters.285
Like his brother Carlo de’ Medici, Grand Duke Cosimo II wanted two 
paintings by Paul Bril, and in 1617 he wrote Guicciardini, via the architect 
Giulio Parigi, to request for one landscape and one seascape. For the seascape 
it does not matter if there are ships on it or a storm, Guicciardini is to decide, 
because the Grand Duke relies totally on his judgment (“di questo Sua Altezza 
Serenissima se ne rimette a Vostra Eccelenzia”).286 These two paintings can be 











with boar hunt) in the Palazzo Pitti and with the Porto con vascelli (Inv. 1890, n. 
1052, Harbour with ships, fig. 11) in the Galleria degli Uffizi.287
Quantitative information about Guicciardini’s art brokerage activities 
for the Medici has been published by Gino Corti, who studied the account 
books and by Valentina Fallani, who studied his life and art collection.288 If we 
concentrate more on the qualitative aspect and read the letters (published by 
Barocchi and Bertelà289) dealing with Guicciardini’s various negotiations for the 
acquisition of paintings for the Medici, we learn some things about the cultural 
influence patrician ambassadors could have. 
The orders to buy or commission paintings for the Medici were very flexible. 
The Medici put a lot of trust in the decisions and knowledge of Guicciardini. 
This is evident from the letter of Giulio Parigi cited above and from the letters 
of Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici to Guicciardini the year after, when Guicciardini 
bought six more Paul Bril landscapes for Carlo de’ Medici.290 The first two of 
these six paintings, for which he paid 80 scudi, can be identified with the 
Paesaggio con armenti (Inv. 1912 n. 449, Landscape with herd) and the Paesaggio 
con ritorno delle greggi (Inv. 1912 n. 452, Landscape with return of flock of sheep) 
in the Palazzo Pitti in Florence.291 At the end of October 1618, Carlo wrote 
that he would like Guicciardini to buy or commission four landscape-paintings 
by Paul Bril. His letter does not stipulate the price or size of the paintings, 
because he thinks it better Guicciardini sees them in situ and he is sure that 
whatever price Guicciardini agrees to with Bril will be an excellent expense 
(“son certo che quanto sarà pattuito da lei non sarà che bonissima spesa”). If 
the paintings were not available and had to be commissioned, Carlo writes that 
he trusts Guicciardini’s taste regarding the subjects to represent.292 One of the 
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con caccia all’airone (Inv. 1890 n. 598, Landscape with heron hunt) in the Gal-
leria Palatina.293 It is dated between 1610 and 1615, so in this case Guicciardini 
bought an already finished painting. The identity of the other three paintings 
is not entirely clear.294
In the beginning of December 1618 Carlo wrote Guicciardini that he had 
received two of the four Bril-paintings and that he was satisfied with their qual-
ity and price.295 At the end of December he wrote again to let Guicciardini 
know that by then he had received all four paintings and that they arrived in 
a very good condition, thanks to the careful way in which Guicciardini had 
dispatched them (“Son arrivati benissimo condizzionati per la diligenza con la 
quale da lei sono stati fatti accomodare”). To conclude, he writes, he is entirely 
satisfied, also with the prices paid, and he adds that this is exactly according to 
expectations if things are decided and arranged by Guicciardini (“ché tanto si 
può aspettar sempre di cose che passino per mano di V.S. Illustrissima et aprov-
vato dal suo giudizzio”). After expressing his satisfaction he concludes by saying 
that by way of thanks he wants to serve Guicciardini in all possible cases (“A 
me resta ora di ringraziarnele, il che farò col servirla in tutte le occasioni”).296 
This means that Guicciardini can now turn to him should he need a favour for 
himself, his family, or one of his friends or clients.297 It is a form of future credit 
we will speak of in the fifth chapter.
In 1619 Guicciardini bought a painting by Lanfranco for the Medici with 
the subject Angelica sull’Ippogrifo (Angelica on the Hippogriff).298 This seems to 
be an unknown painting, because only two Lanfranco paintings with other 
scenes of Ariosto are known. The first is in the Galleria Nazionale delle Marche 
in Urbino and shows the scene Ruggiero sull’ippogrifo libera Angelica (Ruggiero 
293	 Chiarini/Padovani	2003,	II:	98-99.
294	 Two	other	paintings	by	Bril	in	the	Galleria	Palatina	are	Paesaggio con cacciatori e Fuga in Egitto	(Inv	1890	














frees Angelica on the Hippogriff, 1616) that happens just before the scene on the 
painting bought by the Medici.299 The second by Lanfranco and Agostino Tassi 
is a Paesaggio con Angelica e Medoro (Landscape with Angelica and Medoro, 1620) 
from the private collection of Cardinal Giovan Battista Costaguti.300
Still in 1619 Guicciardini bought two Agostino Tassi paintings for the 
Medici for 130 scudi, one with snakes and one with shells.301 The two paint-
ings were sent to Cosimo II in Florence together with a painting with fishes by 
Tanari and three paintings of animals (for 90 scudi) by Gherardo del Bosco, also 
called Gerrit van den Bosch.302 The painting of Tanari can be identified as the 
‘Fish’ painting which is still in Poggio a Caiano, just like the three Del Bosco 
paintings of animals can be identified as the Conigli, lepre e cavie (Rabbits, hare 
and guinea pigs), Animali da cortile (Barnyard animals), and Istrici, cane, volpe e 
lepri (Hedgehogs, dog, fox and hares).303 Instead of natura morte these paintings 
belonged to the genre of natura viva which was loved by important collectors 
in Rome such as Scipione Borghese, who collected natura viva paintings in 
his Villa Tuscolana.304 The paintings of Tassi, together with those from Tanari 
and Del Bosco, were located in 1620 in Palazzo Pitti and moved in 1624 to the 
cortile of the Poggio Imperiale, but after 1627 there is no trace of them. This 
is a pity, because of Tassi no other natura morte or natura viva-paintings are 
known, as he was a specialist of landscapes and decorative paintings.305 The 
only Gherardo del Bosco paintings known are the three in the collection of the 
Medici.
After Cosimo II had seen Gerard van Honthorst’s Supper party with lute 
player (1619-20, fig. 12), bought by Guicciardini in February 1620, he became 
very interested in this painter and that September he ordered Guicciardini to 
buy other six paintings by Honthorst, who in the meantime had left Rome.306 
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Vincenzo Giustiniani and Scipione Borghese. He was especially famous for his 
nocturnal scenes with artificial light.307
Apart from the named paintings, Guicciardini bought other Flemish and 
Flemish-inspired landscapes, still lifes, and paintings of the Caravaggisti for the 
Medici, for example by the Caravaggisti Filippo Napoletano, Giovanni Antonio 
Galli (lo Spadarino), Cecco del Caravaggio, Antonio Tempesta, Guido Reni, 
Carlo Saraceni, Bartolomeo Manfredi, Giovanni Battista Caracciolo, and the 
earliest paintings of Guercino (Giovanni Francesco Barbieri) and Cornelis van 
Poelenburgh.308 The preference for paintings of the caravaggisti was much in 
vogue with the Cardinals Borghese and Del Monte and Marquis Giustiniani.309 
Thanks to Guicciardini, the Medici could share this taste.
Guicciardini also bought jewels and paintings from the Quattrocento and 
Cinquecento for the Medici, like paintings of the well-known masters Perugino, 
Pollaiuolo, Del Sarto, and Pontormo.310 For these acquisitions he needed the 
permission of Cardinal Del Monte and art collector Giulio Mancini (1558-
1630), so it was very useful that he had associated with these people in the 
previous years.
The Medici asked Guicciardini’s mediation not only for paintings but also 
when they wanted to buy antique statues. Using local art dealers and sculptors 
as intermediaries, Guicciardini bought a Jupiter and a personification of Abun-
dance from the art dealer Alessandro Rondoni and a Diana from the sculptor 
Pompeo Ferrucci.311 In 1616, he sent twenty-nine boxes with statues to Livorno 
in one month.312 Of course he did not forget to decorate his own palace and he 
sent many chests full of paintings and antique sculptures from Rome to his pal-

















the Grand Duke trusted his ability to make the right choices. Guicciardini was 
ordered to select these sculptures in two different workshops, and to choose the 
six largest, because they were destined for an outdoor garden. Regarding the 
price, the Grand Duke trusted him to make the most favourable deal possible.314
The Elsheimer-tabernacle
Sometimes Guicciardini’s acquisitions were of great diplomatic importance. A 
case in point is the Elsheimer tabernacle, which he bought for Cosimo II from 
the Spanish dealer Juan Pérez in Rome for 800 scudi in 1619, and about which 
he wrote to the Medici that it was the most beautiful work the painter Adam 
Elsheimer had ever made (“la più bell’opera che detto Adamo abbia fatto”).315 
This was not only his personal opinion, he writes, but also that of the famous 
architect Giulio Parigi who considered this work one of the most beautiful works 
present in the city (“una delle più insigni di questa città”).316 Apart from Giulio 
Parigi, Guicciardini also consulted Cardinal Francesco Maria Del Monte whose 
opinion was decisive in the final purchase.317 The tabernacle consisted of seven 
oil on copper paintings – the central representing a Paradise (fig. 13) - that form 
together the Legend of the True Cross (fig. 14), and was made in 1603 to 1605.318 
In 1620, Cosimo II decided to send the Elsheimer-tabernacle as a diplo-
matic gift to Thomas Howard (1585-1646), the 2nd Earl of Arundel (fig. 15), 
in exchange for a painting by Hans Holbein the Younger. Thomas Howard was 
one of greatest English art collectors of his time, apart from Charles I. He was 
especially famous for his collection of marbles (now in Oxford’s Ashmolean 
Museum), manuscripts (now in the British Museum) and his Flemish, Dutch, 
German and Italian paintings from the sixteenth century. In 1613-14 he 
travelled to Italy together with his wife and the collector and architect Inigo 
Jones.319 Cosimo II asked for the Holbein-painting in a letter of 12 September 
1620 that is preserved in the Florentine State Archive. First, Cosimo II praises 
Arundel for his great art collection and then he says he would really like to have 
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a Holbein-painting (“sono entrata in grandissimo desiderio di havere un’opera 
di detto Hans Holbein”) in exchange for which he proposes to give Arundel one 
of his paintings by some famous Italian master (“con offirle il cambio d’una di 
queste dei miei più celebri pittori italiani da non doverle dispiacere”).320 
In 1614 the Arundels had passed Florence on their way back to England and 
were regaled in a grand way by Cosimo II, despite the fact that one year earlier 
on their way to Rome and Naples they had refused to see him, because they had 
wished to travel incognito.321 This time however, they accepted the hospitality 
and slept in the Palazzo Vecchio. After the grand ceremony and hospitality they 
had received in Florence, when Cosimo II asked him for one of his Holbeins 
in 1620, Arundel could not refuse. He decided to make a copy of a portrait of 
Richard Southwell (painted by Holbein in 1536) for his own gallery and send 
the original to Florence (fig. 16).322 
Before it was sent to Florence, the Holbein painting was placed by Thomas 
Howard in a worked frame with four silver escutcheons at the sides contain-
ing the coats of arms of the Medici and of Howard.323 It got a special place in 
the Tribuna degli Uffizi (fig. 17). Cosimo II, in his turn, had placed the seven 
Elsheimer paintings in an aedicula (small shrine) with Medici balls on top of it 
(fig. 18), so that his fame would reach the court of England.324 
Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici travels to Rome (1616)
After he was received so kindly by Giovanni Niccolini in Rome, Guicciardini 
in his turn, had to make sure all protocols were followed during the visit of the 
young Cardinal Carlo to Rome. Guicciardini did not always unquestioningly 
obey all the orders of the Medici, as is apparent from this visit. Cardinal Carlo 
de’ Medici, nominated in 1615, visited Rome in 1616 to receive his cardinal’s 
hat.325 Carlo was only twenty years old by the time of his arrival in Rome 
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and therefore the Medici instructed Piero Guicciardini to accompany him, as 
they trusted Guicciardini to teach him how to behave correctly (“essendo egli 
giovane sarà necessario che oltre all’istruzzione che noi gli abbiamo data, voi 
ancora l’istruiate e l’avvertiate di tutto quello ch’egli debba fare e del modo 
del governarsi”).326 The ‘istruzzione’ referred to is a treaty written by Girolamo 
Lunadori with the title Relazione della corte di Roma, which Christine of Lorraine 
had ordered Lunadori to write for Cardinal Carlo.327
From the Avvisi in the Vatican Archive, it turns out that on a Monday at 
the beginning of April 1616 the Roman authorities were warned that Cardinal 
Carlo had left Florence for Rome the Saturday before and planned to sleep at 
Caprarola.328 Upon hearing this, Cardinal Farnese left Rome immediately with 
a retinue of gentlemen and clericals to meet Cardinal de’ Medici at Caprarola, 
which belonged to the Farnese. Other Cardinals left Rome as well to meet Car-
dinal de’ Medici at Bagnaia, like Cardinal Del Monte and Cardinal Montalto 
with other Montalto-princes. They were all received in Bassano by courtiers of 
Cardinal Giustiniani, and in the following days they visited Bagnaia (which 
belonged to the Montalto), Caprarola (which belonged to the Farnese) and 
Bracciano (which belonged to the Orsini), before arriving in Rome.329 Already 
there Carlo could see some famous art collections and frescoes.330 In the Avvisi 
we can read that when Carlo arrived in Rome he was awaited by the Cardinals 
Zapata, Bellarminio, Muti, Savello and Orsini and by the prince of Sulmona 
and later in his palace, after he visited the Pope with Cardinal Borghese, by the 
Cardinals Sauli, Giustiniani, Tosco, Ginnasio, Delfino, Soana and Di Borgia. A 
few days later he made his official entry with a cavalcade, consisting of twenty-
six Cardinals, forty-seven other clerics and a large number of Roman and 
Florentine courtiers, nobles and gentlemen, and a total of six hundred horses.
From Florence, Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici had brought with him the Arch-
bishop of Florence; the bishops of Colle Val d’Elsa, Borgo San Sepolcro, Volterra 
and Cortona; the Marquises Vitelli, Della Cogna, Carlo de’ Rossi, Del Monte, 
Malaspina and Del Bufalo; Count Bentivoglio; the patricians Alessandro del 
cavallo, et poi grandissima nobiltà di gentilhomini fiorentini con molto belli vestimenti, et leggiadre livree. 
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Nero, Vincenzo Salviati, Galimberto del Monte and Pier Antonio Guadagni.331 
They all wore coloured liveries and his carriage was richly decorated with em-
broidery. The (suit-)cases and the ceremonial mace were the richest ever seen 
in Rome until then. After lunch they made another cavalcade through the city 
and the people of Rome admired the richly decorated liveries of the Florentine 
courtiers. In the end, the Roman people were full of admiration for the Grand 
Duke of Florence (“un concorso infinito di questo popolo, che resta tutta affet-
tionatissimo alla gloria memoria del Gran Duca di Fiorenza”).
On 15 May 1616, Carlo held a dinner in the garden of Trinità dei Monti, for 
which were invited the Cardinals Del Monte, Borghese, Muti, Savello and Ales-
sandro Orsini. Most probably Guicciardini accompanied him. The table was 
decorated with all kinds of sculptures made from butter and sugar, including 
an equestrian statue of Henry IV of France. After dinner they listened to music 
and singing.332 
During his stay in Rome, Carlo became enthusiastic about paintings and 
statues and he told Guicciardini of his desire to dispatch all kinds of beautiful 
sculptures from the gardens and the halls of Villa Medici to Florence. Guic-
ciardini looked upon this with concern, because the sculptures, which derived 
partly from the Della Valle-collection, were the essence of the fame of the Villa 
Medici (figs. 19 and 20).333 So he decided to write a letter to the Grand Duke’s 
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secretary, Cioli, in which he said that in his opinion it was disgraceful and 
indecent to empty the garden and villa of their nicely and harmoniously placed 
sculptures (“Il cominciare a spogliare quella Galleria a me pare una indecenza 
et una vergogna . . .”).334 The Grand Dukes answered via Cioli that they agreed 
completely with Guicciardini and that not one statue was to be removed that 
would thereby diminish the splendour of the Villa and the garden, because 
these statues made Villa Medici one of the most prominent places of Rome.335
By saving the statues for the garden of Villa Medici, Piero Guicciardini 
played an important role in guarding the image of the Medici in Rome. 
2.2.3 Other patrician ambassadors and their direct influence on the course of events at 
the court of Madrid and Rome
To conclude this section on the mediation of the Florentine patrician ambassa-
dors, we will focus on the brother of Piero Guicciardini and the son of Giovanni 
Niccolini, both of whom had functions as ambassadors as well, and both of 
whom were named Francesco.
Francesco Guicciardini and his advice for cultural gifts at the court of Madrid
Francesco Guicciardini (1552-1603) was ambassador in Madrid from 1593 until 
1602.336 In 1597, Grand Duke Ferdinand I had ordered him to become friends 
with some important gentlemen and with the future Crown Prince Philip III. 
Guicciardini did as instructed and could therefore give Grand Duke Ferdinand 
I advice which gifts were appropriate to send to the Spanish court. These in-
cluded gunpowder, jewels, relics, musical instruments, textiles, and even an 
entire hunting-package consisting of hunting instruments, birds, dogs of dif-
ferent breed, two leopards and fifteen hunters. Especially this hunting-gift was 
received with great enthusiasm. King Philip II went leopard-hunting with the 
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well. Guicciardini writes that thanks to this gift Ferdinand I very quickly rose 
in prestige (“Vostra Altezza può vantarsi d’esser in pochi giorni arrivato a quel 
segno che io ho visto in questa corte non poter arrivare in molti mesi Signori 
principalissimi”).337
The Medici, even more than other European rulers, often used culture as an 
instrument to define their political prestige and to create political alliances.338 
From the correspondence with Francesco Guicciardini it appears that, after 
the hunting package, in 1598 he advised the Medici to send a whole theatre 
scenery as a gift. The scenery was accompanied by some verses written by the 
famous poet and dramatist Gabriello Chiabrera.339 In that period the quality 
of the Florentine stage-designs went beyond the qualities of other courts, so 
it was a very precious gift. Already in October 1597 the Medici had sent musi-
cal instruments and drawings by Bernardo Buontalenti with stage designs to 
Madrid via Guicciardini.340 The gift of the theatre sceneries was made to the 
Spanish King by the buffone Don Antonio. But just in the same period Philip 
II and the future wife of Philip III died, so it is not clear if they ever used the 
models for theatre plays.341
Francesco Niccolini (Tuscan ambassador in Rome from 1621 until 1643) and the 
Palazzo Madama on the Campo Marzio in Rome
Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici’s efforts to obtain a new palace in Rome in December 
1635 offer a clear example of how versatile political ambassadors of the Medici 
court had to be. Carlo asks Francesco Niccolini (1584-1650), the son of Giovan-
ni Niccolini and successor of Piero Guicciardini in Rome, for advice.342 Carlo 
wanted to buy the Palazzo di Monte Giordano, because he thought the Palazzo 















to rent.343 He wanted Francesco Niccolini to look at some possible palaces to 
buy, like the Palazzo di Monte Giordano and the Palazzo di Sant’Apostolo. He 
wanted to know if they were comfortable enough and he wanted Niccolini to 
see if he could sell the Palazzo Madama and the vineyard outside the Porta del 
Popolo.344 Five days later Niccolini answered that he could sell the palace for 
20.000 scudi and the vineyard for 2.000 or 3.000 scudi. But he did not blindly 
follow the orders of Carlo de’ Medici, he also thought for himself. Niccolini 
added in his answer that a new palace would cost at least 12.000 to 15.000 
scudi and he suggested it would be better to invest this money in building a 
beautiful ‘piano nobile’ inside the Palazzo Madama (“crederei che fusse più a 
proposito l’impiegar la medesima somma in fabbricar a piazza Madama, dove, 
senza toccar il di fuori si può far al primo piano un’abitazione nobilissima”). 
He proposed some other possible palaces to buy, like an old Borgia-palace or a 
palace of Francesco Peretti (di Montalto).345
In the end Palazzo Madama was not sold and Francesco Niccolini wrote 
to the Medici secretary Andrea Cioli which things in his opinion should be 
renovated. He wrote Cardinal Francesco Maria Del Monte (1549-1627) lived 
in the palace on his own, without women. To make the palace suitable for an 
ambassadors’ couple, apartments for women had to be created. He thought 
it would in any case be necessary to demolish the partitioning walls between 
the small rooms where the Cardinal had slept. Then the palace would be more 
suitable for women and for the visits of other Cardinals at Christmas and Eas-
ter. He explained that in the past it happened that in those periods they were 
forced to send away Cardinals to make place for other Cardinals, because of the 
lack of room. (“...per potervi rigirare la molteplicità delle visite del Natale, e 
delle Pasque, ne quali tempi ci siamo trovati in questa Casa qualche volta, ché 
convenuto a un numero di Cardinali d’andarsene, per dar luogo a gl’altri, che 
sopravvenivano”).346
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Thanks to the advice of Francesco Niccolini the Medici decided to keep the 
Palazzo Madama and renovate it when there would be enough money. Palazzo 
Madama was bought by the Medici family in 1505, renovated by Giuliano da 
Sangallo and inhabited by the two Medici popes Leo X and Clement VII, so it 
had an important history and this could be an extra reason why Niccolini con-
vinced Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici to keep it.347 From 1642 the architect Paolo 
Marucelli built a new facade, most probably based on a design by Ludovico 
Cigoli.348 But in the following years the money question remained a problem. 
In 1647 the Medici asked ambassador Gabriello Riccardi to restore the palace.349 
Because there was a continuing lack of money, he was asked to sell a diamond, 
but Riccardi responded that in this century it was no longer the custom to pay 
things in diamonds instead of money.350 Again we notice that the patricians 
followed the latest customs and etiquettes in Rome, which in Florence were not 
always clear.
2.3 a florentine patrician as chamberlain of a Medici-prince and his influence 
on the social representation of the Medici in Rome: filippo niccolini and his 
decisions regarding the entry of Cardinal Giovan Carlo de’ Medici into Rome 
(1645)
In the years 1644 and 1645 the other son of Giovanni Niccolini, Filippo Nic-
colini (the younger brother of Francesco), was involved in the preparations of 
the entry of Cardinal Giovan Carlo de’ Medici (fig. 23), the nephew of Cardinal 
Carlo de’ Medici. From 1622 on Filippo Niccolini was tutor and later chamber-
lain of Prince Giovan Carlo de’ Medici. As Giovan Carlo was the second born 
prince after his brother Ferdinand II, his education and supervision were ex-
tremely important, in case something should happen with the Grand Duke.351 
Giovan Carlo was made a cardinal by Pope Innocent X in November 1644 and 
in his role as chamberlain, Niccolini had to co-organize Giovan Carlo’s entry 
into Rome when he travelled there to receive his cardinal’s hat. One week after 









had to take place at the beginning of 1645. In the Niccolini archive in Florence 
the whole correspondence about this trip has been preserved in a volume with 
letters from different people to Filippo Niccolini. This case study is based com-
pletely on the research conducted in this archive. From Florence, Niccolini gave 
orders to the guardarobiere of the Medici in Rome, Monanno Monanni, a painter 
and pupil of Cristofano Allori, many times instructing him to discuss things 
with important nobles in Rome. Above all, their most important concern was 
that Giovan Carlo’s appearance should be in accordance with the usual customs 
in Rome. But even more important was the fact that they wanted to emulate 
other cardinals. At the same time, everything had to be arranged as cheaply as 
possible, without losing status. It was Niccolini’s task to take the final decisions 
and steer everything in the right direction.
The decoration of the carriage: polished or gilded ironwork?
At the beginning of the correspondence to organize the trip to Rome, Monanni 
received the order to arrange a carriage and a ceremonial mace, to buy uniforms 
for the pages and to arrange the decoration of the palace Giovan Carlo was 
to live in and where he had to receive the whole College of Cardinals in the 
month after his procession. On 25 November 1644, Monanni replied that he 
had a long discussion with the gentleman Orazio Magalotti to decide which 
kind of carriage to buy and how it was to be decorated (“haviamo fatto una gran 
sessione di ragionamento insieme per ordinare il modo come si deva fabricare 
la carrozza”).352 From a letter of Niccolini they understood that Giovan Carlo 
wanted the interior and exterior of the carriage all black, but they did not think 
this appropriate for the procession. Magalotti himself had written to Niccolini 
on 24 November that no other cardinal had a black carriage and he went on to 
describe the carriages of Cardinals like Ludovisi, Este and Camillo Pamphili.353 
Monanni stressed the fact that the carriage in any case had to be superior to the 
one of Cardinal Rinaldo d’Este (1618-1672).354 Therefore they decided to make 
the interior and exterior of colored velvet and to gild the ironwork. They ask 
Niccolini if he thought this was too expensive and, if so, whether they should 
simply polish the ironwork instead of gilding (“Non si mettera mano però a tale 
impresa prima che VS Illustrissima non accenni liberamente come intende che 
352	 ANCFi	fondo	antico	245,	inserto	5,	25	November	1644,	Monanni	to	Niccolini,	see	appendix.
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si faccia qualche troppo importa più la spesa da guarnire di chioderia dorata, a 
quella di quella di ferro brunita con altre sue appartenenze”).355 
In his next letter Monanni, who in the meantime had visited Florence and 
spoken to Giovan Carlo de’ Medici, said he had returned to Rome and discussed 
the topic of the carriage with more people, including Cardinal Montalto, Mar-
quis Del Bufalo and Magalotti again, and that they all thought it better to gild 
the ironwork and to embroider the coats of arms of Giovan Carlo on the side of 
the carriage with goldwork:
Son stati vari i pareri e […] fra tutti si è concluso con il parere di più, approvato 
poi da tutti questi di Roma. […] La Carrozza si deva fare senza sedie, ricca di 
ricamo andante per tutto di Vergola dentro, e fuora con chioderia dorata con 
suo cavo nobile dorato et nero ancora, con sue frangie nere.356
Surprisingly, after this second discussion they decided to make the exterior of 
black velvet, just like Giovan Carlo had wanted it himself, although this was 
not very common. The explanation could be that the alternative was much too 
expensive. The end of Monanni’s letter suggests this. He writes that he has had a 
second, written discussion with many people about the carriage. He is seriously 
in despair (“io son molto dubbio, et quasi confuso”), because if the outside part 
of the carriage were to be fully embroidered, it would cost far too much. He 
recommended decorating it with lace because this is a new custom and should 
impress because of its novelty. He wants to know the opinion of Niccolini.357 
Later on, Monanni writes several times that a whole team was working day and 
night to finish the carriage in time (“per non perder momento di tempo, né di 
dì, né di notte”).358 
The uniforms and the ceremonial mace: recycling, but not too obvious
Regarding the uniforms for the pages, Monanni writes about the plan to recycle 
the uniforms that were used in 1615 during the procession of Carlo de’ Medici, 
the uncle of Giovan Carlo. He writes that these uniforms are now old-fashioned 
and that Marquis Del Bufalo advises adding more colors to them, because they 
were otherwise too dark and people might laugh at that (“Et il Signor Marchese 






lore, et le calze simili, perche sente ridere di queste tutto nero”).359 And they 
were even more afraid that people would see the uniforms were the same as 
thirty years before and that they had wanted to save money in this way.
In another letter Monanni writes about the ceremonial mace saying that 
there is neither money nor time to make a new one; making Cardinal Mon-
talto’s ceremonial mace had taken five months time and was very expensive.360 
So he bought one that had belonged to the deceased Cardinal Cosimo de Torres 
il Vecchio. He says it is a good mace, but they have to remove many things 
and add new decorative elements and the coats of arms of Giovan Carlo, so 
that nobody would recognize the mace of Torres il Vecchio (“et ci si puole levar 
cert’arme, et accomodarsi altri membri da darli maggior ricchezza, et da mutarla 
che non sia riconosciuta”).361 They showed the mace to the sculptor Alessandro 
Algardi who said it was a very good purchase.362 It was a usual custom to recycle 
ceremonial maces and replace the coats of arms.363
The decoration of Palazzo Madama
While supervising the work on the carriage and the ceremonial mace, Monanni 
also took care of the preparations for the decoration of the palace, Palazzo 
Madama (figs. 4 and 22) in what is now called the Corso Rinascimento. He 
writes that the walls in the palace are very high and that it would be better to 
attach tapestries instead of paintings.364 He says Niccolini has to decide which 
chambers should be decorated with tapestries and which not.365 One week later 
he reports they have found tapestries in Rome at a certain dealer or person who 
is called il Leoncino, possibly the painter Francesco Leoncini (1613-1666) from 
Pistoia.366 The designs of the tapestries were made by Rubens (“Habbiamo noi 
tanti Arazzi belissimi che furno comprati dal Lioncino. Disegno del Rubens”).367 
To supplement the tapestries of Leoncino, Monanni asks for a couple of tapes-
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of the Greek goddess Circe who makes a liquor of flowers that Ulysses’ men 
must drink, after which they transform into swine. And he asks for another 
with the story of Alexander the Great, who has to drink a medicine that would 
either cure him or kill him. Fortunately, he survives.368 The two tapestries 
Monanni asked from Florence belonged to a series of four tapestries, woven 
by Pietro Févère between 1640 and 1642 for Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici.369 The 
other two depicted stories about Alexander. All four tapestries have been lost, 
but a tapestry with the same theme was woven in 1650-51 by Bernardino van 
Asselt based on a design by Agostino Melissi.370 Why they chose to decorate the 
palace with tapestries showing the protagonists drinking strange liquors is not 
known.
The last problem to be solved was that there were only two baldachins 
in the palace of Giovan Carlo, in the audience room and in the large Hall, 
while the deceased Savoy-Cardinal had had another two in the antechamber. 
Monanni writes that all the other cardinals have at least one baldachin in 
the antechamber (“perche non sta bene haver solo dua baldacchini una nella 
sala, l’altra nella stanza dell’audienza. Il Cardinale di Savoia ne haveva due 
nelle Anticamere, et molti Cardinali ne hanno almeno uno...”). He asks thus 
if he has to add more baldachins, to be more in line with the usual customs in 
Rome.371 Finally Monanni asks Niccolini’s advice regarding the decoration of 
the façade of Palazzo Madama (“Et in tanto sentiro un poco il suo senso quanto 
all’adornare la facciata di questo palazzo, circa gl’ornamenti di festoni orpelli 
et simili”).372
368	 Ibid.,	6	January	1645,	see	appendix.
369	 This	 was	 communicated	 to	 me	 by	 Lucia	 Meoni	 and	 the	 information	 will	 be	 published	 in	 the	 third	
volume	of	her	books	about	the	tapestries	in	the	Medici	collections:	Gli arazzi nei musei fiorentini. La 













The public entry of Cardinal Giovan Carlo de’ Medici into Rome (1645)
Giovan Carlo arrived in Rome in February 1645. On the day of his arrival the 
Tuscan ambassador Marquis Riccardi went to meet him en route, at Viterbo, 
together with Roman gentlemen and clericals. Giovan Carlo came with a large 
retinue, eighty carriages with Florentine gentlemen, like the marquises Bentivo-
glio, Corsini and Corsi, the dukes Salviati, Strozzi, and Sforza, the archbishops 
of Siena and Pisa and the bishops of Colle Val d’Elsa and Arezzo.373 After kissing 
the feet of the Pope, Giovan Carlo went to his palace in Rome and was awaited 
there by an impressive number of important men, including the Roman Car-
dinals Capponi, Cornaro, Sacchetti, Spinola, and Carpegna, and the Roman 
gentlemen Montalto, Mattei, Lugo, Colonna, and Trivulzio.374 His official entry 
took place a few days later, on 21 February. He made his cavalcade through 
the city, in the presence of 23 cardinals on donkeys and 300 noblemen on 
horses of which 128 belonged to the retinue of Giovan Carlo (courtiers, clerics 
and gentlemen).375 According to a description in the Venetian Avvisi, everyone 
wore beautiful liveries, especially Marquis Niccolini, the chamberlain of Giovan 
Carlo (“una ricca, e vaga livrea con riccami et in particolare il marchese Nicolini 
suo maestro di Camera andando anco in cavalcata”). Also Roman nobles like 
the princes Carbognano and Gallicano, the Colonna, Orsini, Altemps, Mat-
tei, and the marquises Frangipani, Cesis, Santacroce, Torres, and Spada joined 
the cavalcade.376 After receiving the cardinal’s hat, there was a banquet at the 
Pamphili. In the days after, Giovan Carlo visited the important Roman Cardi-
nals together with his retinue. He wore a beautiful velvet livery, with yellow 
embroidery and a cape of red satin. The carriage was richly decorated with the 
same materials and totally embroidered and gilded.
Giovan Carlo’s jester il Todeschino (Bernardino Ricci, fig. 24) accompanied 
him on his trip to Rome together with several artists, including Salvator Rosa, 
373	 In	 1645,	 Asciano	 Piccolomini	 and	 Scipione	 Pannocchieschi	 were	 the	 archbishops	 of	 Siena	 and	 Pisa,	
respectively.	Roberto	Strozzi	was	bishop	of	Colle	Val	d’Elsa	and	Tommaso	Salviati	of	Arezzo.
374	 Among	these	cardinals	and	Roman	gentlemen	were:	Luigi	Capponi	(1593-1659),	Giulio	Cesare	Sacchetti	
(1587-1663),	 Federico	 Baldissera	 Bartolomeo	 Cornaro	 (1579-1653),	 Giulio	 Spinola	 (1612-1691),	 Ulderico	
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Justus Sustermans, and Antonio Novelli. They stayed in Rome from 9 February 
until 2 June 1645.377 For Sustermans this trip was very important for his career. 
In Rome he saw the works of Cortona and Bernini and afterwards he incorpo-
rated many new baroque influences in his own style.378 The trip with Giovan 
Carlo even provided him some new important commissions, notably from the 
Pamphili family for portraits of Innocent X, Olimpia Aldobrandini-Pamphili, 
and other members of the family.379 The sculptor Antonio Novelli learned a lot 
by viewing the antique sculptures in Rome and like in the case of Sustermans 
this influenced his future work.380 According to Filippo Baldinucci, after his trip 
to Rome, Novelli sighed to his pupil Giovan Maria Foggini: ‘O Foggini, o Fog-
gini, bisognava per me esserci venuto prima’.381 The erudite il Todeschino had 
lived in Rome for many years and had good relationships with the aristocratic 
families there.382 Supposedly he accompanied Giovan Carlo just for this reason.
We can conclude that Giovan Carlo de’ Medici’s maestro di camera, Filippo 
Niccolini, was involved in important decisions having to do with the social 
and cultural representation of the Medici in Rome and with the impression 
they made on other nobles and diplomats. Other things that turn out from 
the letters between Monanni and Niccolini are the great concern the Medici 
had about emulating other cardinals, while at the same time they wanted to 
save money without letting this be noticed. It is also worth mentioning that 
all the important decisions were discussed with a team of nobles in Rome. It 



















In this chapter we have seen how important patrician ambassadors and cham-
berlains could be for the successful social and cultural representation of the 
Medici, not only in Florence and Rome, but even in Spain and England. The 
patricians were able to give appropriate advice thanks to their considerable 
insight into local customs. 
Giovanni Niccolini advised the Medici about the way the new ambassador 
Piero Guicciardini should enter the city in 1610. Moreover, the Medici trusted 
him in making the right decisions regarding the issue of precedence, especially 
with the Savoy-Dukes. Niccolini had to instruct the new ambassador about 
which representatives of foreign states he had to visit and which representa-
tives had to visit him. The role of Giovanni Niccolini was extremely important 
in this, because he knew all the ceremonial customs in Rome and if mistakes 
were made, the social prestige of the Medici was at stake. Niccolini assisted the 
Medici also in other ways to help them find favour with cardinals in Rome, for 
example by presenting suitable food gifts to the most appropriate recipients.
Niccolini’s successor, the new ambassador Piero Guicciardini, accompanied 
the young Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici during his stay in Rome in 1616 and 
helped him to behave correctly according to the prevailing etiquettes. Apart 
from solving diplomatic questions, the patricians contributed also largely to 
the cultural prestige of the Medici court in Florence and abroad. We have seen 
how Piero Guicciardini acted as art broker for the Medici and was important in 
this way in defining their taste. He bought many paintings and antique statues 
for them and the Medici put a lot of trust in his judgments, which was shown 
by the fact that he could freely decide about prices and subjects. Thanks to him, 
the Medici were able to collect the latest art genres and did not lag behind other 
courts in terms of current tastes. Sometimes his acquisitions were of signifi-
cant diplomatic importance, as in the Elsheimer-case, when the Medici’s fame 
reached England. As we read, the patricians did not blindly follow the orders of 
the Medici, but also offered important advice such as the recommendation to 
protect the art works in the Medici Villa.
The chamberlain of Giovan Carlo de’ Medici, Filippo Niccolini, helped 
coordinate the entry of the new Cardinal into Rome in 1645 and the Medici 
trusted him to take the final decisions about the best ways to decorate the car-
riage, palace, and uniforms. The most important concern was to emulate other 
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figures – Chapter Two
figure 1: Daniel	Dumonstier,	portrait of Charles 






figure 3: Don Antonio de’ Medici	(1576-1621),	by	
an	unknown	Florentine	painter,	17th	century.
Reproduced	in:	C.	Caneva	and	F.	Solinas	(ed.),	















figure 5: Ottavio	Leoni,	portrait of Cardinal 
Francesco Maria del Monte	(1549-1627),	1616.
figure 6: Claude	Mellan,	portrait of Vincenzo 
Giustiniani	(1564-1637),	1634.
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figure 9: Bartolomeo	Cavarozzi,	Saint Jerome with two angels,	1617,	Galleria	Palatina,	Palazzo	Pitti,	
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figure 10: Jacopo	Bassano,	Costruction of the Ark,	1570-80,	Galleria	degli	Uffizi	(deposit),	Florence.
figure 11: Paul	Bril,	Harbour with ships,	Galleria	degli	Uffizi,	Florence,	inv.	1890,	no.	1052.
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figure 12: Gerard	van	Honthorst,	Supper party with lute player,	1619-20,	Galleria	degli	Uffizi,	Florence,	
inv.	1890,	no.	730.	Reproduced	in:	Gianni	Papi	(ed.),	Caravaggio e Caravaggeschi a Firenze,	Livorno	2010,	
p.	183.
figure 13: Adam	Elsheimer,	Paradise,	central	
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figure 14: Adam	Elsheimer,	tabernacle	Legend of the 
True Cross,	1603-05,	Städelsches	Kunstinstitut	Frankfurt.
figure 15: Daniel	Mytens,	Thomas Howard, 
2nd earl of Arundel,	circa	1618,	National	
Portrait	Gallery,	London.




figure 19: Jacopo	Zucchi,	Veduta della Villa Medici e dei suoi giardini (View on Villa Medici and its 
gardens),	1576-80,	Villa	Medici,	Rome.
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figure 18: Adam	Elsheimer,	tabernacle	
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figure 23: Baldassare	Franceschini	(Il	
Volterrano),	portrait of Giovan Carlo 
the Medici,	1653,	Galleria	Palatina,	
Palazzo	Pitti,	Florence.
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3
Patricians as patrons and collectors during 
the reigns of Ferdinand I, Cosimo II, the 
regents and Ferdinand II de’ Medici
Introduction
In this chapter we show the versatile patronage of some important patrician 
families in the period 1600-1650 (although the first major commission started 
as early as 1581). Until now, the patronage characteristics of different patrician 
families in the first half of the seventeenth century have never been compared 
with each other. Thus this analysis, based on the excellent studies of individual 
patrician families by other researchers, shows how they took example from 
each other and from members of other Italian elite groups, underlines their 
joint cultural aspirations, and reveals the development in represented themes 
over time due to transformations in social aspirations. For the first time an 
overall picture is given of patrician patronage and collecting in this period. 
3.1 Patricians as patrons and collectors during the reigns of ferdinand I and 
Cosimo II de’ Medici
We start by outlining the characteristics of the commissions of four important 
patricians during the reigns of Ferdinand I and Cosimo II de’ Medici at the be-
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ginning of the seventeenth century: Giovanni Niccolini and Piero Guicciardini 
(the ambassadors whose diplomatic activities we analyzed in the previous chap-
ter), Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, and Niccolò dell’Antella. All four 
patricians had different artistic tastes, which were influenced by their different 
political and social positions. Yet we can see similarities between their commis-
sions and the ways in which they expressed their cultural and social ambitions.
3.1.1 Giovanni Niccolini (1544-1611)
The Niccolini chapel in Santa Croce
Some years before going to Rome as ambassador, Giovanni Niccolini gave the 
important commission to build a family chapel in the Santa Croce-church 
(1581, fig. 1) to the architect Giovanni Antonio Dosio.383 In this commission 
architecture, sculpture and painting were integrated into a decorative ensemble. 
The chapel was dedicated to the Assumption of the Virgin and honoured two 
clericals from the Niccolini family: Cardinal Agnolo Niccolini (1500-1566), 
Giovanni’s father, and Giovanni di Ottone Niccolini (1449-1504), who had 
been archbishop of Amalfi and Verdun.384 The painter Alessandro Allori was 
commissioned to make two large paintings of the Assumption and the Corona-
tion of the Virgin.385 It took him until 1597 to finish the Coronation and his 
son Cristofano Allori had to finish the Assumption after Alessandro’s death in 
1607.386 In 1585 the sculptor Francavilla started to make two sculptures of Moses 
(fig. 1) and Aaron (fig. 2) for the chapel and three virtues of Saint Mary namely 
Humility, Prudence and Virginity.387 The three virtues were made in a Mannerist 
style and resembled statues by Giambologna.388 
The iconographic programme for the chapel was from the hand of Nic-
colini himself, with the help of a camaldolese monk of the Florentine convent 
Santa Maria degli Angeli.389 To complete the programme Niccolini also sought 
the advice of the architects Giovanni Antonio Dosio, Giovanni Gargiolli, and 
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di.390 Elements in the Niccolini chapel that probably derive from Palladio are 
the bas-reliefs above the sculptures and the altar, which is flanked by columns 
with a tympanum with Angels. Both Palladio and Gaddi present these motifs 
in their studies for the Niccolini chapel which are preserved in Budapest and 
the Uffizi. The main model for the Niccolini-chapel was the Gaddi-chapel in 
the Santa Maria Novella, built by Giovanni Antonio Dosio in 1575-76 in the 
stile romano (Roman style), with the use of much polychrome marble.391 Like 
the Gaddi-chapel, the ground plan of the Niccolini-chapel was octagonal, and 
Alessandro Allori worked in the Gaddi-chapel as well.392
Niccolini wanted as many colours of marble as was possible in his chapel, 
as was the custom in Roman chapels of cardinals of that time, notably those 
of Chigi, Frangipane, and Ricci.393 The inlay of larger slabs of coloured marble 
in chapels was a technique that originated in Rome in the sixteenth century.394 
The first examples of chapels or other architectural spaces being richly decorated 
with antique marble were: the Cappella Chigi (1513-20), designed by Raphael 
for Agostino Chigi in the Santa Maria del Popolo; the ninfeo of the Villa Giulia 
(1553-55) by Ammanati; the church Santa Croce in Bosco Marengo (1566-72) 
for Pope Pius V Ghisleri; the Cappella Gregoriana (1572-83) for Pope Gregory 
XIII Boncompagni in the Saint Peter’s (by Michelangelo, Vignola, and finally 
Giacomo della Porta); the Cappella Sistina (1585) for Pope Sixtus V Peretti in 
the Santa Maria Maggiore by Domenico Fontana and his pupil Carlo Maderno; 
and the Cappella Clementina (1597) for Pope Clement VIII Aldobrandini in the 
Saint Peter’s by Giacomo della Porta.395 
The first Florentine chapel with inlaid coloured marble was the richly deco-
rated Gaddi chapel, which had to express the wealth of its worldly patron.396 A 














Con grande spesa il Gaddi ha fatto fare 
Ma vie più col suo ingegno, una cappella, 
Che in tutto il mondo non si può trovare 
Opera tal, che paragoni quella: 
Fa chi la vede ognun maravigliare, 
Tant’è leggiadra, allegra, ricca e bella. 
Roma e Venezia, abbiate pacienza, 
In questa parte cedete a Fiorenza.397
This poem illustrates the impact the chapel made on contemporaries. Accord-
ing to the Dominican monk Agostino del Riccio (1541-1598) in his Istoria 
delle pietre (History of stones) the floor resembled a table of inlaid marble.398 
Giovanni Antonio Dosio had never made a chapel of coloured marble before, 
but Lex Bosman suggests that he was the architect of the Cappella Cavalcanti 
(1560) in the Santo Spirito in Florence, where the altarpiece and two busts 
are surrounded by coloured marble.399 The antique marbles used in this chapel 
were giallo antico, africano, verde antico (from Greece), and portasanta.400 If 
Giovanni Antonio Dosio was the architect of this chapel, this could explain his 
experience with these materials when making the Gaddi and Niccolini chapels. 
Dosio had worked as an agent for Niccolò Gaddi in Rome and collected antique 
fragments, sculptures, coins, and cameos for him.401 He had much knowledge 
about antique marble and the places where to find it.402
Although, at the time of the construction of the Niccolini chapel, Dosio 
was an expert in working with rare precious stones and coloured marble and 
in obtaining these materials from Rome, this time he could not obtain all the 
colours desired by Niccolini, because Pope Gregory XIII needed the marble for 
his chapel in Saint Peter’s.403 Nevertheless, except for yellow marble, Dosio suc-
ceeded in importing precious black, green, and African marbles.404 Apart from 
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its similarities with the Gaddi-chapel, the Niccolini chapel also resembled the 
Salviati-chapel (fig. 3) in the San Marco (1589), for example if we consider the 
fluted pilasters and the Corinthian capitals, the niches with statues, and the 
polychrome marble on the walls.405 A difference from the Gaddi-chapel was the 
use of pietra serena, combined with white stone, which was also used in the 
Biblioteca Laurenziana.406 
The Niccolini chapel was built with a very coherent design and icono-
graphic programme. Dosio designed everything, from the large structure until 
details like the candle brackets. The division of the Dome was a reflection of the 
ground plan.407 The precious materials, colours, and flat surfaces that were not 
yet influenced by the baroque gave the chapel a quiet and serene appearance 
which we can experience even today when visiting the chapel.408
The Niccolini Palace and Giovanni’s collection of paintings, sculptures and coins
During his ambassadorship in Rome, Giovanni Niccolini gave commissions 
to several artists to decorate his family palace (fig. 4) in Florence (situated at 
Via dei Servi 15, between the Duomo and Piazza della Santissima Annunziata), 
which he had bought in 1576 from Bastiano da Montauto.409 From 1595 a new 
wing and a loggia with view on the garden were built by Dosio, who lived in 
Niccolini’s palace from 1590 to 1596.410 At the end of the loggia was the sculp-
ture group Ercole che uccide l’Hidra di Lerna (Hercules slays the Hydra of Lerna) by 
Giovanni Bandini (1573-78) (fig. 5).411 The loggia was decorated with frescoes 
by Lorenzo Cristofani, which were unfortunately destroyed when the loggia 
was heightened in 1655.412 While in Rome, Niccolini collected many antique 
sculptures, bas-reliefs, busts, coins, cameos, and medals and imported these to 















his Florentine palace.413 In 1601 he commissioned for making precious pieces of 
furniture, including tables and cabinets of ebony, ivory, and pietre dure for dis-
playing his collection of antique medals, cameos, and engraved gems.414 Many 
of the antique sculptures, including a bronze emperor Gordianus, were situated 
in his cortile (inner courtyard), while heads and busts adorned the loggia.415
Apart from antique sculptures, he also collected contemporary busts and 
portraits. In 1594 he commissioned Giovanni Bandini to carve busts of mem-
bers of the Medici-family, including Ferdinand I, which were placed in a room 
on the first floor, together with three busts of Cosimo I and one of Francesco I 
which he had commissioned in 1577.416 In a small room, overlooking the small 
garden, Niccolini placed painted portraits of Ferdinand I and his wife Christine 
of Lorraine, made by Cristofano Allori in 1598.417 Santi di Tito and Passignano 
were commissioned to paint family-portraits of Giovanni Niccolini and his 
sons and daughters in 1589, 1593, and 1603. The portrait of Giovanni Niccolini 
was placed in the same room as the Medici-busts.418 An inventory from 1603, 
discovered by Riccardo Spinelli, mentions family portraits of ancestors from 
the Niccolini family who had had important political, diplomatic or clerical 
functions. Portraits of other famous Florentine citizens and clericals are also 
listed.419 Niccolini started this collection of uomini illustri in his villa in Grassina 
in 1572, and he commissioned the otherwise unknown painter ‘Il Tofano’ to 
paint the large number of seventy-five portraits of popes, cardinals, members of 
the Medici family, and members of other patrician families.420
After 1605, in addition to commissions for paintings, Niccolini commis-
sioned the renowned artists Antonio Tempesta, Jacopo Ligozzi, and Orazio 
Gentileschi for painted scenes on precious materials like alabaster and copper.421 
This technique of painting scenes on precious materials had been developed 
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technique was more broadly used by painters such as Valerio Marucelli and 
Agostino Caracci, who incorporated the seams of the precious materials to get 
trompe l’oeil-effects.423 In the first two decades of the seventeenth century, the 
genre was flowering in Florence. 
Grand Duke Ferdinand I knew the technique of inlaid stones from Rome and 
promoted it in his Galleria dei Lavori in Florence (founded in 1588) and in the 
Cappella dei Medici in the San Lorenzo church. The painters in his service even 
developed new, typically Florentine, techniques. In a letter to Pope Clement 
VIII from 1601, quoted by Anna Maria Giusti, Ferdinand I wrote that painters 
in Florence made paintings on precious materials that were not ‘in the ordinary 
form of mosaic, but that could rival painting, and, like painting, could treat 
a nearly limitless array of subjects, ranging from landscape and portraiture to 
themes from the Bible and still life.’424 According to Ferdinand I the ‘commessi 
di pietre dure’, or Florentine mosaics, had the character of paintings in stone, 
which was demonstrated by the gift to Clement VIII that accompanied the 
letter, a portrait of the Pope designed by Jacopo Ligozzi and laid in by Romolo 
del Tadda (also called Francesco Ferrucci, 1544-1621), one of the first sculptors 
to specialize in hard stone mosaic.425 In a letter to the chamberlain of the Pope, 
Count Giovanni de’ Bardi di Vernio, Ferdinand I recommended placing the 
painting high and at a distance in natural light, which would most benefit the 
character of the painting.426 
In Florentine hard stone mosaics, the colours and forms of the different 
stones were exploited and determined the forms of the represented scenes, a de-
velopment that was not seen in Roman inlay.427 Also, the painters who painted 
with oil on precious stones used its natural forms in this way. Specialists in 
this genre in the first two decades of the seventeenth century were Jacopo Li-
gozzi, Filippo Napoletano, and Cornelis van Poelenburgh.428 After the death of 
423	 Ibid.:	14.





426	 Ibid.:	 150;	 Zobi	 1853:	 187.	“Et	 lo	 saprà	 anche	 far	 vedere	 nel	 suo	 vero	 lume,	 et	 collocato	 in	 alto	 et	 da	







Ferdinand I, the Florentine painters specialized more and more in naturalistic 
subjects like flowers, fruit, and birds.429 
In his travelogue account of the Uffizi, the Englishman Isaac Basire, who 
visited Florence in 1648, paid more attention to the inlaid works than to the 
paintings or sculptures. This is a sign of the attraction these rare works had for 
foreigners.
...cabinet inlayd with pretious stones and wood petrified. In another chamber 
[…] is a great cabinet of Ivory inlayd with Jasper and other pretious stones. 
[…] There are allso many rare tables inlayd with pretious stones. In a Round 
chamber […] there are rare pictures of mosaique work.430
At the beginning of the century Giovanni Niccolini’s passion for commission-
ing painted scenes on alabaster of archaeological origin was thus completely in 
line with the artistic trends in that period.431 Between 1605 and 1608, he com-
missioned Antonio Tempesta to paint eight scenes of the Old Testament on this 
material.432 The alabaster representations were placed in tabernacles of ebony 
or pear wood, decorated with arabesques. Although none of these paintings can 
be found today, we can get an idea of what they were like by looking at an oval 
painting on alabaster by Tempesta in the Palazzo Doria Pamphilj in Rome.433 It 
has the same theme as one of the eight paintings ordered by Niccolini, The cross-
ing of the red sea. In this painting Tempesta used the seams of the stone to create 
rocks.434 Around 1610, Niccolini commissioned Orazio Gentileschi to paint an 
Assumption of the Virgin on alabaster in the form of a mezzo tondo, probably 
destined for the house chapel.435 The next year, he commissioned Gentileschi 





resentations	 on	 alabaster,	 the	 first	 four	 of	 which	 were	 noticed	 by	 Cinelli	 (pp.	 404-409):	 1.	 Pharaoh’s 
drowned army,	2.	The crossing of the red Sea,	3.	The parting of Jacob and Laban,	4.	The Jews’ victory over 
the Assyrians,	5.	Abraham and Lot’s separation,	6.	The defeat of the Assyrian king Sennacherib by Yahweh, 
7. Judith and Holofernes, 8. Jacob leaves Laban.	Orazio	Gentileschi	painted	a	representation	of	Christ on 
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‘caravaggeschi’ and Niccolini’s early interest in this style was quite remarkable 
and shows how his Roman connections could create Florentine innovations.437
Between 1600 and 1610, Niccolini commissioned Tempesta and Ligozzi to 
execute painted scenes on alabaster as well as on copper.438 These were his-
torical, biblical, and hunting scenes with landscapes in the background. In the 
Galleria Borghese in Rome is preserved a copper scene by Tempesta, which gives 
an idea of the now lost painting once in Niccolini’s possession. In this hunting 
scene Tempesta has given much attention to the variation of the light effects on 
the rocks and on the trees, a method he used to create space.439
For a room that faced the garden, Niccolini had ordered soprapporte dipinte 
(decorative paintings over doors) and six canvases with Flemish landscapes, 
probably painted by Tempesta.440 Around 1608 he ordered copies of famous 
paintings, such as an Annunciation, a Saint Joseph, a Saint John the Baptist, and 
a Madonna with child from Andrea del Sarto and a copy of one of the Galatea-
frescoes by Raphael from the villa Farnesina of the banker Agostino Chigi. 
They were copied by Passignano (the Annunciation) and Cosimo Bandini (the 
rest of the paintings).441 In 1609, Giovanni took care of the inheritance of his 
collection by means of a fidecommesso-clause in his will, especially to save his 
collection of coins, which was one of the most valuable of Florence.442 
 
3.1.2 Piero Guicciardini (1569-1626)
The Guicciardini-chapel in Santa Felicita
For his family chapel in Santa Felicita in Florence, Piero Guicciardini chose an 
anti-mannerist style with narrative clarity, executed by architects of the new 
Florentine school of the day like Lodovico Cigoli. In this period Cigoli worked 
mainly in Rome, but travelled to Florence to construct chapels not only for the 
Guicciardini family, but also for the Doni and Usimbardi families in the Santa 
Trinita. 
437	 Papi	2010:	339.
438	 Spinelli	2009:	80.	The	scenes	on	copper	were	hunting	scenes,	historical	scenes	like	the	Burning of Troy,	
and	sacred	scenes	like	Tobias and the Angel	and	Saint Eustace.
439	 Pezzati	2002:	73.	Two	other	copper	scenes	of	Tempesta	are	preserved	at	Castel	Chinon	in	France	and	






For the paintings in his chapel Guicciardini chose for the caravaggismo-style. 
In 1619 and 1620 he ordered three large canvases for his chapel from the 
painters Giovanni Antonio Galli (lo Spadarino), Francesco Buoneri and Gerard 
van Honthorst (in Italian, Gherardo delle Notti).443 Gianni Papi states that the 
otherwise unknown Francesco Buoneri has to be Cecco del Caravaggio, one of 
the advocates of the art scene in Naples and Rome in the second decade of the 
seventeenth century.444 Guicciardini’s interest in the caravaggisti was unique in 
Florence at that time. Lo Spadarino and Cecco del Caravaggio were among the 
most radical painters of the caravaggisti. It was the first time that such a large 
commission to exponents of the caravaggismo was given in Florence. Not even 
in Rome existed a similar commission.
It is likely that Guicciardini wanted to emulate Grand Duke Cosimo II with 
this commission. In the previous years, the Medici had bought paintings of Ar-
temisia Gentileschi, Caracciolo, Cavarozzi, Manfredi, Ribera, and Caravaggio, 
but a commission with three large altarpieces of the caravaggisti was unique. 
Only four years earlier, in 1615, Guicciardini had given the Medici a negative 
judgement about the quality of the paintings of Orazio Gentileschi, so the 
caravaggismo-style was not a real passion of his. The commission for his chapel 
therefore was really meant to make a statement in Florence. 
Once the three altarpieces arrived, however, Guicciardini probably feared 
that the paintings would be far too radical for the Florentine art scene. He 
ordered Lo Spadarino to make some changes and he even refused the altarpiece 
of Cecco del Caravaggio and sent it back. The altarpieces by Lo Spadarino and 
Honthorst were placed in his chapel in the early summer of 1620. Honthorst’s 
Adoration of the Shepherds (1620) remained in the Guicciardini chapel until 
1835, when it was moved to the Uffizi. Unfortunately, it was destroyed there 
by a bomb set off by the mafia in 1993 (figs. 6 and 7). Now its many beautiful 
anatomical details can only be discerned vaguely in the restored version.445 
Cecco del Caravaggio made for Guicciardini a Resurrection (now at the Art 
Institute of Chicago), which is considered one of his masterpieces and one of 
the most important works of the whole of the caravaggisti movement (fig. 8).446 
Unfortunately for Florence, Guicciardini was not satisfied with it and did not 
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rection, which was placed in the chapel in the same year and can still be seen 
there.447 The Resurrection of Cecco del Caravaggio was sold on the Roman art 
market in October 1620 and was probably bought by Scipione Borghese, as it is 
listed in his collection in an inventory of the third decade of the seventeenth 
century.448 Cecco’s Resurrection was a very naturalistic work with extreme plastic 
details. His hyper-realistic naturalism was probably just too far from the canon 
in those days.449 
It is unknown what happened with the altarpiece of lo Spadarino. We know 
it remained in the Guicciardini chapel only until 1667, when it was replaced by 
a Crucifix by Lorenzo Carletti. Gianni Papi thinks the subject of Lo Spadarino’s 
altarpiece must have been a crucifixion as well, which would make sense in 
combination with the Resurrection.450 Although the altarpiece of Lo Spadarino 
was in the chapel for four decades, there is no trace of it in contemporary 
written sources. Not even Honthorst’s painting seems to have influenced 
the Florentine art scene in those years. Papi thinks the appreciation for the 
naturalistic caravaggismo-movement was far less in Florence than Guicciardini 
had hoped for. His plans were just too radical. Even in Rome, interest in the 
caravaggisti was waning and Honthorst and Orazio Gentileschi left the city in 
1620.451 So, Guicciardini’s choice can be understood quite well. He just did not 
have the courage to display Cecco’s Resurrection so prominently in his chapel 
and he only dared to possess works by the caravaggisti in his private palace. We 
do not even have any details about the person or career of Cecco del Caravaggio 
after Guicciardini refused his painting. His paintings were too much even in 
Rome, and Guicciardini’s refusal of the altarpiece probably meant the end of 
his career.452
The Guicciardini palace and the collection of art
In Rome, Guicciardini frequented the circles of Scipione Borghese, Vincenzo 
Giustiniani and Cardinal Del Monte and could admire their art collections 
and see how certain paintings were displayed, so there were many new Roman 
influences in his palace (fig. 9) and chapel, just as in the Niccolini palace. One 








caravaggisti as well as many minor genres (landscapes, battle scenes, fire scenes, 
still lifes, and hunting scenes) by contemporary painters then in vogue at Rome. 
In contrast, many other patrician families still collected historic and religious 
paintings from the Florentine, Venetian and Roman schools more fashionable 
in the sixteenth century.453 During his ambassadorship in Rome, Guicciardini 
had bought three paintings by Filippo Napoletano (with the help of the Mila-
nese painter Giuseppe Vermiglio), two landscapes on copper by an anonymous 
painter (from the art dealer Cristofano Stati), a painting on copper of the Flood 
by Alessandro Turchi (also called l’Orbetto), a landscape by Paul Bril (from the 
art dealer Francesco Stati), two paintings by Bartolomeo Manfredi, and one by 
Guercino.454
Guicciardini had begun collecting paintings around 1590. In 1593, he had 
given the painters Agostino Ciampelli, Gregorio Pagani and a certain ‘Cornelio 
fiammingo’ the commission to decorate the lunettes of the salon of his pal-
ace with the four seasons.455 The Flemish artist painted the landscapes, while 
Ciampelli and Pagani executed the figures in them. For Carnival around 1593 
he commissioned Cigoli to paint a Bagno di Straccia, Ciampelli to paint the 
Gioco di Calcio, and Gregorio Pagani to paint hunting scenes.456 After his return 
from Rome, Guicciardini gave the architect Gherardo Silvani the commission 
to enlarge and reconstruct his family palace.457 An important aspect of his col-
lection were illustrious men, and busts of members of the Medici family. In 
1593 Guicciardini commissioned the sculptor Niccolò Berti to carve six heads, 
three of the Grand Dukes Cosimo I, Francesco, and Ferdinando I, and three of 
Grand Duchesses, all of which were placed in the loggia458. In 1622, he ordered 






Galli	 (lo	 Spadarino),	 Cecco	 del	 Caravaggio,	 Gerard	 Honthorst,	 Agostino	 Tassi,	 Antonio	 Tempesta,	
Bartolomeo	Manfredi,	and	Guercino.
454	 Corti	1989:	111.	The	subjects	of	these	paintings	are	unknown.
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techamber, which was part of the audience rooms, portrait busts of the Queen 
of Cyprus and the Grand Duchess Bianca were placed.460 
Apart from paintings and portrait busts, Guicciardini was also interested in 
collecting antique sculptures, archaeological findings, silver objects, jewels, rel-
ics, tapestries, and precious furniture.461 To find antique sculptures Guicciardini 
used art dealers as intermediaries, among them Cristofano and Francesco Stati 
(who also worked in this function for Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger), 
Andrea Lomi, Alessandro Monaldi, Stefano Longo, and Alessandro Rondoni. 
He bought for example statues of Hercules and Bacchus (from Rondoni), which 
are still in the Guicciardini-palace today.462 Besides that, he paid the monks 
of Santa Sabina for antique sculptures and fragments that were found at their 
excavations.463 From Longo he bought a torso of a muse and from Rondoni, 
who also restored antique sculptures for him, a small Venus.464 Before he left 
Rome he shipped thirty-two chests full of paintings, antique sculptures, silver 
work, three tapestries, and many luxurious objects to Livorno, intended for his 
palace in Florence.465
Like Niccolini, Guicciardini’s collection was influenced by his stay in Rome. 
In Niccolini’s case we saw this influence especially in his collection of antique 
sculptures and coins and in his interest in minor genres. Guicciardini was more 
interested in Roman painters and genres. Busts of members of the Medici fam-
ily were also part of Guicciardini’s collection, as they were in Niccolini’s. But 
Guicciardini did not go as far as Giovanni Niccolini, who put his own portrait 
in the same room as that of the Medici busts. The reason for this was probably 
that the Niccolini were more connected to the Medici family, also in the previ-
ous century, in the person of Giovanni’s father, Agnolo Niccolini, who had 
served the Medici as ambassador in Rome and as the first governor of Siena 
(from 1555). Another similarity between the collections of Guicciardini and 
Niccolini were their copies of famous paintings. 
After Piero’s death his art collection was inherited by his nephew Lorenzo 
(1597-1649), the son of his brother Girolamo. In 1630 Lorenzo was nominated 








Medici.466 He shared Mattias’ passion for theatre.467 In 1631 Lorenzo became 
maestro di camera to Maria Magdalene of Austria and followed her and Mat-
tias in the Thirty Years’ War. As compensation, Grand Duke Ferdinand II gave 
him the fief of Montegiovi in 1639.468 Lorenzo built on Piero’s art collection by 
adding German paintings such as works from Lucas Cranach the Elder, which 
he probably bought during his trip with Maria Magdalene of Austria.469 In 1643 
Lorenzo joined the Order of Saint Stephen and in the years after he acquired 
paintings by Giovan Battista Vanni, Giovanni Martinelli, Cesare Dandini, and 
Salvator Rosa - all painters who had attracted the interest of the Medici prince 
Giovan Carlo de’ Medici.470 To Salvator Rosa Lorenzo commissioned two land-
scapes and to Giovan Battista Vanni a Story of Cleopatra.471 Moreover Vanni 
dedicated to Lorenzo a set of fifteen prints after frescoes of Correggio in Parma, 
after a trip to this city.472
At Lorenzo’s death, the Guicciardini collection was inherited by Francesco 
Guicciardini, Lorenzo’s son. Francesco was gentilhuomo di camera of Giovan 
Carlo de’ Medici from 1639 to 1661 and inherited some of his paintings. In an 
inventory from 1662, one of the rooms in the palace is named for the first time 
‘galleria’. From the inventory results that all the paintings were reframed in the 
baroque style, embellished with curves and decorative elements, whereas Piero 
had chosen black frames with profiles of gold and silver for the large canvases 
and frames of ebony with silver roses for the smaller canvases.473 In the inven-
tory of 1662, the paintings are displayed in a totally different way than in 1643. 
To make the gallery more inviting for visitors, Lorenzo had chosen to devote 
each room to one particular subject or genre, instead of hanging all kinds of 
paintings and genres together.474 Portraits were placed mainly on the piano 
nobile in the salons and reception rooms and were alternated with landscapes 
and battle scenes. Portraits of the Guicciardini family were never placed in the 
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vases with historical, allegorical, and mythological scenes, as well as seascapes 
and natura morte (fruit, birds, flowers, and animals).475
3.1.3 Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger (1568-1647)
The first three rooms of the Galleria Buonarroti
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger (fig. 10) was the son of Lionardo Buonar-
roti, who in his turn was the son of Buonarroto Buonarroti, a brother of the 
famous artist Michelangelo.476 Buonarroti the Younger was a man of letters and 
frequented the circles of other men of letters in Florence and Rome. He studied 
in Pisa, where he shared an apartment with Maffeo Barberini, the future pope 
Urban VIII and where he befriended Galileo Galilei.477 As a dramatist, he wrote 
many plays and other works for the Medici court between 1605 and 1643.478 He 
was a member of several academies and confraternities and had some official 
functions as a magistrate for the Medici government from 1613 to 1624.479 In 
the fifth chapter, we will demonstrate how he favoured the geographic mobility 
of artists in his function as art broker. But first we concentrate on his patronage.
Between 1613 and 1643 Buonarroti the Younger commissioned thirty-four 
painters to decorate his Galleria Buonarroti.480 Among these painters were 
Jacopo Vignali, Matteo Rosselli, Pietro da Cortona, Giovanni da San Giovanni, 












481	 Ibid.:	 58-72.	 The	 artists	 who	 cooperated	 to	 decorate	 the	 Galleria	 Buonarroti	 were:	 Jacopo	 Vignali	
(1592-1664),	Michelangelo	Cinganelli	(1580-1635),	Baccio	del	Bianco	(1604-1656),	Francesco	Montelatici	
(Cecco	Bravo)	(1607-1661),	Matteo	Rosselli	(1578-1651),	Pietro	da	Cortona,	Jacopo	(Chimenti)	da	Empoli	
(1554-1640),	 Gherardo	 Silvani	 (1579-1675),	 Domenico	 Passignano	 (1558/60-1638),	 Agostino	 Ciampelli	
(1565-1642),	Anastasio	Fontebuoni	(1580-1626),	Giovanni	da	San	Giovanni	(1592-1636),	Fabrizio	Boschi	





common among members of the European elite to have a ‘piano nobile’ and 
Buonarroti wanted one, too.482 The Galleria on the piano nobile was decorated 
in a classical-realistic style that was in vogue between the mannerism of the late 
sixteenth century, and the baroque period that flourished in the seventeenth.483 
The first room of the piano nobile was dedicated to Buonarroti’s famous 
great-uncle, the painter, architect, and sculptor Michelangelo, and was deco-
rated mainly between 1613 and 1620 with large panels, that were placed on the 
ceiling.484 These scenes represented Michelangelo’s contacts with authorities 
like Pope Julius II (in 1506), the Sultan of Turkey (fig. 12), Pope Leo X, the 
Doge of Venice, Pope Paul III (in 1535), Pope Julius III (in 1522) (fig. 11), and 
Pope Pius IV. Apart from these large panels, there were smaller chiaroscuri panels 
with (almost princely) virtues of Michelangelo (like Justice, Prudence, Moderation 
and Magnanimity) and with personifications of the Arts. In the centre of the 
ceiling his glorification was represented.485 Up till then it never happened that 
a painter got such a princely glorification.486 The reason that the main focus of 
the cycle was not on Michelangelo’s qualities as an artist, but on his contacts 
with important civil and religious authorities, was to underline the importance 
of the Buonarroti-lineage.487 
The other three rooms were decorated between 1619 and 1643. One 
contained portraits of other members of the Buonarroti family, together with 
doni,	Tiberio	di	Tito	(1573-1627),	Nicodemo	Ferrucci	(1574-1650),	Jacopo	di	Berto	da	Corbignano	(stone	





485	 Wasmer	 1992:	 125-126;	Vliegenthart	 1976:	 1.	The	 glorification	 of	 Michelangelo	 was	 painted	 by	 Sigis-
mondo	 Coccapani	 (1619)	 and	 was	 called	 The coronation of Michelangelo by the four Arts (sculpture, 
painting, architecture, poetry).
486	 Wasmer	 1992:	 121;	 Vliegenthart	 1976:	 16-17.	 The	 starting	 point	 for	 the	 iconographic	 programme	 of	
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painted scenes of the most important events in their lives. In another room, 
Florentine saints were painted, and the last room (called the Studio), was deco-
rated with frescoes of Florentine scientists, men of letters, and politicians.488 
The Galleria Buonarroti extolled Florentine civil and religious history, together 
with the most famous member of the family, Michelangelo,489 whose virtues 
and qualities, and relations with important political and religious figures, 
reflected well on Buonarroti the Younger.490 When possible, Buonarroti the 
Younger portrayed himself and his friends as bystanders in scenes depicting his 
uncle (fig. 13).491
Some contemporary decoration cycles of the Medici and influences of the Galleria 
Buonarroti on the decoration of Casino Mediceo of Carlo de’ Medici
Between the decorations in the Galleria Buonarroti and the fresco cycles 
commissioned by Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici exist some similarities. Carlo de’ 
Medici, the brother of Grand Duke Cosimo II, was enthusiastic about hunting, 
literature, music, and theatre.492 He patronized the Infuocati and the Immobili-
academies.493 He collected both contemporary art and art from the Quattro- 
and Cinquecento. Often he appropriated original paintings from churches and 
replaced them with copies.494 He possessed apartments in the Pitti Palace, the 
Casino Mediceo-palace, and several villas including the villa Cerreto Guidi, the 
villa Cafaggiolo, and the villa at Trinità dei Monti in Rome.
From 1621 to 1623, Carlo commissioned a team of Florentine painters to 
decorate the ground floor of the Casino Mediceo. These were Matteo Rosselli, 
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Furini, and Fabrizio Boschi - exactly the same painters who decorated the Gal-
leria Buonarroti over the preceding seven years.495 Not surprisingly this choice 
for the same team of Florentine painters led to a correspondence in style and 
sometimes in subject matter between the two places. The forty-five frescoes in 
the Casino Mediceo were intended mainly to glorify the Grand Dukes of the 
Medici Family (Cosimo I, Francesco I, Ferdinand I, and Cosimo II) and consti-
tuted the first large dynastic cycle after Vasari’s frescoes in the Palazzo Vecchio 
for Cosimo I, completed between 1558 and 1565.496 It was even a continuation 
of these frescoes because they begin with Cosimo I, while the frescoes in the 
Palazzo Vecchio ended with this Grand Duke.497 The reason for glorifying the 
Medici Grand Dukes in the Casino Mediceo was due to the power vacuum 
that followed the death of Cosimo II, during the reign of the regents.498 Carlo 
wanted to show the regents that he was the legitimate successor of Cosimo 
II. Cosimo II had wanted as such all his political career but had changed his 
will shortly before his death. Carlo wanted to show that he was aware of his 
illustrious dynasty and was able to continue this line.499
The theme of the room of Cosimo II was the rebirth of the arts and sci-
ence during his time in power. Allegorical scenes show Cosimo II crowning the 
personifications of Music and Poetry with a laurel wreath, visiting an art studio, 
and waking the personifications of Sculpture and Painting.500 Francesco Furini 
depicted Cosimo II’s interest in science with the four satellites of Jupiter dis-
covered by Galileo, while Cosimo II is also shown with a telescope, which was 
invented by Galileo.501 (Similarly, in 1628 Baccio del Bianco painted a telescope 
in the Casa Buonarroti). In Anastagio Fontebuoni’s painting of the apotheo-
sis of Cosimo II (fig. 14), we can see the immediate influence of the Galleria 
Buonarroti. In this scene, Cosimo II is surrounded by personifications of the 
Arts,502 in imitation of Sigismondo Coccapani’s 1619 painting of the apotheosis 
of Michelangelo being crowned by Painting, Sculpture, Architecture and Poetry 
(fig. 15).503 In another scene in the Casino Mediceo painted by Bartolomeo 
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Cosimo II together with a personification of Tuscany (fig. 16). Also in this scene 
the appearance of the personifications of the Arts seem to have been influenced 
by the scene of Coccapani in the Galleria Buonarroti.
A few years after the completion of the Galleria Buonarroti and Casino 
Mediceo, Maria Magdalene of Austria devoted her time to the decoration of the 
villa Poggio Imperiale. In 1623, the decoration of the rooms was started and 
in 1624 Giulio Parigi began to enlarge this villa.504 Paintings glorified Cosimo 
II, Maria Magdalene herself, and the Habsburg family. All kinds of female 
saints and heroines from antiquity and their virtues were painted.505 It is not 
exactly known which painters executed the frescoes at the Poggio Imperiale. 
Baldinucci writes that Matteo Rosselli, Anastagio Fontebuoni, and Ottavio 
Vannini painted them, but more recent sources indicate that apart from these 
three painters, probably the whole team of painters who painted the Casino di 
San Marco (1621-23) and the Casa Buonarroti (1613-1619) was active also in 
Poggio Imperiale: among them were Giovanni Biliverti and his pupils, Cecco 
Bravo, Bartolomeo Salvestrini, Giovanni Battista Ghidoni, Sigismondo Cocca-
pani, Giovanni Battista Vanni, Tarchiani, Domenico Pugliani, Jacopo Vignali, 
Cinganelli, and Francesco Curradi.506 
The decorations in the Casa Buonarroti, the Casino Mediceo and Poggio 
Imperiale constituted important anthologies of the Florentine school of the 
time.507 These kind of large commissions meant that painters did not have to 
travel away from Florence after the death of Cosimo II. Like Cardinal Carlo, the 
regents also preferred frescoes to the oil panels favoured by Cosimo II.508 The 
fresco cycles in the Casino Mediceo and Poggio Imperiale were important for 
the development of Florentine paintings in those decades. Thanks to the buon-
fresco technique, bright colours could be used again and in 1636 Buonarroti 
decided to decorate his Studio with frescoes instead of the oil painting panels 
he had used in the first three rooms.
The fourth room of the Galleria Buonarroti, Buonarroti’s attempt to build up an an-
tique sculpture collection, and Pietro da Cortona’s stay in Florence
The fourth room of the Casa Buonarroti with Florentine men of letters and 







Ferroni, Domenico Pugliani and Matteo Rosselli. Florentine uomini illustri 
- poets, writers, astronomers, mathematicians, navigators, physicists, physi-
cians, orators, jurists, historians, humanists, herbalists, philosophers, and 
theologians – are depicted talking and gesticulating and situated on different 
balconies, as if they stood above the room in a loggia (figs. 17 and 18).509 The 
style was illusionistic, with painted wood and painted architectural elements 
like pilasters in the form of caryatids that supported the real wooden joists. On 
the architraves were painted monochrome bas-reliefs.510 This was a new phase 
in Florentine painting, when the classical realistic transformed into a playful 
illusionistic style with many burlesque elements. In the case of Buonarroti we 
can see the two styles in one palace. Like Giovanni Niccolini, Buonarroti had 
much influence on the iconographic programme himself. 511 He had designed 
where to place the figures, and gave advice about the colours of their robes, 
and their attributes. In preparation for this he had composed a list of famous 
men, and noted the places where their portraits could be found. His sources 
were Florentine publications about illustrious men, like those of Filippo Villani, 
Paolo Giovio, and Michele Poccianti.512
Apart from decorating his Galleria, Buonarroti tried to build up a collec-
tion of antique sculptures. He was assisted by a network of clients who worked 
for him as agents in Rome, like the painter Agostino Ciampelli, the canon 
of Santa Maria Maggiore Domenico Fedini, the sculptor Francesco Stati, and 
Francesco Barberini’s secretary, Piero Velluti.513 Probably Buonarroti had created 
this unique network of agents, remarkable for a Florentine patrician still living 
in Florence, during his stays at the Barberini court in Rome.514 With the as-
sistance of the agents, Buonarroti wanted to find six bas-reliefs and two antique 
sculptures to place in two niches. Moreover, he wanted to find a sculpture of 
a philosopher, with the intention to replace the head with one resembling his 
great-uncle Michelangelo.515 The agents had difficulties in finding bas-reliefs 
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of Villa Borghese and the cortile of the Palazzo Mattei di Giove were under 
construction which made it difficult for patrons from outside Rome to obtain 
antique sculptures for their own projects.516 Although some antique pieces and 
parts of sculptures finally reached Florence - notably an Apollo that was found 
and restored by Francesco Stati from 1620 to 1625 - ultimately the project to 
obtain antique sculptures for the Galleria failed.517 Thus from 1628 Buonarroti 
decided to place modern sculptures by Domenico Pieratti and Antonio Novelli 
in his Galleria, and to commission chiaroscuri to go where the bas-reliefs would 
have been.518 Moreover, in 1629, he commissioned the sculptor Giuliano Finelli, 
a pupil of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, to make his portrait bust, with a Barberini-bee 
on his costume, as a sign of his loyalty to that family.519
Pietro da Cortona lived in Buonarroti’s house for three different periods - 
June to October 1637, in 1641-1642, and again from 1644 to 1647.520 He was 
hosted there by Buonarroti while he was working on the frescoes in the Palazzo 
Pitti for Ferdinand II.521 In the Casa Buonarroti he could see the illusionistic 
doors (1627) of Baccio del Bianco (including a detail of Galileo’s telescope), 
which influenced his work on the Pitti-palace (fig. 19).522 Del Bianco and his 
pupils Jacopo Chiavistelli and Angelo Gori were important for the development 
of the quadratura toscana.523 As a way of thanks for Buonarroti’s hospitality, 
in 1641-42 Da Cortona designed intarsia (inlay) decorations for the six small 
double doors in the Galleria (these are the only intarsia-decorations he is 
known to have made). The designs were executed by Benedetto Calenzuoli and 
the intarsia was made of yellowish orange tree wood, walnut and some mother-
of-pearl. Each door contained two allegorical figures, representing together the 
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were theology, mathematics, perspective (the arts of painting, sculpture, and 
architecture), history, poetry, and philosophy. The allegories are designed in a 
very lively and cheerful way and their shapes follow the seams of the wood.525
Pietro da Cortona executed two other pieces for free to thank Buonarroti 
for his hospitality, the painting with Michelangelo’s brother Buonarroto during 
the visit of Leo X to Florence in 1515 for the Stanza della Notte e del Dì, and an 
altarpiece for the Stanza degli Angioli.526 Furthermore he gave Buonarroti four 
cartoons with his designs for the Stanza della Stufa of the Palazzo Pitti.527
Buonarroti’s influences on the patronage of Grand Duke Ferdinand II
In the years 1637-42 Ferdinand II commissioned for large fresco cycles in the 
Palazzo Pitti.528 During the course of a four-month trip through Europe with his 
brother Giovan Carlo de’ Medici in 1628 he had seen all kinds of innovative 
paintings at different courts.529 On the ceiling of the church Sant’Alessandro 
in Parma they saw a painting of Angelo Michele Colonna, and in the Palazzo 
Barberini in Rome they saw the frescoes of Pietro da Cortona. Back in Florence 
Ferdinand II decided to introduce this kind of innovative frescoes in the Pala-
zzo Pitti.530 One of the main characteristics of these innovative frescoes was the 
illusionistic perspective and the splendour of the baroque (instead of the great 
attention given to grotesques in the Cinquecento and during the reigns of Fer-
dinand I, Cosimo II, and the regents).531 Ferdinand II commissioned Giovanni 
da San Giovanni, Pietro da Cortona, Agostino Mitelli, and Angelo Michele 
Colonna to make illusionistic frescoes in his palace. Ferdinand II wanted to 
represent himself as a European prince rather than as a mere Italian duke, and 
these monumental frescoes suited this intention.532
In the Sala della Stufa, Pietro da Cortona painted in 1637 the apotheosis 
of Alexander the Great, depicted here not as a war hero, but because of his 
love for philosophy, poetry, the study of literature, and wisdom, characteristics 
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was made most likely by Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger.534 This is not a 
coincidence, because we know Cortona was living in Buonarroti’s palace when 
executing this commission for the Medici.535 In the Studio of his Galleria Buon-
arroti, Michelangelo the Younger had also praised philosophy, literature, and 
all kinds of sciences, and as in the Casa Buonarroti and the Casino Mediceo, an 
allusion to Galileo Galilei was made in the Sala della Stufa by the presence of a 
telescope.536
In 1635 Giovanni da San Giovanni started to paint the Salone degli Argenti 
of the Palazzo Pitti. In this room, Lorenzo il Magnifico was glorified by means 
of biographic chronicles, inspired by similar chronicles in which the Medici 
were glorified in the Palazzo Vecchio (1558-62) and Michelangelo in the Casa 
Buonarroti (1613-19). The iconographic programme was made by Francesco 
Rondinelli, a good friend of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger. The main 
themes were the union between the Medici and the Della Rovere-family, the de-
struction of antique culture and its revival by Lorenzo il Magnifico, and finally 
the rediscovery of the Golden Age of Tuscany.537 In the Salone degli Argenti, 
Giovanni da San Giovanni painted frescoes full of beautiful illusionistic details, 
like clouds that gave shade to the painted architectural elements and bas-reliefs 
covered with dust, in imitation of real stucco bas-reliefs which in the course 
of time get dirty.538 Giovanni da San Giovanni had studied in the house of the 
architect Giulio Parigi, who held a school on the uses of perspective.539
Following the death of Giovanni da San Giovanni, Cecco Bravo, Ottavio 
Vannini, and Francesco Furini finished the room between 1638 and 1642.540 
All three painters had worked in the Casa Buonarroti in the years before. Cecco 
Bravo probably got his commission in the Salone degli Argenti thanks to the 
efforts of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger.541 He was a pupil of Matteo 
Rosselli, who assisted in all the important commissions for fresco cycles in the 
previous years, such as that for Casino Mediceo, Poggio Imperiale, and the 
Studio of the Galleria Buonarroti. Cecco Bravo had already assisted Rosselli at 










onarroti.542 There are striking similarities between the scenes painted by Cecco 
Bravo in the Galleria Buonarroti (1636) and in the Salone degli Argenti (1638-
42). In all three scenes – the fresco with the poets and the writers in the Galleria 
Buonarroti (fig. 17), and the scenes in the Salone degli Argenti of Lorenzo il 
Magnifico receiving Apollo and the Muses and Bringing peace (fig. 22) – figures are 
shown hanging out of the frame of the representation. The background of the 
scenes is vague and the foreground features illusionistic jokes, like books that 
stick out at the railing of the balustrade in the Galleria Buonarroti and a putto 
in the Palazzo Pitti who hangs out of the painting.543 The scene of Lorenzo 
surrounded by artists (fig. 23) painted by Ottavio Vannini also resembles the 
scene with poets and writers of Cecco Bravo (fig. 17) in the Galleria Buonarroti, 
especially regarding the right-angled view on the landscape after the scene. 
Vannini also painted in the Galleria Buonarroti in the years 1636-37.544
Francesco Furini painted the scene of Lorenzo and the Platonic Academy, also 
called Lorenzo between poets and philosophers, in the Salone degli Argenti (fig. 
24). In 1638, Leopoldo de’ Medici had decided to revive this academy and had 
founded the Accademia Platonica.545 The paintings with the philosophers in the 
Palazzo Pitti and Galleria Buonarroti are based on Raphael’s School of Athens.546 
In the Stanza della Segnatura Raphael had distinguished natural philosophy 
and moral philosophy by means of their representatives, Aristotle and Plato, re-
spectively. In the Galleria Buonarroti the same distinction between neoplatonic 
and Aristotelian philosophers is painted in the scene with the philosophers by 
Domenico Pugliani (fig. 25).547 Also Furini maintains this distinction in the 
Palazzo Pitti and he probably based his painting on the scene by Pugliani in the 
Galleria Buonarroti. The sketches for the scene in the Palazzo Pitti suggest this 
influence. The personification of Poetry was painted initially with three chil-
dren, according to Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia the three poetic genres lyric, tragic 
and heroic poetry. In the Galleria Buonarroti these three genres are represented 
together with the genre of burlesque poetry so beloved by Michelangelo the 
Younger.548 In the academy of Lorenzo, only lyrical poetry was practised, so in 
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cal poets.549 The composition of his Platonic Academy in the Palazzo Pitti also 
resembles the Cecco Bravo’s fresco with the poets and writers in the Galleria 
Buonarroti, especially regarding the hanging figure on the left and the sketchy 
background.
The similarities between the Studio of the Galleria Buonarroti and the Salone 
degli Argenti are not coincidental. On the east side wall of the Salone, Giovanni 
di San Giovanni originally planned to paint a spectacle with a personification 
of the Arno accompanied by nymphs and a young lady, the personification of 
the Golden Age. This scene, which was never executed due to the death of the 
painter, was based directly on the second intermezzo from the theatre piece Il 
giudizio di Paride of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger.550 So it seems that 
Michelangelo, by means of his good friend Rondinelli, had considerable influ-
ence on the represented scenes. 
3.1.4 Niccolò dell’Antella (1560-1630)
Niccolò dell’Antella wanted to demonstrate his pride in Florentine painting 
and on cultural and scientific history. He bought the Villa Belvedere and a city 
palace, the Palazzo degli Sporti, today known as the Palazzo dell’Antella (fig. 
26).551 He had a double function for the Medici, as political adviser and lieuten-
ant of the Accademia del Disegno.552 Thanks to the latter, he was in contact with 
many painters and architects. In May 1619 and May 1620 he commissioned 
thirteen Florentine painters to decorate the façade of his palace, newly designed 
by Giulio Parigi, with painted scenes and allegories of virtues and different 
categories of science.553 The thirteen painters who decorated the façade were to 
a large extent the same who decorated the Galleria Buonarroti five years earlier, 
including Domenico Passignano, Matteo Rosselli, Ottavio Vannini, Giovanni 
da San Giovanni, Fabrizio Boschi, and Michelangelo Cinganelli.554 
Giovanni da San Giovanni made a sketch of the whole façade, with explana-
tions of the scenes and the authors of them (fig. 27). The main goal of the paint-
ings was to glorify Cosimo II and Niccolò dell’Antella by means of their virtues 
549	 McGrath	1994:	209.









and moral qualities.555 Among the painted scenes were, on the first floor, the 
virtues Fortitude and Sincerity (Vannini), Tranquillity and Fidelity (Giovanni da 
San Giovanni), Abundance and Wealth (unknown), and Delight (Rosselli). For the 
virtue of Tranquillity Giovanni da San Giovanni imitated in fresco Caravaggio’s 
painting of the Sleeping Cupid, in the possession of the Antella.556 On the second 
floor, the piano nobile, were painted fourteen monochrome personifications 
of other virtues and allegories of moral qualities: among them Pity (Vannini), 
Science, Wisdom, Faith, and Temperance (unknown), Justice, Intellect and Prudence 
(Giovanni da San Giovanni), Council, and Providence (Rosselli). Above the piano 
nobile were painted allegories of sciences and moral qualities.557 Painted around 
all the scenes were putti, arabesques, coats of arms, and festoons, while right in 
the middle of the façade was a bust of Cosimo II.558 This was a common way for 
patricians to show their loyalty to the Medici family, especially for those who 
were in their service. The commission illustrates the great interest for science 
and the pride the patricians felt for Florentine painters.
Painted, and not sgraffito façades, were relatively rare at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century. From 1530 on, many all’antica sgraffito-facades 
with grotesques were made, especially by the specialists in this genre, Mariotto 
di Francesco Mettidoro, Cosimo Feltrini, and later in the sixteenth century 
Bernardino Poccetti. After the Counter Reformation, this type of decoration 
lost its attraction because of the secular content.559 At the end of the sixteenth 
century, however, this genre was revived in a different way, with a more poly-
chrome decoration. The first palace in this genre which has survived is the 
palazzo Benci-Manelli at Piazza Madonna degli Aldobrandini where Bernardino 
Poccetti made a mannerist subdivision in different zones.560 Another palace 
of which polychrome decorations have survived is Palazzo Mellini-Fossi in 
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Giovanni Stolf on the façade.561 The frescoes, painted in 1575, represent stories 
of Perseus, probably based on cartoons by Francesco Salviati. Some other poly-
chrome decorations on the façades of palaces of the Corsi (by Giorgio Vasari) 
and Altoviti (by Poccetti) families have been lost.562 The next palace to feature 
a polychrome decoration which has survived was the Palazzo dell’Antella.563
3.2 Patricians as patrons and collectors during the reigns of the regents and 
ferdinand II de’ Medici
Throughout the period of the regents and during the first years of the govern-
ment of Ferdinand II, when the regents still assisted him, the patronage of the 
Florentine patricians was of vital importance for the advancement of painting 
and sculpture in Florence. The patricians were rooted in all the religious, social, 
and cultural structures of the city and therefore their networks constituted the 
underlying structures of the Medici court. Thanks to the fact that their networks 
remained intact during this transitional period an exodus of artists to Rome 
and other cities was prevented. Together with the brothers of Cosimo II, Don 
Carlo and Don Lorenzo de’ Medici, the patricians continued their patronage of 
a large group of Florentine painters.
3.2.1 Giovan Battista Strozzi the Younger (1596-1636)
His Art Collection and the interest of the Medici and patricians for paintings with liter-
ary themes 
Giovan Battista Strozzi the Younger, marquis of Forano, was raised by his cousin 
Giovan Battista Strozzi il Poeta (1551-1634), since his parents died when he 
was still young.564 Strozzi il Poeta patronized many artists and was a key figure 
in the Accademia degli Alterati.565 In 1618 Strozzi the Younger married Maria 
di Luigi Martelli, as a result of which he inherited many artworks from the 










the paintings included a round Madonna with Angels by Domenico Botticelli, 
and a sculpture of David by Donatello.567 In 1632, Strozzi the Younger inherited 
a large amount of money from Leone Strozzi, but had to move to Rome to solve 
all the lawsuits with other possible heirs about this inheritance.568 This cost him 
a lot of effort, and soon after he had resolved everything, he died.569 
Strozzi was a connoisseur of art who could contribute to a discussion about 
attributions between artists with similar styles and could identify then quite 
unknown painters like Franciabigio.570 He commissioned paintings from prom-
inent painters like Passignano, Sigismondo Coccapani, Francesco Furini, and 
Jacopo Vignali, who all worked in the Casa Buonarroti. Many of their paintings 
had literary subjects, like Erminia, Isabella, Orlando, Ruggieri, and Alcina from 
Ariosto and Tasso, and Theagenes and Chariclea from Heliodorus.571 This taste 
for modern and antique poets was influenced by the Tasso and Ariosto-frescoes 
in Villa Careggi of Carlo de’ Medici and by the literary discussions that took 
place in the academies.572 Already in the sixteenth century there were many 
discussions in the Crusca and Alterati-academies about Ariosto, Tasso, and their 
inter-textual relations with classical literature like the work of Ovid.573 These 
poets were thus favourite sources for the literary scenes in the Medici and patri-
cian palaces of Florence as well as in those of Roman princes and cardinals.574 
In 1614, Domenico Passignano had painted scenes from Tasso’s Gerusalemme 
liberata in the Palazzo Rospigliosi in Rome.575 
The similarities between frescoes and panels based on literary themes in the 
palace of Carlo de’ Medici and decorations in patrician palaces (unfortunately 
mostly lost) in the period between 1615 and 1640 were evident. To have an 
idea of these decorations, we consider Carlo’s patronage in this field. Carlo 
de’ Medici (1595-1666) commissioned Michelangelo Cinganelli in 1617-18 to 
567	 Guerrieri	 Borsoi	 2004a:	 86.	The	 art	 works	 from	 the	 Inventario delle robe venute di Casa Martelli con 
masserizie gioie, libri, quadri et altro:	 Portraits	 of	 Balì	 Luigi	 Martelli,	 Maria	 degli	 Albizzi	 (the	 Balì’s	
wife),	Lorenzo	Martelli	(the	Balì’s	father),	Monsignor	Ugolino	Martelli	(bishop	of	Gondives	in	France),	
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decorate his villa Careggi with epic-literary themes, such as scenes from Tasso 
(Rinaldo and Armida) in the lunettes of the Sala terrena.576 Patrician families like 
the Salviati (the salon of the Villa del Ponte alla Badia) and the Corsini commis-
sioned comparable frescoes.577 Queen Maria de’ Medici was very impressed by 
the Careggi scenes and wanted copies of them in France. The patrician Niccolò 
Giugni, guardaroba generale of the Medici, proposed to arrange this by send-
ing several young painters, pupils of Matteo Rosselli and Giovanni Biliverti, to 
France to paint the copies.578 
Apart from fresco decorations, between 1622 and 1630, Carlo de’ Medici also 
commissioned many panel paintings with literary subjects from well-known 
painters of that time like Francesco Curradi, Jacopo da Empoli, Passignano, 
Matteo Rosselli, Cesare Dandini, Giovanni Biliverti, and Jacopo Vignali. Many 
of these painters had worked in the Casa Buonarroti in the years just before.579 
Like Giovan Battista Strozzi the Younger, other patrician families like the Ric-
cardi, the Corsini, the Niccolini, the Salviati and the Panciatichi families also 
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fiammingo,	 Giovan	 Battista	 Guidoni,	 Francesco	 Montelatici	 (also	 called	‘Cecco	 Bravo’),	 and	 Cosimo	
Curradi	(all	pupils	of	Biliverti).
579	 Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	17.	He	gave	many	commissions	for	literary	panels	by	Francesco	Curradi	(il Nar-
ciso	1622,	Erminia tra i pastori	1633),	Iacopo	da	Empoli	(Giudizio di Mida/Orfeo e Pan	1624),	Rutilio	Manetti	
(Ruggiero e Alcina	1624),	Passignano	(Anfione e il delfino	1624),	Matteo	Rosselli	(Tancredi e Erminia	1624	
+	 Angelica e Medoro	 1630),	Francesco	Rustici	 (Sofronia e Olindo	 1624),	Domenico	Frilli	Croci	 (Rinaldo 
e Armida	 1624),	 Cesare	 Dandini	 (Erminia e Rinaldo	 1630),	 Jacopo	 Vignali	 (Ruggiero e Melissa	 1630),	
Valerio	Marucelli (Astolfo e Mandricardo),	Zanobi	Rosi (Ruggiero e Alcina),	Giovanni	Biliverti	(Ruggiero e 
Angelica)	and	Bartolomeo	Salvestrini (Salmace e Ermafrodito).
580	 Baldassari	2011:	47-52.	Biliverti	made	The temptation of Charles and Ubalde	for	the	Riccardi	in	1629-30	
(later	in	the	collection	of	the	Niccolini,	now	at	the	antique	dealer	Giovanni	Pratesi	in	Florence),	Felice	
Ficherelli	 made	 Charles and Ubalde in the garden of Armida	 for	 Bartolomeo	 Corsini	 (1654-55,	 now	 in	
a	private	collection	in	Rome),	Ficherelli	also	made	Rinaldo in the enchanted forest	for	the	Panciatichi	
(1654-55,	now	 in	Pistoia),	 Orazio	Fidani	made	 the	pendant	 for	 this	panel: The blind-man’s-buff game 
(from Guarini’s Il pastor fido) with Amaryllis, Corsica and Myrtill.	
138 Chapter Three
Some years after the Careggi-decorations Carlo, again commissioned literary 
scenes from Tasso, Ariosto, and Ovid, this time for the Sala della Residenza of 
the Casino Mediceo, from 1622 to 1624 and from 1633 to 1636, by the famous 
painters Bartolomeo Salvestrini, Francesco Curradi, Giovan Battista Vanni, Do-
menico Passignano, Francesco Rustici, Guido Reni, Jacopo Vignali, and Matteo 
Rosselli.581 Carlo’s nephew Giovan Carlo de’ Medici (1611-1663) commissioned 
in his villa Mezzomonte from 1629-32 a literary cycle, inspired by the cycles of 
his uncle Carlo in the Villa Careggi and Casino Mediceo.582 He chose (suppos-
edly with the help of Filippo Niccolini) a mix of scenes on the theme of love 
and marriage drawn from Ariosto, Tasso, and Apuleius.583
We return to the patronage of Giovan Battista Strozzi the Younger. For ten 
years he patronized the painter Tommaso Banderesi from Modena, who lived 
in his house from 1627. A pupil of Passignano, Banderesi received a monthly 
income in exchange for which he made copies of paintings already in pos-
session of the Strozzis, mostly landscapes, still lifes, saints, and portraits.584 
He copied for example the Five heads of artists from Masaccio, paintings of 
saints from Cigoli, Vannini, Pontormo, and Franciabigio, and frescoes from 
Poccetti in il Boschetto.585 From 1626 Strozzi offered many commissions, for 
example for a large family portrait painted by Domenico and Valore Casini (fig. 
28).586 Executed in a very naturalistic style quite uncommon for that time, the 
painting shows the whole family gazing at the viewer. The painting reveals a 
consciousness of social prestige. When he died, Giovan Battista possessed 140 
paintings in his city palace, another 60 in his Boschetto-villa, and 50 in his 
Balconevisi-villa.587 Furthermore he possessed three landscapes of the Flemish 
painter Federico Bemel and two sea-landscapes by Giovanni Ghoutuelt, who 
581	 Bastogi	2005,	I:	192;	Fumagalli	2004:	331-37.
582	 Spinelli	2004:	342.
583	 Ibid.:	352-355.	Apuleius	wrote	The Golden Ass	(Asinus	Aureus),	about	experiments	with	magic.
584	 Guerrieri	Borsoi	2004a:	16.
585	 Guerrieri	Borsoi	2004b:	89.
586	 Domenico	 (1588-1660)	 and	 Valore	 Casini	 (1590-1660)	 often	 worked	 together.	 Nowadays	 they	 are	
especially	 known	 for	 their	 Medici	 portraits,	 whereas	 in	 reality	 they	 also	 painted	 many	 portraits	 of	
patricians,	 which	 unfortunately	 are	 often	 lost,	 dispersed,	 or	 withdrawn	 from	 public	 view.	 Recently	
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was also Flemish.588 In addition, he possessed views of his villa from Remigio 
Cantagallina (1582-1656).589 This demonstration of his rural real estate in the 
form of (painted) views of villas was perhaps in imitation of the views of the 
Medici-villas by Giusto Utens (1599-1602) in the Villa Medici di Careggi. To 
conclude he commissioned family portraits painted by the leading painters 
Cigoli, Santi di Tito, and Jacopo da Empoli.590
3.2.2 Tommaso Guadagni (1582-1652)
The Guadagni Palace
Senator Tommaso di Francesco Guadagni, who married Maria Acciaiuoli in 
1626, commissioned Gherardo Silvani to rebuild his Casino Guadagni on what 
is now Via Micheli 2, at the corner of Via Gino Capponi (fig. 29).591 Casino Gua-
dagni was the former palace and garden of Don Luigi da Toledo, the brother of 
Eleonora da Toledo, which his sister Ortensia Guadagni had bought in 1634.592 
The interior of the Palazzo di S. Clemente, as the palace is now called, was 
decorated with frescoes, which were finished in 1642. In 1637 Bartolomeo Neri 
painted the family coats of arms with a leopard. Decorations throughout the rest 
of the palace were meant to glorify the Guadagni-family, whose ancestors are 
shown in scenes in which they played an important role. The loggia of the first 
floor was decorated by Baccio del Bianco (who also worked for Michelangelo 
Buonarroti the Younger) with views of farms and villas of the Guadagni-family 











591	 Spinelli	 1996:	 37-38.	 The	 Guadagni	 had	 emigrated	 as	 exiles	 to	 France	 in	 the	 fifteenth	 century,	 es-






Martino,	 Folle,	 Pagnolle,	 Camerata,	 Fiesole	 and	 Pontassieve.	 Baccio	 del	 Bianco	 painted	 the	 villas	 of	
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a fresco by Il Volterrano, San Martino dona il mantello al povero (fig. 31), from the 
same years as the frescoes Il Volterrano made in the Niccolini-palace.594
In the garden, Domenico Pieratti made sculptures with themes from rural 
life and hunting from 1643 to 1651. In the years before, he had also worked 
for Michelangelo the Younger, he had executed a sculpture of Latona and her 
children for the Barberini-family, and stone sculptures for the Medici family in 
the Boboli gardens. In the Guadagni-garden, Pieratti also made caramogi (fanci-
ful deformed humans) of terracotta and caricatures of peasants that resemble 
drawings by Baccio del Bianco (fig. 32). Inside the palace, Tommaso had an art 
collection with many paintings by Giacinto Botti.595 Apart from family coats 
of arms Bartolomeo Neri painted many soprapporte, vegetal friezes, and door 
jambs.596 On the ground floor he painted views of the palace from different 
sides and other views of Guadagni-villas, just as Baccio del Bianco did on the 
first floor. All these Neri frescoes have been lost or painted over.
In the four finished rooms on the first floor on the garden side Matteo 
Rosselli made perspective paintings with religious themes, like the Archangel 
Raphael with Tobiolo (fig. 33). They were painted in 1638, immediately after Ros-
selli painted the judges, historians, and chroniclers in Buonarroti’s library.597 In 
another room on the first floor was painted a balustrade that surrounded an 
evening sky and over which leaned curious children and a dog. We can see the 
same thing in the Salone degli Argenti (Palazzo Pitti) and this also resembles 
the loggia of the Studio in the Casa Buonarroti with its lively and playful style. 
It was painted in 1638 by Alfonso Boschi (1615-1649), a nephew of Matteo 
Rosselli.598 Baccio del Bianco finished the fifth room at the side of Via Cap-
poni from 1639 with a personification of Eternity, a woman who holds a snake 
that bites its own tail. On the ground floor he made a personification of Faith. 
These frescoes were painted not long after he finished the portraits in the Stanza 
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in style, according to Spinelli.599 Later Baccio del Bianco returned to paint a 
personification of Flora and portraits of ancestors of the Guadagni-family.600
Spinelli remarks that Guadagni loved artists from the circle of Baccio del 
Bianco, who were interested in still life painting and playful details. For the rest 
Guadagni possessed portraits of ancestors of the Guadagni-family by Giacinto 
Botti, portraits of saints and fruit paintings (1649) of Agnolo Gori, a pupil of 
Baccio del Bianco.601 After Tommaso’s death, his widow Maria Acciaiuoli or-
dered several paintings from Salvator Rosa.602
3.2.3 Giovanni (1600-1661) and Lorenzo (1602-1656) di Jacopo Corsi
The Corsi villa
Any important patrician family possessed one or more villas in the country. 
Giovanni and Lorenzo di Jacopo Corsi commissioned Gherardo Silvani to 
restructure their villa from 1632 (fig. 34).603 Giovanni Corsi, marquis of Caja-
zzo, was married to Lucrezia di Antonio Salviati and served as ambassador in 
Milan and as a senator in the Tuscan government.604 Lorenzo Corsi was prelate, 
nuncio in France in 1642, and vice-legate of Avignon from 1653-55.605 For the 
brothers Corsi, Silvani made a Galleria with view onto the garden.606 Baccio 
del Bianco made frescoes in the villa from 1640-41 just after his work for the 
Guadagni family. He made the Corsi coats of arms in the vault of the Galleria, 
and ornamental paintings, such as door and window jambs, illusionistic doors, 
a window with parapet, and virtues like a Fortuna in the room next to the Galle-
ria. All these frescoes have been lost. Marcantonio Angiolelli made ornamental 
paintings and the Corsi also possessed four of his landscapes. Furthermore they 













Giovanni and Lorenzo decided to change the garden.608 After the renovation 
a well was situated in the centre of the garden, with a wild garden at the one 
side and a fishpond at the other. Furthermore they commissioned an aviary. 
Through the garden were star-shaped paths, with a room for citrus trees at the 
end and a large field in the centre. There were also some caves with animal 
sculptures in it, made by Romolo del Tadda.609 The garden can still be visited 
today and is largely restored to its original seventeenth century design (figs. 35 
and 36).
The Corsi palace and the difference between the decoration of the palace and the villa
The Corsi also bought properties in the city. In 1647, they bought a city palace 
from Lodovico and Fernando Incontri. They commissioned Gherardo Silvani 
to reconstruct it and it was decorated by the painter Giovanni Battista Ruggieri. 
The sculptor Antonio Novelli, who also worked for Michelangelo Buonarroti 
the Younger, made the Corsi family coats of arms.610 Moreover he made a large 
sculpture of Polyphemus in 1640, just as he did one year later for Giovan Carlo 
de’ Medici.611 From the inventory of 1661 it becomes clear that there was a 
large statue of Diana in the cortile. Above the doors were seven busts of white 
marble and in the garden a bronze statue of Mercury. Within the palace, in a 
room called Sala d’Orfeo (room of Orpheus), there was a Roman bath of red 
marble and a statue of Orpheus by Cristoforo Stati.612 Furthermore there was a 
Galleria with a collection of paintings of various members of the Corsi-family613 
as well as a statue of Venus.614 The inventory shows an interest in still life paint-
ing (birds, fruit, flowers, animals, landscapes), family portraits, and portraits 




611	 Donatella	 Pegazzano	 during	 her	 presentation	 ‘Monsignor	 Lorenzo	 di	 Jacopo	 Corsi	 (1602-1656)	 as	
collector	and	maecenas	of	artists	and	musicians’	at	the	conference	A forgotten world. Florentine patri-
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possessed portraits of other Italian and European princes and of the King of 
Spain.615 In the villa they also had a painting depicting Prince Giovan Carlo de’ 
Medici hunting at Cafaggiolo.616
If the two inventories of the city palace (1661) and the villa (1757) are 
compared, one can see that in the villa the Corsi possessed far fewer religious 
paintings (fourty-two in the palace and fifteen in the villa), fewer mythological 
paintings, fewer family portraits, and no portraits of the Medici family (com-
pared with six in the palace), or of other princes (forty in the city palace), and 
only two of uomini illustri (versus nineteen in the city palace). It seems that 
they wanted to show their alliances with the Medici-princes, their praise of 
other European princes, and their pride in Florentine history in the city. This 
difference between the decoration in the villa and in the city palace was a com-
mon phenomenon, and in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century art treatises famous 
architects such as Filarete and Leon Battista Alberti offer guidelines for how to 
decorate one’s villa and city-palace.617 These treatises were analyzed by Jan de 
Jong and compared to the Roman practice in the Renaissance. In general, the 
decorations in villas were less formal, had a less heroic character and were less 
likely to glorify the city and its rulers.618 The decorations in the city palaces 
were meant to evoke a sense of admiration and pride, while villa-decorations 
were designed to increase feelings of relaxation.619 In the villa the Corsi thus 
possessed more antique sculptures and busts, more portraits of women, and 
more seascapes, hunting scenes, and still life paintings of fruit, flowers and 
fishes.
3.2.4 Filippo Niccolini (1586-1666)
The last patrician whose patronage we will analyze is Filippo Niccolini,620 who 
continued the patronage started by his father, Giovanni, in the Niccolini palace 
and chapel. Besides that he also bought and decorated a villa at Camugliano 








620	 In	 1606	Filippo	Niccolini	married	Lucrezia	Corsini	 (?-1652).	More	 information	about	Filippo	Niccolini	
and	his	patronage	can	be	found	in	Spinelli	2011a;	2010;	2002	and	1998.
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neta, near Florence).621 Filippo Niccolini made several diplomatic missions to 
Mantua, Urbino, and Parma.622 After those missions, in 1622, he became tutor 
of Prince Giovan Carlo de’ Medici and in 1630 he became his chamberlain.623 
He was nominated marquis of Montegiovi in 1625, but exchanged this fief 
for Ponsacco and Camugliano in 1637.624 He patronized Rutilio Manetti. He 
commissioned, for example, a panel with Tancredi and Erminia (1639), to form 
a (Tasso-) counterpart with a painting of Biliverti Rinaldo on the lap of Arminia. 
Both works are now lost.625
The Montauto-castle
From 1631-35 Niccolini commissioned the architects Gherardo Silvani and 
Bernardino Radi to change the Montauto-castle into a baroque residence (fig. 
37). The medieval castle had previously been restored by Domenico di Bac-
cio d’Agnolo, but needed to be restored again after a stroke of lightning in 
1630.626 It was a good occasion for Niccolini to modernize the castle. In 1633, 
the brickwork was done and Niccolini commissioned several painters to deco-
rate the walls, windows, vaults, and wooden ceilings. Following the example 
of Villa Mezzomonte of Giovan Carlo de’ Medici, the decoration of which 
was supervised by Filippo Niccolini, for the Montauto-castle Niccolini com-
missioned grotesques, illusionistic scenes on the ceilings, landscapes, coats of 
arms, allegorical figures and literary scenes. Fabio Sottili recently published an 
elaborate article about these decorations, which remain relatively unknown to 
present day art historians, even though the painters involved were the same as 
those who painted under Niccolini’s supervision in Mezzomonte: Giovanni da 
San Giovanni, Angelo Michele Colonna, Domenico Passignano, Cecco Bravo, 
Francesco Albani, Pandolfo Sacchi, Baccio del Bianco, Stefano di Domenico del 
Buono, Bartolomeo Neri, and Francesco Coppa. In 1634-35, Giovan Carlo and 
621	 Sottili	2012a:	147-80.	The	Castello	Montauto	was	bought	by	Giovanni	Niccolini	in	1572	after	the	bank-
ruptcy	of	the	bank	of	the	Montauto-family.	See	Sottili	2012b:	26.
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Filippo had commissioned these painters to execute frescoes with representa-
tions of Jupiter and Ganymedes and Jupiter and Hebe, as well as many illusionistic 
frescoes, for the Villa Mezzomonte.627 Other rooms in the villa were decorated 
with hunting scenes and scenes with playing children, the latter by Cecco 
Bravo.628
For the loggia of Montauto Niccolini chose a neo-cinquecentesco-style 
with grotesques, lunettes with river landscapes, and putti with festoons of 
fruit and vegetables. One of the themes was rural life, showing the passage of 
time according to the different activities performed in different months of the 
year. This recalls similar cycles in the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence (by Giorgio 
Vasari, 1565) and in the loggia of Villa Mezzomonte, which was decorated by 
Domenico Passignano in 1630-31 with terrestrial gods and the pleasures of life 
in the countryside, and with the cycle of seasons and the months of the year 
as well.629 In a room next to the loggia is a frieze with literary scenes based 
on Vergil’s Aeneid. The episodes were enclosed by putti and each episode was 
divided by two illusionistic caryatids that supported the real wooden joists of 
the coffered ceiling, as in the Galleria Buonarroti. At the place where the cary-
atids supported the coats of arms of Niccolini and his wife Lucrezia Corsini, the 
heads of the caryatids even had the form of miniature portraits of Filippo and 
his wife. Illusionistic caryatids were also used in a room decorated by Pandolfo 
Sacchi in the Villa Mezzomonte. 
No other Aeneid-cycle from the beginning of the seventeenth century is 
known; all the other cycles were painted in the sixteenth century in Rome, 
Bologna, Genoa, and Mantua.630 The difference between the Niccolini-cycle 
and the others is that earlier ones do not include the death of Dido, which 
Niccolini’s cycle does. This may have to do with the appeal to the sentiment 
of the beholder painters strived for in the baroque period. According to Fa-
bio Sottili, the reason for the reference to the founding myth of Rome in the 
Niccolini-palace was to glorify several members of the Niccolini family who 








631	 Agnolo	 was	 a	 cardinal	 and	 also	 two	 earlier	 ancestors,	 Ottobuono	 di	 Lapo	 and	 his	 son	 Agnolo	 had	
important	diplomatic	functions	in	Rome	in	the	period	of	the	Florentine	republic.	See	Sottili	2012a:	153.
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for themes from Aeneid rather than the more common scenes from Tasso, Ari-
osto, and Ovid, which could be found for example in Mezzomonte (1629-32), 
in the Careggi-villa (1617-18), and the Casino Mediceo (Sala della Residenza, 
1622-24 and 1633-36) of Carlo de’ Medici.632 The last section of the literary 
frescoes for Carlo de’ Medici in the Casino Mediceo was painted exactly in the 
same years as the frescoes in Montauto. Did Niccolini want to make a statement 
to other nobles with his original choice?
Another room in Montauto was decorated with birds from the then four 
known continents of the world, as in the Sala di Flora in Mezzomonte. The 
Niccolini-family kept examples of such exotic birds in the castle, which was 
a sign of their well-being, as was their ‘wunderkammer’, a small gallery with 
ivory, coral, shells, musical instruments, books, and a binocular made by Gali-
leo. To conclude, there was also a room with eighty-two portraits of uomini 
illustri painted for Giovanni Niccolini by Cristofano dell’Altissimo.
Villa Camugliano and the Niccolini palace
In 1642, Niccolini started to commission the famous quadraturisti Mitelli and 
Colonna to decorate his palace and his villa at Camugliano. This was remark-
able, because Colonna was one of the best paid artists who had worked for 
the Medici.633 Between 1637 and 1641, Colonna had painted several ceilings 
and walls of the Palazzo Pitti in the actual Museo degli Argenti. In 1642, he 
painted a scene on the ceiling of Filippo’s villa, which is still preserved today. 
It represents Flora or Venus and Adonis with putti in a perspective frame. The 
illusionistic putti are white and seem to be made of stucco.634 In the move-
ment of the quadraturismo, real space was enlarged by betraying the eye of the 
beholder with (architectural) illusionistic paintings.635 
From 1648, Colonna and Filippo Niccolini had an intense, thirty-year cor-
respondence that is unique between two people of such different status.636 The 
friendship between Niccolini and Colonna resembled the friendship between 
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger and Pietro da Cortona. 
632	 Mezzomonte:	 Sala	 di	 Isabella	 and	 Sala	 di	 Armida.	 On	 the	 fresco-cycles	 in	 the	 Casino	 Mediceo	 see	
Bastogi	2005	I:	192;	Fumagalli	2004:	331-37.
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For his city palace, Filippo commissioned a second loggia on the piano nobile, 
above the loggia on the ground floor commissioned by his father (fig. 38).637 
Furthermore he commissioned Il Volterrano (Baldassare Franceschini) to paint 
two scenes with personifications of virtues in 1651-52 (fig. 39), before this 
painter started working on the dome of the Niccolini chapel in Santa Croce.638 
In preparation for his work on this, Niccolini gave Il Volterrano the opportu-
nity to travel to the region of Emilia (Bologna, Parma, Modena, and Sassuolo) 
and to Rome, to acquire experience by looking at the paintings of Correggio, 
Lanfranco, Sacchi, and Pietro da Cortona.639 The whole journey was paid for 
by Niccolini, who also arranged that Il Volterrano could stay at the houses of 
people from his cultural network. In Bologna, for example, Il Volterrano was 
under the protection of Ferdinando Cospi, a gentleman, who served as an agent 
of the Medici in Bologna and had his own museum with curiosities called the 
Museo Cospiano. Cospi wrote Niccolini to tell him that Il Volterrano arrived 
and that he ordered one of his virtuous friends to guide him through the city:
Il Signor Baldassar Franceschini Pittore è arrivato in Bologna mentre io mi 
trovo in Villa, ma subito ricevuto la lettera di VS Illustrissima ho spedito a 
Bologna al mio Maestro di Casa che lo serva, l’assista, et occorendo li dia 
denaro. Fra tre o quattro giorni io sarò di persona a servirlo at anco in questo 
tempo ho pregato un Virtuoso mio amico ad andar con lui per farli vedere le 
opere più insigne di questa Città… 640
So Niccolini, using his cultural connections at other courts, arranged for Il Volt-
errano to acquire knowledge of new artistic forms in other cities and to intro-
duce these to Florence. Il Volterrano travelled to Rome with Lorenzo Niccolini, 
Filippo’s nephew, who was going to be married to the Marquise Contessa Del 
Bufalo. They stayed in the Bufalo-palace and Il Volterrano made two frescoes 
there, paid for by Niccolini, as thanks for their stay.641 Il Volterrano’s trips to 
637	 Ginori	Lisci	1972:	446.










Rome and Emilia had their desired effect, because one can see the influences of 
Cortona in his paintings while his putti and use of chiaroscuro resemble those 
of Correggio in Parma, especially in his representation of Tempo (Time).642
Niccolini commissioned the famous quadraturisti Mitelli and Colonna to 
paint illusionistic scenes and soprapporte in the family-palace in 1652 (fig. 
40).643 Two lesser known quadraturisti accompanied them in the palace - An-
drea Ciseri from Lombardy (from the school of Baccio del Bianco and a pupil 
of Pietro da Cortona) in 1652 and Jacopo Chiavistelli (a pupil of Baccio del 
Bianco) in 1653.644 During that same year Chiavistelli and Ciseri also worked 
for the Corsini in their Parione palace, together with their master Bartolomeo 
Neri. Neri also painted a niche in the loggia on the ground floor of the Niccolini 
palace in 1650, which had to surround the sculpture group of Hercules and the 
Hydra. 645 Between 1637 and 1642 Neri had worked in the Guadagni-palace.646 
In the rest of the palace Niccolini made considerable use of the quadraturismo, 
an avant-garde style that was also loved by the Medici and Guadagni. Probably 
Niccolini liked this style because of his close contact with Giovan Carlo de’ 
Medici.647 In 1653, Giacinto Gimignani from Pistoia and educated in Rome, 
painted a Parnassus on the ceiling of a ground floor apartment. He also worked 
for Ferdinand II as a designer of tapestries.648 After the marriage in Florence in 
1653, Mitelli and Colonna returned to decorate the marriage-rooms in 1655. 
And, finally, in 1657 they decorated a loggia and salon and made other soprap-
porte and friezes. Almost all these frescoes are completely lost or repainted. 
In 1663 the highest loggia was closed, to be able to function as Galleria. 
In the same year it was decorated by Colonna (fig. 41), after he had returned 
from Madrid, where he had been in the service of Philip IV and where Mitelli 
in the meantime had died.649 Colonna resided in the Niccolini-palace. On the 
642	 Restauro	1959:	27.
643	 Spinelli	 2011:	 30.	These	 works	 of	 Colonna	 and	 Mitelli	 in	 Palazzo	 via	 dei	 Servi	 are	 partially	 lost.	They	
are	described	in	Baldinucci	(p.	663	in	the	version	of	1846).	Some	of	the	frescoes	were	stripped	off	the	
walls	of	the	palace	and	preserved	in	a	repository	from	the	Soprintendenza	per	i	Beni	Architettonici,	
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walls he painted illusionistic arches, columns, and frames, and with paint he 
tried to imitate materials like marble, stone, stucco and metal, together with 
his new companion, Giacomo Alboresi. 650 On the ceiling were painted mytho-
logical scenes with Isis, Bacchus, Ariadne, and Mercury. There were also violet 
monochromes.651 To complete the works in the palace the sculptor Domenico 
Frasconi, also called Il Napoli, made a niche in the Galleria to surround a large 
alabaster sculpture, the Vestal Vergin, with hands and feet of gilded bronze and 
a belt of copper with gems.652 
In his city palace Niccolini patronized almost all the painters who he had 
commissioned in Mezzomonte for Giovan Carlo de’ Medici between 1629 and 
1637, the years in which he supervised the works there.653 Francesco Coppa 
(the father of the famous singer Francesca Coppa) made portraits of ancestors 
from the Niccolini-family and family coats of arms. Bartolomeo Neri, who 
together with Baccio del Bianco represented the quadratura toscana, painted 
the oratorio of the villa (now lost) in 1648.654 Just like Giovan Carlo, Niccolini 
possessed paintings of Willem van Aelst and panels of Salvator Rosa.655 Filippo 
was less interested in sculpture than his father Giovanni.656 Nevertheless, he 
ordered a sculpture from Antonio Novelli (a portrait bust of himself), just like 
Giovan Carlo de’ Medici, the Corsi-family, and Michelangelo Buonarroti the 
Younger.657 In his Notizie, Baldinucci tells a probably apocryphal story in which 
Filippo Niccolini visited the sculptor Antonio Novelli, when he was suffering 
from poverty and illness in a draughty castle. Niccolini offered to let him come 
to his villa in Ponsacco to enjoy the healing water there, after which Novelli 
















If we consider all the cases, it is clear that the patricians paid considerable atten-
tion to artistic patronage, which they used to express their cultural and social 
aspirations. They followed each other’s example in designing their chapels 
and palaces, but at the same time tried to distinguish themselves by following 
the most current trends in painting and collecting from other Italian cities, 
especially Rome. Thanks to their cultural and political functions for the Medici 
family, each patrician family had access to different sources that could define 
their patronage characteristics and thereby increase their social mobility. 
Giovanni Niccolini and Piero Guicciardini, who resided as ambassadors in 
Rome, could build up Roman networks, which enabled them to collect antique 
sculptures and minor genres. Niccolini’s collection of paintings, antique sculp-
tures and coins and his commission for a chapel full of polychrome marble were 
much influenced by his stay in Rome, where he had seen the artistic collections 
and chapels of the main elite families. Guicciardini’s role as art broker for the 
Medici also influenced his own preference for Roman painters. Michelangelo 
Buonarroti the Younger’s commissions were much more concentrated on the 
Florentine history and culture than the commissions of Giovanni Niccolini and 
Piero Guicciardini. 
As a man of letters, Buonarroti was the key figure in a large network of 
artists, patrons, and brokers. Consequently he chose mainly Florentine artists 
to decorate his palace with the intention of glorifying his own family, and 
Florentine men celebrated for their scientific and cultural accomplishments. 
What is remarkable is that, unlike Guicciardini and Niccolini, he did not glorify 
the Medici in his palace. There are no Medici portraits. This may have had to 
do with the fact that Buonarroti was not officially in the service of the Medici, 
although he wrote many theatre works for them and also had close ties with 
the Barberini-family in Rome. 
Niccolò dell’Antella could meet many Florentine artists thanks to his po-
sition at the Accademia del Disegno. Filippo Niccolini came in contact with 
many renowned Italian painters due to his function as tutor and chamberlain 
for Giovan Carlo de’ Medici, and this increased his interest in the illusionistic 
style of the quadraturisti. With regard to the Corsi-, Strozzi- and Guadagni-
families, we see fewer direct connections between their functions for the Medici 
and their patronage characteristics, but thanks to their political functions for 
the Medici and at the papal court, they had a high social status that enabled 
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And they all continued to show their loyalty to the Medici family by collecting 
their portraits.
Among the patterns we can observe are the collecting and displaying 
of: busts of the Medici family (Niccolini, Guicciardini, and Corsi); busts and 
portraits of ancestors of the patrician families (Niccolini, Guicciardini, Buonar-
roti, Strozzi, Guadagni, and F. Niccolini); portraits of uomini illustri (Niccolini, 
Guicciardini, Buonarroti, Antella, Corsi); antique sculptures (Niccolini and 
Guicciardini); copies of famous paintings (Niccolini and Strozzi) paintings of 
minor genres (Niccolini, Guicciardini, Strozzi, Guadagni, and Corsi); paintings 
and frescoes of literary subjects (Strozzi and F. Niccolini); paintings executed on 
precious materials (Niccolini and Guicciardini); views of countryside posses-
sions (Strozzi and Guadagni) or life in the country (F. Niccolini); family coats of 
arms (Guadagni, and Corsi); and personifications of virtues (Guadagni, Corsi, 
and F. Niccolini). 
During the conference A forgotten world. Florentine patricians as Patrons, Col-
lectors, Cultural Brokers under Medici rule (1530-1743) Jean Boutier asked whether 
patronage for the Florentine patricians was a key resource or a common lan-
guage, that is, whether patricians wanted to distinguish themselves with their 
patronage or if it was more a common language with shared rules.659 From 
the many similarities that we can observe in their patronage, we can conclude 
that it was certainly a common language, despite the fact that every family 
had its own character of patronage. Patricians as a group presented themselves 
against other groups in the Florentine society like the uomini nuovi, the Medici 
themselves, and people from lower levels of society. This was possible because 
all the patricians had comparable backgrounds and histories, social and politi-
cal positions, contacts, fortunes, and activities. The Florentine patricians were 
a relatively homogeneous group, especially when compared with the uomini 
nuovi, who came from different Tuscan cities and social levels, or with Ro-
man nobles, many of whom originated in different parts of Italy.660 At courts 
where nobles did not share the same background, there was more competition. 
In Florence on the contrary, as Cinzia Sicca argued at the same conference, 
it seems there was a coherent, shared culture where art was more a common 
social affair than a competitive element.
659	 The	 conference	 A forgotten world. Florentine patricians as Patrons, Collectors, Cultural Brokers under 





In spite of the above mentioned similarities and the conclusion that art patron-
age for the patricians was a common social affair, we can observe some changing 
patterns if we consider all the cases. In the first half of the seventeenth century, 
we see a shift from the glorification of themselves through a celebration of their 
ancestor’s contributions to Florentine cultural and civil history to an increasing 
tendency to glorify their own families in the present by demonstrating their 
alliances to other noble families and their actual possessions at the countryside. 
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the patricians still wanted 
to reclaim their power as a group and therefore they underscored the deeds 
of their ancestors (also as a group) and their contribution to the Florentine 
history, which they wanted to continue. With their antique collections and 
imitation of the customs of other Italian nobles, they wanted to convince the 
Medici family of their importance, for example when eminent guests were visit-
ing Florence to tour the city and admire their palaces.
Towards the middle of the century we see a tendency to a more princely 
style of decorating their palaces, following the taste of the Medici and collecting 
not only Florentine but also international uomini illustri and paintings with 
personifications and mythological themes. Moreover, in the patrician palaces 
there is an increase in the display of coats of arms, as was the custom in the 
Medici palaces and in palaces of other nobilities. With the display of their coats 
of arms the patricians wanted to show the families’ alliances to other noble 
families and the importance and continuity of their lineage. As many patricians 
had already entered the Medici government in high positions, it was no longer 
necessary to demonstrate their importance as a group and their claim to power 
by showing their illustrious family histories. Now it was in their interest to 
underline their continuity as a noble lineage, something that also helped to 
raise the social standing of the Medici court.
Regarding the style, we see a shift from a classical realistic to a more play-
ful illusionistic style of painting, that echoes the patricians’ playful linguistic, 
theatrical, and literary experiments in the cultural academies. This style of the 
playful burlesque painting was extended even to the garden, with statues of 
caramogi and peasants (Guadagni). 
To conclude, we can say that patrician patronage was a continuing aspect 
of the Florentine culture and was of vital importance during power shifts of the 
Medici family, to keep introducing innovative new styles and to restrain artists 
from travelling to other courts, when new Medici Grand Dukes or their regents 
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figures - Chapter Three
figure 1: Cappella Niccolini,	Santa	Croce	Florence,	on	the	left	the	statue	of	Moses	by	Pietro	Francavilla	
(1592).	(Photograph	by	the	author,	September	2008)
















Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 5: Villa	Niccolini	di	Camugliano	with	the	sculpture	group	Ercole che uccide l’Idra	(Hercules slays 
the Hydra)	by	Giovanni	Bandini	(1573-78).
figures 6 and	7:	Gerard	van	Honthorst,	Adoration of the shepherds	(1620),	before	and	after	1993.
















Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 11: Fabrizio	Boschi,	Michelangelo presents 
the model of the Palazzo di Strada Giulia to Pope 
Julius III in 1522, in the presence of cardinals,	1617,	
Casa	Buonarroti,	Florence.
figure 12: Giovanni	Biliverti,	The sultan of Turkey 
invites Michelangelo to build a bridge over the river 
Bosporus in Constantinople,	1620,	Casa	Buonarroti,	
Florence.
figure 10: Cristofano	Allori,	portrait of 
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger,	1610.	
Reproduced	in:	Janie	Cole,	A muse of music in 
early baroque Florence. The poetry of Michelangelo 
Buonarroti il Giovane,	Florence	2007.
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figure 13: Zanobi	Rosi,	Michelangelo and Poetry,	1622,	
Casa	Buonarroti,	Florence.
Reproduced	in:	Janie	Cole,	A muse of music in early 
baroque Florence. The poetry of Michelangelo Buonarroti il 
Giovane,	Florence	2007.











Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 15: Sigismondo	Coccapani,	Michelangelo crowned by the Four Arts,	1619,	Casa	Buonarroti,	
Florence.
figure 16: Bartolomeo	Salvestrini,	La Toscana e le arti piangono la morte di Cosimo II (Tuscany and the 
Arts lament the death of Cosimo II),	1621-23,	Casino	Mediceo	Florence.
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figure 17: Cecco	Bravo,	The poets and the writers,	1636,	Casa	Buonarroti,	Florence.











Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 19: Baccio	del	Bianco,	Natura morta, 1627,	Casa	Buonarroti,	Florence.
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figures 20 and	21:	Pietro	da	Cortona,	intarsia-decoration at the wooden doors in the Casa Buonarroti,	
Florence











Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 24: Francesco	Furini,	Lorenzo the Medici between poets and philosophers,	1638-42,	Salone	degli	
Argenti,	Palazzo	Pitti,	Florence
figure 23: Ottavio	Vannini,	Lorenzo the Medici surrounded by artists,	1638-42,	Salone	degli	Argenti,	
Palazzo	Pitti,	Florence.
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figure 25: Domenico	Pugliani,	The 
philosophers,	1636,	Casa	Buonarroti,	
Florence.
figure 26: Palazzo dell’Antella,	piazza	Santa	Croce,	Florence











Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 28: Domenico	and	Valore	Casini,	Giovan Battista Strozzi, Maria Martelli and the children Luigi, 
Caterina and Elisabetta,	ca.	1626,	Palazzo	Guicciardini,	Florence.




Reproduced	in:	Elena	Pecchioli,	The painted Facades of Florence. From the fifteenth to the twentieth 
century,	2005,	p.	70/71.
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figure 30: Baccio	del	Bianco,	il feudo di Folle,	1637-42,	Palazzo	di	San	Clemente,	Florence.
Reproduced	in:	Riccardo	Spinelli,	‘Indagini	sulle	decorazioni	secentesche	del	Casino	Guadagni	‘di	San	
Clemente’	a	Firenze’,	Quaderni di Palazzo Te	(1996),	pp.	36-65.











Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 31: Il	Volterrano,	San Martino dona il mantello al povero	(detail),	1637-42,	fresco	Palazzo	di	San	
Clemente,	Florence.
Reproduced	in:	Riccardo	Spinelli,	‘Indagini	sulle	decorazioni	secentesche	del	Casino	Guadagni	‘di	San	





a	Firenze’,	Quaderni di Palazzo Te	(1996),	pp.	36-65.
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Patricians as patrons and collectors
figure 39: Il	Volterrano,	La bellezza lacerata dal tempo,	1651-52.	Palazzo	Niccolini,	Florence.





Reproduced	in:	Mario	Bevilacqua,	Maria	Luisa	Madonna	(ed.),	Il sistema delle residenze nobiliari. Stato 
pontificio e Granducato di Toscana,	Rome	2003
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figure 41: Angelo	Michele	Colonna,	ceiling	of	the	Galleria,	1663,	Palazzo	Niccolini	Florence.
Reproduced	in:	Restauro del palazzo Montauti Niccolini sede del provveditorato alle opere pubbliche per la 
Toscana in Firenze,	Florence	1959.
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4
The shared cultural world of the Medici 
princes and the Florentine patricians: 
musical performances, European networks, 
and cultural academies
Introduction
In the first part of this chapter we see how the cultural worlds of the Medici 
princes and the patricians related to each other, as the latter functioned as tu-
tors and chamberlains for the former and in these roles supervised the Medici’s 
cultural projects and academies (as vice-patrons). This is illustrated especially 
by the rich correspondence found in the Niccolini-archive between Filippo Nic-
colini, vice-patron of the Sorgenti-academy protected by Prince Giovan Carlo 
de’ Medici, and the Roman musicians Marco Marazzoli and Giuseppe Vannucci. 
This correspondence demonstrates that the close contact Florentine patricians 
had with important artists and musicians led to many cultural innovations. In 
addition to this, attention is given to the relation between Don Giovanni de’ 
Medici and the members of the Alterati-academy, and to the many patricians 
who played a role in Leopoldo de’ Medici’s network of cultural agents. Together 
the Medici princes and the patricians supported a large cultural world with 
many connections to other cities.
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In the second part, we see how the Medici princes were actively involved in 
the cultural academies they patronized. The patricians used these cultural 
academies as places for critical discussions about literature, art, poetry, theol-
ogy, and theatre and they experienced their reunions as intellectual diversions 
from their official obligations. Moreover, the academies were important places 
for sociability between patricians and artists where there was large space for 
cultural experiments. Playful accents in literature, poetry, word games, and 
theatre alternated with serious discussions and together characterised the life 
in the academies in the first half of the seventeenth century. At the same time, 
these academies were the starting point for many of the cultural developments 
we will discuss in the following chapters, such as art brokerage and ceremonial 
events.
Part I
4.1 Giovanni de’ Medici and the alterati
One member of the Medici-family who shared a lot of interests with Florentine 
patricians was Don Giovanni de’ Medici (1567-1621, fig. 1).661 He was an il-
legitimate son of Grand Duke Cosimo I and Eleonora degli Albizzi and was later 
legitimated. From that moment on he was involved in many court events and 
had important functions as a military commander in several countries. He was 
educated as a man of letters at the court of Grand Duke Francesco I and like the 
patricians he undertook diplomatic missions, held memberships in a variety of 
academies, collected art, worked as amateur architect, demonstrated an interest 
in culture and science generally, and maintained informal contact with artists. 
His most important commission as an architect was the Cappella delle pietre 
dure in the Medici Chapels.662 Don Giovanni had great interest in theatre and 
during his life he patronized the Accademia Comici Confidenti (from 1613 
to 1621) and the Accademia degli Incostanti. The Incostanti performed in his 
661	 On	the	life	and	career	of	Don	Giovanni	de’	Medici,	see	Lippmann	2011;	Baroncelli	(ed.	Marina	Macchio)	
2009;	Volpini	2009	and	Dooley	2006;	2004.
662	 Besides	 his	 work	 in	 the	 Medici	 Chapels,	 as	 an	 architect	 Giovanni	 de’	 Medici	 built	 Forte	 Belvedere	
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palace in Via del Parione.663 In the famous court-diary of Cesare Tinghi, there 
is information about these performances in Don Giovanni’s palazzo.664 There 
were many improvisational plays, like ridiculous comedies, masked comedies 
and comedies with the use of dialects.665 In 1611 La Dafne, written by Ottavio 
Rinuccini and composed by Jacopo Corsi, was performed in Corsi’s palace.666 
At the end of his life Don Giovanni dedicated much of his spare time to 
the Accademia degli Alterati. The Alterati academy was founded in 1569 by 
seven young patricians, with the aim of discussing poetry, literature, music, 
science, theatre and art.667 At the end of the sixteenth century the academy 
gathered weekly or fortnightly in the house of Tommaso del Nero and from the 
beginning of the seventeenth century in the house of Giovan Battista Strozzi 
il Poeta. When Strozzi died in 1634 the academy ceased to exist. 668 In the first 
decades of its existence, the discussions of the academy concentrated on litera-
ture in general and especially on the relative position of poetry with respect to 
the other arts (rhetoric, history, philosophy, and painting).669 And within this 
genre of poetry, the members aspired to establish a hierarchy among the poetic 
genres themselves (they distinguished the genres comedy, tragedy, lyric, epic, 
canzone, and sonnet).670 In the public quarrel about Ariosto and Tasso, which 
started in 1582, the Alterati defended Ariosto vigorously.671 Besides discussions 
about poetry the other main concern of the academy was to judge the writings 
of their members, but also of independent persons who sent their manuscripts 
to the academy for criticism.672 In addition to their discussions, or also simul-
taneously, they had festive banquets, where they played practical jokes and 
engaged in mock polemics.673 
Don Giovanni de’ Medici had joined the Alterati in 1587 with the pseud-
















Habsburgs in Flanders and Hungary/Bohemia.674 When he was present however, 
the Alterati had felt very honoured and had enjoyed his wonderful qualities. In 
1615 he left for Venice, where he would be appointed as commander-in-chief 
of the army of the Republic of Venice. After his departure for Venice, his letters 
often were read aloud, because of the beautiful language. As Giovan Battista 
Strozzi il Poeta wrote him, after his departure it felt as if winter had started 
(“Mentre V.S. Illustrissima favoriva con la sua presenza l’Accademia, ella fioriva 
e produceva frutti mirabili, doppo la partita e lontananza sua è a lei, come alla 
terra avvenuto nel tempo del verno”).675 To keep the memory of his presence 
at the Alterati alive, Don Giovanni decided to put on record the activities of 
the academy in his Ragionamenti accademici.676 The Ragionamenti consisted of 
five parts. In the third part, he wanted to describe the ‘virtuous exercises’ of the 
Alterati in the years 1618-19.677 To be as accurate as possible he wrote the patri-
cian Giovan Battista Strozzi il Poeta several letters to ask for membership lists, 
including pseudonyms, coats of arms and information about each member’s 
literary output. In 1621, shortly before his death, this part of the Ragionamenti 
was almost finished.678 The other members of the Alterati read it together in his 
absence and were full of praise for his writings.679 
Don Giovanni deeply regretted that during his years in Venice, he was un-
able to discuss his writings and cultural ideas with his fellow academicians: 
“Il maggior sollevamento che io habbia doppo qualche fastidio sono i miei 
studii, i quali restano bene spesso privi del loro intero gusto non havendo con 
chi conferirli”.680 This demonstrates the previous statement that the academies 
motivated their members to reflect about each other’s intended publications 
in order to criticise their fellow members and stimulate them to publish their 
writings. When he died in Venice in 1621, Don Giovanni left behind the manu-
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sent to Florence by his fellow Florentine Niccolò Sacchetti, a patrician who 
lived in Venice.681 Some Florentine artists, like Filippo Furini, were close friends 
of Giovanni and even visited him on his deathbed in Venice. Furini stayed with 
him day and night ‘with large and passionate affection’ (con grandissimo et 
sviscerato affetto).682
4.2 Giovan Carlo de’ Medici and filippo niccolini
4.2.1 Niccolini as supervisor of Giovan Carlo’s cultural projects
In 1629, Giovan Carlo de’ Medici (see chapter 2, fig. 23) bought the Villa 
Mezzomonte from the Panciatichi family, under the supervision of Marquis 
Filippo Niccolini, his tutor and from 1630 his chamberlain, whose patronage 
we discussed in the previous chapter. 683 Villa Mezzomonte was located in the 
countryside near Impruneta, in the Chianti-region. The patrician Niccolini 
advanced all the costs for Giovan Carlo.684 He supervised the restoration of the 
villa and was in close contact with the painters who decorated it: Francesco 
Albani, Giovanni da San Giovanni, Pandolfo Sacchi, and Stefano del Buono.685 
The stucco reliefs were designed by Pietro da Cortona, and Salvator Rosa painted 
the lunettes.686 In 1644, Giovan Carlo renewed the mezzanino in the Palazzo 
Pitti, with frescoes by Chiavistelli and Ciseri, who later worked for Filippo Nic-
colini in his city palace.687 
Prince Giovan Carlo de’ Medici was very enthusiastic about theatre per-
formances and patronized many theatrical academies in Florence, such as the 
Instancabili (from 1633) and the Improvvisi, later known as the Percossi (from 
1645), which staged their plays at the Casino Mediceo. Further, he patronized 
the Concordi (later the Immobili, from 1648), for which he commissioned the 














later, when the Cocomero theatre had become too small for the purposes of the 
Immobili, Giovan Carlo commissioned the same architect to build the Pergola 
theatre, erected between 1652 and 1656 (figs. 2 and 3).688 From the moment the 
Immobili moved to the Pergola, Giovan Carlo started to patronize yet another 
academy, the Accademia dei Sorgenti, which began to perform at the Cocomero 
theatre in 1654. In the years before his death he also patronized three other 
academies: the Adamisti, the Infuocati and the Imperfetti.689
In 1644, as we could read in the account about his entry into Rome, Giovan 
Carlo de’ Medici was made a cardinal.690 In his new role as Cardinal Legate, he 
sometimes had to travel to Rome for conclaves or other obligations. In 1655, 
for example, he was assigned the task of receiving and accompanying Queen 
Christina of Sweden in Rome, where she arrived in December after she had 
converted to the Catholic faith in Innsbruck in November of that year. On 
all the occasions when Giovan Carlo was in Rome or had other obligations 
inside or outside Florence, Filippo Niccolini supervised his cultural projects in 
the latter city, such as the building of the Pergola theatre. In a letter to his 
nephew, Carlo de’ Medici wrote that he visited the construction of the Pergola 
theatre together with Niccolini. He sang the praises of the architect Ferdinando 
Tacca and the frescoes by Chiavistelli and Ciseri. He wrote favourably about 
the lavishly decorated room with much comfort for the women and princes 
and said that some of the scenery was more beautiful than he had ever seen in 
Lombardy or Mantua (“alcune scene, che ne’ tempi passati qua non l’ho vedute, 
né meno in Lombardia, né a Mantova dove se n’è fatta tanta professione”).691 
It was an important remark that Carlo thought the theatre was more beautiful 
than other theatres, because in the summer of 1635 Giovan Carlo had made a 
trip with his uncle Don Lorenzo to see and experience the theatres in Modena, 
Bologna, Parma and Venice. After the trip he knew exactly what kind of theatre 
he wanted to build in Florence.692 
Niccolini stood in for Giovan Carlo many times as patron of the Cocom-
ero theatre and of the Accademia dei Sorgenti. Between 1654 and 1660, the 
Sorgenti put on non-commercial plays financed by the Grand Duke, and every 
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for music.693 The improvised plays were primarily performed during Carnival 
and the open-air plays in July and August. Niccolini was involved not only 
with the Sorgenti, but also with the Immobili. From the moment the Pergola 
theatre was finished, the Immobili staged almost all the official plays organised 
by the Medici family.694 Apart from the literary quality of the plays, the factors 
that made their performances successful were the machines, set designs, the 
magnificent spectacle itself, and an ensemble of about ten virtuoso singers, 
carefully selected from the whole peninsula.695 On many occasions, Niccolini 
acted as one of the “soprintendenti alle musiche” (supervisors of music) of the 
Immobili: for example, during the rehearsals and performances of the dramas Il 
pazzo per forza and L’Ipermestra (both performed in 1658).696 Among their other 
duties, the supervisors had to choose the specific singers and musicians for each 
play.697
Niccolini also took care of Giovan Carlo’s art collection and when Giovan 
Carlo decided to move a certain number of his paintings from Casino Mediceo 
to Villa di Castello, his uncle Carlo wrote him that although some paintings had 
disappeared from Casino Mediceo, it was hardly noticeable because Marquis 
Niccolini had rearranged the other paintings so well that the missing paintings 
did not catch the eye: (“il marchese Niccolini ha fatto così bene accomodare 
gli altri che non si conosce che ne manchi nessuno”).698 At the end of his life, 
Giovan Carlo possessed 570 paintings: still lifes, landscapes, family portraits, 
paintings with literary scenes, and paintings of the Bolognese school.699 Giovan 
Carlo died intestate and with many debts, and immediately after his death 
there were negotiations about his art-collection between Filippo Niccolini and 
Marquis Carlo Rinuccini, another Florentine patrician and then ambassador 
in Rome.700 To pay off Giovan Carlo’s debts, Ferdinand II auctioned the whole 












and	Plato	(Venetian	edition	from	1517),	the	Colloqui	of	Erasmus,	the	Discorsi sul poema eroico	of	Tasso,	
the	 Vite	 (Vitae Parallelae)	 of	 Plutarch	 and	 of	Vasari,	 many	 Spanish	 texts,	 like	 the	 complete	 works	 of	
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Most likely, Niccolini and Rinuccini discussed some possible buyers before the 
official auction took place.
4.2.2 Niccolini’s correspondence with musicians: new baroque influences from Rome 702
In his function of vice-patron of the Sorgenti, Niccolini came in contact with 
many musicians and composers in Rome. In the years 1658–59 he received a 
great deal of newly written music from the violone player Giuseppe Vannucci, 
a hitherto unknown copyist who resided at the court of the Chigi Pope Alexan-
der VII.703 Apart from his dealings with Vannucci, Niccolini corresponded with 
the composer Marco Marazzoli about some of the latter’s recently composed 
recitatives and ariettas, which he had sent to Niccolini. Together with other 
archival sources from the Niccolini archive in Florence, the letters from Van-
nucci and Marazzoli give some insight into the early dissemination of Roman 
baroque music and its reception in Florence. At the same time, analysis of the 
correspondence sheds light on the existence of a small private music academy 
at the villa of marchese Niccolini, whose musical patronage remains largely 
unknown. 
The unknown copyist Vannucci sends ariettas by Caproli and Carissimi to Florence
The Niccolini archive in Florence preserves some thirty unpublished letters 
from the musicians Vannucci and Marazzoli to Filippo Niccolini, most of them 
written by the otherwise little known Vannucci.704 From 1636 to 1639, he 
played the violone in the Cappella Musicale of the church of Santa Maria di 
Gòngora	 (Madrid,	 1633),	 the	 comedies	 of	 Ruzzante	 and	 of	 Aristophanes,	 translations	 of	 Cicero	 and	




702	 Section	4.4.2	 is	based	on,	and	some	paragraphs	are	 literally	quoted	from,	the	arsticle	by	Elisa	Gou-
driaan,	‘“Un	recitativo	per	il	Signor	Antonio	con	un	scherzetto	di	un	Arietta	fatta	fresca	fresca”: Marco	
Marazzoli,	Giuseppe	Vannucci	and	the	exchange	of	baroque	music	between	Rome	and	Florence	in	the	
correspondence	of	marchese	Filippo	Niccolini’,	Recercare. Rivista per lo studio e la pratica della musica 
antica,	XXV:	1-2,	2013	(2014),	pp.	39-74.
703	 Vannucci	 wrote	 a	 total	 of	 28	 letters	 to	 Filippo	 Niccolini,	 which	 are	 preserved	 in	 Florence,	 Archivio	
Niccolini	di	Camugliano	[herafter,	ANCFi],	fondo	antico	246,	inserto	5/6/7/8.	(All	of	these	are	volumes	
containing	 letters	 from	 various	 people	 to	 Marquis	 Filippo	 di	 Giovanni	 Niccolini	 written	 during	 the	
years	1658–1659).	See	appendix.
704	 From	 a	 document	 in	 the	 Niccolini	 archive	 in	 Florence	 (ANCFi,	 fondo	 antico	 60,	 Registro	 di	 ordini	
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Provenzano in Siena, where he is listed also as a chaplain.705 During the years 
1639–1656 his activities are unknown, but he probably continued working as 
a violone player in Siena and joined the Chigi family when it moved to Rome 
in 1656, after Fabio Chigi became Pope Alexander VII in 1655. Vannucci’s let-
ters show that he was in close contact with the Pope’s nephew and brother, 
Agostino and Mario Chigi, respectively.706 He gives inside information about 
the Chigi court, and in one of his first letters to Niccolini he reports on the 
contacts between Berenice della Ciaia (the wife of Mario Chigi), Maria Virginia 
Borghese (the wife of Agostino Chigi), and Queen Christina of Sweden. In the 
summer of 1658 Agostino Chigi and Maria Virginia Borghese had just been 
married, and Vannucci describes the first visit of the new bride to the Pope, 
and, the day after, to Queen Christina:
Le nuove, che ho della nostra corte sono che martedì su le 21 hora la Signora 
sposa Don Agostino insieme con la Signora Donna Berenice andò per la 
prima volta a baciar il piede a Nostro Signore uscita cognita in una bellissima 
Carozza tutta indorata, dal quale si tratenne sino ad un hora di notte, 
ritrovandosi anco da Sua Santità il Signor Cardinale Chigi ed il Signor Don 
Mario, e Don Agostino. Il giorno seguente poi la suddetta signora sposa andò 
sola a visitar la Regina di Svezia, dalla quale poco dimorò, la sera poi a cena 
disse, che la Regina le haveva detto, che in Roma vi haveva pochi amici, ma 
che quelli erano buoni, e che spesse volte la visitavano.707
During the years of Vannucci’s correspondence with Niccolini, the Chigi family 















Stefano Colonna.708 Mario and Agostino Chigi lived there with their wives, other 
family members, and servants.709 On 18 July 1658 the wedding of Agostino and 
Maria Virginia Borghese was celebrated. Two months after the wedding, on 21 
September 1658, Vannucci wrote to Niccolini that “Don Agostino” had given 
him a book with ariettas containing contributions from several composers, but 
mainly Carlo del Violino, the familiar appellation of Carlo Caproli (“Il Signor 
Don Agostino mi ha dato un libro d’ariette, già alcune settimane promessomi, 
nel quale ce ne sono da 30 di diversi Autori, ma la maggior parte di Carlo 
del Violino”).710 It is possible that the book was a present for the wedding of 
Agostino and Maria Virginia, or alternatively that these ariettas were performed 
during the wedding celebrations.711
Vannucci wrote that he was planning to copy Agostino Chigi’s whole book 
for Niccolini and promised to send one or two compositions weekly. Since 
he was not sure whether Niccolini already had some of the ariettas, he wrote 
out the textual incipits of the songs so that Niccolini could check his collec-
tion (see fig. 6 for a photograph of one of Vannucci’s letters). Carlo Caproli 
(1614–1668), the main composer represented in the collection, was a leading 
composer of cantatas in the mid-seventeenth century, and a talented violinist 
and organist.712 Niccolini probably knew Caproli personally, since a notation in 
708	 Waddy	1990:	290-302.	This	palazzo	had	been	built	in	1548	and	was	inherited	in	1562	by	Marcantonio	
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the Niccolini archive shows that on 2 May 1659 Niccolini made a present of six 
typically Tuscan marzolino cheeses to a certain “Carlino del Violino” who was 
passing through Florence on a trip.713
Vannucci kept his promise and sent ariettas copied from the book of Agos-
tino Chigi almost every week.714 For Niccolini, these were certainly avant-garde 
works, since Rome was the centre of cantata and chamber aria composition 
during the seventeenth century.715 In the years 1640–1660, apart from Cap-
roli, the leading composers of cantatas and arias included Luigi Rossi, Anton 
Francesco Tenaglia, Giacomo Carissimi, and Marco Marazzoli.716 The cantatas 
were generally written for one or two voices with basso continuo (sometimes 
accompanied by one or two violins), and were aimed at a select audience of 
connoisseurs.717 Therefore this vocal chamber music could be performed in a 
perfect setting at the conversazioni (salons) regularly held in the private palaces 
of Roman aristocratic families such as those of the Barberini, Pamphili, Bor-
ghese, Chigi, Colonna, and Queen Christina of Sweden.718
In mid-seventeenth-century Rome, most cantata music circulated only in 
manuscript form. Compositions could reach musicians and patrons most quick-
ly in this state and remain exclusive.719 Every prominent family sought to have 
the latest compositions for its salon, and copyists (or composers themselves) 
could arouse the curiosity of potential patrons by offering a rare, handwritten 






















copy of a recently completed work. For patrons at other courts, such as Filippo 
Niccolini in Florence, this could be a very attractive proposition, since it was 
not at all expected that the music heard at such ephemeral performances would 
be preserved. Cantatas were generally written for specific occasions where at-
tention centred on the immediate quality of the performance rather than on 
the future preservation of the musical score. Very often, the composers retained 
the scores in their own autograph copybooks.720 But on many occasions, the 
music was professionally copied by copyists and sent, normally in the form of 
fascicles containing single works, to interested patrons. For Niccolini, it must 
have been especially gratifying to introduce music in Florence that had only 
recently been performed at Roman salons. There was no reverse phenomenon 
of Florentine cantatas being sent in significant numbers to Rome, and the Ro-
man cantatas were seen as special gifts of cultural significance and indicative of 
the close bonds between the patrons who received them and members of the 
highest circles of Roman society.721 Thus, in addition to the ariettas from the 
book of Agostino Chigi, Vannucci attempted to send Niccolini many more new 
compositions that emerged at court in Rome, as we learn from the following 
passage, where the musician takes pains to stress that he is employing every free 
minute to copy ariettas for Niccolini:
Da un Gentilhuomo del Signor Don Agostino mi fu data una nuova arietta, 
la quale è nuova e però, senz’altro avviso, le ne mando, facendole sapere, che 
quando sono disoccupato sempre vò copiando delle accennate.722
In March 1659 Vannucci sent one of Caproli’s compositions from the book 
of Agostino and expressed succinctly his opinion of it: “ed è a mio giuditio 
bella”.723 Vannucci is constantly attentive to Niccolini’s judgment about the 
copied ariettas, and he several times expresses his satisfaction that the marquis 
liked them - for example, in April 1659, after Niccolini has received the afore-
mentioned composition of Caproli: “Godo poi non poco che l’aria ultimamente 
mandatale, sia stata di suo gusto. Le ne mando una del medesimo Autore, che 
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In June 1659 Vannucci finished copying the book and asked Niccolini whether 
he wanted to receive some of the other ariettas that he, Vannucci, has already 
proposed (by giving their textual incipits) in his previous letters. He transcribed 
two incipits of ariettas by Caproli that he was planning to send. One of the 
incipits Par che il core me lo dica can be found in the listed works of Caproli and 
is a solo cantata with basso continuo.725 The other Sentite come fu cannot be 
traced and may well be lost.726
At the end of June 1659 Vannucci announced to Niccolini that he was 
about to receive some new songs from someone at court - “essendomene state 
promesse alcune”.727 He also promised to send some ariettas for two and three 
voices as soon as Niccolini could confirm that he did not yet possess them 
(“Le mando hora una di quelle che scrive non havere, la quale mi do a credere, 
non le dispiacerà. Intanto se intenderò che non habbia le accennate a due, e 
tre voci, sarà servita di quelle ancora”).728 In July 1659, Vannucci expressed his 
satisfaction that Niccolini liked the ariettas of Caproli and now began to send 
compositions by Carissimi (“Le ne mando hora una a due [voci] del Signor 
Carissimi, che credo non sarà inferiore all’altre”).729 It is possible that these 
are the four ariettas for more voices of which Vannucci had given the textual 
incipits in April, and to which he refers at the end of June.
Giacomo Carissimi (1605–1674, fig. 4) was maestro di cappella of the Jesuit-
run German College of Rome, the Collegio Germanico-Ungarico, where he 
worked during the whole of his career, stretching from 1629 until 1674.730 In 
July 1656, after Carissimi became maestro di cappella del concerto of Queen Chris-
tina, his interest in secular music increased.731 This coincided with the period 

















when Vannucci was sending his ariettas to Florence. Most of the secular music 
Carissimi composed during this time was composed for Christina of Sweden or 
for aristocratic Roman families.732
On 12 July 1659 Vannucci sent an aria for three voices and expressed a hope 
that the compositions he was providing were satisfactory to the signori virtuosi. 
It is not clear who are meant precisely by the signori virtuosi - they are probably 
members of the Accademia dei Sorgenti or the Immobili, or singers in their 
service. Normally, ‘virtuosi’ are professional musicians, and therefore persons 
more likely to be employees rather than full members of most academies. Van-
nucci emphasized again that some of the compositions he was sending were 
freshly written:
Le mando un’aria a tre [voci]; se questa incontrarà il suo gusto, e quello di 
cotesti signori virtuosi, mi sarà cosa grata. Me ne sono state promesse due o 
tre, che son uscite dalla penna adesso, il nome delle quali non mandarò, già 
che son sicuro che ella non l’ha.733
Vannucci continued to send compositions until August 1659, after which there 
are no more letters from him in the correspondence. It emerges clearly from the 
information in his letters that Vannucci was in very close contact with Agostino 
Chigi and the gentlemen who surrounded him. He may have been employed 
as a household attendant (aiutante di camera) for one of the family members, 
which was common for musicians. In addition, he seems to have been a regular 
copyist for Filippo Niccolini, and possibly also for Giovan Carlo de’ Medici. 
An order in the Niccolini archive shows that from 1656 Vannucci was paid 
a monthly salary of three scudi by Giovan Carlo de’ Medici for unspecified 
duties.734
What did Niccolini do with all these compositions? What was their function, 





734	 ANCFi,	fondo	antico	60,	Registro	di	ordini	per	servizio	di	Giovan	Carlo	de’	Medici,	1651–1662: Prete Gi-
useppe Vannucci da Barga: Molto Illustre Signore Paolo Vettori. Havendo il Serenissimo Cardinale Principe 
Giovan Carlo di Toscana fatto gratia al Reverendo Giuseppe Vannucci da Barga di consegnargli tre scudi 
mese di provvisione sino che non venga provvisto come per resto da dì primo Luglio 1656 che in filza prima 
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in Florence? The correspondence between the composer Marco Marazzoli and 
marchese Niccolini may help us to answer these questions.
Marco Marazzoli and his recitatives for Antonio Rivani
At the beginning of his career the singer, composer, and virtuoso harpist Marco 
Marazzoli (1602–1662, fig. 5) from Parma worked as a musician for Cardinal 
Antonio Barberini the Younger.735 In 1637, together with Virgilio Mazzocchi, he 
composed the music for the opera Chi soffre speri. When this opera was revived 
in 1639 for the inauguration of the Barberini theatre, Marazzoli composed 
the famous intermedio La fiera di Farfa, with stage effects by Gian Lorenzo 
Bernini.736 After the death of Pope Urban VIII (in 1644) the Barberini family 
was forced into exile in France, and during that period Marazzoli travelled to 
Venice, Ferrara, and Paris, writing operas and cantatas for those courts.737 From 
1645 onwards he remained in Rome and, like Carissimi, composed several 
oratorios for the Arciconfraternita di SS. Crocefisso.738 In the years 1653–54, 
immediately before his former patron Antonio Barberini returned to Rome, 
Marazzoli worked for the Ferrarese Cardinal Carlo Pio di Savoia.739 Because the 










and	contained	the	intermedio	La fiera di Farfa.	Its	title	referred	to	the	stage	play	La fiera	of	Michelan-
gelo	Buonarroti	the	Younger,	a	copy	of	which	Buonarroti	had	sent	to	Cardinal	Francesco	Barberini	in	
the	same	year	(1639).	In	La fiera di Farfa	Marazzoli	introduced	street	cries,	folksongs,	and	dances.	See	
Morelli	2007:	466-471;	Witzenmann	2001;	Hammond:	1999:	58;	Hammond	1994:	236.
737	 Morelli	2007:	466-71;	Witzenmann	2001.	1641	Marazzoli	was	invited	by	the	Marquis	Cornelio	Bentivoglio	
in	Ferrara	to	compose	the	music	for	the	opera	L’amore trionfante dello Sdegno (Gli amori di Armida).	In	










est families in Rome, Innocent X’s successor, the Chigi Pope Alexander VII, 
had given them the opportunity to organize the official festivities at the end of 
1655 for Queen Christina’s entry into Rome. Marazzoli composed the music for 
several operas that the Barberini offered to Queen Christina on her arrival and 
during the months that followed.740
During the years when Marazzoli was corresponding with Niccolini he held 
the title of cameriere extra muros of Pope Alexander VII, for whom he worked 
from 1656 to 1660.741 He wrote cantatas for several private occasions of the 
Chigi family, both in Rome and at their residence in Castel Gandolfo.742 He also 
wrote cantatas for the Accademia degli Sfaccendati, which had been founded 
by the Pope while still only a cardinal.743 One of the prime characteristics of 
Marazzoli’s cantatas is his gift for expressing grief and lamentation.744 In 1656–
57, there was an outbreak of bubonic plague in Rome, an event that interrupted 
musical activities until about 1660.745 This may explain the fact that Marazzoli 
sent works also to Florence and even visited that city during the same period.
740	 In	 the	 months	 following	 Christina’s	 arrival,	 Jesuit	 Colleges,	 academies,	 and	 prominent	 families	
competed	 with	 each	 other	 for	 her	 favour.	 Such	 festivities	 were	 organized	 in	 particular	 by	 Cardinal	
Francesco	Barberini	(1597–1679).	In	December	1655,	the	queen	made	her	entrance	into	Rome	through	
the	Porta	del	Popolo,	which	had	been	modernized	for	that	very	occasion	by	Gian	Lorenzo	Bernini.	On	
31	January	1656,	the	Barberini	offered	her	the	oratorio	Il trionfo della Pietà ossia La vita humana,	with	a	
libretto	by	Giulio	Rospigliosi	and	music	by	Marco	Marazzoli.	Il trionfo della Pietà	was	repeated	on	3	and	
6	February,	the	queen	being	present	on	all	three	occasions.	After	the	oratorio,	the	Barberini	offered	her	
two	further	stage	works	from	the	pen	of	Giacomo	Rospigliosi:	Le armi e gli amori	(24	February)	and	Dal 
male il bene	(repeated	from	1654).	Pope	Alexander	VII	offered	her	a	dramma in musica.	On	25	February	
the	Collegio	Germanico	performed	for	her	Il sagrificio d’Isacco,	an	oratorio	by	Carissimi.	The	Accademia	
dei	Letterati	treated	her	to	an	intermedio da ballo	on	11	February.	The	ambassador	of	France,	Ugo	de	
Lionne,	 offered	 her	 a	 comedy,	 Pierre	 Corneille’s	 Héraclius.	 In	 February,	 the	 Pamphili	 invited	 her	 to	
their	villa	and	offered	her	a	play	written	by	Giovanni	Lotti,	with	music	by	Antonio	Francesco	Tenaglia;	
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Marazzoli sent several compositions to Niccolini in 1658.746 The difference be-
tween these and those sent by Vannucci is that Marazzoli had composed them 
especially for the Sorgenti or the Immobili academy in Florence, although it is 
not clear whether this arose from an actual commission or was simply a gift. 
Marazzoli always had in mind which singer was to take which part. With the 
authority of a composer, he also conveyed his opinion regarding the character 
of certain songs or gave Niccolini advice on how to approach them. On one oc-
casion in September, for example, Marazzoli urged the singer Antonio to repeat 
a certain recitative several times, because each time he will discover more of its 
character:747
Io riverisco la Signora Lucia, assieme col Signor Antonio e li ringrazio al 
maggior segno dei favori che fanno alle mie bagatelle.748 Prego il Signor 
Antonio che favorischi più d’una volta il suddetto recitativo perché fosse lui 
che canta così affettuoso, lo trovarà meglio la seconda volta della prima e la 
terza della seconda. La cantata poi delle Sirene V.S. Illustrissima vi sentirà delle 
diversità, ma vi vuole concerto et unione se no non compariscono mai quel 
che sono, parlo però con quel rispetto che si deve ad ogni sorte di virtuosi.749 
Marazzoli includes the scores of the recitatives in the letters, but with regard to 
the cantatas for two or more voices, which he notates separately on carta grossa, 
he repeatedly advises Niccolini that they will be sent separately with the procac-
cio.750 “Il Signor Antonio” is the famous singer Antonio Rivani (1629–1686), and 
Lucia was his sister-in-law. Rivani (fig. 7) was a soprano castrato from Pistoia 
who worked in Florence from 1644 to 1663 in the service of Giovan Carlo de’ 













the	 Pergola	 theatre.	 In	 1657,	 he	 took	 the	 role	 of	Tancia	 in	 Il potestà di Colognole,	 the	 dramma civile 
rusticale	that	inaugurated	the	Teatro	la	Pergola	(text	by	Giovanni	Andrea	Moniglia;	music	by	Jacopo	
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Carlo, who was proud to lend his virtuoso singer to other courts — Rivani also 
travelled to other cities, including Bologna, Ferrara, Genoa, Venice, and Paris, 
to perform in operas and salons.752 During Carnival of 1658, the year when 
Marazzoli sent his compositions to Niccolini, Rivani sang the role of Ligurino 
in the opera Il pazzo per forza (mentioned above) of Giovanni Andrea Moniglia 
and Jacopo Melani, for which Filippo Niccolini acted as one of the four soprint-
endenti alle musiche. In October 1658, Rivani went to Venice; subsequently, he 
journeyed throughout Europe to visit the most important courts in Germany 
and Austria.753 During his tour of Europe, Rivani kept Niccolini regularly in-
formed about his experiences. This emerges from the drafts of Niccolini’s letters 
to Rivani in the Niccolini archive, from which it is clear that Rivani received 
advice from Niccolini when planning to buy a villa in Tuscany.754
Just before Rivani left for Venice, Marazzoli had composed a new arietta 
with Rivani as the singer in mind. On 25 September, Marazzoli sent this and 
another composition to Niccolini and stressed that they had just been written 
(“fatta fresca fresca”). Once more, he offered advice about how they were to be 
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sing. He seems to have been especially fond of writing pieces for the talented 
Rivani and trusted in his skill at singing the sometimes difficult ariettas:
Vi è un’arietta a 2 soprani acciò la signora Lucia mi continui le sue gratie, e 
perché non vorrei che nell’Accademia qualche Basso si lamentasse, che io non 
mando ancora delle compositioni con la parte grave, ne riceverà una a 3, et 
un recitativo poi per il Signore Antonio con un scherzetto di un’arietta fatta 
fresca fresca copiata nei medesimi fogli. Il recitativo ancor che vada cantato 
con un affetto straordinario. L’arietta però bisogna portarla un poco stretta se 
no riuscirebbe fredda assai. L’arietta poi nell’ultimo ‘Difendetemi mi dico’ mi 
rimetto alla bizzarria del Signor Antonio.755
From November 1658 onwards, Marazzoli continued to send the marquis 
compositions, but he deeply regretted that Rivani was unable to perform 
them because of his travels. He wrote that an exquisite ingredient was miss-
ing – “manca un ingrediente molto esquisito” - but that he nevertheless felt 
honoured that his compositions were being performed by the skilled virtuosi 
in Florence (“honorata da una corona di virtuosi così qualificati, come sono 
cotesti di cotesta città”).756
It is not known which cantatas Marazzoli sent to Niccolini for, unlike Van-
nucci, he provides no incipits. Many autograph music manuscripts by Maraz-
zoli are preserved in the Chigi library at the Vatican. In all, 380 cantatas by 
Marazzoli are known; but we do not know which ones he sent to Florence, 
since the volumes containing his cantatas are without exception undated.757 
What we do know, however, is that each year, in collaboration with the poet 
Sebastiano Baldini (1615–1685), Marazzoli wrote a cantata for Alexander VII 
during his stay at Castel Gandolfo.758 These were often cantatas for three to 












two or more voices.760 The works he sent to Florence are likewise of this kind, 
so they were possibly copies of works commissioned by the Chigi family for 
private functions; otherwise, they could have been the product of distinct and 
original commissions from Niccolini or Giovan Carlo de’ Medici. Marazzoli set 
to music many cantata texts by Baldini, as did Caproli, Carissimi, and Rossi.761 
Baldini specialized in satirical and burlesque poems and was one of Marazzoli’s 
close friends.762 
To better understand the correspondence between Marazzoli and Niccolini, 
it is important to know that Sebastiano Baldini and Marco Marazzoli travelled 
together to Florence in June 1658 to be present at the opening performance of 
the Cavalli opera L’Ipermestra, performed in honour of the birth of the Spanish 
Prince Felipe Próspero, the son of Philip IV and Maria Anna of Austria. Baldini 
wrote to Agostino Chigi about this visit. In a letter of 15 June 1658 to Agostino 
Chigi, he mentions L’Ipermestra and writes that during their stay in Florence 
parts of Lo sposalizio were performed; this was a piece by Baldini, with music 
by Marazzoli, written five years earlier (in 1653) for the wedding of Anna Col-
onna and Paolo Spinola. Perhaps Marazzoli had to supervise the performance 
of this work when it was, apparently, repeated in Florence.763 Since Niccolini 
was soprintendente alle musiche for Ipermestra, he certainly made the personal 
acquaintance of Marazzoli on that occasion. This may explain why their cor-
respondence began in September 1658, probably following an agreement made 
during Marazzoli’s visit.
In one of Baldini’s five letters to Agostino Chigi concerning his stay in Flor-
ence, he mentions a visit he made together with Marazzoli to the private palazzo 
of Marquis Niccolini.764 He relates that, apart from being received personally by 
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ous families. He stresses in particular the one held at the palazzo of Marchese 
Niccolini, where Marazzoli accompanied Antonio Rivani’s sister-in-law Lucia 
Rivani at the harpsichord.765 After the pair’s stay in Florence, Giovan Carlo de’ 
Medici commissioned Marazzoli to compose the music for two serenatas writ-
ten by Baldini (I felici e gli infelici and La lite tra i sei amanti e Momo giudice), 
the first of which was performed in Rome for the Contestabilessa Maria Man-
cini Colonna and was repeated in honour of the ambassador of Spain.766 Thus 
during the years when Marazzoli and Niccolini corresponded and exchanged 
music, Marazzoli was working concurrently for Giovan Carlo de’ Medici.
A private music academy at the palazzo and villa of Marchese Niccolini?
It is not known for what precise purpose or purposes Marazzoli and Vannucci 
sent music to Niccolini. The fact that Marazzoli mentions the singer Antonio 
Rivani and other “virtuosi” in general may mean that he sent pieces intended 
officially for the Immobili or the Sorgenti: perhaps not for their full-scale op-
eras, but rather works for smaller, more intimate performances.767 The songs 
sent by Vannucci may have had a similar destination. Another possibility is 
that Filippo Niccolini received the songs for private salons (conversazioni) held 
in his villa, or even for a private academy of music. The fact that, according 
to Baldini, Marazzoli and Lucia Rivani performed in his palazzo seems to sup-
port this argument. Moreover, in the Niccolini archive we find a payment note 
showing that Niccolini ordered the binding of two volumes of music contain-
ing several individual ariettas.768 Although this payment comes from a slightly 
earlier date than the Vannucci letters, we can assume that Niccolini did the 
same with the pieces he received from him. It is even possible that Vannucci 
sent him music in the preceding months, and that the letters recording the fact 
have simply been lost.
Further payments made by Marquis Niccolini suggest that he held meetings 
of a private music academy in his villa. Besides the payment for binding the ari-
ettas, several books containing music such as sonatas for the guitar are described 








from when it was sold in 1824.769 Moreover the Niccolini archive preserves many 
notes of payments, made by the Marquis between 1658 and 1660, to a violin 
maker and to a certain maestro Stefano, an instrumentalist and harpsichord 
technician, who were instructed to maintain the musical instruments in his 
villa and ensure that they were in tune with one another.770 In these payments 
mention is made of keyboard instruments, violins, lutes, theorbos, an organ, 
and small guitars.771 A certain Pompeo Teri in Rome was paid by Niccolini for 
many lute strings.772 On one occasion, it is noted that the instruments have to 
be prepared for the “giorno dell’accademia”, so it is possible that there was at 
least one special performance every year. In September 1658, Niccolini paid for 
the copying of canzonettas for the use of the “Accademia”. This may have been 
a payment to Vannucci, but more likely it represents a payment to a Florentine 
copyist.773 At the end of August 1659, Niccolini made a present of ten scudi (the 
equivalent of the monthly income of an average musician at the Medici court) 
to a Florentine theorbo player who, according to the note, often came to play at 
Niccolini’s private palazzo.774 These payments, together with the compositions 
sent by Vannucci and Marazzoli, give some idea of the kind of salons held by 







	 A	dì	 14	detto	 [settembre	1658]	scudi	uno	 lire	 tre	al	 liutaio	sono	per	più	assettature	di	 liuti,	 tiorbe	e	
chitarrini	per	li	Accademici.
	 A	dì	 16	detto	 [settembre	1658]	 lire	sei	a	Maestro	Stefano	 Instrumentaio	sono	per	più	assettature	di	
instrumenti	per	il	giorno	dell’Accademia
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The analysis of the correspondence between Marchese Niccolini and the musi-
cians Vannucci and Marazzoli has shown clearly that, apart from his important 
commissions to artists, Niccolini also maintained close contact with musicians, 
keeping Florence abreast of the latest musical developments. Whether for his 
private music academy or for the more “official” academies of the Sorgenti 
and the Immobili, he acquired many compositions from Rome, an important 
centre of the cantata and chamber aria in the seventeenth century. Niccolini 
maintained direct or indirect relations with certain famous composers and 
musicians of the time, such as Rivani, Carissimi, Caproli, and Marazzoli. Some 
of the musicians and composers from whom he received cantatas, among them 
Marazzoli and Caproli, had experience working at important foreign courts 
such as those of Venice and Paris. Niccolini was not content merely to receive 
the compositions passively: he was genuinely able to discuss them at a more 
detailed musical level, as the letters of Marazzoli prove. Thanks to his contacts 
with these Roman musicians, Niccolini gained the means of presenting at home 
in Florence secular music that originated from the salons of Roman aristocratic 
families and the Chigi court. 
The dissemination of anthologies and loose fascicles such as the ones Van-
nucci copied tells us what kind of Roman music, and which composers, were 
considered most valuable at other courts, and who was interested in receiving 
(and probably collecting) this music.775 By analysing the activities of copyists, 
we can gain a better insight into the reputation of musicians and composers, 
since the discovery of this kind of correspondence gives us a lively image of 
ephemeral performances and of the repertory of private and official musical 
academies.776
4.2.3 Niccolini’s contacts to clients of Queen Christina of Sweden
An important cultural figure that appears in the letters of Niccolini is Pio Enea 
II degli Obizzi, a librettist and promoter of the genre of melodrama who in 1652 
built a theatre at Padua, known today as the Cinema Teatro Concordi. In the 
Niccolini archive I found a letter, not from Degli Obizzi himself, but from the 
musician Alessandro Cecconi, who was in service of Christina of Sweden (fig. 
8). In December 1651 Cecconi, who seems to have a real pleasure in expressing 
himself quite explicitly, wrote Niccolini that he had travelled all the way from 




Bologna via Padua, which was a real thrill for him. He wrote that every time 
he tried to recall that road in his memory his flesh crept and his hair stood on 
end (“giuro a V.S. Illustrissima che ogni volta che fisso il pensiero a quella mi si 
raccapricciano le carni e mi si dirizzano i capelli”).777 At the end of this journey, 
three miles from Ferrara, he encountered Degli Obizzi, whom he did not yet 
know. Degli Obizzi offered Cecconi and his horses a ride in his boat to Ferrara, 
only because Cecconi declared himself a client of Niccolini. 
During their passage to Ferrara, Degli Obizzi explained to Cecconi that he 
had been commissioned by the Duke of Mantua to organise some jousts and 
tournaments, and that he was on his way to Ferrara to search for decorations 
and for men and horses that could participate. Cecconi relayed that Degli Obi-
zzi was not that satisfied with the Duke of Mantua, because he paid too much 
attention to playing and not to politics. Cecconi, in his turn, tells Degli Obizzi 
about his fervent admiration for his patroness Queen Christina of Sweden and 
thought he succeeded in convincing Degli Obizzi of her exquisite qualities, 
because Degli Obizzi planned to send her some of his poems:
Non mancai di predicarli le reali qualità e le uniche Prerogative della Regina 
mia Signora con tale ardire e tale ardore, che alla fine si chiamò vinto e 
convertito, e per segno del suo devoto affetto mi ha promesso fare legare 
quanto prima una quantità di sue poesie, et inviarle a Sua Maestà.778 
From this letter results that Niccolini was in contact as a patron with clients of 
Queen Christina of Sweden and also with famous theatre figures like Degli Obi-
zzi who was in service of other courts, like Mantua, Venice, Padua and Ferrara. 
Thanks to letters like this, Niccolini was able to get much inside information 
about these Italian courts.
4.3 leopoldo de’ Medici (1617-1675) and his cultural contact with florentine 
patricians
il principe [Leopoldo] sta fino a gola nei libri, e non tra i romanzi o i poeti, 
ma tra’ concilii, tra i Padri e tra le storie, ed espressamente tra l’antichità 
romane; e si confina le belle quattro ore del giorno, solo come un cane, in una 
777	 ANCFi,	fondo	antico	246,	inserto	4.
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libreria; e come i ragazzi il pane, ha sempre per suo consumo un libro in tasca, 
per leggerlo in tutti i tempi rubati’ (Lorenzo Magalotti to Ottavio Falconieri, 
January 1665).779
This beautiful sketch of Prince Leopoldo de’ Medici in his library was written 
by his patrician friend Lorenzo Magalotti. Leopoldo (fig. 9) was very generous 
with his books and did not mind when people borrowed his books and did not 
return them,780 yet at the end of his life he possessed 14,000 manuscripts and 
200,000 books.781 Thanks to the Arcangelo Raffaello confraternity, which he 
joined in his youth, Leopoldo met many persons from different social levels.782 
These kinds of contacts between young adults contributed to the strong and 
elaborate cultural networks between Medici, patricians and artists in Florence.
Like his brother Giovan Carlo, Leopoldo joined and patronized many 
cultural academies, including the scientific academy Accademia del Cimento 
(1657 to 1667),783 and the Crusca academy. Apart from patronizing it, he was 
also a member of the Crusca academy under the assumed names Assonnato 
(1641), Adorno (from 1643) and Candido (1651-52). He wrote entries on 
artistic subjects for the Vocabolario della Crusca. Apart from the Crusca and 
the Cimento academies, Leopoldo also patronized the academies Adamisti, 
Infuocati, Imperfetti, and Affinati, some of them after the death of his brother 
Giovan Carlo.784 In 1638 he (re-)founded in Florence the Accademia Platonica 
of Lorenzo il Magnifico and Marsilio Ficino. 
Between 1641 and 1649, Lorenzo Guicciardini supervised the decorations 
of Villa Lapeggi for Leopoldo, which were undertaken by Colonna, Mitelli, 
Albani, and Chiavistelli.785 Guicciardini functioned as an intermediary when 
Leopoldo wanted to buy a Guercino in 1647.786 He also had to look after all the 
paintings that moved to Lapeggi from other palaces and was very explicit in 





783	 Alessandri	 2000:	 52.	 Members	 were	 Leopoldo,	 Vincenzo	 Viviani,	 Giovanni	 Alfonso	 Borrelli,	 Antonio	
Oliva,	 Lorenzo	 Magalotti,	 Francesco	 Redi,	 Carlo	 Dati,	 Luigi	 Ferdinando	 Marsili,	 Carlo	 Rinaldini,	 and	
Paolo	and	Candido	del	Buono.
784	 A	Mirto	2009:	106-112.




to stop commissioning very large paintings, because they physically could not 
enter the villa and there was no place to show them:
Io sono stato un giorno all’Appeggio e ho dato luogo a tutti quei quadri che 
vi erono, che si è durata un poca di fatica per essere di misure differenti et uno 
in particolare, dove è la Pittura e l’Architettura, che non entrava per nessuna 
porta, né in alcuna stanza si poteva adattare, però supplico Vostra Altezza a 
non far fare più quadri, perché non ve n’entra più e di quelle grandezze non 
sono boni a niente.787 
From Rome the patrician Jacopo Salviati sent paintings and sculptures to Leop-
oldo.788 Another patrician who was supervising the decorations at Lapeggi was 
Francesco Rinuccini.789 One of the painters was Marquise Margherita Capponi, 
who painted a lunette. It became a real villa di campagna with many genre 
paintings (fruit, flowers, buffoons, battles, views of Medici villas, landscapes, 
and portraits).790 
The acquisition of books and works of art on paper
Throughout his life, Leopoldo was in frequent contact with different patricians 
in different functions. One of his tutors was the patrician Jacopo Soldani, a 
pupil of Galileo.791 For his service as Leopoldo’s maestro, Soldani’s friend Piero 
de’ Bardi compared him with the mythological Chiron, the centaur who raised 
Achilles, to denote the importance of this function.792 Soldani advised Leop-
oldo about which books to buy for his library, including some by the German 









contro i peripatetici (1623).	The	 other	 satirical	 verses	 dealt	 with	 corruption,	 the	 vices	 and	 desires	 of	
humans	 and	 the	 search	 for	 honour.	 Soldani	 was	 a	 member	 of	 the	 Accademia	 Fiorentina	 from	 1597	
and	of	the	Alterati	from	1599.	At	the	Alterati	he	held	orations	at	the	commemoration	ceremonies	of	
Luigi	Alamanni	(1603)	and	Grand	Duke	Ferdinand	I	de’	Medici	(1609).	From	1628	he	was	tutor	of	Prince	
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lished his books in that city.793 In 1638, Soldani recommended acquiring the 
Dialoghi by Galileo and his commenti danteschi.794 Many erudite patricians, who 
knew the cultural and commercial value of books, worked for Leopoldo as his 
librarians: Francesco Rondinelli until 1665, followed by Alessandro Segni, and 
from 1671 Lorenzo Panciatichi.795 Leopoldo started buying books for his library 
as early as 1638, helped by Ferdinando de’ Bardi, a patrician who worked for the 
Medici in Paris.796 Together with Giovan Battista Barducci, Bardi sent books on 
mathematics from Paris to Florence around 1639. Other advice about religious 
books came from Vincenzio Capponi.797 
After the reformation the art of printing in German-speaking areas such as 
Leipzig and Frankfurt flourished, at the expense of publishing companies in 
Venice and France. Companies in the Dutch Republic, like Elzevier in Leiden 
and Blaeu in Amsterdam, were flourishing, as was the paper industry.798 Many 
innovating books on the natural sciences were published there, which explains 
Leopoldo’s interest in books from these areas, not surprising for a patron of the 
scientific Accademia del Cimento.799




























All the books from Marseille, Venice, Naples, and Amsterdam arrived at the 
port of Livorno. There, before they could be transported to Florence, they had 
to remain in quarantine for forty days, or sometimes less - in periods with 
no epidemics or after the intercession of the Florentine librarian Antonio 
Magliabechi.800 After the quarantine, the books had to be seen by the censors of 
the inquisition, who were not that strict about books destined for Leopoldo.801 
When the books were ready to travel to Florence, it took a few days for them to 
arrive (by boat) or sometimes a week if they had to travel over land.802 Leopoldo, 
Magliabechi, and their humanist friends did everything to circumvent the strict 
controls by the inquisition and let forbidden books circulate.803 To avoid the 
controls in Bologna, Ferrara, and Ravenna, the books ordered from Venice were 
transported over sea.804 If there was a high risk that books might be forbidden, 
they were often sent to Carlo Dati instead of Magliabechi, to make them look 
less suspicious.805
Over the course of twenty-five years and using many contacts in different 
cities as agents, Leopoldo built up a large collection of drawings.806 At one point 
he had collected such a vast number of drawings that it had become difficult to 
800	 Antonio	 Magliabechi	 (1633-1714)	 was	 the	 son	 of	 a	 tanner.	 He	 began	 his	 career	 as	 apprentice	 in	 a	
jewellers	 workshop,	 but,	 as	 he	 loved	 books,	 he	 chose	 another	 career.	 He	 became	 befriended	 with	
Michele	Ermini,	 librarian	of	Leopoldo	and	learned	Latin	from	him.	Thanks	to	Ermini	he	got	to	know	
Andrea	 Cavalcanti,	 Lorenzo	 Panciatichi,	 Lorenzo	 Pucci,	 and	 Carlo	 Dati.	 He	 studied	 the	 Greek	 and	
Hebrew	languages	and	eventually	became	librarian	of	the	Grand	Dukes	Ferdinand	II	and	Cosimo	III,	
















tant	contributors	to	the	third	edition	of	the	Vocabolario.	In	1657	he	published	his	Discorso dell’obbligo di 
ben parlare la propria lingua,	originally	meant	as	an	introduction	to	G.B.	Strozzi’s	Osservazioni intorno al 
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organize them. Exactly at that moment the solution to the problem presented 
itself in the person of Filippo Baldinucci. At some time before 1665, Baldinucci 
had given Leopoldo some drawings accompanied by a very clear catalogue.807 
Therefore, Leopoldo ordered him in 1665 to catalogue all his drawings and 
think about some attributions. Eight years later, Baldinucci finished his twenty- 
volume list, chronologically ordered from Cimabue in the Duecento until the 
drawings of contemporary artists from the Seicento.808 By the end of his life 
Leopoldo possessed 12,000 drawings.
To acquire these, Leopoldo had sent his agents in different cities lists 
on which he indicated which drawings he was still missing.809 His contacts 
included noblemen, diplomats, and clergymen – and the painters they patron-
ized - in cities such as Rome, Bologna, Modena, Venice, and even Antwerp.810 
The gentlemen in those cities often collected paintings themselves, knew the 
local art markets, and were aware of which drawings were on offer.811 Their 
painters were asked to check if drawings were authentic.812 Often drawings were 
sent to Leopoldo, who checked them again with his favourite assistants, the 
painters Sustermans and Il Volterrano, who helped him decide which drawings 
he wanted to buy and those he wanted to return.813 What is remarkable is that 
among his network of agents that acquired the drawings, there were almost no 
Florentine patricians, contrary to the network that acquired his books.
In addition to drawings, Leopoldo’s agents also helped him collect min-
iature portraits (589), coins, medals (7,000 of which 4,000 antique), cameos 




Sebastiano	Mazzoni	 (Florentine	painter),	and	Nicolas	Regnier	 (Flemish	painter);	 in	Siena—Ludovico	
Vecchi	and	his	circle	of	painters	Ramaciotti,	Deifebo	Burbarini,	and	Casolani,	Flaminio	Borghesi,	and	
the	 painter	 Raffaello	 Vanni;	 in	 Senigallia—Alessandro	 Nappi	 and	 the	 painter	 Vincenzo	 Patanazzi	
from	Urbino;	 in	Urbino—Giovan	Battista	Michelori	and	Domenico	Maria	Corsi;	 in	Modena—Giovan	
Francesco	di	Gaspero	and	the	painters	Giovanni	Tangheldri	and	Livio	Mehus;	in	Cremona—Giovanni	











Guercino and Guido Reni), sculptures (318, many of which were bronzetti; he 
possessed only 32 marble sculptures), oriental porcelain (of which 800 were 
bought by Francesco Feroni in Amsterdam), maiolica (120), and silver objects 
(515). Leopoldo preferred to spend money to specific specializations for ex-
ample in his collection of medals or books, instead of collecting only famous 
names. As a result, his coins and medal collections were so complete that er-
rors in the chronological history of antiquity could be corrected.814 He often 
loaned his books or showed his medals to interested dilettantes and did not 
concern himself terribly if they were returned or not. He thought the contents 
of his collection could serve as study-objects. After his death, his humanist 
friends bemoaned the loss of this open approach to collecting. Abbot Enrico 
Noris for example complained that Cosimo III never allowed others to look 
at his thousands of medals, while Leopoldo enjoyed to share them (“io sono 
il Tantalo vicino a quasi trentamila medaglie di S.A. senza poterne vedere pur 
una. Il signor cardinale molto Leopoldo a tutti mostrava i suoi scrigni, e godeva 
farli vedere”).815
Leopoldo’s interest in the theatre life at different Italian courts
Around Carnival, many of Leopoldo’s correspondents, most of them patricians, 
wrote him about the Carnival activities in the cities where they resided. The 
patricians could, in the words of Alessandri “farsi occhi e orecchi del principe 
assente” (be the eyes and ears of the absent prince), so that he could “conoscere 
e giudicare” (have knowledge of and give his opinion about) cultural events.816 
In 1640, Jacopo Soldani wrote him about the Carnival celebration at the 
Sienese court of Mattias de’ Medici. He wrote that Cavalier Martelli, who was 
also present, could write about it more elaborately. In the following years, he 
received letters from Lorenzo Guicciardini, Niccolò Panciatichi, and Balì Ugo 
della Stufa with their opinions and accounts about theatre performances. 817 
Many of the letters speak about Carnival, masked processions, vigils, private 
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travelling theatre companies passed Florence and private citizens opened their 
doors for them, like Monsignore Corsi in 1639.819
Sometimes Leopoldo knew the people who wrote him about the Carnival 
celebrations only from their letters.820 One example was Alfonso Antinori, who 
travelled with Mattias de’ Medici and described the theatre activities every-
where they passed (Venice, Modena, Ferrara) in separate letters to Giovan Carlo 
and Leopoldo.821 From Milan, Carnival descriptions came from Pier Francesco 
Rinuccini (who found the Milanese Carnival boring), from Genoa, they came 
from Giovan Battista Bolognetti.822 People returning from the marriage of Anna 
de’ Medici and Ferdinand Charles of Austria in 1646 in Innsbruck, like Carlo 
Ventura del Nero, wrote Leopoldo about the Carnival celebration in Mantua.823 
From Bologna, letters arrived from Paolo del Bufalo (1645-75) and the agent 
Filippo Soldani, Jacopo’s son.824 In 1651, the same Filippo Soldani wrote him 
about the activities at the palace of Margherita Branciforte (1604-1659), Prin-
cess of Butera and the widow of Federigo Colonna.825
When Leopoldo was away from Florence, his correspondents kept him up 
to date about the cultural developments at home. Niccolò Panciatichi (1608-
1648) wrote him about the theatre in the palazzo di Parione of Don Lorenzo 
and of the Accademia dei Concordi. Soldani wrote him about a popular way 
to celebrate the spring on the first of May by performing a ballet and singing 
a ‘maggio’, on the field of the confraternity of the Vangelista.826 Because Leop-
oldo knew everybody in Florence, the tone of those letters is often ironical.827 
Together all those letters from different parts of Italy and Europe functioned 
as a collection of the most up to date knowledge about cultural festivities, ideas 





of	the	first	opera	in	history,	La Dafne	(1597).	Pier	Francesco	was	most	probably	the	author	of	Il corago, 










future in Florence, as is remarked by Alessandri.828 Sometimes the letters speak 
about the qualities of rising theatre companies, so that Leopoldo could be pre-
pared for their good or mediocre quality.829 In exchange for all the information, 
Leopoldo sent books and cultural information about festivities and academies in 
Florence. 830 Other times Leopoldo included libretti, scores, posters, prints, and 
descriptions with his letters, which was also a form of Medici-propaganda. 831 
Leopoldo answered all his correspondents enthusiastically and he often sent 
invitations for theatre performances in Florence and promised to look after 
places to sleep for the gentlemen and their servants in convents like Santa 
Trinita and Santo Spirito.832 Leopoldo also wrote about his own activities to his 
correspondents, as in this brief fragment to Lorenzo Strozzi: 
[…] Intendo che per hoggi saremo invitati ad un festino per trattenimento 
da cavalieri, e domani haveremo qui in palazzo la mia solita accademia per 
trattenimento da accademici: oggi pasceremo gl’occhi e domani l’intelletto 
[…] 833
Relations with European men of letters
When Leopoldo travelled to Rome in 1668 to receive his cardinal’s hat, he saw 
theatrical performances in various cardinals’ palaces and villas, and frequented 
the circles of the Aldobrandini, Acquaviva, Imperiali, Omodei, Pio, Borromeo, 
and Gualtieri. In these palaces he dined with several Florentine patricians who 
resided in Rome, the marquises Corsi, Riccardi, and Albizi, and with senator 
Acciaiuoli and Signor Ugo della Stufa.834 When he could not travel himself, 
Leopoldo tried to maintain his ties with European men of letters by letting 
his courtiers stay with them when they visited their countries. One of these 
courtiers was the patrician Francesco Riccardi (1648-1719), who made a long 
journey of instruction to prepare himself for the official functions at court. The 
patrician Alessandro Segni (1633-1697) accompanied him on this trip as his 
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France, the Netherlands, Flanders, Germany, Bohemia, and Austria between 
1665 and 1667.836 In the course of the next two years they made a second trip, 
this time to Flanders, France, Spain, Portugal, and England.837 Riccardi and Segni 
reported to Leopoldo everything they saw and experienced, and made many 
comparisons between Florence and the places they saw (villas and palaces of 
princes).838 Leopoldo was very interested in their writings and waited anxiously 
for their letters, which let him travel, as he put it, without any discomfort 
(“viaggiare senza incomodo”).839
In Paris, Segni and Riccardi met the young Prince Cosimo (the future Grand 
Duke Cosimo III), who was undertaking a long journey of instruction as well, 
together with Lorenzo Magalotti.840 Every time Segni and Riccardi went to a 
new country they read the historical treatises and books about that country 
to be better prepared. For Leopoldo they had to visit still unknown museums, 
libraries, and publishers and forge new relations between them and Florence.841 
The two patricians helped Leopoldo enlarge his cultural and scientific scope. 
When in June 1666 they visited the publisher Blaeu in Amsterdam, which was 
famous for its geographic maps, Segni reported enthusiastically about this visit:
...di buonissima ora andai alla bottega del Blaeu. Parlai col signor Giovanni e 
appresso col signor Pietro suo figliuolo, e sodisfece con tutti due gli ordini che 









Wolfenbüttel	and	Venice.	Source:	Biblioteca	Nazionale	Centrale	di	Firenze,	N.A.	665:	Diario del viaggio 
d’Europa fatto dal Sig. March. Francesco Riccardi.	(19	October	1665	until	16	March	1667).	About	Amster-








mission	 to	Vienna	 (again	 with	 Alessandro	 Segni)	 to	 congratulate	 the	 Holy	 Roman	 Emperor	 on	 his	
second	marriage.	See	Minicucci	1985:	5,	21-22.
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il signor marchese Francesco e tutti insieme andamma a vedere la stamperia 
de’ signori Blaeu, che è in luogo assai lontano dalla casa, e bottega loro. Colà 
in grandi armadi sono i rami per le figure cosmografiche. In una stanza a 
lato sono i torcoli per tirare le medesime figure in numero di nove. In altro 
simil salone sono parimenti nove torcoli, distinti co’ nomi delle Muse, per 
istampare. Nella parte più alta della casa sono i magazzini con molti lavori 
fatti, e in particolare libri di rosso e nero, come Breviari, Messali, e simili, 
per la valuta de’ quali passa d’Italia gran somma di denaro in Olanda; in altre 
stanze ci mostrarono caratteri latini, greci, ebraici, siriaci, persiani, arabi e 
tedeschi, strumenti e madri per gettare i medesimi caratteri, e grandissima 
quantità di strumenti Cosmografici e Astronomici.842
One can only imagine Leopoldo’s pleasure when reading about these visits. 
Pieter Blaeu also wrote to Antonio Magliabechi in Florence about the visit of 
Segni and Riccardi and noted that they bought a lot of books from him, some 
of which were destined for Leopoldo’s library.843
Thanks to all his travels, Francesco Riccardi had a very international art 
collection. He bought many Flemish genre paintings.844 Apart from paintings, 
he also acquired many books for his own library during his journeys with Segni. 
Together with the books and manuscripts he inherited from Gabriello, Cosimo 
and Riccardo Riccardi, and with the 2500 books and some hundred manu-
scripts he inherited from Vincenzo Capponi, the father of his wife, Cassandra 
Capponi, he had an extensive collection of books about linguistics, history, 
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Italian literature. He decided he would like to open his library to the public and 
even made a reading room for this purpose. His son Cosimo (1671-1751) real-
ized this goal for him. The magnificent Biblioteca Riccardiana, which contains 
autograph manuscripts of Petrarch, Boccaccio, Ficino, Poliziano (Politian), and 
Pico della Mirandola, remains open to the public to this day.845
Part II
4.4 Patricians, artists, and their literary, linguistic, and theatrical experiments 
at florentine cultural academies and confraternities
Many patricians joined the Florentine cultural academies at a very young age 
and saw each other several times a week at different academies. As they grew 
older and their responsibilities increased, they continued to correspond with 
each other about cultural subjects and exchanged cultural objects and informa-
tion from different courts in Europe. In this way, the Medici court remained 
informed about new developments in the fields of music, poetry, theatre, art, 
collecting, and libraries. Written as well as oral culture was discussed. Within 
the academies, patricians also came into contact with foreign men of letters 
and many artists, thus giving them access to large networks that were useful to 
them in their capacity as brokers. 
Within the cultural academies the patricians discussed literature, poetry, 
painting, and theatre, experimented with literary genres, and dedicated poems 
to each other. An example is the patrician Alessandro Adimari (1579-1649), 
who published in 1628 an introduction to the Poesie ditirambiche, written by 
the patricians Francesco Maria Gualterotti and Carlo Marucelli.846 Gualterotti 
was canon of Santa Maria del Fiore, poet, and musicologist, and dedicated 
his dithyramb La morte d’Orfeo to Piero de’ Bardi.847 Gualterotti and Marucelli 
wanted to prove that it was possible to compose dithyrambs in the Tuscan lan-










words. To show what their dithyrambs were like, here is a fragment from Morte 
d’Orfeo of Gualterotti:
più donne ebrifestevoli 
ivi arrivar, che liete 
brilliballischerzavano 
corisalti facevano 
e ripiene di vin cantiululavano 
a onor di Bacco vincitor sublime 
che il crin pampinicinge 848
The academicians also criticised each other’s poems. There was a large social 
and cultural cohesion within the academies and the patricians conversed in a 
common cultural language. In this section we will discuss two kinds of acad-
emies, literary and theatrical.
4.4.1 Literary and linguistic academies
The Apatisti
There were several academies in which linguistic and literary experiments were 
the main focus. We will discuss the main characteristics by analysing a few of 
these academies, beginning with the Accademia degli Apatisti (c. 1632-1783), 
which was famous for its word games that helped train its members in rhetoric 
and prepare them for positions in government.849 When they joined the acad-
emy, new members made up an anagram using the letters of their first and last 
names. These names were often very humorous anagrams that seemed to make 
the member absurd, of low descent, or appear like someone from another region 
of Italy altogether. Some examples are Don Lopez de Cuscira (for Alessandro 
Pucci), Ammonio Platonici (for Antonio Ciampoli), Lucano da Recanati (for 
Andrea Cavalcanti), Boemonte Battidenti (for D. Benedetto Buonmattei), and 
Balì Scoprifrode (for Pietro Frescobaldi). The names served as a kind of a mask 
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The Accademia degli Apatisti was founded by Agostino Coltellini, who sur-
rounded himself with friends to discuss literature, science, and art.851 Coltellini 
himself specialized in law and in the Greek, Latin, Chaldaen, Arabic, and Syrian 
languages.852 In its first years, the academy gathered in his house in the Via 
dell’Oriolo.853 Because of all the discussions and word games the Academy of 
the Apatisti was also called ‘Università di Letterati e di Virtuosi’.854 It began 
as a ‘conversazione virtuosa’, but soon became a real academy.855 Its members 
belonged to the old patrician families.856 The secretary of the academy was 
Carlo Dati.857 One of the key figures of the academy was Jacopo Gaddi, one of 
Dati’s best friends.858 The reunions were often in his house, Palazzo Gaddi in 
the actual Via del Giglio, and with good weather the Apatisti met in the gardens 
of Via Melarancio, next to Palazzo Gaddi, or in the Villa Camerata at Fiesole.859 
Their emblem was a sun, accompanied by a motto from Tasso: “oltre i confini 
ancor del mondo nostro”. Another emblem was a mirror, accompanied by a 
motto from Dante’s Purgatorio: “che la figura impressa non trasmuta”. The fact 
that they took their motto from Tasso shows that they were enthusiastic about 


























this author, while the Accademia della Crusca promoted Ariosto and had an 
anti-Tasso attitude.860 
The Apatisti was a very open academy and attracted many foreign scholars 
who were willing to meet Florentine scholars in an informal setting. Among 
the most celebrated was the English poet John Milton, who visited the Apatisti 
between July and September 1638, and again the following spring from March 
to May.861 Foreign scholars were not welcome in the Crusca academy. Milton 
praised the Apatisti as that “Florentine institution which deserves great praise 
not only for promoting humane studies but also for encouraging friendly 
intercourse”.862 In 1637, many Polish, English, French, and Flemish members 
joined the academy.863 Their presentations were often multilingual, which was 
unique in the Florentine academy-life.864 
For many years after his return to England, John Milton continued to cor-
respond with “all the kind and congenial friends and companions I left behind 
me in that one city, so distant but so well beloved”. In a letter to Carlo Dati in 
1647, he writes about his melancholy when he thinks of all those friends from 
the Florentine academies who are his soul mates but who live so far away:
Soon an even more depressing thought came into my mind, a thought which 
often makes me lament my fortune, namely that those who are closely bound 
to me by the fact of neighbourhood or by some other tie of no real importance, 
either by chance or by some legal claim, though they have nothing else to 
commend them to me, are with me every day, deafen me with their noise, 
and, I swear torment me as often as they choose; while those who are so greatly 
endeared to me by sympathy of manners, disposition and tastes, are almost 
all separated from me either by death or by the cruel accident of distance, and 
are as a rule snatched from my sight so swiftly that I am compelled to spend 
my life in almost perpetual loneliness.865
This letter proves the close friendships that could be formed within the acad-
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Carlo, I send my good wishes to you, and to Coltellini, Francini, Frescobaldi, 
Malatesti, the younger Chimentelli, and to any other of my good friends whom 
you know: and pray convey my respects to the whole of Gaddi’s Academy”. 
The Apatisti was one of the few academies in which women were welcome, 
like the nun Maria Clemente Ruoti.866 The most important intellectuals were 
subscribed and many of them joined both the academies of the Svogliati and 
the Apatisti, like Rondinelli, Cavalcanti, and Jacopo Gaddi.867 And mostly 
they were also active at the official Crusca and Fiorentina-academies.868 Other 
famous members were the Danish scientist Niels Stensen; Giovan Filippo Maru-
celli, Tuscan ambassador at the court of Louis XIV; the scholar and antiquarian 
Cassiano dal Pozzo; the German humanist, geographer, and historian Lucas 
Holstenius; the poet and dramatist Pietro Susini; Mattias Maria Bartolommei; 
Ludovico Adimari; Alessandro Adimari; Alessandro Pucci; Senator Strozzi; Mar-
quis Malaspina; Antonio Ricasoli; Francesco Redi; Lorenzo Magalotti; and the 
artists Stefano della Bella, Giusto Sustermans, Ferdinando Tacca, Francesco Cur-
radi, Lorenzo Lippi, and Vincenzo Dandini.869 The artist-members also made 
artworks for the academy. Francesco Curradi had made four paintings of the 
patron saints of the academy, Saint Mary of the Immaculate Conception, Saint 
Filippo Neri, Saint Catherine of Alexandria, and Saint Augustine.870
A practice the Apatisti copied from the Crusca in 1636 was the cicalate. A 
cicalata was an exaggerated discussion about a subject that was hardly worth 
discussing.871 Furthermore, the Apatisti continued the stravizzi of the Crusca-
academy, which were called simposi, a reference to ancient Greece.872 During 
the simposi, the Apatisti played all kinds of word-games and they discussed 
dubbi, doubtful cases. Every time a doubtful case was introduced, three persons 
had to give improvised pros and cons and the Apatista Reggente (who was 
nominated for one month) decided who was right. The doubts were a mix of 
literary, scientific, religious, and profane cases.873 Sometimes the questions are 
still very apt, like the question: “Which of the two situations is the most happy: 
866	 After	an	unsure	start	in	the	third	decennium	of	the	seventeenth	century,	the	Accademia	degli	Apatisti	
was	refounded	in	1649	and	flourished	until	1783.	Writings	of	Maria	Clemente	Ruoti:	Giacob patriarca,	









being a bachelor or being married?” Another question was whether most of the 
Tuscan language derived from Dante, Boccaccio, Petrarch, or Cardinal Bembo. 
They were all intellectual games.874 From 1649, another intellectual game was 
introduced. It was called the ‘gioco del Sibillone’ – the Sybil game. Something 
was asked to a young member (the Sybil) of ten to twelve years old and he 
had to answer very fast. After his answer, two interpreters began to explain 
his answer. One of the questions was for example: “Why do women cry more 
often and more easily than men?” The answer often had nothing to do with 
the subject (in this case the answer was “paglia” or “straw”), but afterwards they 
could discuss it for forty-five minutes, looking for arguments to support the 
answer. It was all meant to practise their improvising skills. It had a humorous 
character and was often played with Carnival.875 
The Svogliati, the Crusca and burlesque poems influenced by the literary academies
An academy more aimed at intellectual discussions than games, was the Ac-
cademia degli Svogliati (founded around 1638), whose members discussed 
poetry, theatre, and theology. They convened every Thursday in the palace 
of the academy’s founder, Jacopo Gaddi (the Hotel Astoria in Via del Giglio, 
Piazza Madonna), and together they read poems, plays, theological essays, and 
lives of the saints.876 Sometimes they produced literary works together. In 1638, 
Jacopo Gaddi published his Elogiographus scilicet Elogia omnigena, a collection 
of panegyric poems on illustrious men and in 1639 the Svogliati collaborated 
on a translation of this from Latin into Italian. In the Vatican archive, I found 
some letters of Gaddi to Francesco Barberini in which he asks the Cardinal’s 
opinion about these Elogi storici in versi, e’n prosa before publishing them.877 The 
members of the Svogliati were ex-members of the youth confraternity Arcan-
gelo Raffaello, who had probably grown too old for the youthful confraternity. 
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Many members of the Apatisti were also subscribed to the Svogliati-academy, 
like Rondinelli, Cavalcanti, Jacopo Gaddi, and John Milton. Furthermore, the 
academy attracted poets and dramatists such as Alessandro Adimari, Giovan 
Carlo Coppola, Camillo Lenzoni, Giovanni Battista Doni, Andrea Cavalcanti, 
Francesco Rondinelli, Pietro Salvetti, Carlo Dati, Orazio Rucellai, Benedetto 
Buonmattei, Girolamo Bartolommei, and Francesco Rovai.878
At the same time that the patricians frequented the more informal academies 
of the Apatisti and Svogliati, they were also members of the official Accademia 
della Crusca, where, in this period (1630-60) there was a concentration on word 
games and literary experiments as well. One of the goals of the Accademia della 
Crusca was to purify the language. This concentration on the Tuscan language 
led to exaggerated word jokes and games, and comical discussions during in-
formal dinners. In the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Accademia 
della Crusca was, with the Accademia Fiorentina, the most important official 
academy. Almost all the members of the traditional oligarchic families were 
subscribed. The Accademia della Crusca, which still exists, was founded in 1582 
and there were many literary discussions about contemporary Italian books like 
Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso and Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata.879 From 1590, the 
Crusca-members worked on a dictionary of the Italian language, the Vocabo-
lario, the aim of which was to preserve the beauty of the fourteenth-century 
Florentine language of Dante, Boccaccio, and Petrarch. This language had to be 
complemented with words from the poems of Lorenzo de’ Medici, Machiavelli 
and Ariosto, who was not even a Florentine citizen.880 The first edition of the 
Vocabolario was published in 1612 and the second in 1623, both in Venice.881 
The third edition was published in Florence in 1691.882
Like the Accademia degli Alterati, members of the Accademia della Crusca 
had pseudonyms. The names did not have to do with wine, like at the Alterati, 
but with chaff (crusca) and wheat.883 The chaff (the unpurified language) had to 
be separated from the wheat (the purified language). Instead of the serious dis-
878	 Michelassi	2005:	451.
879	 ‘Primordi	e	fondazione’.	In	Accademia della Crusca.	Retrieved	January	30,	2014:	http://www.accademi-
adellacrusca.it/it/laccademia/storia/primordi-fondazione.
880	 ‘Il	 primo	Vocabolario’.	 In	 Accademia della Crusca.	 Retrieved	 January	 30,	 2014:	 http://www.accademi-
adellacrusca.it/it/laccademia/storia/primo-vocabolario.
881	 ‘La	 seconda	 edizione’.	 In	 Accademia della Crusca.	 Retrieved	 January	 30,	 2014:	 http://www.accademi-
adellacrusca.it/it/laccademia/storia/seconda-edizione.




cussions at the Fiorentina, at the Crusca they had comical discussions, cruscate, 
with their humble pseudonyms as an extra comical accent.884 The pseudonyms 
were painted on chair backs together with mottos from famous poems.885 
Seventeenth-century men of letters preferred the Accademia della Crusca 
above the Fiorentina because of its informal reunions. There were weekly din-
ners (stravizzi) in member’s villas, where they had pleasure with cicalate, word 
jokes in which humble objects like food were glorified in an exaggerated way.886 
Niccolò Arrighetti wrote for example a cicalata sul cetriolo (about the cucumber) 
and a cicalata sulla torta (about the cake). Piero Dini wrote a cicalata with the 
title La nemicizia dell’acqua e del vino (the hostility between the water and the 
wine). Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger composed many cicalate for the 
Crusca stravizzi between 1632 and 1647.
For these dinners, the patricians wrote also poems that were concentrated 
on vernacular language, word games, and calembours,887 like Francesco Redi’s 
dithyramb Bacco in Toscana, from 1666. In his poem, Redi wanted to show off 
not only his linguistic skills, but also his knowledge of history, geography, and 
wine. It began as a joke with fifty verses for the Crusca stravizzi, but by the 
time of its final publication in 1685 it had grown to a thousand verses. In the 
story, Bacchus has emigrated to Tuscany and sits on the Poggio Imperiale, while 
drinking wine from a variety of different regions and singing with Arianna. The 
dithyramb incidentally mentions all of Redi’s friends, including many Floren-
tine patricians as well as non-Tuscan correspondents. Therefore it was called an 
‘opera sociale’. To have an idea of the character of dithyrambs of the Florentine 
patricians, here is a fragment of the poem:
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E se a te
E se a te brindisi io fo
Perché a me
Perché a me





Cantami un poco, e ricantami tu
Sulla vio…
Sulla viola la cuccurucù
La cuccurucù
Sulla viola la cuccurucù 888
Another patrician who recited dithyrambs during the stravizzi of the Crusca was 
Lorenzo Panciatichi from 1657 to 1659.889 He made a dithyramb on a model 
of Redi, La madreselva, in which he sang the praises of the scent of flowers.890 
For the patricians, the writing of this kind of poems was a pleasant pastime, in 






of	his	famous	contributions	for	the	Crusca	are	the	Cicalata in lode della padella e della frittura	(1656),	
the	 Ditirambo d’uno che per febbre deliri	 (1659),	 and	 the	 Contraccicalata alla cicalata dell Imperfetto	
[pseudonym	of	Orazio	Rucellai	 (1604-1673)]	sopra la lingua ionadattica	 (1662).	His	good	friends	were	
the	 intellectuals	Alessandro	Segni,	Francesco	Redi,	Lorenzo	Magalotti,	Orazio	Rucellai,	and	Antonio	
Magliabechi.	Panciatichi	wrote	the	funeral	orations	for	Philip	IV	of	Spain	(1655)	and	for	Giovan	Carlo	












One of the poems the patricians were influenced by was the mock-heroic 
poem Secchia rapita (The Stolen Bucket) by Alessandro Tassoni, published in 
1622, but which was already circulating in manuscript form in 1618. This 
poem influenced, for example, Piero de’ Bardi (1570-1660) with his caricature 
of knighthood Poemone: Avolio Ottone e Berlinghieri (Avinavoliottoneberlinghieri) 
1643. 892 The title derives from a verse of Ariosto (XVIII 8 8) with the names of 
four ‘paladini’ compressed in one word in a burlesque way.893 Piero de’ Bardi 
caricaturized the genre of the heroic poem in a burlesque way. His poem was 
published under the pseudonym Beridio Darpe. Michelangelo Buonarroti the 
Younger made a reference to Avinavoliottoneberlinghieri in the ‘proemio’ of his 
Aione at the Crusca in 1643. Aione was a burlesque joke about a legendary gentle-
man from Figline and Montaione and it was full of pure Florentine language 
with many colloquial expressions and Tuscan vulgarisms.894 So, members of the 
Crusca also used their concentration on the purity of the Tuscan language in 
exaggerated ways to record these vernacular expressions for posterity.
It was not only the patricians who wrote burlesque poems with significant 
attention to vernacular language; so, too, did the artist-members, especially 
Lorenzo Lippi (1606-1664), who kept in very close touch with the patricians. 
His famous poem Il Malmantile racquistato had a burlesque intonation and was 
influenced by Secchia rapita. Lippi began to write it in 1644, but it was published 
posthumously in 1676 under the pseudonym Perlone Zipoli. It contained many 
Tuscan proverbs and sayings, and popular language. In 1688, Leopoldo com-
missioned Puccio Lamoni (Paolo Minucci) to publish a Florentine version with 
footnotes to explain all the particularities of the language to non-Florentine-
people.895 The style was burlesque, mock-heroic, and comic,896 and with a mix 
of fantasy and bizarre details, almost every sentence had a double meaning.897 
It contained much vulgar humour, linguistic experimentations, and Florentine 
idiotisms.898 The title Il Malmantile racquistato - the subject was the reconquer-







897	 Conrieri	 2003:	 381;	 Arbizzoni	 1997:	 746,	 751.	 Examples	 of	Tuscan	 sayings	 include	 E, perch’ei non avea 
tutti i suoi mesi	 (he	 did	 not	 spend	 nine	 months	 in	 the	 womb	 and	 therefore	 his	 brains	 are	 not	 fully	
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and Gerusalemme conquistata (1593) of Tasso, and to the Croce racquistata (1614) 
of Francesco Bracciolini dell’Api. The poem contained twelve cantos. The fixed 
topoi of Tasso are changed in a comical way; the prologue for example takes 
place in the sky.899 Lippi joined several academies together with Florentine 
intellectuals, discussed literature with them, and from a literary viewpoint his 
poem has more quality than the poems of the other painters.900 
Other painters who wrote poems were Francesco Furini, Andrea Boscoli, 
Cristofano Allori, Andrea Commodi, Giovanni da San Giovanni, Baccio del 
Bianco, Cosimo Lotti, and Sebastiano Mazzoni. The style was mostly neo-
burlesque/grotesque with many bizarre details.901 This style was well suited to 
the playful caricatural and mock-heroic painting fashion in that time. Mostly 
the painters did not publish their poems, but let them circulate in manuscript 
form. Their poems were often parodies of Dante, Petrarch, Tasso, Burchiello, 
Berni, Pulci, and Ariosto. The poems were very expressive, as if painted with 
words,902 and they were also influenced by the theatre. In Francesco Furini’s 
poem Sconcio sposalizio, Amor goes to Mount Olympus and back very fast, 
which lets one think of the changing set designs of the architects Baccio del 
Bianco and Giulio Parigi. Also the leading characters, two caramogi, seem to be 
a reference to Baccio del Bianco.903
The patricians and artists used vernacular language not only in the poems 
they wrote, but also in their plays. Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger es-
pecially experimented with popular jargon in his grand dramas. His play La 
Tancia (1611) deals with the impossible love story of a townsman Pietro and 
the peasant girl Tancia. The language differences between the city and the 
countryside are very obvious. With this play, Buonarroti the Younger wanted 
to promote the diversity of the Tuscan language, by showing the language of 
different levels of society, which of course had a comical effect.904 His play La 
Fiera, which also contained many linguistic experiments and Tuscan sayings 
and proverbs, was performed very late in the evening for the first time in 1619 











in the Teatro della Sala of the Uffizi. The Medici Grand Dukes were among the 
spectators. It was a mix between a theatre play and a ball.905 The play contained 
some comedic aspects, but Michelangelo experimented with many genres at 
the same time and the play was at the same time a pastime for courtiers, a music 
spectacle, a naval battle, and a satire.906
The Pastori Antellesi
The Pastori Antellesi was a quite informal academy formed in 1599, the members 
of which gathered in different villas in the countryside until 1637. The main 
purpose of this academy was the study of literature and poetry. The members 
of the Pastori Antellesi had pseudonyms inspired by rural literature, such as Ja-
copo Sannazarro’s Arcadia (1502) and stories of Boccaccio. Most of the members 
of the Pastori Antellesi also participated in the Accademia Fiorentina and the 
Accademia della Crusca, including Jacopo Soldani (with the pseudonym Tirsi), 
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger (Alfesibeo), Niccolò Arrighetti, Mario 
Guiducci, Neri Alberti, Marcello Adriani, Piero de’ Bardi (Selvaggio), Jacopo 
Giraldi, and Galileo Galilei.907 
The Pastori Antellesi alternated among different villas in the neighbour-
hood of Antella, in the region of Bagno a Ripoli. While discussing literature 
and poetry, they wandered in the Tuscan hills and went fishing or hunting. 
One of the main functions of the academy was to get away from the hectic life 
of the city and to relax in the countryside.908 Already in the early Renaissance 
period, patricians and members of the Medici family had used their villas for 
humanistic discussions and pastimes. Poggio Bracciolini (1380-1459) called his 
villa in Terranuova the Academia Valdornina, reference to the name of Cicero’s 
Tuscan villa. Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499) followed this example and gave his 
villa the name Academia as well. The fifteenth-century humanists revived the 
philosophic dialogues of Cicero and retreated to their villas to get away from 
905	 Porcelli	 1984:	53,	54,	57,	59,	60.	The	comedy	was	performed	 in	five	acts	 instead	of	five	daily	periods	
(giornate).	 It	 was	 a	 kind	 of	 summary,	 because	 the	 original	 piece	 contained	 30.000	 verses	 and	 took	
very	long.	Buonarroti	was	aware	of	this	and	wrote	in	the	original	text	Alla fine di ogni atto venga un 
personaggio che faccia tollerar la lunghezza con nuove consolazioni o mitigazioni che siano in un certo 
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political and commercial affairs in the city and to write philosophical treatises.909 
In 1475, Cristoforo Landino published his famous Disputationes Camaldulenses, 
an imaginary story about a group of Florentine patricians (including Lorenzo 
and Giuliano de’ Medici, Leon Battista Alberti, and Alamanno Rinuccini) who 
climb the mountain to the Camaldoli convent to discuss, far from the tumult 
of the city, the comparison between the active and the contemplative life.910
Some patricians’ poems emphasize the contrast between country life and 
life at court in the city. Soldani compares the pleasures of nature and the hills 
of the Arno valley with the delights that come from luxurious objects (like 
dresses, damask, brocade) in the city in his poem Che l’uomo non sa dove risieda 
la sua felicità, e che indirizza i suoi voti ad oggetti che gli sarebbero fonte d’infelicità 
(as it was titled by Limentani).911 The satirical poems of Buonarroti, the capitoli 
of 1637, describe the contrast between the idyllic pastoral world and the hectic 
world in the city. They are more burlesque in intonation and less aggressive 
than Soldani’s poems.912 Influenced by Horace, he praises villa life in the coun-
tryside, and he accurately observes the beauties of nature, the inhabitants of 
the countryside, and their use of language.913 He loved the cyclical changes of 
nature, the pleasure of wandering in the hills, and seeing the crops grow:
Quel che al novembre io già piantai semento,Ceraso, o pero, o mel cotogno, 
o pesco, 
O altro, o da delizia o da provento, 
Veder che sia attaccato, e verde e fresco, 
E fatta a primavera bella messa, 
Parer parlare e dirmi: Io cresco, io cresco.914 
Buonarroti thought the city was full of hypocrites with superficial activities.915 
He dedicated his satiric poems to his patrician friends Niccolò Arrighetti (in 
1632), Mario Guiducci (in 1632-33), and Jacopo Giraldi (in 1634).916 In 1627, 
909	 Coffin	1979:	10-12.	Bruni	Dialogus ad Petrum Paulum Histrum.	Poggio	Bracciolini	De Avaritia	+	De Nobili-










the painter Andrea Commodi wrote a satirical political poem about the Spanish 
invasion of Italy.917 Battles were so ubiquitous in that period that the poems of 
Commodi were also meant as a flight into the pastoral world. In his frottole he 
describes the life at the countryside, just like Buonarroti and Soldani. But this 
quiet and peaceful life is disturbed by the noises of the war.918 Buonarroti and 
Commodi also exchanged frottole in 1627, which are all written in a vulgar, 
Florentine idiom and performed with music.919 Another person who praised 
the life at the countryside in his poems was Orazio Rucellai, a member of the 
Accademia degli Apatisti:
Tolto al grave tenor de’ verdi affanni 
Men vivo in solitatia erma foresta 
Schivo l’orgoglio pur d’atra tempesta 
Ch’agitò il viver mio ne’ più verd’anni. 
Non mai novella di ruine, e danni 
Qui me giunge a inquietar torbida, e mesta 
Ne trovo in vile albergo, o in umil vesta 
Tela di frodi, o fabbrica d’inganni. 
Più dolce è il conversar tra gl’olmi, e i faggi, 
Che per entro a cittade alta, e superba 
Soffrir ogn’or degl’emuli gl’oltraggi 920
Sometimes the Pastori Antellesi made hiking trips of several days and passed 
different villas. One of these trips is described by Piero de’ Bardi, who told 
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger about it in a letter. He describes a trip in 
1633 from San Quirico a Ruballa to Antella in which he continuously compares 
the landscape to landscapes from classical mythology. Furthermore he writes 
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aristocrats and priests and how they enjoyed having dinner, drinking wine, 
and admiring the antiquities in the villa of the son of Cosimo dell’Antella.921 It 
seems that the patricians enjoyed these informal academies a lot and that they 
afforded them an important venue for socializing.
4.4.2 Theatrical academies
The Incostanti, the Improvvisi/Percossi, the Affinati, and the Sorgenti
Another category of academies were those that performed theatre plays. The 
academies were used as a form of sociability and there were many links between 
patricians and performers within them.922 The theatre academies had many 
functions, among them to perform plays at ceremonial feasts of the Medici, to 
experiment with new theatrical genres (such as elaborations of Spanish plays), 
and to organize commemorative ceremonies on the death of important persons.
Small theatre academies flourished under the regime of Cosimo II. Because 
of his bad health, he did not organise many large-scale events and he reduced 
the political control over theatre and contributed fewer financial resources 
for scenery, costumes, and actors. Fewer plays were censored and the Medici 
(for example, Don Giovanni) sponsored academies and confraternities in a 
constructive and not restrictive way.923 There was considerable freedom for 
experimentation, and the patricians took advantage of this situation. As they 
were financially autonomous and well educated in thinking about theatre 
plays, they started to organise performances in which young patricians acted 
alongside professional artists.924 The performances were held either in Medici 
palaces or in their own palaces and were organised sometimes in commission 
of the Grand Duke, but on other occasions completely autonomous of him, or 
only in honour of him.925 For both the Medici and the patricians the involve-
ment in theatre meant an increase in their social prestige.926
Between 1610 and 1640, the activities of the small theatre academies filled 
in the gaps between dynastic events of the Medici. Court theatre in those years 









academies certainly were. In 1618, the Accademia degli Incostanti was officially 
founded by the painter Filippo Furini and the painter and architect Cosimo 
Lotti, after several years of performing as an unofficial theatre company. The 
Incostanti, patronized from 1618 by Don Giovanni de’ Medici, often performed 
improvised plays in the Casino di San Marco.927 They also performed improvised 
plays in very informal settings like the sleeping room of the Grand Duke, who 
commissioned them to entertain the Grand Duchess and her children while he 
was observing them from his bed, as is clear from the diary of Cesare Tinghi:928 
Et adì 2 detto [marzo 1620] venute le 22 ore, volendo S.A. dare un poco di 
piacere alla Serenissima Arciducessa et a signori fillioli et sorelle, fece recitare 
una commedia all’improvviso dalli Accademici delli Incostanti a uso di Zanni 
et Pantaloni, in camera sua, et S.A. stette a letto.
Many painters were members of the Accademia degli Incostanti such as Cris-
tofano Allori, Filippo Furini (the father of Francesco), Cosimo Lotti, Baccio del 
Bianco, and Lorenzo Lippi.929 In 1609 Cristofano Allori performed Orpheus 
in the palace of the Montalvi and in 1611 he performed in Buonarroti the 
Younger’s La Tancia in the palace of Don Antonio de’ Medici.930
One of the other theatrical academies was the Accademia degli Improvvisi/
Improvisti (1644-45), later the Percossi. As the name suggests, the Accademia 
degli Improvvisi (founded in 1644) performed improvised theatre plays. When 
the Improvvisi changed their name in the Percossi after 1645, they also dis-
cussed the links between literature and art.931 The academy was patronized by 
Giovan Carlo de’ Medici from 1645.932 They met in the house of the painter Sal-
vator Rosa (Canto de’ Cini, near Croce al Trebbio) and after that in the Casino 
Mediceo. Members of the Percossi were Francesco Rovai, Carlo Dati, Lorenzo 
Lippi, Paolo Minucci, Luigi Ridolfi, Antonio Malatesti, Andrea Cavalcanti, 
Evangelista Torricelli, Vincenzo Viviani, and Giovambatista Ricciardi.933 Most 
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Like Michelangelo’s Fiera, the plays of the Improvvisi were performed some-
times very late in the evening.935 The improvised performances were organised 
as follows: the plays were described scene by scene based on a certain theme, 
but the dialogues had to be improvised. Usually, the members of the academy 
were divided in two groups, one to play the serious parts and the other the ri-
diculous parts.936 The members of the Percossi occupied themselves with minor 
literary genres, writing odes, sonnets, satires, and songs, which were seldom 
published but circulated as manuscripts in the academies, to be read during 
their meetings.937 
Another academy that focused on improvisational plays was the Accademia 
degli Affinati/Affannati (1650-ca. 1742). In this academy, new influences, im-
provisations, and elaborations of Spanish plays were very important. In 1658, 
they performed Di male in peggio of Pietro Susini with Carnival.938 This was an 
Italian elaboration of a Spanish comedy by Calderón de la Barca (Peor está que 
estaba ).939 Leopoldo de’ Medici patronized this academy, which performed from 
1650 in the Palazzo Medici-Riccardi and later in the Casino di San Marco.940 It 
was an academy of noble courtiers who performed for an aristocratic public.941 
In the seventeenth century, there were many cultural exchanges between 
Florence and Spain. In Florence a group of authors called the spagnoleggianti 
performed Spanish plays.942 The aristocratic members of the Accademia degli 
Immobili performed in the Teatro la Pergola court theatre, while the Accademia 
dei Sorgenti and Degli Affinati presented new work in the Teatro Cocomero. 
They experienced with new genres (often mixed genres and the introduction 
of persons from the lower ranks of society) and (language) registers. Pieces by 
well-known Spanish dramatists like Lope de Vega were performed like L’amico 















The last important academy we will discuss that performed improvised theatre 
was the Accademia dei Sorgenti (1654 to at least 1679), which was patronised 
by Giovan Carlo de’ Medici. The members were not only aristocrats.944 The 
Sorgenti entered the Cocomero-theatre when the Immobili left it to perform 
in the Pergola-theatre.945 The academy was founded by artisans and originated 
probably in the confraternity Compagnia di San Filippo Nero.946 Members 
included the poet and dramatist Pietro Susini, Mario Calamari, the painter 
Felice Ficherelli, the architect Pietro Tacca, the musician Antonio Rivani, and 
the composer Jacopo Melani.947 Whenever Giovan Carlo had to go to Rome, 
Filippo Niccolini became vice-patron of the academy.948 In 1654 Niccolini took 
a role in a play as a singer in the full dress rehearsal of L’Hipermestra together 
with Vincenzo Bardi. When the real play was performed Niccolini was ‘soprint-
endente delle musiche’, together with Filippo Franceschi, Giovan Battista del 
Monte, and Piero Strozzi.949 Every time there was a performance they divided 
the tasks, like dancing, painting, making the scenes, acting, singing, and mak-
ing music. In 1661, the Sorgenti performed L’Erismena, which was dedicated to 
Marquis Pietro Corsini.950 This piece was performed four times a month to an 
audience of 250 people.951 The first public performance - Il Convitato di pietra 
- was for Russian ambassadors who passed Florence in 1657. It seems that this 
piece was performed by a professional theatre-company whereas the Sorgenti 
only provided the music, intermedi, scenes, and ballet. The play was based on 
Tirso da Molina’s El Burlador de Sevilla y Convidado de piedra.952 One month later 
they performed the opera La caduta del principe saggio in the presence of the 
whole court.953
Theatrical performances at the youth confraternity Arcangelo Raffaello
Like at the academies, one of the functions of the youth confraternity Arcan-
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for their future careers.954 Another function of the Arcangelo was to organise 
memorial services on the death of important people. In 1603, the confraternity 
commemorated the patrician Jacopo Corsi and an oration was given by Neri 
Acciaiuoli.955 
The members of the confraternity included patricians, artists, and also 
Medici princes: Giovan Carlo, and after him also his brothers Mattias, Francesco 
and Leopoldo.956 At the Arcangelo the Medici princes came into contact with 
many painters like Cosimo Lotti, Baccio del Bianco, and Lorenzo Lippi.957 Other 
celebrated members included the musicians Jacopo Peri, Marco da Gagliano, 
and Giulio Caccini; the painters Jacopo Vignali, Jacopo da Empoli, Piero Dan-
dini, Lorenzo Lippi, Cosimo del Bianco and his son Baccio, Giovanni da San 
Giovanni, Sigismondo Coccapani, Anastagio Fontebuoni, and Matteo Rosselli; 
the writers Andrea Cavalcanti and Francesco Bandinelli; the dramatists Orazio 
Persiani, Giacinto Andrea Cicognini, Pietro Susini, and the singer Michele 
Grasseschi; and the patricians Jacopo Soldani, Neri Acciaiuoli, Ferdinando and 
Piero de’ Bardi, Alessandro del Nero, Piero Strozzi, and Jacopo Gaddi.958 Some of 
these members also joined the San Benedetto Bianco confraternity. So, just as 
some people were simultaneously members of more than one academy, patri-
cians and artists joined different confraternities at the same time. Thanks to 
all the artist members, the Arcangelo Raffaello possessed many art works, for 
which reason it was mentioned in travel diaries in the seventeenth century.959 
For the decoration of their ceiling and the façade of their oratory they com-
missioned Michelangelo Cinganelli, who also painted the literary scenes in the 
Careggi-villa of Carlo de’ Medici.960 
In 1621 the Arcangelo Raffaello commemorated Grand Duke Cosimo II de’ 
Medici, who had been a member of the confraternity from his childhood.961 















Almost all the members had specific tasks. The patrician Simon Carlo Ron-
dinelli made the iconographic programme for the ephemeral art. Two artists, 
Giovanni Pieroni and Giovanni Coccapani, made the sceneries. The patrician 
Jacopo Soldani made the inscriptions. The painter Cosimo del Bianco painted 
the ceiling of the temporary pavilion in the reception hall. Several painters like 
Ottavio Vannini, Giovanni da San Giovanni, Matteo Rosselli, Sigismondo Coc-
capani, and Anastagio Fontebuoni made large paintings portraying virtues of 
Cosimo II.962 Fontebuoni and Giovanni da San Giovanni made large allegorical 
sculptures of Tuscany and the Order of Saint Stephen.963 
For more than ten years, the dramatist Jacopo Cicognini was a member 
(1622-33) and one of the prime movers of the confraternity,964 which produced 
many of his plays like Il gran natale di Christo Salvator nostro, dedicated to Prince 
Ladislao of Poland and Sweden, in 1622. In that same year, the confraternity 
performed his play Benedizione di Giacob in the presence of the whole Grand 
Ducal court, and velvet chairs were brought in for this occasion.965 In 1623, 
Cicognini’s play Il Gran Misterio della Redentione humana was performed with 
music by Gagliano and Peri, with sceneries by Cosimo del Bianco. In 1624, his 
Rappresentazione del Angiolo Raffaello, e di Tobia was performed with music by 
Gagliano.966 During their performances, the sets were simply built over religious 
objects or otherwise the religious furniture was draped in cloths, decorated with 
saints and symbols of the confraternity. For the performance of 1639 of Aglae, 
il martirio di S Bonifatio, written by Girolamo Bartolomei, the sets were made by 
the sculptor Felice Gamberei, a cooperator of Giulio Parigi. Prince Don Lorenzo 
de’ Medici helped pay for the sets.967 There was a hell with Pluto and other 




Anastagio	Fontebuoni	made	The Good advice	and	Justice who was sitting on a rainbow,	Felice	Palma	
made	Prudence,	Orazio	Mochi	made	Force,	Agostino	Ubaldini	made	Moderation	and	Francesco	di	Piero	
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The play L’amor fraterno of Cicognini was performed in the villa Buonaccorsi in 
Castel di Poggio.968
In the sixteenth century, the members of the Arcangelo had to be boys 
between the ages of seven and twenty-five, but in the period of Jacopo Cicog-
nini there was no age limit anymore. This was very advantageous for the 
performances, because the older patricians had more money to finance the 
plays and the older artists were generally more talented.969 In 1624, La Celeste 
Guida of Cicognini was performed with music by Gagliano and sceneries by 
the patricians Cosimo Portinari, Ferdinando de’ Bardi, and Lionardo Tempi.970 
Two older patricians, Piero de’ Bardi and Alessandro del Nero, patronized (and 
probably financed) the performance. Also in 1628, when Il Trionfo di Davide 
was performed, Piero de’ Bardi patronized it, and the actors included Baccio 
del Bianco, Lorenzo Lippi and the young Alessandro Galli with his father Carlo 
Galli.971
Conclusion
From the first part of this chapter we can conclude that the cultural worlds of 
the Medici princes and the patricians were intertwined. Patricians served as tu-
tors: as in the case of Filippo Niccolini for Giovan Carlo de’ Medici, and Jacopo 
Soldani for Leopoldo. In this capacity, they gave cultural advice to the princes 
and got to know many artists. Mostly they stayed in contact for a long time 
with these artists, patronizing them themselves as well, which led to many cul-
tural innovations. This is illustrated especially by the contact between Filippo 
Niccolini and musicians in Rome, among them the famous composer Marco 
Marazzoli, who had also worked in Venice, Ferrara and Paris. From Rome, Nic-
colini received much new secular music that was also performed in Roman 
salons. Niccolini introduced this new baroque music in Florence in the theatre 
academies and during salons in his own private palace. 
The patricians were well grounded in cultural opinions and could judge 
paintings, buildings, books, and musical compositions and thus could function 
as supervisors for the building and decoration of Medici villas and theatres 
(Filippo Niccolini for villa Mezzomonte and the Teatro la Pergola of Giovan 






Lapeggi of Leopoldo), as vice-patrons of cultural academies (Filippo Niccolini 
for the Sorgenti), and as librarians (Francesco Rondinelli, Alessandro Segni 
and Lorenzo Panciatichi for Leopoldo de’ Medici). Some patricians served as 
cultural agents for Leopoldo (Ferdinando Bardi and Vincenzio Capponi), in this 
way also forming his cultural taste.
From the second half of this chapter it is clear that the cultural academies 
were important meeting places where patricians and artists shared their knowl-
edge and skills to execute cultural experiments in theatre, literature, language, 
poetry, and painting. The patricians and artists could hone their rhetorical and 
improvisational skills, which could be very useful in their future careers. This 
counted especially for the patricians, who often had careers in the government 
or in diplomacy later in their lives; but artists also needed good rhetorical skills 
to increase their social mobility and to define their places in large patronage 
networks, which included patrons from different cities and levels of society. 
Within the academies, the patricians could meet foreign scholars (especially 
at the Apatisti) and get to know other languages and cultures. At the same time, 
they made a significant contribution to record the Tuscan vernacular language 
for posterity. The academies were also an important pastime for the patricians. 
They took large pleasure in their word games and linguistic experiments and 
in their shared burlesque world with the artists, where there was large space for 
caricatures and comical pseudonyms. 
Together with the patricians the Medici princes shared the world of the 
cultural academies and the princes actively tried to record the activities of these 
academies to posterity (Don Giovanni with his Ragionamenti of the Alterati 
and Leopoldo with his entries for the Vocabolario of the Crusca). The Medici 
princes invested a large amount of their time in cultural academies, patronage 
and cultural performances and therefore were much more closely related to 
artists and patricians involved in these activities than the Grand Dukes. This 
made them also more accessible than the Grand Dukes and therefore the ideal 
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figure 3: Teatro	della	Pergola,	nowadays














figure 7: Anton	Domenico	Gabbiani,	portrait of the musicians Vincenzo Olivicciani, Antonio Rivani and 
Giulio Cavaletti,	1687,	Galleria	dell’Accademia:	Museo	degli	strumenti	musicali,	Florence.
figure 8: Queen	Christina	of	Sweden. figure 9: Justus	Sustermans,	Leopoldo de’ Medici,	
before	1667,	London,	Christie’s	sale.
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The brokerage activities of  
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger 
and the exchange of cultural gifts 
Introduction
Quando sarò alla sua villa di Settignano le renderò conto per la minuta del 
viaggio di Napoli della corte et di quanto mi è occorso in quel tempo che sarò 
stato fuora di Fiorenza città veramente bellissima...972
This is what the painter Cosimo Gamberucci (fig. 14) wrote to Michelan-
gelo Buonarroti the Younger (fig. 1) in July 1606 while residing at the court of 
Cardinal Acquaviva in Naples.973 The fact that he wanted to visit Buonarroti 
in his villa on the countryside indicates the good personal relationship the 







Gamberucci and other artists (see also the section about his art patronage in 
the third chapter) was one of the most attractive aspects of his network for 
higher patrons. In addition to his contact with artists, Buonarroti was in close 
contact with Florentine patricians at European courts from Prague and Vienna 
to Rome and Paris, and he had good relationships with higher patrons from the 
Barberini and Medici family. This made him the ideal person to operate as a 
cultural broker, an intermediary between clients and patrons.
The term cultural broker was used for the first time in the field of anthropol-
ogy in the mid-1900s and is equivalent with the term cultural intermediary. A 
cultural broker mediates between people who are separated from each other for 
geographical or social reasons. His function is to reduce conflicts, to promote 
the social prestige of patrons and clients, and to promote change and innova-
tion in the cultural field. The difference between a go-between and a broker is 
that a broker deliberately changes the emphasis or content of messages to pres-
ent patrons and clients to each other in the best way possible. Janie Cole used 
the term for the first time in the Florentine context in her excellent research 
into the music oriented brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the 
Younger.974 
As a cultural broker, Buonarroti sought to promote the social prestige of 
both patrons and clients, to increase the geographic and social mobility of art-
ists, and to foster cultural innovation in Florence. This is what the second part 
of this chapter is about, all based on the rich cultural correspondence preserved 
in the Buonarroti archive in Florence. We will read about the social network of 
Buonarroti, the exchange of cultural gifts between him and other Florentine 
patricians at different European courts, and about his brokerage activities. All 
this becomes clear from many unpublished letters with artists, friends, and 
patrons and will be presented as an example of the structure of other brokerage 
networks in early modern Florence. 
The first part of this chapter explores some theoretical aspects of social 
networks, patronage networks, and brokerage networks so that we can better 
interpret Buonarroti’s activities. Attention is given to the difference between 
friendship and patronage relationships, to the type of social networks to which 
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Jeremy Boissevain wrote a standard book on the analysis of social networks: 
Friends of friends. Networks, Manipulators and Coalitions (Oxford, 1974). Although 
in his book he analyses social networks in modern times, his observations can 
be perfectly applied to social networks in the early modern time. This paragraph 
is based on his description of the functioning of social networks, combined 
with the theory about weak ties of Granovetter.975
In our time of social media it is not difficult to understand what a social 
network is. It consists of all the different social relations a person has: with close 
friends, colleagues, vague acquaintances, former schoolmates, sporting mates, 
and so on. If we should draw our network abstractly in what is called a network 
diagram, it should consist of ourselves in the middle with star-shaped lines that 
lead to other people to whom we are directly connected. This is our primary 
network.976 Mostly, the people who belong to our primary network know other 
people we do not know, and who can be useful for us while searching for a 
job or other things. We can come into contact with them by contacting the 
members of our primary network. Boissevain calls these other people ‘friends-
of-friends’. Together they form our secondary network.977 
Nowadays, using internet and social media, we can easily reach our friends-
of-friends directly, but in the seventeenth century, circumventing the friends 
in one’s primary network was uncommon. It was better to use your friends as 
intermediators. Even today we use this method. If we have something really 
important to ask to a friend-of-friend, mostly we ask a direct friend to present 
us first. If this is a good friend of ours, he will present us in the most favourable 
way so that the friend-of-friend is willing to help us. For brokerage networks 
like Buonarroti’s these friends-of-friends were very important. 
Every person has strong and weak ties in his network.978 The strong ties are 






acquaintances in our secondary network. But while they are in the periphery of 
our own network, they most likely are members of other strong-tie networks. 
Thus weak ties can form bridges between networks. This can be very important 
while looking for a job, in our time, but it was also true in the seventeenth 
century.979 Social distances can often be bridged by using the weak ties of our 
networks as brokers.980
Boissevain calls the messages exchanged between all those weak- and 
strong-tie contacts within a network social transactions. What is exchanged is 
not money, as in economic transactions, but ‘things’ - material or immaterial - 
with social value. The content of social transactions can consist for example of 
money, information, help, or affection.981 The material and immaterial things 
that are exchanged during a transaction are called the transactional content.
Usually there is a reciprocal exchange of social transactions between two 
persons. If person A delivers more services with social value than person B can 
return, person B is indebted to person A. Person A in this case has power over 
person B. Power differences can originate in this respect from differences in 
social status and influence between person A and B, but also from the fact 
that they are indebted to each other.982 These power differences can change 
constantly; therefore we say that social relations are dynamic rather than static.
5.2 Patronage networks
Patrons, clients, and friends
Two types of social networks are relevant for this thesis, namely patronage and 
brokerage networks.
In the early modern period, a patronage relationship or patron-client re-
lationship was an unequal relationship between two persons or groups who 
offered each other their services reciprocally.983 The patron in this case had 
more power, money or influence than the client, and therefore had access to 
income, jobs, privileges, status, and protection.984 In this theoretical analysis 
the word patron does not mean a Maecenas - a wealthy patron of the arts - but 
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ship. In the context of cultural commissions, of course the two meanings of the 
word can be the same.
Patronage networks were omnipresent in the early modern time. Mario 
Biagioli states that social mobility and a good career in the early modern period 
were impossible if one did not participate in a patronage network.985 Patronage 
was responsible for the hierarchical organisation of society.986 Elite groups like 
Florentine patricians were suitable to form patronage networks, because they 
had an internal hierarchy, combined with relations with more and less power-
ful people outside their group. The individual members were subject to great 
pressure from different sides (their own family, and patrons like cardinals and 
members of the Medici family) and this caused their need for favours from 
others, to fulfil all the requests from patrons, family, and clients.987 
The fact that every patrician took part in one or more patronage networks 
led to a phenomenon that Ronald Weissman - in his analysis of social networks 
in the early Renaissance - calls ‘social ambiguity’. This means that every person 
had double intentions with all his actions. The patricians had such complicated 
commitments towards various people that no one could expect absolute loyalty 
of another person.988 Although Weissman wrote about the early Renaissance, 
his views can be applied perfectly to the situation in the beginning of the 
seventeenth century. Every person played several roles at the same time, as in 
modern society. Today, for example, a man who lives in a city can play the roles 
of father, dentist, member of the tennis club, and participant in a bridge course. 
The difference between the society in our time and the one in the early Baroque 
is that our society is more fragmented. In all the roles we play, we see different 
people. The dentist normally does not play tennis with his colleagues and does 
not attend a bridge course with his teammates from the tennis club. In the early 
seventeenth century, many of the social roles a man played took place within 
the same community of people. Florentine patricians saw each other at court, 
in church, during festivities and ceremonies, in official and informal academies, 







person in these strongly overlapping circles of people an early modern patrician 
had certain commitments.990
In the early modern period, there was no clear difference between friend-
ship and patronage relations. Patrons and clients did not describe themselves 
as such.991 They saw their relationship as a form of friendship between unequal 
persons. The more vertical the relation was (due to differences in social status, 
power, and wealth) the more it could be described as a patron-client relation-
ship. If the relation was more horizontal, it could be regarded as a friendship.992 
Between two friends the linguistic usage in letters could be very elevated, 
so it is difficult to make a sharp distinction between friendship and patron-
client ties. Nevertheless, historians and sociologists have asked themselves 
how unequal a friendship relationship has to be to become a patron-client 
relationship. Sharon Kettering distinguishes four different levels of friendship 
or patron-client ties. Friends she divides between intimate and social friends, 
relations between the latter being based on reciprocal benefit. In the early 
modern period, many friends were social friends whose friendship was based 
on the exchange of favours.993 Patron-client relationships are divided by Ketter-
ing into loyal and normal patron-client relations. Loyal patron-client relations 
were based on reciprocal devotion whereas normal patron-client relations were 
based purely on self-interest. 
The distinction between loyal patron-client relations and social friends was 
slight. If one person rose in status, his friends could suddenly become clients. 
At this moment, the exchange of favours became a requirement for the con-
tinuation of the relationship.994 This is what happened between Michelangelo 
Buonarroti the Younger and his friend Maffeo Barberini, who became Cardinal 
and then Pope Urban VIII. If a client, in his turn, rose in status, in theory he 
could become a social friend again. Of course, this did not happen in the case 
of Buonarroti. Once he became Pope, Urban VIII remained always his higher 
patron. 
Even if there were no differences in social status and power, it was not un-
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There could also be differences in access to news, information, useful contacts, 
political contacts, and technical skills. In the Buonarroti network, we see some 
examples of this. On 7 October 1621, Jacopo Soldani (fig. 2) wrote Buonarroti 
that he received erudite questions about a certain inscription from a gentleman 
called Tommaso Grifoni.996 Soldani was in his villa at Pianfranzese and did not 
have the required books at hand, which were all in his palace in Florence. He 
asked Buonarroti to redirect the questions to a mutual friend, Piero Vettori.997 
One week later, on 15 October he wrote that he enjoyed Buonarroti’s letters a 
lot, especially during his lonely days at the villa (“troppo mi son care le lettere di 
VS, e massimo in questa solitudine”) and he thanked Buonarroti for forwarding 
the questions to Vettori.998 He concluded by asking Buonarroti to kiss the hand 
of all the members of the ‘conversazione Segalonica’, a genealogical academy 
they both frequented. In a letter of 27 November, he referred again to the case 
and said that he heard from Tommaso Grifoni that Piero Vettori had helped 
him with the questions. He thanked Buonarroti again for his help.999 
In this case, Grifoni contacted Soldani because of his intellectual knowl-
edge, but this does not mean that Grifoni was socially inferior to Soldani.1000 
On another occasion it could happen that Grifoni’s role seemed more that of 
a patron, while Soldani ‘played’ the client. Neither was it the case that Soldani 
was socially inferior to Buonarroti or vice versa. Whether the relationship had 
the character of a friendship or of a patron-client-relationship thus depended 
on the kind of request. Soldani and Grifoni themselves of course did not see 
each other as patrons or clients, but as friends and thus equals.
Dyadic, non-corporate groups
Theoretically, patron-client relationships can be classified in different groups. 
Landé gives several models for this and the model which best suits the com-












groups.1001 Dyadic, non-corporate groups are networks in which a group of 
people is not united in an official association, but where the group certainly 
has a form of organisation. The difference between corporate groups (political 
parties or sport clubs, for examples) and dyadic, non-corporate groups (a cluster 
of friends) is that members of corporate groups have common possessions, 
goals and commitments, whereas in dyadic, non-corporate groups members 
look after their own needs, capital, and possessions. The relations between the 
members of dyadic, non-corporate groups are called dyadic relations.
The Florentine patricians can be seen as a cluster of ‘friends’, if we consider 
the word friend in its broader seventeenth-century-meaning. The only commit-
ment within a dyadic, non-corporate group is to grant favours to each other. 
This is exactly what united the patricians, who all took part of overlapping 
patronage networks. Since not every member could supply the same amount 
of services (even within the elite group of Florentine patricians there were dif-
ferences in social hierarchy and access to information, money, and power), the 
members were not united with each other because of their comparable goals 
and interest (which should have been the case if they had formed a corporate 
group). On the contrary, the personal interest of every individual patrician 
could change depending on his actual influence, power, and capital.
In dyadic, non-corporate groups, like that of the patricians, there are no 
clear boundaries between one group and another. The only way in which one 
can define the unclear boundaries of a group is by looking at the frequency 
with which favours are exchanged between certain members. In the core of the 
network, the favours that are exchanged between the members are frequent. 
In the periphery, the members provide help to just one or two other persons 
and receive help from the same number of people. Of course, it is possible that 
the same persons who move in the periphery of one network are part of the 
core of another network. Therefore, we can say that the community of Floren-
tine patricians consisted of several dyadic, non-corporate groups which partly 
overlapped. Their cores were defined by their familial background, the quarters 
of the city where they lived, their marriage bonds, their role in patronage net-
works, their membership of academies and confraternities, their ceremonial 
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5.3 brokerage networks
Brokerage networks in theory
A broker in the seventeenth century was an intermediate person between cli-
ents and higher patrons. People, information, and cultural objects could travel 
through the channels of his brokerage network. A seventeenth-century broker 
could deliver information, power, products, and services to his clients.1002 In 
return, the clients delivered loyalty and servitude.1003 
Information could consist of confidential information about a possible 
future client. A patron could ask a broker, for example, if he could tell him 
secretly what salary a certain artist earned from another patron and then make 
a better offer.1004 In this case it was better to use a broker than to approach the 
other patron or artist directly, because then the situation could become too 
obvious and create rivalries. The power a broker exercised consisted of his large 
influence over potential future resources (jobs, privileges) and of the extensive 
access he had to the people who controlled these resources. The products a 
broker delivered could be material (books, cloths, or other objects) or immate-
rial (jobs, promotions, access to important persons, or other favours). Services a 
broker delivered were recommendations, the forwarding of messages or letters, 
or practical things the correspondent could not execute, because he was in 
another city or country.1005
In return for favours, a client offered his loyalty. If he stayed several years 
in the network of the same broker, this broker could count on him if he needed 
him for favours in service of other clients or patrons. The service of a client con-
sisted of delivering products like paintings or books, giving his opinion about 
things (the price or quality of a painting for example) and executing small 
services when the broker needed them.1006 Moreover, the fact that a broker had 
a circle of clients around him, for example artists, meant that he could rise in 
status or at least maintain his actual social status, since he looked successful in 
the eyes of other clients, brokers, and patrons.
A broker did not decide about jobs and privileges that were controlled 








clients or other brokers.1007 He could do this by writing letters, but also by using 
his own resources (important contacts). So, he was not only an intermediary, 
who forwarded messages, he could also influence the outcome of a request.1008 
To fulfil a request of a client successfully, he could use and manipulate other 
brokers who were indebted to him. Moreover, he could manipulate higher 
patrons with his rhetorical skills in letters.
An example of how Buonarroti could influence the quality of a request we 
can see when one of Buonarroti’s relatives, Manfredo Macinghi, recommended 
a certain Giorgio Trinci, a mathematician and man of letters from Foligno, for 
a job with the Medici family, in a letter of 27 May 1607. It was customary 
for the person being recommended to deliver his letters of support in person. 
Therefore, Trinci went to the house of Buonarroti with the letter from Macin-
ghi, who wrote that Trinci possessed qualities that he wanted to present to the 
Grand Duke, though it was not clear for which specific job he was applying. 
Buonarroti was asked to recommend Trinci in a letter to Curzio Picchena, the 
state secretary of the Medici, and Trinci was supposed to bring this letter in 
person to Picchena.1009 
Buonarroti probably wrote the recommendation letter immediately after 
Trinci arrived at his house, because it was dated only three days after the letter 
from Macinghi, brought by Trinci from Terriciola (near Pisa/Livorno). Buonar-
roti’s letter begins by saying that Trinci is recommended by Signor Borghi, a 
nephew of the former bishop of Borgo San Sepolcro and by his own relative 
Manfredo Macinghi.1010 He notes that Trinci carries letters of recommendation 
from both of these men and from Buonarroti himself.1011 In the rest of the letter 
he recounts that Trinci is talented in artillery and fortifications. As we will see in 
other cases, Buonarroti prizes the young man not only by naming his qualities, 
but also by referring to the other important persons who recommend him.
It is not known whether Trinci received a job with the Medici family thanks 
to Buonarroti’s intervention. Two months later, however, the painter Annibale 
Mancini, who was in the service of Cardinal Alessandro d’Este, asked for infor-
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that Trinci was badly dressed, but that he nevertheless got the impression that 
he was a man of great erudition, especially in mathematics and astronomy.1013 
Maybe Cardinal d’Este was interested in these qualities. 
Apart from social networks, Boissevain also writes about the theoretical 
structures of brokerage networks.1014 He stresses that after a broker has delivered 
a favour, there is never a clear agreement about what the return-favour should 
be, how much social value it should contain, or when he shall receive it. The 
only agreement is that something will be exchanged at an unspecified mo-
ment in the future. If the agreement should be too clear, Boissevain explains, 
and every detail about the return-favour should be determined (time, value, 
kind of object, or service), then the account should be settled and closed, as 
in monetary transactions. In brokerage transactions, it was very important for 
both parties, to leave the agreement for the return-favour as vague as possible, 
to create debt-relations. In that case, the reciprocal commitment and loyalty 
would continue, because patrons, brokers and clients were indebted favours to 
one another. In this respect, a social transaction was almost never an exchange 
of services or favours, which happened at the same time, as is the case with 
monetary transactions.1015 Although the return-favour and when it should be 
fulfilled were not specified, there were however some invisible rules about the 
social or material value of the return-favour, and brokers could give clients ad-
vice about these.1016 Again, Boissevain’s theoretical analysis of modern networks 
can be applied perfectly to the seventeenth-century networks of the Florentine 
patricians, who functioned in exactly the way Boissevain describes.1017
How did a broker make profit?
Although a broker does not earn a salary and in general does not receive a 
return favour immediately after the original favour is delivered, he does profit. 
As Boissevain explains, the social capital of the broker consists of his network 












to be – that is, the number of persons he can influence. For the broker it is 
more important to seem powerful than to be powerful.1018 If he seems powerful, 
clients are more willing to be part of his network, because they believe he can 
influence higher-status patrons. Because of his ever-rising status and power a 
broker also gets other privileges, like jobs for himself and his relatives, access to 
important persons, donations, and so on. This is his profit, together with other 
material and immaterial gifts from patrons and clients.
Generally speaking, brokers have larger networks than patrons. A patron 
has direct control over his resources (for example jobs), which are clearly de-
fined, whereas a broker can use his potential influence to negotiate with more 
than one patron. The more clients he has, the more patrons he can satisfy, 
and vice versa. The network of a broker is thus potentially infinite. We can 
say that a patron works with certainties, while a broker works on speculations: 
hope, promises, prospects, and probabilities. The Medici for example directly 
controlled all kinds of jobs, such as positions in their household, in the govern-
ment administration, in the military, in the magistracy, in the education of 
their children, in the decoration of their palaces and villas, and so on. Brokers 
like patricians, who had a good relationship with one or more members of the 
Medici family, could promise more than one client to intermediate for one of 
these positions, and could almost guarantee the Medici that they could find the 
most appropriate candidate for a certain position. Of course they always pre-
tended to have found the best possible candidate, although in reality it could 
happen that there was just one candidate. In this way, brokers could speculate 
with the hope of patrons and clients. 
To operate successfully, a broker had to develop the ability to decide when 
he had to deliver a favour and when he could refuse one, without losing his cli-
ent or disappointing a patron. He had to be sure to fulfil the requests of clients 
enough times to be sure that they would stay in his network. If he succeeded 
in fulfilling the hopes of ever changing clients, they would stay in his network 
and keep delivering him small favours and services. In the same way he could 
present a good candidate one time to one patron (for example the Medici) and 
one time to another (for example the Barberini in Rome) and had to be sure 
to satisfy both families enough times to be kept in their patronage networks. 
Because none of his clients or patrons knew exactly how large his influence 
was, they kept hoping for success and speculating on his influence to satisfy 











Brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger
Clients were aware of the fact that a broker got more requests for one job or 
commission, and they therefore tried to distinguish themselves to get priority 
over potential rivals. In the seventeenth century, one of the ways for clients to 
distinguish themselves was to send gifts, which was also a form of credit for 
the broker. The more requests he fulfilled, the more credit he could get. The 
more credit he had, the more clients and patrons he would attract, and the 
more people were indebted to him. Every debt was a new favour or service to be 
delivered at a time of his deciding (and he could also decide the kind of favour). 
He could use these favours either for his other clients, or for his own social 
advantage or that of someone in his family. This flexibility - the possibility to 
be able to contact the right people at the right moment - gave the broker his 
power and credit.1019
Dyadic chains
Successful brokerage transactions often contained dyadic chains instead of only 
dyadic pairs. Landé analyses clearly how this works.1020 If a broker wants to 
receive a favour from a person who is not part of his primary network, he 
has to involve an intermediate person who does have a direct contact to this 
person. In cases when he does not know such an intermediate person, he has 
to involve another intermediate person who does. A situation in which more 
than one intermediate person is needed requires what is called a dyadic chain. 
Since the broker does not have an open balance of exchanged favours with the 
person at the end of the dyadic chain, they are not indebted to each other. To 
achieve his goal he has to make sure that he contacts the right intermediaries, 
who have an active balance of exchanged favours to each other and finally with 
the person at the end of the dyadic chain. If the favour is granted, the dyadic 
chain goes the other way round. The person at the end of the dyadic chain shall 
receive a reward (a return-favour) from the nearest intermediate person. This 
intermediate person receives his reward from an intermediate person further 
down the dyadic chain. This process is repeated until it arrives at the broker 
who provides the last reward. This is how dyadic chains in brokerage networks 
work in theory. 
In practice, we can recognize the pattern of the dyadic chain clearly in 
the brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger. In 1639, for 




To succeed in this request he sent a letter to Prince Leopoldo de’ Medici (see 
chapter 4, fig. 9), addressed to his chamberlain, Buonarroti’s good friend Jacopo 
Soldani (fig. 2). This letter has been preserved in the two volumes of Buonar-
roti’s drafts in the Buonarroti archive. On 7 May 1639, Buonarroti wrote to 
Leopoldo that the prince could do him and his nephew a favour by asking the 
Grand Duke for a job for Gismondo. He writes that they both will forever be 
indebted to Leopoldo if he succeeds in passing on their request to the Grand 
Duke.1021
Four days later, Soldani answered and included a letter of recommenda-
tion by Prince Leopoldo, who recommended Gismondo for the requested job. 
Soldani wrote that Prince Leopoldo was eagerly willing to serve Buonarroti 
and immediately wrote a letter to the Grand Duke (“Non potrei esprimere a 
V.S. la prontezza che ha mostrato questo Serenissimo Principe in interporre la 
sua intercessione appresso il Serenissimo Gran Duca”). This proves the good 
relationship between Leopoldo and Buonarroti. Soldani writes that in his let-
ter of recommendation for the Grand Duke, Leopoldo emphasized the virtues 
of Buonarroti and the qualities of his nephew Gismondo.1022 From Leopoldo’s 
recommendation letter, it is clear that Gismondo asked for two posts formerly 
executed by the historian and poet Alessandro Adimari: capitano di Parte and 
provveditore dell’arte del Cambio.1023Apparently, Buonarroti had to see for himself 
how he handed over the letter of recommendation of Leopoldo to the Grand 
Duke.
Apart from Leopoldo’s recommendation letter and a personal message from 
Leopoldo to Buonarroti, Soldani added a personal answer to Buonarroti, to 
whom he writes that it is his dearest desire the request will work out success-
fully. He thanks Buonarroti for the honour of the request and offers to fulfil 
many others for him.1024 This indicates that the patricians felt it an honour 
and social obligation to serve each other with favours. Although Buonarroti 
burdened Soldani with a request, he reversed the situation by saying it was 

















Brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger
asks him for a favour and in this way the communication remains polite and 
friendly.
In analysing this, we can see how many people were involved in forward-
ing one request. This was how informal networks functioned. Gismondo asks 
Buonarroti if he can intervene with the Medici family for a certain job. Buonar-
roti does not write to Grand Duke Ferdinand II immediately, but passes the 
request on to Soldani, who passes it on to Leopoldo, who writes a letter of 
recommendation to his brother, Grand Duke Ferdinand II. So, there is a chain 
of go-betweens, in fact a true ‘dyadic chain’.
The ‘transaction’ was not finished, however, with Leopoldo’s recommenda-
tion letter. There was even more correspondence involved in this request. First 
of all, of course Buonarroti wrote a letter of thanks to Leopoldo, via Soldani.1025 
Soldani replied that Leopoldo was satisfied with the letter of thanks and holds 
him in great esteem.1026 Then there was the problem of getting the recom-
mendation letter of Leopoldo into the hands of the Grand Duke. On 16 May 
1639, Tommaso Rinuccini wrote Buonarroti that he urged Ferdinand’s state 
secretary, Francesco Coppoli, to present Gismondo’s case to the Grand Duke.1027 
Apparently Buonarroti had asked Rinuccini to hand over the recommendation 
letter for Gismondo to the state secretary of Ferdinand II, in the hope this man 
would further the request. On 30 May 1639, Rinuccini wrote Buonarroti that he 
had not yet succeeded in his mission. He explained that Leopoldo and Soldani 
would be in Florence the next day and this seemed to him a good occasion to 
bring the request to Coppoli’s attention again.1028 
Although the correspondence ends here, without giving any news about the 
outcome of the recommendation, there is another letter which gives some new 
information. On 24 September the historian Carlo di Tommaso Strozzi wrote 












In the Archivio di Stato Gismondo Buonarroti is listed among the provveditori 
dell’Arte del Cambio so it seems that he got at least one of the requested jobs.1030
5.4 Maintaining patronage relationships: exchanging courtesies and gifts
To maintain patronage relationships it was important to exchange letters even 
in periods when there were no requests for favours, just to convey promises of 
reciprocity, solidarity and loyalty.1031 This could be done by sending Christmas 
and New Year’s wishes, offering congratulations for promotions or marriages, 
offering one’s condolences at the death of relatives, and simply inquiring about 
the health of the other person. Although these kinds of letters full of rhetori-
cal sentences seem to be courtesies of no real importance, they were essential 
in maintaining the relationships and not allowing too much time to elapse 
between letters.1032 Buonarroti satisfied these unwritten rules for continuing 
contacts with his patrons and broker-friends. Two letters illustrate this. In 1610, 
Giovanni Altoviti (fig. 3) sent a letter to Buonarroti to thank him for his con-
dolences on the death of his mother. In 1629, marquis and banker Bernardino 
Capponi (1563-1639) thanked Buonarroti for his congratulations on the mar-
riage of his daughter.1033
Since client networks often had a pyramidal structure, it was of the utmost 
importance to congratulate a patron or other broker upon his promotion.1034 If 
a patron rose in social status, all his clients could profit from it and rise in status 
as well. They all ascended another level on the pyramid.1035 It was not taken 
for granted, however, that a patron who rose in status continued the relation-
ship with all his former clients. Every client had to make sure the patron was 
still interested in continuing the relationship. Having a history of exchanged 
courtesies increased the likelihood for the client that the patron continued the 
relationship. 
Not congratulating patrons or other brokers with promotions or marriages, 


















Brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger
the patronage relationship. If a client forgot or failed to congratulate a patron, 
the rupture could only be solved by sending a letter full of humble offers of 
service and praise.1036 In this case there was no debt balance anymore and the 
patron could decide whether the relationship should continue. In the corre-
spondence of Buonarroti, this is illustrated by a letter from Cardinal Orsini, 
who wrote Buonarroti in 1613 that it was no longer necessary to make apolo-
gies and that he wanted to continue the patronage relationship.1037 In 1625, 
another patron, Cosimo Manucci, chastised Buonarroti for not congratulating 
him on his promotion.1038 This probably had to do with his appointment as 
bishop of Terni. Manucci forgives Buonarroti his negligence as well and the 
relationship continues. 
Besides writing letters to exchange courtesies, clients, brokers, and patrons 
could also ask others to pass on their greetings to a certain patron. 1039 This was 
a way of reducing the social distance between a client and a patron (or broker), 
since the patron was constantly reminded of the client from different sides. We 
see many examples of this practice in Buonarroti’s correspondence. In 1633, 
bishop Tommaso Salviati thanked Buonarroti for his greetings that were passed 
on to him by Signor Deti.1040 Also Buonarroti’s own clients frequently conveyed 
their regards to him by way of others, mostly Buonarroti’s cultured friends 
from the academies. His clients also asked him to pass on their greetings to 
his friends, their other patrons. In 1590, for example, the painter Gamberucci 
relayed greetings from the painter Gabriello Ughi and asked Buonarroti to kiss 
the hands of his patron Marcello Adriani on his own behalf.1041 In another 
letter, he kisses endlessly the hands of Buonarroti and asks him to do the same 
to count Cosimo della Gherardesca while telling him he is willing to deliver 














clients. In October 1602, Piero Strozzi greeted the painter Gamberucci in two of 
his letters to Buonarroti.1043
Apart from exchanging courtesies, an ideal way to invest in a patronage 
relationship and wind one’s way into a patron’s affections was to send gifts.1044 
It was an unequal exchange of material or immaterial things. The patron always 
had to return a gift with a larger value.1045 A client could send a material gift, like 
a painting, and a patron could reward him with a certain privilege or favour.1046 
Patrons often gave small gifts complemented with immaterial favours.1047 
Common gifts were objects like instruments and books and sometimes seeds 
for exotic plants, food such as fruit, cheese and wine, animals (mostly dogs, 
but sometimes even leopards), and finally all kinds of favours like hospitality, 
access to important circles of persons, invitations to ceremonies and parties, or 
the promise to write letters of recommendation.1048 Paradoxically, if a patron 
wanted to end the patronage relationship, he could give a relatively large gift 
in return (for example a jewel). The client could never return this gift and the 
relationship was ended.1049 These were all unwritten rules everyone knew.
The significance of gifts was not their economic, but their symbolic value. 
Gifts were signs of friendship and loyalty between patrons and clients and they 
helped to maintain the patronage relationship.1050 
Brokers could help clients to decide if their gift was appropriate or not.1051 
We can illustrate this with an example from the network of Buonarroti. On 
24 October 1629, Carlo Strozzi wanted to send lives of saints on parchment and 
two other manuscripts to Cardinal Francesco Barberini (fig. 4).1052 He asked Bu-













1052	 One	 of	 the	 two	 other	 manuscripts	 was	 called	 Gervasius Tilleberiensis. Gervase	 of	Tilbury	 (ca.	 1160	 -	
1234/1235)	was	a	canon	lawyer	and	writer	from	Essex,	England.	Strozzi’s	manuscript	may	have	been	a	
tractate	about	this	man	or	one	of	his	works,	such	as	the	famous		Otia imperialia, or	his	Vita abbreviata et 
miracula beatissimi Antonii, a	hagiography	on	Saint	Anthony.	On	Francesco	Barberini,	see	2.2.2,		Social-










Brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger
if this was not the right gift for a person of such a high status (“e non parendoli 
cosa degna di tanto personaggio avvisimelo”).1053 Brokers were very important 
in judging whether gifs were suitable or not. The library of Francesco Barberini, 
the Biblioteca Barberina, at the highest floor of the Palazzo alle Quattro Fontane, 
was filled with 40.000 books and manuscripts, so the choice of gift was not that 
simple.1054 On 21 November 1629, Strozzi wrote he was very thankful for the 
fact that Buonarroti delivered the books to the Cardinal. (He had just returned 
from his villa in Valdarno where he stayed for three weeks and had therefore 
not replied to Buonarroti’s letter sooner.) He praised Buonarroti by saying that 
it was almost too great an honour for the books to have been presented by 
Buonarroti’s hands (“e l’essere stati presentati per mano di V.S. tengo per fermo 
che gl’habbino fatti tenere più il pregio che non meritavano”).1055
Part II
5.5 The social network of Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger
Like other patricians, Buonarroti had many friends within the academies, some 
of whom he had met already in college or at the university of Pisa.1056 A letter 
from the Bolognese senator Ferdinando Ranuzzi Cospi to his son Marco Anto-
nio typifies the principle of social networks such as the one of Michelangelo 
Buonarroti the Younger. Cospi described to his son how the horizontal bonds 
he established during his college years in Parma (with boys of the same age and 
social standing) could later be seamlessly transformed into vertical relation-
ships, as some of his fellow companions will become important men, such as 
cardinals and ambassadors. The vertical bonds can determine the success of his 
lineage in future:
pensa che in questo collegio potrai fare amicizia con compagni che ne usciranno 
insieme a te; e ne usciranno prelati, cardinali, ambasciatori, generali; uomini 
di tale importanza, che grazie a questi legami d’amicizia potranno essere la 








In the same way, Buonarroti and other patricians met each other – and many 
artists – at a young age in the cultural academies and confraternities in Florence 
and built up strong friendships which often lasted their entire lives. When they 
grew up and attained more important positions, they continued to correspond 
and exchange cultural news and objects such as information about innovations 
at the European courts, books, poems, theatre plays, political treatises, music 
compositions, manuscripts, scientific information, and more. Buonarroti had 
many cultured friends from the university and the academies who went on to 
become ambassadors, bishops, cardinals, and even popes (in the case of Maffeo 
Barberini who became Urban VIII). All these friends were potential patrons for 
Buonarroti’s clients. 
We will now shed more light on some of Buonarroti’s friendships formed in 
his college years and later on within the cultural academies.1058 One of Michel-
angelo’s close friends was Piero de’ Bardi, an active member of the Accademia 
della Crusca and the author of the burlesque poem Avinavoliottoneberlinghieri 
(1643), which we spoke of in the previous chapter.1059 De’ Bardi and Buonarroti 
exchanged poetry and corrected each other’s works.1060 This was also the case 
with one of Buonarroti’s best friends, Jacopo Soldani (fig. 2), a poet, pupil of 
Galileo and tutor to Prince Leopoldo de’ Medici. In a letter of Soldani, dated 
5 February 1602, we see an example of how they exchanged poems and other 
writings, which apparently were read not only by themselves, but also by their 
lettered friends and even by higher patrons like Don Virginio Orsini:
Non starò a fare scuse di non aver prima che ora risposto alla sua amorevolissima 
e ringraziandola della bell’ode sua e di quella del Signor [Lorenzo] Franceschi 
mandatemi che l’una e l’altra e particularmente la sua fu letta con grandissimo 
gusto prima da me e dagl’amici, e pure hiersera si lesse in camera del Signor 
Don Virginio [Orsini], che si trova inchiodato nel letto dalla sua gotta, con 


















Brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger
Soldani is not the only one in contact with higher patrons. In 1610, Buonarroti 
resided for a few months in Rome, during which Soldani imagined him in the 
middle of cardinals, prelates, and other gentlemen and ironically added that 
he hoped Buonarroti would not forget his Florentine friends (“Mi immagino 
vederla in coteste grandezze tra cardinali, prelati e baroni: non si dimentichi 
intanto di noi...”).1062 During all the months Buonarroti was in Rome, Soldani 
and other friends kept him up to date about goings-on at the Florentine court. 
In September 1610, Soldani told him about the memorial ceremony of the 
French King Henry IV in the San Lorenzo church and in November he wrote 
about the baptism of the new Medici prince, Ferdinand II, which was celebrated 
with a ball and a lavishly decorated banquet that included sugar sculptures of a 
beehive, elephants and giraffes: 
Il battesimo si celebrò hieri con 62 carrozze di gentildonne. Di poi si ballò, 
poi si fece il banchetto che fu sontuoso et pieno di colossi, d’un arnia, liofanti 
e giraffe, e altre bestie da cappanucce, tutti di zucchero.1063
De’ Bardi and Soldani both frequented the Pastori Antellesi-academy with Bu-
onarroti. Galileo was on friendly terms with all of them and during his problems 
with the inquisition he stayed for a while in Buonarroti’s villa in Settignano.1064
A mutual friend of Buonarroti, Galileo, De’ Bardi, and Soldani was the poet 
and mathematician Mario Guiducci (1583-1646), who was also a member of the 
Accademia della Crusca and the Pastori Antellesi.1065 Together with Galileo he 
wrote the treaty Discorso delle comete in 1619.1066 To thank Guiducci for his work, 
Galileo introduced him as a member to the Accademia dei Lincei in Rome. Here 
Guiducci came into contact with Prince Federico Cesi (1585-1630), which also 
proved useful for Buonarroti. In 1629, Guiducci arranged a meeting between 
Buonarroti and Cesi, because Cesi wanted to speak with him about genealogi-
cal questions, especially the family tree of the Salviati family.1067 In Florence 










college for young boys he ran together with Buonarroti, Giovan Battista Strozzi 
the Younger, and Piero Vettori between the late 1620s and the early 1630s.1068 
The Collegio dei Giovani Nobili di Via San Gallo, as the academy was officially 
called, was protected by Cardinal Francesco Barberini and it provided academic 
tuition to young students as well as training in theatrical spectacles.1069 The 
young boys were mostly thirteen years old and came from all over Tuscany.1070 
In 1628, with Carnival, the students performed the play La gratitudine (written 
by Niccolò Arrighetti with intermedi by Buonarroti the Younger) that was at-
tended by the Medici Grand Dukes.1071
Niccolò Arrighetti (1586-1639), another good friend of Buonarroti, was an 
active member of the Accademia Platonica, of which he wrote the inaugural 
oration. He joined Buonarroti and other patricians in the Pastori Antellesi-
academy and in addition wrote philosophical treaties, theatre plays, lyrical and 
burlesque poems, and official funeral orations for Filippo Salviati, Cosimo II, 
and Maria Magdalena of Austria, among others.1072 Like Buonarroti, he was in 
contact with a couple of painters, as is clear from a letter in which he passed 
on his greetings to Jacopo da Empoli and Francesco Furini.1073 Buonarroti wrote 
four poems about the Arrighetti villa, and after Arrighetti’s death he paid for 
the education and upbringing of his children.1074 
Thanks to the travels of Piero Dini (fig. 5), a member of the Accademia Fio-
rentina and Della Crusca, men of letters from other cities and academies were 
presented to Buonarroti.1075 He was asked among other things to criticize their 
poems. In 1603, for example Dini writes him that a muse from Perugia wanted 
to be praised by a Florentine muse (“Una musa perugina vorrebbe esser lodata 
da una musa fiorentina”).1076 He sent Buonarroti some poems by this Lucullo 
Baffo, a member of the Accademia degli Insensati in Perugia. They had to be 










in	 1611,	 he	 assisted	 in	 the	 garden	 of	 the	 Quirinale	 at	 the	 public	 telescopic	 observations	 of	 Galileo.	












Brokerage activities of Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger
because, as he wrote, the messenger already has his feet in the stirrups of his 
horse (“il Procaccio ha i pie nelle staffe”). He added in haste that Baffo would 
shortly send Buonarroti another volume with sonnets, songs, and madrigals 
dedicated to Cardinal Alessandro Peretti di Montalto. In this way, new cultural 
influences from other courts came to Buonarroti in Florence.
One special aspect of Buonarroti’s network was his close contact with 
artists. Among his good friends were: the painters Ludovico Cigoli, Cosimo 
Gamberucci, and Cristofano Allori; the architect Luigi Arrigucci; the sculptor 
Giuliano Finelli; and the singer Francesca Caccini.1077
The painter Cosimo Gamberucci (fig. 14) was among Buonarroti’s closest 
friends and in his letters he keeps repeating the wish to see him.1078 In 1590, 
he invited him to come to Pisa, where he stayed with the family Bonvisi.1079 
He constantly informs Buonarroti about where he is living. In March 1606, 
he writes that he is at the house of Piero Strozzi in Rome and is about to leave 
for Naples to work in the service of Cardinal Ottavio Acquaviva d’Aragona.1080 
On 28 July 1606, he writes he is longing to tell Buonarroti all the details of 
his trip to Naples, when they will be together again at his villa in Settignano, 
as we could read in the introduction of this chapter.1081 In the same letter, 
Gamberucci asks Buonarroti to send some madrigals or sextets, destined for the 
famous composer, lute-player and organist Giovanni Domenico Montella (ca. 
1570-1607), who works in the service of Cardinal Acquaviva as well and would 
like to compose music on the text of Buonarroti’s poems:
Il Cardinale Aquaviva - si che mi convien far qualche quadro per altri et così 
pigliare qualche conoscenza, si come di un cierto [certo] Musico qua molto 
singulare et molto servitore del Cardinale, questo è simile al Giulio Romano 
1077	 Masera	1941:	27.	For	Buonarroti’s	brokerage	of	and	friendship	with	Caccini,	see	Cole	2011;	2007.
1078	Cosimo	Gamberucci	(1562-1621)	was	a	pupil	of	Santi	di	Tito	and	was	further	influenced	by	the	paintings	
of	Cigoli	and	Jacopo	da	Empoli.	He	painted	mainly	religious	scenes,	such	as	S. Pietro che guarisce lo 
storpio	 in	 the	S.	Pier	Maggiore	 in	Florence	 (1599,	now	 in	 the	Museo	dell’Accademia),	 the	 Funerali di 
S. Alessio	for	the	chapel	of	the	Strozzi	family	in	the	church	of	S.	Trinita	(1605-1606),	the	Miracolo di S. 
Chiara	in	the	Ognissanti	in	Florence,	the	Miracoli di S. Margherita	in	the	S.	Maria	al	Corso	in	Florence,	the	









[Caccini] quanto al comporre, et di un ragionamento in un altro mi trovo in 
necessità di pregar V.S. a degnarsi mandar qualche cosa di suo, cioè qualche 
madrigale o sestina et cosa che abbia del vago et allegro avendo egli composto 
assai in cose meste e desidera variare.1082 
In November, Gamberucci sent a “thanks” letter for these poems.1083 Thanks 
to his informal contacts with artists who work for famous patrons Buonarroti’s 
own fame could rise at other courts.
Even when Buonarroti was not present his friends thought about him. Neri 
Alberti (fig. 6), a patrician who seems to have been a close friend and who 
joined the Pastori Antellesi with him, wrote in May 1630 that they recently 
had a dinner in Pisa at the house of Jacopo Nerli, a mutual friend.1084 During 
the dinner, Alberti had read aloud a letter, in which Buonarroti passed on his 
greetings to Nerli and his wife Caterina. After these words, Alberti wrote, they 
decided to give a toast to Buonarroti. Nerli filled a large glass with Florentine 
wine, as did all the others - Caterina took the largest glass there was. They drank 
to Buonarroti’s health and hoped he would return soon. They also invited him 
to come for a couple of days with Ognissanti (All Saints’ Day).1085
Only three months later, in August 1630, Neri Alberti’s son died from the 
bubonic plague. The sensitive way in which Alberti describes to Buonarroti his 
sorrow after the death of his son illustrates that certainly not all Buonarroti’s 
friendships were purely utilitarian. Alberti writes that he lost all his strength 
and is beyond all consolation. Both he and his wife see the world through a 
haze because of all their tears. He says he believes that if Jacopo Nerli and his 
wife had not come to support them, he and his wife would have gone to Heaven 
as well because of the great sorrow they felt. His only consolation is that his 
son, who had always been his joy on earth, will now become his intercessor in 
Paradise. He believes his son must have flown to Paradise immediately, because 
he had never offended God. He writes that he knows how much also Buonar-
roti loved his son and that he can imagine how much sorrow he too must 
feel about the death. Therefore, he writes, he accepts Buonarroti’s tears, which 
can accompany his own that come continuously.1086 He concludes rhetorically 
1082	A.B.	48,	no.	944.
1083	A.B.	48,	no.	945.	Also	transcribed	by	Cole	2011:	487.
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by saying he cannot continue the letter, because his tears prevent this (“Qui 
finisco perche l’abbondanza delle lacrime non mi lascia più scrivere”).1087
On 28 August 1630, almost three weeks later, he thanks Buonarroti for his 
third consolation letter and says it has trebled his comfort. (“Mi si è raddoppiato 
triplicatamente il conforto, mediante la sua terza lettera consolatoria”).1088
Two months later, he writes again and announces that he is glad that Buon-
arroti arrived safe and sound in Pisa. But he does not mean Buonarroti himself, 
but the statue of Buonarroti, made by Giuliano Finelli (“Ho sentito con molto 
gusto per la sua gratissima il salvo arrivo di V.S. in cotesta città, cioè della sua 
statua”).1089 He is happy to see Buonarroti’s likeness, but longs to see him in real 
life (“piaccia a Dio benedetto di concedermi grazia, ch’io possa vederla, che sarà 
con mio grandissimo gusto, ma molto più desidero riveder lei” ).1090
In the years 1629-30, Buonarroti resided in Rome at the Barberini-court and 
had many opportunities to meet other men of letters and learn about cultural 
developments. He belonged in those years to the specific group of familiari of 
the Barberini, which consisted of gentlemen of high social standing from other 
cities. Often they resided at the Barberini court for three or four years to experi-
ence aristocratic life in Rome.1091 Among the gentlemen who resided at the 
court of Francesco Barberini were Cardinal Innocenzio Del Bufalo, Cassiano Dal 
Pozzo, Carlo Altoviti, Giovan Battista Doni, Federico Ubaldini, Francesco Brac-
ciolini, Tommaso Salviati and Vaio Vai.1092 Some literary familiari of Francesco 
were Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, archivist Felice Contelori, professor 
of rhetoric Agostino Mascardi, and moralist Matteo Pellegrini. Francesco Bar-
berini also had painters and musicians as familiari, including the instrumental-
ists Frescobaldi and Kapsberger and the painters Marziani, Pietro Paolo Baldini, 
Giovanni Maria Bottala, Giovan Francesco Romanelli, and Andrea Sacchi. Other 
painters who frequented the palace but were not official familiari included 
Pietro da Cortona, Andrea Camassei, Giacinto Gimignani, Simone Lagi, and 
Agostino Tassi. Buonarroti could get to know all these men from different cit-









brought the festive culture of Ferrara to Rome.1093 Other renowned men who 
frequented the Barberini palace were Federico Cesi, Giovanni Ciampoli, and 
Virginio Cesarini.1094
5.6 The exchange of gifts and genealogical information between buonarroti 
and florentine patricians at different Italian and european courts
In patronage relationships between equals like Buonarroti and his cultured 
friends, it was common to exchange gifts and information as a way of continu-
ing their academic discussions and sharing their cultural knowledge despite 
geographical distances. Thanks to the exchange of gifts with cultured friends 
from the academies who resided as diplomats at other courts, many cultural in-
novations came to Buonarroti in Florence and new Florentine publications were 
sent to other courts. Besides gifts, Buonarroti and his friends also exchanged ge-
nealogical information, as they were all members of the genealogical academy 
of the Virtuosi.
Books, manuscripts, and genealogical information
Buonarroti’s good friend Jacopo Soldani often requested favours and gifts.1095 
On 14 July 1629 he asked Buonarroti, who was then in Rome, to send him Il 
Principe Cristiano of Padre Scribonio or Scribanio.1096 This is the Jesuit Carolus 
Scribani (1561-1629) who resided in Antwerp and had just passed away three 
weeks before Soldani’s letter was dated. Soldani said that in exchange for the 
book of Scribani Buonarroti could ask him for a favour. 
Apart from Soldani, Buonarroti exchanged books and manuscripts with 
many other correspondents. Already in 1597 Buonarroti sent the recently pub-
lished funeral oration about the humanist and poet Piero degli Angeli da Barga, 
written by Francesco Sanleolini, to Piero del Nero, a patrician who was in Paris 
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the oration, and went on to praise Sanleoni for borrowing words and sentences 
from Dante in such a way that they seemed newly invented.1098 This example 
illustrates how new publications travelled to other European cities using the 
patricians’ cultural networks. Patricians outside Florence continued to follow 
the intellectual life and publications in their hometown and anxiously looked 
forward to receive recently published works. 
Buonarroti also had a contact in London, Giovanfrancesco Brudenelle or 
John Brudenell (the brother of Sir Thomas Brudenell, the first Earl of Cardigan), 
with whom he exchanged books.1099 In June 1614, Brudenelle sent a copy of 
William Gilbert’s treatise on Magnetism (De magnete, 1600) to Florence.1100 Gil-
bert was a natural philosopher and a physician at the court of Elizabeth I and 
James I of England. In a letter of September 1615, Brudenelle greets Girolamo 
Gherardi and Jacopo Soldani, so apparently he had made the rounds of the 
Florentine academies during his trip through Italy.1101 Thanks to these sorts of 
contacts, new scientific publications could reach Florence. Buonarroti also sent 
scientific works to London, like a book from Don Benedetto who was a mutual 
friend of his and Brudenelle.1102 Benedetto Castelli was a Benedict monk and 
pupil of Galileo. He published a treatise of his teacher under his own name in 
1615 to protect Galileo, and this may have been the book Buonarroti sent to 
Brudenelle.
Brudenelle also reported some genealogical information to Buonarroti, as 
did others of his contacts. He had done some research for Buonarroti to see 
if there were any Florentine people buried in England. Brudenelle wrote that 




1100	 This	becomes	clear	 from	the	 letter	A.B.	43,	no.	431	 (see	appendix).	William	Gilbert	 (1544-1603)	was	a	
natural	philosopher	and	a	physician	at	the	court	of	Elizabeth	I	and	James	I	of	England.	The	full	title	




1102	 In	1615	Benedetto	Castelli	(1577-1643)	published	the	book	Risposta alle opposizioni del s. Lodouico delle 
Colombe e del s. Vincenzio di Grazia, contro al trattato del sig. Galileo Galilei, “delle cose che stanno su 
l’acqua, o che in quella si muouono”. Nella quale si contengono molte considerazioni filosofiche remote 
dalle vulgate opinioni	(Firenze,	Giunti),	the	text	of	which	was	actually	by	Galileo,	but	published	under	
the	name	of	his	friend.	In	1613,	Galileo	had	written	his	Lettera a Benedetto Castelli in Pisa, 21 dicembre 
1613.	http://galileo.rice.edu/sci/castelli.html. A.B.	43,	no.	432,	see	appendix.
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sex. He also noted that there were Florentines buried in Ireland.1103 The same 
kind of information was relayed by Piero Dini who in 1602 wrote of finding 
the tombstone of a certain Signor Francesco di Bartolo from Cafagnino in the 
Bolognese church of San Giovanni in Monte.1104 He said that the grave was in 
a corner of the church where people seldom walked. Still the marble on the 
ground was well worn because of its antiquity. He included the coats of arms 
of this man and the inscription on the tombstone.1105 Apparently Buonarroti 
and his friends who were interested in genealogical matters actively shared this 
kind of information. Buonarroti was also an active member of the genealogi-
cal academy of the Virtuosi, founded by Francesco Segaloni in 1605.1106 From 
these letters it is apparent that Buonarroti was already actively interested in 
genealogical matters well before the foundation of that academy. In this period, 
Buonarroti and other patricians were busy reconstructing an overview of all the 
members of Florentine families who had served the city of Florence in previous 
centuries, with the aim to reclaim their participation in the government.1107
Buonarroti probably possessed a large collection of images of coats of arms 
and copies of family trees at home, or in any case knew a lot about them, 
because several people appealed to his knowledge. In a letter from 1639, the 
historian Carlo di Tommaso Strozzi wrote he wanted to know to which family 
the coat of arms he included belonged. (“La prego a farmi grazia di dirmi di qual 
famiglia sia l’inclusa Arme”).1108 On 12 May 1606, Piero Falconieri, Buonarroti’s 
agent in Rome, sent a “thanks” letter because Buonarroti had sent him his 
family tree.1109 In 1629, Buonarroti discussed the Salviati family tree with Prince 
Federico Cesi.1110
Poems and songs
Buonarroti and his friends continuously exchanged poems and songs, wher-
ever they were, whether in Florence or at other places.1111 Count Camillo della 
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write earlier because in those wild places there are not many couriers.1112 He 
said that he was not very inspired to write poems, because the muses did not 
want to settle down in those abandoned places (“qua non giova invocare le 
muse, che non vogliono scendere in questi deserti”).1113 In January, he repeated 
that whole months passed without his writing anything (“passerei mesi interi 
senza righer foglio”) and complained again the muses did not want to listen to 
him.1114
With Giovanni Uguccioni, from 1601 to 1605 the Medici’s ambassador at 
the court of Rudolf II (1552-1612) in Prague, Buonarroti exchanged a lot of 
cultural news and objects.1115 Buonarroti’s former landlord, Uguccioni asked for 
poems he could not find in Prague and wrote about Prague customs, politics, 
and religion.1116 His son Cosimo got lessons in German and Latin at the Jesuit 
College. In November 1601, he wrote that most of the people in Prague were 
coldhearted, slowwitted, phlegmatic, and feeble-minded, except for when they 
were eating and drinking.1117 In this way Buonarroti got a vivid (if somewhat 
ironical) description of the customs and people at other courts where his patri-
cian friends resided.
In July 1602, Uguccioni sent a song written by the vicar general of the 
Capuchin friars, Saint Lawrence of Brindisi.1118 This man served in the army of 
Rudolf II in the fight against the Ottoman Turks in 1601.1119 In exchange (“pre-
gando V.S. a parigliarmi”), he asked for two poems about Camaldoli and Monte 
della Vernia. In his next letter of August 1602 he sent more songs, and again 
asked for the songs about Camaldoli and Monte della Vernia. He also wanted 
to know how much Giunti asked for the Istoria of Ammirato and when the 
Vocabolario della Crusca was to appear. He even requested another publication, 
















were either despised or defended.1120 On the surprising date of 31 September 
Uguccioni sent “thanks” for the song about Vernia and wrote he was glad that 
the song he sent about the Queen of Heaven pleased Buonarroti.1121 
Food gifts
Not all the gifts the patricians exchanged had an artistic or literary character. 
In 1601 Bernardo Canigiani, one of the founders of the Accademia della Crusca 
who served as the Medici’s ambassador in several cities in Italy and abroad, sent 
Buonarroti a gift of stewing pears, pomegranates, and citrus fruit, together with 
a poem by Buonarroti that he had corrected.1122 Food gifts were a good way to 
invest in patronage relationships, because one could always send some regional 
products, which were not expensive, but nevertheless rare in the regions where 
the recipient lived. In 1631, Cosimo della Gherardesca (fig. 7) sent Buonarroti 
twenty bottles of wine from Colle Val d’Elsa, for his approval.1123 If he liked 
them, he could receive more (“riceverà venti fiaschi di vino…servino per sag-
gio, che se li piacerà…ce ne farà dell’altro”).1124 The year after, Buonarroti sent 
Della Gherardesca a copy of the Rime of Marini and a sonnet of Adimari about 
San Siro.1125 It seems that they had an ongoing balance of exchanged gifts and 
alternated between food and cultural gifts.
Buonarroti’s own works as gifts
Buonarroti often sent copies of his own theatre plays or his orations to his 
patrons and friends.1126 The reactions were mostly very positive. Piero Dini 
1120	 A.B.	55,	no.	2096,	see	appendix.	The	following	work	 is	meant:	Stanze inedite di Antonio de’ Pazzi e di 
Torquato Tasso in biasimo ed in lode delle donne.	Venice	1810.	In	A.B.	55,	no.	2098	he	thanked	him	for	the	
songs	and	renewed	his	request	for	Tasso.
1121	 A.B.	55,	no.	2097,	see	appendix.
1122	 Troncarelli	1975:	86-89;	Del	Piazzo	1952.	A.B.	44,	no.	467,	see	appendix.	The	poem	was	Quattro leggende 
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writes in November 1608 from Rome that Buonarroti’s Giudizio di Paride was 
praised by princes and men of letters and that he really appreciated Buonar-
roti’s courtesy in sending it, because he was not indebted to him.1127 In July of 
the same year, Alfonso Pietra wrote Buonarroti to say that a copy of Rinuccini’s 
Arianna had arrived in Pavia. Everybody in Pavia agreed that Buonarroti’s Il 
natal di Ercole, which Buonarroti had sent to him, was of a higher quality and 
that they were looking forward to reading his Siringa:
E comparso qui qualche copia dell’Arianna del Signor Ottavio Rinuccini, ma 
a me piace molto più quella che V.S. mi favorì, e non solo a me, ma a molto 
altri che hanno visto e l’una e l’altra, parlo del Natale d’Ercole, e se fosse fuora 
la sua Siringa, so che piacerebbe niente meno di questa.1128 
Apparently Buonarroti’s work was famous outside Tuscany and was followed by 
men of letters at other Italian courts. From 1601 Buonarroti was a member of 
the Accademia degli Intenti of Pavia, which was directed by Alfonso Pietra.1129
Buonarroti’s orations also induced reactions. Giovanni Altoviti (fig. 3), resi-
dent of the Medici at the Imperial court from 1618 to 1627, thanked Buonarroti 
in 1622 from Vienna for his oration for Cosimo II.1130 He writes there had been 
a lot of discussions about it in Vienna.1131 He said he was moved while reading 
it (“Io leggendola, fin di qua veggo quanto ella m’habbia commossi gli animi”) 
and that also other people that passed by continued to praise Buonarroti (“al-
chuni venuti poi qua (...) non hanno fine in lodarla”). This proved, according 
to Altoviti, that he liked it not simply because it was written by his friend, but 
because it was really an outstanding example of the genre.1132











5.7 The brokerage activities of Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger
Since the patricians were socially and geographically mobile, their social net-
works contained many weak ties and were therefore well suited to function as 
brokerage networks.1133 Normally, migrating people partially broke off relations 
with their former strong-tie networks, but also created bridges to new strong-
tie networks. Cultural innovations could travel through the channels of these 
bridges, so long as the migrated people kept corresponding with friends from 
their old strong-tie networks, as was the case with the patricians.1134
In this section about Buonarroti’s brokerage activities and contacts, we will 
recognize the above described situation in which patricians in important posi-
tions outside Florence kept on corresponding with their Florentine friends from 
the academies. We will combine the theoretical concepts of the first sections 
about social networks and brokerage networks with the brokerage strategies of 
Buonarroti. The mechanisms we can recognize in his activities as an informal 
broker can serve as a model for the analysis of similar activities of other patri-
cians at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The reason for choosing 
Buonarroti as an example, is the fact that a large part of his correspondence has 
been preserved (2500 letters), whereas the correspondence of other patricians 
has been lost or only partially preserved. 
It is a common pattern that the archives of well-known people tend to 
hold more letters from others than letters from themselves to others.1135 This 
is a logical phenomenon, since their own letters have been scattered all over 
Europe and were sent to members of different social classes. Not all these people 
had their own archives or felt the need to preserve all the old documents. Luck-
ily, notable people often made copies of their letters or kept their drafts.1136 
Two volumes of Buonarroti’s drafts have been preserved along with thirty-three 
volumes of letters he received from others. Some of his original letters can also 
be found in the Vatican Archives, the Biblioteca Nazionale, and the Archivio 
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patricians.1137 Fortunately we can derive a lot of information from the “thanks” 
letters and other letters received. His brokerage activities become clear by 
analysing his correspondence and by searching for typical rhetorical structures 
belonging to cliental language, like requests for patronage, recommendations, 
promises, rewards, and letters of thanks for services or favours received.1138
Many letters written to Buonarroti were clientage letters. Maczak distin-
guishes two types of clientage, political clientage and poor man’s clientage. The 
reason for poor man’s clientage was to find food and accommodation. That is 
not the form we see in the letters written to Buonarroti. His type of clientage is 
political, and correspondents were in search of power and upward mobility and 
asked for favours for themselves or friends.1139 This could be done by sending 
favour-seeking letters, also called patronage letters.1140
The favour-seeking or patronage letters of the fifteenth century, analysed by 
Paul McLean, often followed a specific pattern.1141 They started with an opening 
salutation, followed by a captatio benevolentiae to make the reader predisposed 
to grant the request, perhaps by showing some interest in the recipient’s health. 
Then the actual request was written, followed by another few lines to make the 
reader inclined to fulfil the request, by a promise to reciprocate the favour. The 
same pattern is discernible in all the seventeenth-century letters I analysed. 
In his analysis of fifteenth-century favour-seeking letters McLean distin-
guished several categories1142, which we can still recognize in the seventeenth- 
century brokerage letters to Buonarroti:
•	 Letters in which the client expresses his loyalty towards the patron.
•	 Letters in which the client has a problem and asks for help in solving it.1143
•	 Letters in which clients or members of their family are looking for a job.















•	 “Thanks” letters, in which the client expresses his gratitude for delivered 
favours.
•	 The categories can be complemented by others, depending on the type of 
broker. Buonarroti stayed in contact with many artists, so to these categories 
we might add the cultural categories:
•	 Social and geographic mobility of artists.
•	 Improving patron-client contacts and bringing commissions to completion.
•	 Cultural brokerage services.
•	 In this thesis we concentrate mainly on these cultural categories, job re-
quests and on Buonarroti’s contacts with artists, except for musicians, since 
Janie Cole has already written about Buonarroti as a music broker.1144
 
5.7.1 Social and geographic mobility of artists (to bring patrons in contact with paint-
ers and vice versa)
Buonarroti had a large primary network that included many patricians and 
artists he knew from the cultural academies. As some of these patrician friends 
resided at other courts, Buonarroti could use these contacts to reach friends-of-
friends, who were often potential patrons. Buonarroti could use this elaborate 
secondary network to further the career of young talented artists. 
Sometimes young painters contacted Buonarroti to be brought into contact 
with other more established painters or with potential patrons. On 20 March 
1618, Buonarroti received a letter from a knight of the Order of San Giovanni 
in Malta, the patrician Timoteo de’ Ricci, in which he writes that he intended 
to introduce a certain Giovan Maria, a pupil of Cristofano Allori, in Naples.1145 
He was searching for possibilities so that the young painter could show his 
qualities.1146 According to De’ Ricci, the fact that he was a pupil of Allori would 
help a lot, because Bronzino (Alessandro Allori, Cristofano’s father) was well 
known across Europe. This Giovan Maria may have asked Buonarroti to put 
him in touch with patrons in Naples, so thanks to Buonarroti’s brokerage, this 
young painter was able to acquire experience at Naples.
In 1633, a young talented painter was searching for upward mobility. On 
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he recommended a talented painter from Colle Val D’Elsa named Periccioli, 
who had expressed his desire to become a pupil of the more established painter 
Matteo Rosselli in Florence:
Si trova qua un giovane de Periccioli da Colle molto dedito al disegno e 
alla pittura con gran desiderio di imparare e perche egli ha in grandissima 
venerazione le pitture deli Matteo Rosselli, desiderebbe venire a trattenersi 
costa qualche tempo sotto la sua disciplina per imparare a dipingere.1147 
Baldinucci mentions a certain Giuliano Periccioli (1600-1649) from Siena, who 
he describes as ‘disegnatore a penna eccellentissimo’ and who later became a famous 
cartographer.1148 This could be the same Periccioli mentioned in Venturi’s letter, 
although he was not quite young anymore in 1633. On 8 November, Venturi 
repeated his request saying that Periccioli intended to arrive after Christmas.1149 
If these kinds of brokerage actions were successful, young talented painters 
could travel from small cities to larger ones to gain experience.
Buonarroti also searched actively for patrons for his painter friends like 
Gamberucci. From a letter of Jacopo Nerli it becomes clear that Buonarroti 
asked him in June 1608 to recommend Gamberucci for a commission in the 
cathedral of Pisa, probably at the painter’s behest.1150 In 1612, Gamberucci 
painted the Convito di Ester e Assuero in the cathedral, but it is not known if 
Nerli had arranged this commission.
While in the previous three situations painters used Buonarroti as a bro-
ker to come into contact with higher patrons and more famous painters, the 
reverse situation was also very frequent. It often happened that patrons wrote 
Buonarroti to make contact with certain painters because Buonarroti had good 
informal contacts with many of them.
On 7 December 1605, count Camillo della Gherardesca wrote that Signor 





1151	 Wieland	 2004b:	 94.	 Filippo	 Salviati	 (1582-1614)	 was	 an	 Italian	 scientist	 and	 astronomer.	 He	 was	 a	
member	of	the	Accademia	dei	Lincei	in	Rome	and	a	very	good	friend	of	Galileo.	Salviati	appears	as	





ceived a design for it from the architect Battista Perini, but he wanted the artist 
Ludovico Cigoli (fig. 9) to give his opinion about it.1152 He asked Buonarroti 
to forward his request to Cigoli. It seems that Buonarroti could contact Cigoli 
quickly, because two days later Gherardesca wrote that Salviati would send a 
carriage to Cigoli to bring him to the villa.1153 Buonarroti had to communicate 
this to Cigoli. On 18 January 1606, Gherardesca wrote that Cigoli had been 
at the villa and thanked Buonarroti for his intermediation, which in this case 
was successful.1154 There is a chain of people involved in this brokerage activ-
ity. Probably count Salviati asked Gherardesca as a broker to arrange the trip, 
because he knew that Gherardesca and Buonarroti were goods friends and that 
Buonarroti was in close contact with Cigoli. Around 1611-12, Filippo Salviati 
hosted his good friend Galileo Galilei in his Villa delle Selve, where the scientist 
could work on his writings in a healthy environment.1155
In August 1632, the bishop of Anglona, Alessandro Deti, asked Buonarroti 
to contact the painter Francesco Furini.1156 Deti wanted to know the price of 
the cabinet (studiolo) and of some tables made of pietre commesse of one of 
Furini’s other patrons, a certain signor Pandolfini.1157 One week later Deti sent 
a “thanks” letter, because after Buonarroti’s intermediation he had succeeded 
in getting in touch with Furini and knew the price of the studiolo. He wrote 
he would pass on this information to his brother, who wanted to buy it.1158 In 
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to negotiate about the purchase of the cabinet (“per vedere di concludere la 
compra”), which he now calls the cassetta di galleria.1159 In October 1632, he 
wrote that the cabinet had arrived and he asked Buonarroti if he had some 
friend who could come to his house to see and value it (“E’ venuta la cassetta, 
se V.S. ha qualche amico che ce la sappia stimare vorrei pregarla a mandarli a 
dirlo e che arrivassi sin qua a hora, che la potessi vedere bene”).1160 Buonarroti 
probably sent someone so that Signor Pandolfini could conclude the purchase.
In August 1639 Tommaso Rinuccini wrote Buonarroti that Signora Ortensia 
Salviati wanted the painter Fabrizio Boschi (1572-1642) to paint a fresco for 
the nuns of the convent of Santa Maria degli Angeli in Via Colonna. Whether 
Boschi would accept the commission depended on Buonarroti’s intermedia-
tion. Buonarroti had to assure Boschi that if he agreed to the commission, the 
Salviati would reward him with many favours.1161 In February 1638, Alessandro 
Berti, chaplain of Carlo de’ Medici and the benefactor of the convent Santa 
Maria degli Angeli, died and in his will he expressed the wish that his money 
should be used to build a new chapel for the nuns, the cappella dell’orto.1162 The 
decoration campaign of this chapel, which is now called cappellina dell’orto, 
began in 1641 and was arranged by the nuns. Other parts of this new decora-
tion phase were the loggia of the refectory (for which Lisa Bartoli paid 100 scudi 
in 1639) and five lunettes in the arches of the church in 1639. The frescoes 
on these lunettes with scenes of the life of Mary are attributed to Francesco 
Curradi.1163 Fabrizio Boschi may have been responsible for some of these com-
missions, although he retreated to the countryside in the last decade of his life 
and no longer accepted many commissions. In any case, no commission by 
















In the cases described above, patrons searched for specific painters. But because 
of his large network, cultural patrons also asked Buonarroti to look around for 
unspecified painters who could execute a commission for them. On 29 Septem-
ber 1607, for example, Piero Strozzi wrote Buonarroti from Rome to say that he 
was satisfied with one of the paintings that was made by one of the painters 
recommended to him by Buonarroti.1165 And in 1634, Buonarroti received a 
request from a certain Guido Del Palagio to find a painter who could paint the 
family tree.1166
In this section we have seen how Buonarroti promoted upward mobility of 
painters together with artistic innovations in Florence and how he facilitated 
contacts between patrons and painters. The transactional content of all this 
brokering consisted of help in the form of contacting people. The tariff is a 
favour in return at a later time. In this way, Buonarroti profited. 
5.7.2 Cultural brokerage services and arranging gifts
One way of maintaining patronage networks was to deliver services to each 
other. Due to geographic distance, patricians often used each other as brokers 
to arrange or buy things. Moreover, patrons used their broker-clients to please 
other clients or higher patrons.
On 15 June 1601, Soldani wrote from his Villa Casanuova to ask Buonarroti 
if he wanted to go to the editor Giunti and buy a copy of The reign of Tiberius 
by Tacitus, translated by the patrician Bernardo Davanzati (1529-1606).1167 The 
book was destined for his brother in Naples who wanted to give it in his turn 
to the nuncio of Naples, Jacopo Aldobrandini. Soldani stressed that he was ever 
ready to return the favour. In this case Buonarroti’s help was asked to arrange 
a gift for a patron in Naples, which meant social mobility for Soldani’s brother.
Brokers could also mediate when clients asked for mercy, which could be 
given by higher patrons. In an undated letter the musician Giovanni Brocelli 
thanked Buonarroti for his help in securing a pardon from the Grand Duke for 
his exile. He said that in return he would like to serve Buonarroti in whatever 
capacity he wishes, as a tenor in a comedy, as a falsetto, or with the violin, the 
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The brokerage services could also be very practical. On 17 November 1615, Piero 
Dini (fig. 5) asked Buonarroti if he wanted to guide the lettered Frenchman 
Jérôme Bignon through Florence and in particular the Biblioteca Laurenziana. 
He had also written Jacopo Soldani a comparable letter, to be sure that at least 
one of the two could help the Frenchman.1169 On 5 December, Dini thanked 
Buonarroti (whom he knew from the Accademia Fiorentina and the Accademia 
della Crusca) for serving Bignon in many ways.1170 From 1611, Dini lived in 
Rome and frequented the circles of the Accademia dei Lincei (Galileo, Prince 
Federico Cesi, and Giovanni Ciampoli).1171 Buonarroti could use these kinds 
of contacts (people he knew from Florence and who rose in status in Rome) to 
enlarge his network and influence in Rome. He could profit from their position 
by asking them for favours. In return, he offered them services as described 
above.
The most important patrons in Rome were the Barberini. Buonarroti was 
willing to please them to secure privileges in future. When asked to buy a table 
of pietre dure for Cardinal Francesco Barberini in April 1627, he tried to fulfil 
this request in the best possible way. In the first letter about the table, written 
17 April, Luigi Arrigucci, the architect of the Barberini whom they used as a 
broker, asked Buonarroti to go to a workshop near Santa Maria in Campo and 
buy the table he thought most appropriate.1172 He was advised not to say it was 
destined for Cardinal Barberini, for fear the seller would raise the price (“e dica 
non volerlo per il signor Cardinale, ma per sé, si perche con più vantaggio nel 
prezzo, si anco perche di cosi ha gusto il signor Cardinale”). Arrigucci wrote also 
that the Cardinal was thinking of taking two tables instead of one and Buonar-
roti had to wait until his final decision before sending the first table. Three days 














On 7 May, Arrigucci asked Buonarroti to make haste with the tables, because 
Barberini wanted to donate one of them to a Spanish ambassador, who had just 
arrived in Rome for a temporary mission.1174 Buonarroti was urged to send the 
tables as quickly as possible, without regard to the costs of dispatching them. Ar-
rigucci therefore advised that they be sent by land, instead of by sea, but by that 
time, Buonarroti had already shipped them in Livorno. On 22 May, Arrigucci 
wrote that the tables had still not arrived, possibly due to the bad weather.1175 
One week later Arrigucci wrote that the tables had finally arrived.1176 Francesco 
Barberini was very pleased and satisfied with Buonarroti’s services and the fact 
that thanks to Buonarroti he could pay a good price for them (“I tavolini, la 
Dio gratia, arrivorno in Roma mercoledi mattina benissimo conditionati, e son 
piaciuti in estremo al Signor Cardinale Padrone il quale è satisfatissimo e della 
diligentia di V.S., e del vantaggio procuratogli nel prezzo”). The tables probably 
arrived in time to donate one of them to the Spanish ambassador, so Cardinal 
Barberini could make a good impression on him thanks to Buonarroti. 
When Buonarroti resided in Rome in 1629-30, thanks to his close contacts 
with the Barberini and other patrons the number of requests from clients and 
broker-friends increased considerably. Some Florentine patricians sent books 
or letters to Buonarroti requesting him to pass them on to cardinals and other 
important people. Others asked him to arrange licences for forbidden books 
that were on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum. On 16 February 1630, Neri Alberti 
(fig. 6) sent Buonarroti a list of books for which he wanted permission to con-
sult.1177 On 9 March, Alberti thanked Buonarroti for the licences for three books, 
though he still expected some more.1178
Arranging a diplomatic gift for the Cardinal Infante Ferdinand of Austria
Back in Florence, Buonarroti continued to serve his Roman patrons and con-
tacts. On 23 December 1634, his brother-in-law and official agent in Rome, 
Piero Falconieri1179, wrote Buonarroti that he had seen a painting of pietre dure 
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dei Lavori of the Grand Duke. He was thinking of buying or commissioning 
a similar work. Giulio Sacchetti (1587-1663) was born in Rome to Giovanni 
Battista Sacchetti and Francesca Altoviti, Florentine anti-Medici patricians who 
had emigrated to Rome at the beginning of the Medici principate. With the 
anti-Medici Farnese they found a supportive environment in Rome in which 
they built up their capital.1180 Giulio’s brother Marcello (1586-1629) was a fa-
mous banker and patron of arts. He had the functions of depositario generale and 
tesoriere segreto of Pope Urban VIII and patronized Galileo and many artists.1181 
He discovered Pietro da Cortona, and his brother Giulio introduced him to the 
Barberini-family. Before starting work in the Barberini palace, Cortona painted 
frescoes in the villa of the Sacchetti at Castelfusano, in the years 1627-29.1182 
The Falconieri were uomini nuovi in Florence and did not belong to the old 
patrician families. In Rome, therefore, they could rise in prestige more easily 
than in Florence. They formed alliances with Roman noble (patrician) families 
by means of marriages. In 1589, the merchant Paolo Falconieri (1532-1602) 
moved to Rome and married the sister of Cardinal Albizzi and his son Orazio 
Falconieri (1578-1664) married Ottavia Sacchetti, the sister of Cardinal Giulio 
Sacchetti.1183 In 1628, Orazio bought Villa Rufina, formerly owned by the 
Peretti di Montalto (from 1603) and by count Alessandro Sforza.1184 In 1638, 
the Falconieri-family bought a palace from Mario Farnese, the Palazzo di Via 
Giulia, which had formerly been in the possession of the Odescalchi-family.1185 
In 1639, the brother of Giulio Sacchetti, Matteo Sacchetti, bought a villa very 
close to the Falconieri’s, the Villa Ruffinella.1186 
Orazio Falconieri worked as a distributor of salt in the papal state and en-
riched the family considerably in this way.1187 He bought and commissioned 
many works of art, and an inventory of 1694 lists the work of many renowned 
painters, a considerable number of which were bought by Orazio. This inven-
tory contains paintings of Michelangelo, Giorgione, Correggio, Raphael, Guido 












Reni, Annibale Caracci, Jacopo Bassano, il Borgognone, Andrea del Sarto, and 
Salvator Rosa.1188 His Palazzo di Via Giulia was restored and designed by Bor-
romini.1189 Two of Orazio’s brothers were Piero (the agent of Michelangelo Bu-
onarroti the Younger) and Lelio Falconieri. Piero was the first-born, but he had 
no male descendants and therefore did not inherit the family capital, which 
was passed to Orazio.1190 Lelio studied law in Perugia and Pisa together with 
Giulio Saccheti and Maffeo Barberini.1191 These useful contacts helped him to 
become a cardinal.
In December 1634, when Piero wrote to Buonarroti, Lelio Falconieri had 
just been nominated as nuncio by Sacchetti and was going to serve as nuncio of 
Flanders in the following years. As a present for the Cardinal Infante Ferdinand 
of Austria (governor of the Spanish Netherlands), they had thought of a paint-
ing of pietre dure, a very original but not too expensive present.1192 According to 
Falconieri, only princes could afford to give expensive presents that were worth 
the standing of other princes, so it was better for his brother Lelio, who was not 
a prince, to give something that was rare in the region where the prince lived 
(“A Principi grandi non possono far presenti ricchi se non gran principi, gli altri 
bisogna che s’appeghono a cose di galanteria o qualche gentilezza nuova”).1193 
We can read this in his letter, in which he asks if Buonarroti can see if there is 
a painting of pietre commesse (pietre dure, hard stone carving) in stock or if he 
can commission one:
a vedere se in essa si trovasse o si potesse far lavorare qualcosa che havesse del 
gentile e non fosse di gran spesa. Però desiderebbe di esser favorito da lei, di 
vedere se vi fosse qualcosa di fatto che li paresse a proposito secondo la sua 
intentioni di qualche quadretto di pietre commesse o simili, che cosa sia, e di 
che spesa, e grandezza, che quando fosse cosa che dessi gusto a V.S., so che 
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As is clear from this fragment, Falconieri trusts Buonarroti’s judgement in 
choosing an appropriate subject, material, and price. Falconieri says his brother 
will not leave for Flanders before March, so there are two months to execute 
the painting. Three weeks later, on 13 January 1635, Falconieri writes that after 
considering some paintings that Buonarroti apparently proposed in his reply-
letter, his brother had chosen a painting with the scene of Tobiolo and Arcangelo 
Raffaello (Tobias and the angel) in pietre dure. Before placing the final order, Lelio 
still wanted to know what kind of precious stone was to be used for the painting 
and which colour.1195 Furthermore, he wanted to be sure that the painting was 
considered rare and special and would not be seen as some ordinary painting. 
And, finally, he asks if Buonarroti thinks the painting is worthy of a prince (“e 
se pare a V.S. che sia cosa da passar per gentilezza conveniente ad un Principe”). 
On 27 January, Falconieri writes that his brother is satisfied with the elabo-
rate account Buonarroti had given him about the painting with Tobias and the 
angel and had now decided to order it.1196 They also ask Buonarroti to reduce 
the price as much as possible (“tirare il prezzo al manco che si può”) and to pay 
some extra to provide for the adornment of the frame and for a mechanism for 
hanging the painting on the wall. In February, Falconieri writes some more let-
ters dealing only with the little ring to hang the painting on the wall. Instead of 
gilded iron, they decide it has to be of silver, decorated according to the richness 
of the painting.1197 In March, Falconieri writes that his brother is about to leave 
for Flanders and will pass through Florence to collect the painting. He adds that 
abbot Degli Albizi has recently seen the painting in Florence and has convinced 
the Falconieri of its refinement and rare quality (“havera meglio ricognosciuto 
la finezza et eccellenza dell’opera”).1198 Falconieri is not at all surprised by this 
judgment and says that they did not expect anything else from a work that was 
chosen by Buonarroti, on whose knowledge and taste they rely totally (“et in 
questa non ci era bisogno d’altro testimonia che dell’essere stato eletto da V.S. 
nel cui sapere e gusto, si riposò da principio tutta la confidenza”).
On 14 April, in his last letter about this painting, Falconieri writes that he is 
glad that Buonarroti has packed the painting so meticulously, because it has to 
travel by boat most of the trip and in this way it will survive the rolling of the 
boat on the waves. Despite all the efforts of Falconieri to give an appropriate 






sels. Lelio travelled from Rome to Florence in May 1635 and during his trip 
to Brussels he passed Bologna, Modena, Parma, Milan, Turin, Lyon, Paris, and 
Liège. In the end, however, the Cardinal Infante did not want to receive him as 
nuncio because of his presumed ties with the French Kingdom. After waiting 
for almost two years to be received and begin his service in Brussels, Falconieri 
went to Cologne in March 1637 to work in the service of the Cardinal Legate 
Marzio Ginetti.1199 The German climate however was bad for his health and in 
November 1639 he returned to Rome. In 1643, the Barberini nominated him as 
a cardinal. What happened to the painting of pietre dure is unknown. 
The last request in this category of brokerage services is from bishop Alessan-
dro Deti. On 25 October 1635, this gentleman wrote Buonarroti to say that 
he wanted to decorate his house with copies of famous paintings. He asked 
Buonarroti to deliver some colours, because in the region of his diocese (near 
Potenza) he cannot find colours of good quality.1200 On 14 January 1636, he sent 
a “thanks” letter for the colours he received and expressed his confidence that 
all the other colours he was still to receive would be of excellent quality because 
they had been selected by Buonarroti (“Le rendo particolari grazie de colori che 
mi ha fatto provvedere, e tutto che non mi sian ancora arrivati son certissimo 
et saranno esquisiti per esser stati veduti da V.S.”).1201 
In this section, we have seen how important brokers were in arranging ap-
propriate gifts, which also meant upward mobility for those who gave them. 
Soldani’s brother could impress the nuncio of Naples, Cardinal Barberini the 
Spanish ambassador and indirectly the Spanish King, and Falconieri (or at least 
he intended to) the Cardinal Infante. Buonarroti’s brokering could promote 
the diffusion and exchange of knowledge, as in the case of providing guidance 
to the Frenchman Bignon and arranging licences for forbidden books. The 
transactional content in these situations consisted of help in buying objects, 
arranging licences, and guiding foreign guests. 
5.7.3 Improving patron-client contacts and bringing commissions to completion
The social and geographic distances between patrons and clients were some-
times too large for direct contact. If a client should refuse the requests of a 
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damaged. Using a broker helped keep the relationship stable. Thanks to his 
informal contacts with artists, Buonarroti often had access to their workshops. 
In this section, we show that higher patrons made use of Buonarroti’s informal 
contacts with artists to pass on messages, to communicate prices and opinions 
about paintings, and to negotiate commissions.
Often Buonarroti was asked to pass on messages to other patrons. In 1590, 
when Buonarroti lived in Pisa, the painter Gamberucci asked him from Flor-
ence if he could tell Uguccioni (Buonarroti’s landlord) that his paintings were 
ready to be shipped.1202 One year later, Uguccioni asked Buonarroti in his turn 
to contact Gamberucci, because he wanted to know where the head of plaster 
of his father was, so he could make a mould of it.1203
Brokers were also used to pass on the opinion of patrons about recently 
finished paintings. In October 1602, Piero Strozzi asked Buonarroti if he wanted 
to tell Cosimo Gamberucci that Cardinal Alessandro de’ Medici was satisfied 
with a certain painting.1204 Patrons were not always satisfied. In April 1625, 
canon Lorenzo Ubaldini asked Buonarroti to let the painter Fabrizio Boschi 
know that canon Medici had not changed his mind about a certain painting 
and therefore did not want to pay for it.1205
Although it was less common, clients could also use brokers to convey mes-
sages to patrons in a way that would not create too large conflicts. In 1609, the 
painter Cigoli asked Buonarroti if he could explain to the family Serristori that 
he needed more time to finish the altarpiece with the scene of the Entry of Christ 
into Jerusalem for their chapel in the Santa Croce church.1206 He was in Rome 
and could not travel to Florence to finish the altarpiece, but he assured them 
that his brother would send it to Rome and that he would finish it there.1207 
He knew Buonarroti had a good relationship with the Serristori and therefore 
asked him to intervene and ask for more time, because ‘from hasty activities 
will come monstrosities’ as he writes (non sono cose da farle in fretta, la quale 











The commission of ‘Judith’ (Cristofano Allori) for Cardinal Alessandro Orsini
Sometimes certain commissions for paintings were so complicated that brokers 
were needed to keep things on track. In one such case, Buonarroti acted during 
several months as intermediary on Cardinal Alessandro Orsini’s commission 
for the Judith (1612-16) by Cristofano Allori (figs. 10 and 11).1209 
Allori was probably recommended to Cardinal Alessandro Orsini by Cardinal 
Francesco Maria Del Monte, an important patron of the arts.1210 At the marriage 
of Ferdinand I with Christine of Lorraine in 1589, Del Monte got to know the 
painters Cigoli, Passignano, Andrea Commodi, Anastasio Fontebuoni, Filippo 
Tarchiani, Jacopo da Empoli, Andrea Boscoli, and Gregorio Pagani, and helped 
some of them with commissions in Rome.1211 In 1608, he met Cristofano Allori 
and his circle of pupils and contracted Allori to work for him in Rome, where 
he executed a painting of Santa Caterina da Siena.1212
The relations between the Orsini and the Medici were very close. Already in 
1469 there was a marriage between Clarice Orsini and Lorenzo de’ Medici (the 
Magnificent). One century later, Virginio Orsini was born in 1572 to Isabella de’ 
Medici and Paolo Giordano Orsini I. Isabella died in 1576, presumably killed by 
her husband because of adultery.1213 Paolo Giordano returned to Rome and his 
son Virginio was raised in the Florentine court and married Flavia Peretti Orsi-
ni.1214 When she died in 1606 her children were raised and educated together 
with the Medici princes.1215 When Virginio Orsini died in 1615, his son Paolo 
Giordano Orsini II, the Duke of Bracciano, inherited his capital and posses-
sions. Paolo’s brother was our Alessandro Orsini, who was named a cardinal on 
the same day as Prince Carlo de’ Medici. This nomination had to emphasize the 
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In a letter of 22 January 1616, Alessandro Orsini ordered Buonarroti to send 
Allori’s Judith to Rome. He wrote that he was very glad the painting was in Bu-
onarroti’s house now, because Allori had completed it with much delay and he 
had wondered if he would ever receive it. He said Buonarroti could hand it over 
to Buonaparte, chamberlain of his brother, Paolo Giordano II, who would send 
it to Rome.1217 He concluded by saying that, in the future, he would spend his 
energy on anything Buonarroti should need.1218 The fact that Buonarroti could 
use the favours of the Cardinal at a later time could be seen as his personal 
interest in the case.
Unfortunately for Orsini, however, the painting was not sent to Rome, as 
planned. Allori asked for the return of the painting, because according to him 
it was not finished yet. Orsini had already been waiting four years for the paint-
ing and he was not happy with this new development. In a letter of 13 February 
1616, he issued an ultimatum to Allori, giving him until Lent to finish his 
work.1219
When that term expired and Allori still had not returned the painting to 
Buonarroti, Orsini’s patience was wearing thin. In a letter of 3 April, he asked 
Buonarroti to go to Allori’s workshop and take the painting, finished or not 
(“Bisogna hora che V.S. in quello stato che si troverà se la pigli d’autorità”).1220 
He warned Buonarroti that he would accept no more excuses. He also wrote he 
believed Buonarroti wished to serve him and that he therefore expected him 
not to allow himself to be persuaded by Allori with new arguments. Buonarroti, 
however, was also friends with Allori and more generous in his judgments. He 
listened to Allori’s requests and in the meantime tried to please Orsini in the 
best possible way. On 6 April, Buonarroti received a letter from Allori saying he 
would send the painting, even though it was not yet finished, explaining his 
reasons for the delay.1221
On 9 April Buonarroti sent a letter to Orsini, a draft of which is preserved 
in the Buonarroti archive, in which he explains that he let Allori promise from 
week to week to finish the painting (“E di settimana in settimana più volte ne 
ho avuta da lui promessa di perfezionarlo”).1222 Although he showed Allori the 








that the term had expired, Buonarroti could not take it away out of respect to 
Allori. He saw him working frequently on the painting, seriously improving it. 
He tried to convince Orsini that was really to everyone’s advantage that Allori 
took more time for it. He made Allori promise that he would give it to him as 
soon as possible. Even so, it is not certain that Allori worked on it as much as 
Buonarroti claimed, Buonarroti may simply have written that to protect his 
friend.
On 16 April Buonarroti sent another letter defending Allori and explaining 
why the painting had not been sent yet, namely that they wanted to wait for 
Orsini’s answer to Allori’s explanation for the delay.1223 On 22 April, Orsini or-
dered Buonarroti again to send the painting and included a letter to Allori. He 
said Buonarroti could read this letter before forwarding it so that he knew what 
to do with the painting and help him to convince Allori.1224 He concluded by 
saying that he was asking Buonarroti for a favour and that he hoped Buonarroti 
would ask a favour in return.
On 30 April, Buonarroti sent a letter to Orsini in which he explained that 
just at the moment he wanted to hand over the painting to Buonaparte, a mes-
sage reached him from the Grand Duchess Maria Maddalena of Austria that she 
wanted to show the painting to the Grand Duke.1225 Although they had prom-
ised to return the painting afterwards, the next morning Buonarroti discovered 
there were now some discussions between the Grand Duke and his wife about 
whether the painting was finished. They were arguing over whether Allori 
should be given more time to finish it before the painting was sent to Rome. 
The Grand Duchess thought it was finished enough. Buonarroti explained to 
her Allori’s obligations to Orsini, but the Grand Duchess answered that from 
that moment on the Grand Duke should decide about it. When hearing this 
Buonarroti tried to convince the Grand Duchess again that Orsini really wanted 
the painting, but she said that according to the Grand Duke it was not finished 
yet. Buonarroti felt sad that he had served Orsini so badly, but he could not go 
against the request of the Grand Dukes.
In a letter of 14 May 1616, it turns out that the painting still had not been 
sent to Orsini, who sent a new letter to Allori stating that if he delayed sending 
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plied on 22 May saying that the Grand Duchess had read Orsini’s letter.1227 The 
rest of this letter is unfortunately illegible because of ink corrosion. Orsini really 
did write the Grand Duke that Allori had not sent the painting yet. Much to 
Orsini’s frustration, the Grand Duke decided that Allori should get even more 
time to finish it. 
In 1618 Allori was diagnosed with cancer and after the work for Orsini, 
he created nothing but copies of his famous works, painted by his pupils and 
finished by him. In all probability he was already ill when this whole correspon-
dence took place in 1616.1228 It is obvious from his involvement in the long 
negotiations between Allori and Orsini that Buonarroti was constantly trying 
to please both parties, but sometimes had to manage with stronger authorities.
In 1621, Giulio Mancini wrote that Allori received 300 scudi for the paint-
ing Juditta ‘dell’illustrissimo Orsino’ and that the painting was ‘bellissima e 
finitissima’.1229 In the same year Allori died. It is not known when exactly did 
the painting arrive in Rome. Orsini himself died in 1626. According to a 1657 
inventory of the Orsini palace at Monte Giordano, it appears in any case that 
the Judith finally reached the palace in its finished state and was still there in 
that year.1230 
The commission of ‘Latona and her children’ (Domenico Pieratti) for Cardinal Francesco 
Barberini
In 1634, Buonarroti was asked again to mediate between a cardinal and an 
artist. Cardinal Francesco Barberini had commissioned the sculptor Domenico 
Pieratti to make a sculpture group of Latona and her children (Apollo and Diana) 
(fig. 12).1231 Barberini wrote via Luigi Arrigucci, who asked Buonarroti on 16 
December if he wanted to go to Pieratti’s workshop to ask what he wanted to 














two sculptures - personifications of the active and contemplative life - for the 
Galleria Buonarroti.1233 Buonarroti and Pieratti had remained in contact and 
Buonarroti apparently had easy access to his workshop.
Buonarroti visited the workshop, but Cardinal Francesco thought the price 
Pieratti was asking was far too high. Half a year later, on 1 September 1635, 
Arrigucci asked Buonarroti to put pressure on Pieratti to lower the price saying 
that if he did not agree, Pieratti risked losing the commission.1234 At the end 
of the month, he repeated this request. In the meantime he had tried to reach 
Pieratti through the architect Gherardo Silvani, who had handed over a letter, 
and he was waiting for an answer. Pieratti told Buonarroti that he had already 
answered, but apparently his answer did not reach Rome.1235 
In the Buonarroti archive there is a draft of a letter from Buonarroti to 
Cardinal Francesco about this case. The letter is undated but it must have been 
written in the beginning of October 1635. Buonarroti wrote that Pieratti came 
to visit him a couple of times and wanted 1500 scudi for the group; he did not 
understand why his letters had not arrived in Rome.1236 On 20 October, Arrigu-
cci wrote that Pieratti wanted at least 1400 scudi for the group and was waiting 
for the reaction of the Cardinal.1237 In the end, the mission was successful and 
the sculpture group was displayed in the garden of the Palazzo Barberini (via 
Quattro Fontane). Later it was moved to the stairs, where it stands until today.
From these brokerage actions it appears that brokers were important for 
the successful development and completion of commissions. Painters could use 
brokers when they needed more time for a certain commission while patrons 
could use brokers to communicate their opinion about finished commissions 
or to negotiate with painters about ongoing commissions. By using a broker, 
conflicts could be avoided and Florentine art works could travel to Rome or 
other cities, which contributed to cultural diversity in Italy and promoted the 
Florentine influence abroad. The transactional content in this case were ser-
vices, mostly visits to painters’ workshops and passing on messages, to increase 
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5.7.4 Job requests
Because of his high social status, Buonarroti was sought after not only for his 
cultural connections, but also for his socio-political influence.1238 A good num-
ber of the letters to Buonarroti are requests for jobs and for clerical, juridical, 
and educational assignments. Sometimes Buonarroti could arrange the favour 
himself by sending a letter directly to the appropriate person, but more often 
Buonarroti sought the help of other broker-friends. The two volumes of Buon-
arroti’s draft letters contain several recommendation letters that demonstrate 
the strategies Buonarroti used to recommend people. 
If more than three people were involved in a request (for example according 
to the model client-broker-broker-broker-patron), we speak of a dyadic chain, an 
example of which we have already seen in the recommendation of Buonarroti’s 
nephew Gismondo. We can see such a dyadic chain in a request from Francesco 
Segaloni, a good friend of Buonarroti and a fellow member of the Accademia dei 
Virtuosi. In 1622, Segaloni recommended an acquaintance, Bastiano Speziali, 
who wanted to be considered for a job as Poggibonsi’s chancellor. To succeed 
in this, he asked Segaloni to act as a broker. Segaloni wrote a letter of recom-
mendation for Bastiano Speziali to the state secretary of the Medici, Curzio Pic-
chena. But he also wrote his good friend Buonarroti asking him to second his 
recommendation of Bastiano Speziali to Curzio Picchena.1239 Segaloni probably 
thought his efforts would be more successful if Buonarroti enforced his message 
by writing a letter. Picchena, in his turn, would then contact the Medici, thus 
completing the chain. 
Buonarroti wrote that he considered Bastiano an appropriate candidate 
for the appointment, in particular because he was recommended by Segaloni, 
whose good qualities were well known (“perche è raccomandato dal Segaloni, 
la cui bontà e integrità è nota a tutto lo Stato”).1240 So, Buonarroti prizes the 
jobseeker, but also the more prominent man who recommended him. Bastiano 
himself went to Picchena armed with Segaloni and Buonarroti’s recommenda-
tion letters. This was the usual way of proceeding, because without a recom-
mendation, there was much less chance that Picchena would even consider his 
case. Unfortunately, it is not known if the mission was successful or not.
In the early modern period, there were no standard methods of recruit-





often more than one person recommended for one job, and some people could 
have several recommendations. The more recommendations one person could 
arrange, the more serious the patron would consider him.1241 
In April 1625, Francesco Segaloni approached Buonarroti again. This time 
he wanted to recommend a certain Raffaello Ciaperoni for an appointment to 
the Prepositura of Empoli. On 22 April, Buonarroti wrote a letter to Don Carlo 
Barberini, a draft of which I found in the Buonarroti archive, in addition to the 
definitive letter (in the Vatican Library Archive) he sent to Carlo Barberini on 
the same day.1242 There are some subtle differences between the two letters, and 
from the words he changed we can see how Buonarroti thought of the right 
words to manipulate the Cardinal in the best way.
Buonarroti starts by writing that Jacopo Soldani, who went to Rome for 
the Holy Year bearing his letter, will kiss the Cardinal’s robe in his name as 
well. He says he is writing for Francesco Segaloni, who will write another letter 
himself. After explaining the appointment that Raffaello Ciaperoni is seeking, 
Buonarroti praises Segaloni. In his draft, he goes on to say that he is adding 
this request to the pile of many other requests for which he is already indebted 
to Carlo Barberini.1243 In his final version he changes this and writes that he is 
adding this request to the infinite pile of requests for which he is indebted to 
the Cardinal.1244 So, he reinforces his message just by changing one word. He 
continues by writing some things about Raffaello Ciaperoni, but stresses that 
Segaloni will write more definitively about his qualities. Thus it seems that 
Buonarroti’s letter is meant to draw the Cardinal’s attention to Segaloni’s letter. 
But Buonarroti also praises Ciaperoni, writing that Ciaperoni is a respectful 
person and is so considered by other respectable men. In his final letter, he 
also adds that Ciaperoni is an intelligent person, so again he reinforces his 
message.1245
Despite Buonarroti’s efforts, the recommendation failed. On 26 April, Carlo 
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poli because the Pope had already nominated another person eight days before 
Buonarroti’s letter arrived.1246 He urges Buonarroti and Segaloni to write sooner 
the next time, so that he can see what he can do for them (“altra volta sia un 
poco più sollecito, che io procurerò fare la parte mia”).
This kind of letters shows how people used brokers to apply for jobs. Per-
sonal qualities were not what counted most, it was important to have the right 
connections. The job seeker could not always be assured of good results. Also, 
when Buonarroti did his best for his candidate, things could go differently, 
because there were already other candidates for the requested jobs, the vacancy 
had been filled, other candidates had more recommendations, or they were 
proposed by people with more influence than Buonarroti.
Sometimes friends or brokers capitalized on Buonarroti’s patronage balance 
with other patrons. On 2 May 1626, Jacopo Nerli wrote from Pisa that he had 
heard of a vacancy at a seminary of Rome.1247 He wanted to present his family 
member Francesco for the opening. Nerli alluded to the fact that Buonarroti 
had many contacts with important people who could influence this case and 
who were still indebted to him (“so che ha molti amici suoi che vi resteran 
obbligati”), and because of his acquired social credit Buonarroti could ask them 
for a favour.
In 1629, Buonarroti received many job requests because he was then resid-
ing in Rome in close proximity to many important patrons.1248 On 17 May, 
Agostino Franceschi, a monk of Santa Croce in Florence, asked for help on 
behalf of his nephew Francesco Maria Franceschi, who was going to Rome. 
Agostino hoped Buonarroti could recommend him to Bernardino Capponi so 
that this marquis and banker of Florentine patrician origin could help him find 
a job (“desiderei da lei un favore che lo raccomandassi al Signor Bernardino 














an example of how people in Florence could use fellow citizens living in Rome 
to help them or their relatives with upward mobility. 
On 12 September 1629, Buonarroti received a letter from Mario Guiducci, 
who asked him to intercede with Cardinal Francesco Barberini to beg for a 
favour for the priest, organist and composer Antonio Brunelli (1577-1630).1250 
Brunelli was the caretaker of the Collegio dei Giovani Nobili di Via San Gallo, 
the college founded by Buonarroti together with Guiducci and others, so Bu-
onarroti certainly would want to favour him.1251 Guiducci knew there was a 
vacancy in the parish church of San Frediano di Sommacolonia, in the diocese 
of Lucca, near Barga, caused by the death of M. Francesco Pellegrini da Barga, 
and that Brunelli would like to have this job. Guiducci wrote that all the direc-
tors of the Accademia would like Brunelli to have a new appointment too, as a 
reward for his long service to the Accademia, and that Jacopo Giraldi (fig. 13) 
and Jacopo Soldani (fig. 2) would also write recommendations for him.1252
On 22 September, Guiducci repeated his request, writing that all the direc-
tors were waiting anxiously for good news about Brunelli’s prospective job. He 
thought Buonarroti must have received his previous letter, because it had been 
taken to Rome by Signor Orazio Magalotti. He stressed that he did not want to 
rush him, but repeated the request to reassure the priest that the message would 
reach Rome.1253 A week later he wrote that he regretted that it had taken so 
long for his first letter to reach Buonarroti and expressing the hope that in the 
meantime no one else had requested the job they had in mind for Brunelli.1254 
In the archive I found the draft of Buonarroti’s recommendation for 
Brunelli, so it seems that he fulfilled Guiducci’s and the others’ request. Bu-
onarroti reiterated Brunelli’s wish to work in the church of San Frediano and 
1250	 A.B.	 48,	 no.	 1046.	 Antonio	 Brunelli	 wrote	 motets,	 canzonette,	 madrigals,	 and	 other	 works,	 and	 he	
published	some	theoretical	treatises	about	early	baroque	music:	the	method	for	voice	Regole utilis-
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recommended him for the job.1255 He did not add any special messages, as he 
did in Ciaperoni’s case. The letter is not dated, but must have been written in 
September 1629, after he received Guiducci’s first letter.
In the last letter regarding this case, written 15 October 1629, Guiducci 
wrote he was very sorry their request was in vain. Maybe they discovered that 
Barberini had already promised the position to someone else. Guiducci regret-
ted that Buonarroti had put so much energy into it and that they had bothered 
Cardinal Barberini. He nevertheless thanked Buonarroti for everything, as 
did Brunelli.1256 He noted that Brunelli had gone to Lucca, but his competitor 
was a more experienced priest who was the servant of the bishop. Although 
they chose the other priest, the Monsignore was nevertheless impressed with 
Brunelli and promised he would look for another parish church.
So although the request had not been successful, Buonarroti and the others 
helped advance Brunelli his career. The following year, however, Brunelli died 
in Pisa. It is not known which function he occupied at that time.
When he moved back to Florence, Buonarroti got a letter from the poet 
Francesco Rovai (1605-1648) from Sansepolcro in which he asked Buonarroti 
to support his effort to get a chair as lecturer in Humanities at the Studio di 
Firenze.1257 On 6 May 1637, Rovai wrote that getting the chair really depended 
on Buonarroti (“depende in gran parte dal suo Patrocinio”), because he knew 
that Buonarroti was part of the group responsible for selecting new employees. 
He begged Buonarroti to help get this promotion and promised him he and his 
family would always be indebted to him. 
In his next letter of 30 May, he wrote that he could not find the words to 
describe how thankful he was that Buonarroti had recommended him to Signor 
Fantoni for the Studio. Fantoni communicated to Rovai he was willing to please 
Buonarroti and Piero de’ Bardi, whose assistance Rovai had apparently sought, 
too. He said that although his qualifications were somewhat less than what 
the position called for, he still hoped to get the job and that he would make 
up for his deficiencies through studying. He repeated that his family would be 
eternally indebted to Buonarroti.1258 I cannot find the name of Rovai connected 
to the university, so it seems that he ultimately did not get the position.
Brokers like Buonarroti promoted the social and geographical mobility of 






consisted in this case of recommendations and of power in the form of access 
to higher patrons. Although not all recommendations ended successfully, this 
section enlarges our insight into the recruiting processes and the strategies for 
recommending people. 
Conclusion
If we consider the patricians’ relations with artists and higher patrons in- and 
outside of Florence we can conclude that the networks of the Florentine patri-
cians were well suited for brokerage networks. Thanks to their travels and forms 
of more permanent migration, some patricians created new strong-tie networks 
in other cities, while they maintained contacts with their old strong-tie net-
works, which they formed mostly within the cultural academies. For their 
patrician friends who stayed in Florence, these ties formed bridges to other 
Italian and European courts. They could use the friends-of-friends in their large 
secondary networks to satisfy their clients and patrons and in this way improve 
their social prestige. Moreover, cultural information, persons, objects, and in-
novations could travel through these channels.
The situation described above is illustrated by the brokerage activities of 
Buonarroti. Using mechanisms like favours and reciprocal favours, gifts and 
counter gifts, debt relations were created that promoted cultural exchange. Cul-
tural and genealogical information and objects like books, poems, songs, trea-
ties, and food travelled through Buonarroti’s network. Moreover his brokerage 
activities led to the upward mobility of people who could further their careers 
with Buonarroti’s help. Buonarroti’s brokerage activities can be divided into 
four categories, each of which indicates the importance of brokerage networks.
In the first category, dealing with the social and geographic mobility of art-
ists, we have seen how artists could acquire experience at other courts (Giovan 
Maria, Naples) or with more established painters (Periccioli, Matteo Rosselli). 
In other cases, Florentine patrons from Rome searched for painters to execute 
commissions for them and asked Buonarroti to recommend some. This could 
be a chance for young painters to show their qualities. For all the painters, it 
meant upward mobility and with his brokerage actions Buonarroti created new 
patronage relationships and in this way promoted the social and geographical 
mobility of artists.
Delivering services was another category in which brokers could be useful. 
To start with, they could advise about and arrange for gifts from friends to 
higher patrons or from higher patrons to representatives of other high patrons. 
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way create cultural bonds between Florence and their countries of origin. In the 
case of Buonarroti in particular, one of his services was to arrange for licences 
for books on the Index, which promoted the diffusion of knowledge.
The third category in which brokers were important was in favouring the 
communication between geographically remote patrons and artists who were 
already in a patronage relationship. By exchanging messages and negotiating 
between patrons and clients about prices and time schedules brokers could 
increase the chance that commissions were completed. Conflicts were avoided 
or solved, if necessary.
The last category in which brokers were influential was in job requests. 
We analysed Buonarroti’s strategies in recommending people, which can be 
regarded as a model for other comparable situations. On the whole the recom-
mendations of Buonarroti provided for a large social and geographic mobility 
of employees. Not all the individual intermediation actions were successful, 
but in any case they give insight in recruiting processes and recommendation 
mechanisms. 
In conclusion, this chapter has proved that brokerage networks like Buon-
arroti’s were of the utmost importance for improving the cultural exchange 
between Florence and other Italian and European cities, and for promoting 
the social and geographic mobility of artists and other people. Researches into 
elite individuals or groups in seventeenth-century Florence are still scarce, and 
the brokerage mechanisms discussed in this chapter can be used perfectly in 
researches into other seventeenth-century nobles. A more elaborate research to 
socio-cultural networks of Florentine patricians can lead to new conclusions, 
by shedding light on informal structures that were responsible for cultural 
exchange between Florence and other courts and for the cultural attainments 
of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany. Of course, Buonarroti’s position between so 
many artists and higher patrons was quite unique, but there were certainly 
other patricians from the cultural academies with comparable networks and 
influence, notably members of the Bardi, Corsi, and Strozzi families. The chal-
lenge is to discover of whom of these patricians archival sources are preserved, 
which present a rich cultural correspondence such as the one of Michelangelo 
Buonarroti the Younger, which gives insight not only in individual commis-
sions or requests, but also in the whole range of persons that is involved in the 
successful completion of them.
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figure 2: Jacopo	Soldani,	portrayed	on	the	
panel	Michelangelo è accolto a Venezia da una 









a papa Giulio III, in presenza di alcuni cardinali, 





the	panel	Michelangelo presenta a papa Giulio 
III, in presenza di alcuni cardinali, il modello per 





the	panel	Michelangelo presenta a papa Giulio 
III, in presenza di alcuni cardinali, il modello per il 
“Palazzo di Strada Giulia per la Ruota (1522)”,	Casa	
Buonarroti,	Florence	(see	Vliegenthart	1976:	129)
figure 6: Neri	Alberti,	portrayed	on	the	panel	
Michelangelo, nelle vesti di ambasciatore di Firenze, 
davanti a Giulio II a Bologna nel 1506, mentre 




















figure 12: Domenico	Pieratti,	Latona and children,	
1634-36,	Palazzo	Barberini,	Rome.
figure 13: Jacopo	Giraldi,	portrayed	on	the	
panel	Michelangelo è accolto a Venezia da una 
delegazione inviata dal Doge e dal Senato nel 1529,	
Casa	Buonarroti,	Florence (see	Vliegenthart	1976:	
121).
 figure 14: Cosimo	Gamberucci,	self portrait,	
Galleria	degli	Uffizi,	Cabinetto	Disegni	e	Stampe,	
Florence.	Black	chalk	on	white	paper.
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The patricians’ contribution to cultural 
events the Medici organised for public 
ceremonies and in honour of visiting guests
Introduction
The Medici created status in many ways, and one of them was its use of court 
ceremonies like marriage spectacles, the baptism of a new prince, memo-
rial ceremonies, and festivities to honour a visiting cardinal, king, prince, or 
duke.1259 All these ceremonies helped create a positive image of the Medici fam-














high cultural and artistic level of the Medici festivities had to impress foreign 
ambassadors and rulers.1260 In this chapter we illustrate the important role 
the Florentine patricians played in bringing these ceremonies to a successful 
conclusion. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate that, although the patri-
cians operated often ‘behind the scenes’, their activities were nevertheless of 
the utmost importance for the cultural success and social prestige of the Medici 
court in seventeenth-century Florence (1600-1670). 
Thanks to the fact that the patricians were rooted firmly in all the religious, 
social, and cultural structures of the city, the Medici could always count on 
them when they needed people who could assist them in organizing and fi-
nancing large-scale events like marriages, Carnival, and memorial ceremonies. 
And they trusted in this case not only on the individual patricians, but also 
on their extensive patronage networks, which included composers, musicians, 
actors, painters, and architects. 
In the first two sections we see some examples of patricians who assisted the 
Medici in organizing events to honour visiting guests. Two important patricians 
who wrote theatre plays for these occasions were Michelangelo Buonarroti the 
Younger and Ottavio Rinuccini. The last two sections illustrate the involvement 
of the patricians in the organization of marriages and memorial ceremonies.
6.1 Theatre plays in honour of visiting guests
6.1.1 Theatre plays in honour of Fakhr ad-Din
During the reign of Ferdinand I, the Medici tried to conquer the markets of the 
Near East and tighten their bonds with those territories. In 1598, they sent the 
patrician Neri Giraldi to the Ottoman Empire to conclude a trade agreement 
and in 1604 Niccolò Giugni went to compliment the sultan of Morocco on 
his succession.1261 It was difficult to start commercial relations, because France 
and Venice seemed to have a trade monopoly on this region.1262 Cosimo II 
continued the policies of his father and decided to welcome guests from the 
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emir Fakhr ad-Din al-Maan (Fakhr ad-Dîne II 1572-1635), who was called Il 
Faccardino in Italian (fig. 1).1264 He arrived in Livorno at 20 November 1613 
and stayed two years in Tuscany with a retinue of sixty people.1265 To be able to 
stay incognito he was allowed to live among Turkish and Levantine people in 
Livorno, where his different oriental customs would not be too obvious. The 
Medici paid for the whole stay of Fakhr ad-Din and his large retinue. Cosimo 
II invited Fakhr ad-Din to many court events and although he always came 
incognito, his different customs and way of clothing attracted a great deal of 
attention from Florentine courtiers.1266 
All the normal traditional feasts in those years were celebrated extra lav-
ishly to honour the presence of the emir. On Fat Thursday 1614 (6 February) 
there was a tournament (giostra al Saracino) in the Via Larga (fig. 2), which 
was invented by the patrician Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger and was 
called Disfida di Mandricardo re di Tartaria et di Medoro re di Cataio. It was based 
on the poems of Ariosto and Tasso. The Grand Duke dressed up as the witch 
Medea while courtiers like Paolo Giordano Orsini II and the patrician Carlo 
Soderini appeared as protagonists from Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso. Among the 
other masked participants were patricians like Piero Guicciardini, Bardo Corsi, 
and Vincenzo Salviati.1267 Fakhr ad-Din watched everything from the windows 
of Palazzo Medici-Riccardi.1268 A few days later there was a ballet choreographed 
by Agnolo Ricci and with music by Jacopo Peri, in honour of the birth of Prince 
Mattias de’ Medici. After a battle three pairs of lovers danced together; each 
couple consisted of one Christian and one Moor, again based on the protago-
1264	Ibid.:	285.	Thanks	to	the	Tuscan	representative	Ippolito	Leoncini	Tuscany	came	into	contact	with	emir	













nists of Ariosto and Tasso.1269 Their dancing together was meant to show Fakhr 
ad-Din that different people could live and cooperate easily together.1270
With Carnival, on Shrove Tuesday (11 February) of the same year, another 
piece by Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger was performed, the Ballo di 
Cortesia, in the Sala della Comedia of the Palazzo Pitti. Jacopo Peri composed 
the music, Giulio Parigi designed the costumes, and Agnolo Ricci did the cho-
reography. It was the final part of the theatre play Il passatempo.1271 Among 
the guests were the nuncio from Rome, the Venetian representative and 
many ambassadors. The emir Fakhr ad-Din was seated on a separate balcony 
with his wives.1272 The scenery consisted of several lakes, surrounded by vil-
lages and ruins. Behind the lakes were the sea, a forest, and a pasture.1273 The 
play itself consisted of many personifications of concepts like Time, Pastime, 
Game, Dance, Gracefulness, Respect, Thoughts, and Friendliness. In the play 
Dance and Game offer to entertain Pastime with a ballet, and Dance orders 
Friendliness to search for courtiers to participate. The argument to persuade the 
courtiers had to be that Pastime had already entertained them many times. The 
courtiers agree to participate and then the ballet begins. The ballet consisted 
of Tuscan knights and Syrian women. The latter are picking flowers when they 
are assaulted by Turks. They save themselves by embarking in a small wooden 
boat and by accident arrive at a Tuscan beach where they meet the knights and 
dance with them out of joy to be saved. The Grand Duke played the role of one 
of the knights, together with Paolo Giordano Orsini II and others.1274 After the 
ballet, Game confesses to Pastime that he wants to entertain him as well, but 
Pastime says it is time to eat and that they will do it another day. So now the 
play could be continued. When the play ended, the Grand Duke ordered his 
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One year later the traditional feasts remained still very elaborate, because of 
the continuing presence of emir Fakhr ad-Din.1276 On 26 February 1615 (Fat 
Thursday) there was a masked banquet followed by a ballet, the Ballo di donne 
turche, during which sixteen courtiers dressed up as Turkish men and women 
in traditional Turkish costumes richly decorated with gold and silver. In the 
background, there was a scenery with the port of the Arno and the city of 
Florence. The story was that a group of Turkish women came to Florence to ask 
the Grand Duke for mercy for their husbands, who were enslaved by the Tuscan 
knights of Santo Stefano.1277 The meaning of the ballet was to glorify the clem-
ency of the Grand Duke, even for his enemies.1278 The iconographic programme 
was invented by the patrician Alessandro Ginori, the music was by Marco da 
Gagliano, the choreography by Santino Comesari, and the costumes by the 
artist Jacopo Ligozzi, who also made sketches of the whole event.1279 Some of 
the patricians who dressed up as Turks were Agnolo Guicciardini, Giovanni 
Martelli, Piero Strozzi, and Francesco Buontalenti. Patricians who danced the 
women parts were Alessandro del Nero, Tommaso Rinuccini, Lorenzo Strozzi, 
Leonardo Ginori, and Francesco Martelli. After the ballet at four o’clock in the 
morning, they all had breakfast together.1280
What is remarkable is that emir Fakhr ad-Din made notes of all the feasts 
and theatre spectacles he saw in Florence.1281 The artistic genre of theatre was 
unknown to him in the non-representational Arabic world and his notes prob-
ably constitute the first description of theatre in the Arabic language. To de-
scribe his astonishment about the magnificence of the Florentine plays, scenes, 
special effects, dances, and costumes he even invented new words or used old 
words in new meanings, since there was no vocabulary in his language to de-
scribe theatre performances. About the scenery used during the Ballo di Cortesia 
written by Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, he writes for example:
In una grande sala c’è una casa in cui mettono qualcosa sullo sfondo per dare 










al bagliore del cielo. E delle persone camminano in mezzo a questo bagliore 
belli come angeli. (...) E sul pavimento di questa casa hanno fabbricato anche 
una spirale di legno! E la coprono con una stoffa del color del mare e quando 
questa spirale gira, si vede la stoffa [muoversi] come le onde del mare. E su 
questa si muove una barca con al di sotto delle ruote e da sopra si vede come 
se andasse sul mare.1282 
Fakhr ad-Din describes everything very literally and with great admiration, 
whereas a spectator who was familiar with the theatre would write less about 
the mechanical aspects of these machines and more about the narrative aspects 
of the play.
With all these new experiences, Fakhr ad-Din left Florence in 1615 to return 
home. Although before his departure everything in his domain had been peace-
ful, after his return some of his ports fell to the Turks. Grand Duke Cosimo II 
organized a mission to reconquer the ports for the Druze population. His idea 
was that by helping the emir, in future the Tuscan ships should have some 
support from the Levant in their fight against the Turks.1283 After Cosimo II’s 
death the emir remained in contact with the regents and Ferdinand II. He asked 
them to send Tuscan architects, engineers, and farmers, because he wanted to 
modernise his country. His close contacts with the Christians, however, made 
him suspicious in the eyes of sultan Murad IV Ghazi who in 1635 had him be-
headed.1284 In Lebanon he is remembered even today as one of the first people 
to foster a feeling of national identity.1285
6.1.2 Theatre plays in honour of other important guests
Apart from Fakhr ad-Din, there were of course many other important guests 
who visited Florence. Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger and Ottavio Rinuc-
cini often wrote dramatic works to entertain them. In 1604, Rinuccini’s opera 
La Dafne was performed in Palazzo Pitti, on the occasion of the visit of the 
Duke of Parma, Ranuccio I Farnese.1286 One year later Michelangelo Buonarroti 
the Younger wrote the melodrama Il Natal d’Ercole, which was performed in the 
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sons Alfonso and Luigi d’Este from Modena.1287 In November 1608, the play Il 
giudizio di Paride (The Judgement of Paris), written by Buonarroti the Younger 
on the occasion of the marriage between Cosimo II and Maria Maddalena of 
Austria (October 1608) was reprised in honour of the visit of the Duke of Man-
tua.1288 In 1611, during Carnival, the Medici decided to repeat La Dafne, in the 
house of Don Giovanni de’ Medici, this time in honour of the visit of Cardinal 
Gonzaga.1289 For the same Cardinal they staged La Tancia, written by Buonarroti 
in 1611 and performed in the Casino of Don Antonio de’ Medici.1290 In 1613 
there was a ‘barriera’ of three days in honour of the prince of Urbino, written by 
Alessandro Adimari, Giovanni Villifranchi, Ottavio Rinuccini, Andrea Salvadori 
and the young Giacinto Andrea Cicognini.1291
Sometimes not a theatre play, but a ballet was organized, for example on 
10 October 1616, when a ballet was organised for Prince Federigo of Urbino. 
Niccolò dell’Antella was one of the masked knights who took part in the bal-
let.1292 For Carnival in 1618, the play L’Andromeda liberata by Jacopo Cicognini 
was organised in the city palace of the patrician Rinaldi family in honour of 
the visit of Archduke Leopold of Austria.1293 Cosimo Lotti made the scenery and 
the play was recited by a group of patricians.1294 Alessandro Adimari wrote an 
official description of this visit and the events organized around it.1295 Finally, 
in 1634, Buonarroti the Younger wrote the melodrama La Siringa, in honour of 
the visit of Prince Alexander, the brother of the Polish King Ladislaus, which 


















6.2 The patricians’ contribution to the organisation of memorial ceremonies
The memorial ceremonies of 1598, 1610, and 1612
In the sixteenth century the Medici had successfully strived for their recogni-
tion as Grand Dukes by other rulers, including the Pope and the Emperor. In 
the seventeenth century, the period discussed in this dissertation, Medici rule 
was recognized across all of Europe as well as by the patricians in Tuscany. 
Nevertheless, the Medici’s political influence was decreasing and they invested 
considerable energy to retain their influence and demonstrate their power to 
other rulers. One way to impress other European princes and create the image 
of powerful rule was to organize large-scale cultural events, and many Floren-
tine patricians contributed to these efforts. 
Every ceremonial event was an opportunity for the Medici Grand Dukes to 
propagate their political messages and define their position in the international 
order. These ceremonies therefore had large importance. The fact that in 1598 
Ferdinand I organised a funeral ceremony for Philip II was a demonstration of 
the loyalty of the Medici to the Spanish Kingdom.1297 Officially, the Medici were 
vassals to the Spanish crown and therefore they were expected to pay homage 
to the deceased king.1298 The official description of the memorial ceremony of 
Philip II, written by the patrician Vincenzo Pitti, was destined for a large public 
of Italian and foreign princes and rulers, some of whom were really looking for-
ward to receiving the description. An agent from Milan for example, Alessandro 
Beccaria, wrote that Don Guglielmo di San Clemente (the Spanish ambassador 
at the Imperial Court) had asked him for the details of the ceremony. After the 
description was sent to Milan, Don Guglielmo wanted to show it to Margaret 
of Austria (the future bride of Philip III and future Queen of Spain) and to the 
Archduke.1299 After that, many people in Milan wanted to read the description 
and plans were made to publish it there as well.1300
The memorial ceremony in 1598 contained twenty-four chiaroscuro history 
paintings, painted in grisaille, under the artistic supervision of Lodovico Cardi, 
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the ceremony.1302 The façade of San Lorenzo was hung with black cloth and 
adorned with mourning figures and skeletons. Personifications of the four quar-
ters of the globe were set at the sides of the façade.1303 In the nave arcade there 
were twenty-two life-size skeletons that alternated with the painted canvases 
on which were represented scenes from the life of Philip II.1304
The memorial ceremony glorified not the Spanish Kingdom, but the per-
sonal virtues and qualities of Philip II. This was a different policy than that fol-
lowed in Naples, where the focus was on glorifying the kingdom.1305 Of course 
Ferdinand I wanted to glorify his own Grand Duchy in some way and he did 
not want that to be overshadowed by another kingdom. Often the memori-
als had a double message, the commemoration of the deceased king, but also 
the glorification of the Medici Grand Duke, although this could not be too 
obvious.1306
In the sixteenth century the Grand Dukes had chosen men from the higher 
ranks of the government or court iconographers like Vincenzo Borghini (1515-
1580) to organise marriages and memorials.1307 In the seventeenth century they 
chose courtiers and men of letters from the cultural academies like the patricians 
Lorenzo Strozzi, Jacopo Soldani, Lorenzo Magalotti, Pietro Vettori, Alessandro 
Adimari, Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, Giovanbattista Doni, and Sim-
one Berti.1308 These men supervised the financial and artistic parts of the events, 
contracted artists, assisted at rehearsals, and were chiefly responsible for the 
iconographic programme.1309
Seventeenth-century iconographers often followed the sixteenth-century 



















1574, Borghini invented the preparatory designs for the memorial of Cosimo I 
de’ Medici.1311 On these designs we see black curtains with the arms of Cosimo 
I and between them skeletons in four different poses - Grief, Mercilessness, 
Inevitability and Inescapableness of death - with their own epitaphs. Along the 
nave were placed medallions with the glorious deeds of Cosimo I.1312 Borghini 
did not design the whole memorial programme for Cosimo I all’antica, he also 
based some aspects on the ceremony for Charles V in Brussels in 1558. There 
was a catafalque, a stepped pyramid with the Grand Ducal crown, a globe and 
a cross, all decorated with ephemeral paintings, sculptures and inscriptions.1313
The memorial ceremony for Henry IV in 1610 was organised by the patri-
cians Niccolò dell’Antella and Agnolo Niccolini, among others.1314 The supervi-
sor of the decorations for the memorial ceremony was Giulio Parigi, who was 
chosen as ‘Ingegnere et architetto’.1315 Twenty-six new canvases in chiaroscuro 
illustrating several events from the life of Henry IV were painted. Among the 
painters were Poccetti, Bilivert, Jacopo da Empoli, Matteo Rosselli, Giovanni Ni-
getti, and Nicodemo Ferrucci, although which artist was responsible for which 
painting is not clear for every canvas.1316 Sixteen of the canvases survived.1317 
During the ceremony on 15 September, the San Lorenzo church was decorated 
with curtains to which these scenes from the life of Henry IV were attached.1318 
This time Parigi invented skeletons of gigantic proportions to hang between the 
painted scenes (fig. 3).1319 Borsook suggests that these giant skeletons were a sign 
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Cosimo II’s reign.1320 Francesco Venturi delivered an oration.1321 Jacopo Soldani 
wrote about this ceremony to Buonarroti the Younger, who was then in Rome: 
“...il Signor Venturi orò con lode dell’universale e sodisfazione de’ padroni, i 
quali sono restati ancora molto appagati delle nostre fatiche... ”1322
The decorations for marriage and memorial ceremonies differed from each 
other, in part because there was a lot more time to prepare the sceneries for 
marriages.1323 With memorials they often had to improvise the decorations and 
create new things in a short time by commissioning many artists simultane-
ously. They recycled a lot of things – even clothes worn for marriage services 
were died dark for funerals. Furthermore there was a repository in Florence for 
stage designs and skeletons, which were used again and again. To complement 
these recycled objects with new things, they used many makeshift materials 
like plaster, wood and papier- mâché, which could be manufactured fast, were 
easy to modify and not so heavy to replace. Often they hired both well-known 
and lesser-known artists, because everything had to be finished in time and the 
message was more important than the artistic quality of the paintings. Because 
of the transient character of the decorations, those that are still extant are 
heavily damaged, because it was never the idea to preserve them for hundreds 
of years. Sometimes the painters had to paint with tempera magra as the first 
layer, without preparing the underlying layers and therefore the colours and 
representations on the paintings have often become faint. To store them they 
even folded the canvasses, therefore the creases are damaged the most. The 
temporary scenes for memorial ceremonies were often monochrome. The ones 
for the ceremony of Henry IV were painted not with tempera magra, but with 
oil paint and are therefore better preserved. 
The official description for Henry IV’s memorial was written by the patri-
cian Giuliano Giraldi and included many engraved illustrations by Alovisio 
Rosaccio. This description was sent through the whole of Europe, for example 
to the Barberini in Rome, as we know from the accompanying letter of Giraldi 
(“mi sono arrischiato a mandarle la descrizion dell’esequie fatte dal Granduca, 
al Re di Francia...[...] scusando l’imperfezione della scrittura, con la sua solita 








cially the illustrations stimulated the taste for pictorial biographies at several 
European courts. It was an ideal mixture of history and apotheosis that served 
to glorify early modern rulers and helped to legitimize their power.1325
In 1612 Giovanni Altoviti (see chapter 5, fig. 3) wrote the official descrip-
tion of the commemoration ceremony for Margherita of Austria, organised 
by Niccolò dell’Antella.1326 Dell’Antella supervised the decorations together 
with his brother Donato dell’Antella. For the iconographic programme and 
the whole organisation they were assisted by Francesco Nori (later bishop of 
San Miniato al Tedesco) and the patrician Cosimo Minerbetti (see chapter 5, 
fig. 7).1327 Cosimo II intentionally chose members of the cultural academies as 
supervisors, because this time the memorial ceremony was meant to honour a 
woman and they had to invent a new iconographic programme, which became 
the model for the glorifying of later women rulers like the Medici regents. The 
drawings were rendered by Antonio Tempesta, who came from Rome to make 
them. They were included in the description of Giovanni Altoviti. Tempesta 
took two assistants, Jacques Callot, who made the engravings of his drawings, 
and Raffaello Schiaminossi.1328
6.3 The patricians’ contribution to the organization of marriages
The marriages of 1600 and 1608
Ferdinand I was conscious of the fact that art, culture, politics, public events, 
and religion were all linked and that all had their ceremonial needs.1329 But 
of course he could not organise all these events on his own. Like many of his 
successors he employed patricians to bring marriage ceremonies to a successful 
conclusion, but he was still hesitant to list them in the official recounts of the 
marriages.1330 He was afraid it should seem too obvious that he needed their 
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In the seventeenth century, his first opportunity to demonstrate the impor-
tance of the Medici family was the marriage between Maria de’ Medici (the 
daughter of Grand Duke Francesco I) and Henry IV of France (fig. 4).1331 On 
the occasion of that marriage, in 1600, one of the first operas in history was 
performed, Euridice, written by Ottavio Rinuccini and dedicated to his fellow 
patrician Jacopo Corsi.1332 Ferdinand I had allowed the patricians to stage such 
an innovative play because Corsi had financed part of the marriage festivities 
and the dowry of Maria de’ Medici.1333 This financial support was very impor-
tant from a political viewpoint, because with this marriage of a Medici princess 
to a French King, Ferdinand I could liberate Florence from overbearing Spanish 
domination.1334 Henry IV continually increased his demands for the dowry, so 
for Ferdinand I this marriage was a financial risk. Corsi led the group of wealthy 
patricians who helped underwrite the dowry; together they paid 350,000 scudi 
in cash to the French King.1335  
In October 1600, when Euridice was performed in the rooms of Don An-
tonio de’ Medici in the Pitti Palace, all financed by Jacopo Corsi, Jacopo Peri’s 
original score was replaced by a composition of Giulio Caccini.1336 Rinuccini’s 
opera was not the great success the patricians had hoped for. The sceneries 
had not been finished in time and the public felt that the spectacle compared 
poorly to that of theatre pieces of earlier years.1337 The public did not see the 
innovative elements of the piece.1338 Still, it was important that Ferdinand I had 
allowed the patricians to stage such an innovative play. For the patricians, with 
their love for cultural experiments at the academies, this was a step forward in 
the evolution of opera performances. The Medici themselves contributed to 


















the festivities with the theatre piece Il rapimento di Cefalo written by Gabriello 
Chiabrera.1339
Another patrician who financed part of the festivities was Riccardo Riccardi 
and by way of thanks he was allowed to organise masquerades in the garden 
of his palace with music composed by Piero Strozzi.1340 Riccardi was a man of 
letters with a large collection of statues, paintings, and books.1341 The plays 
that were performed in the garden were written by himself, and among the 
more important members of the audience were the Grand Ducal couple, Vin-
cenzo and Eleonora Gonzaga from Mantua, Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini and 
his retinue of Roman gentlemen, a couple of foreign princes, and finally the 
whole Florentine and Tuscan patriciate.1342 Some of the sceneries can be seen 
on a cycle of frescoes in the Sala degli Stucchi of the actual Palazzo Giuntini. 
Although the quality of the frescoes is low, it gives a very lively image of how 
spectacular these festivities were (figs 5 and 6).
Riccardi described his plans for the festivities in a report, and from his ac-
count we know that first there was a ballet in the cortile (courtyard), which was 
decorated with ten antique statues and 150 antique marble busts placed on 
consoles. Underneath the consoles were planks with famous paintings from 
the past centuries and antique bas-reliefs and inscriptions. After ten o’ clock 
p.m. they moved from that cortile to another cortile (the garden-cortile), which 
was also decorated with statues, paintings, and antique marble statuary and 
had a view of the garden. On the garden-cortile a balustrade was placed where 
the important guests could sit. In the garden was a forest divided by a long 
avenue with orange trees to one side and cypresses on the other. From behind 
the balustrade appeared twelve peasant sons and daughters who carried a cart 
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a ballet invented by Riccardi himself and the musicians were hidden in the 
bushes and between the trees. While dancing, the peasants handed out all the 
sweets to the queen, the princes, and the gentlewomen. After this, there was a 
chase in which dogs chased after foxes, hares, wild boars, and deer.1343 On the 
frescoes, the antique statues and orange trees can be seen very clearly. Riccardi 
also published all the texts of the songs that were sung during the event.1344 
This garden festival of a patrician was a forerunner of later festivals organised 
by the Medici in the Boboli gardens, where singing, dancing, and a chase were 
combined.1345
The fact that patricians paid for part of the marriage festivities was not 
uncommon. In 1584, for example, patricians had paid part of the festivities for 
the marriage of Eleonora de’ Medici to Vincenzo Gonzaga, but in most official 
treatises of the festivities the contribution of the patricians was not noted. In 
1600, Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger had to write the official description 
and for the first time he was allowed to mention the patricians’ contribution.1346 
It was maybe one of the first signs that Ferdinand I really needed the patricians 
if he wanted to impress other rulers on a European scale. He needed to show 
that he was surrounded by circle of confidant courtiers with magnificent palaces 
and gardens where they could receive and entertain guests. But Buonarroti had 
to include the patricians’ financial contribution in such a way that it seemed 
that the patricians were allowed to demonstrate their unanimous support of 
and participation in the marriage events thanks to Ferdinand I’s generosity and 
not because of his need.1347 
Ferdinand I commissioned Buonarroti to devote most of the description to 















had to omit a lot of text and names in the patricians’ part.1348 So Ferdinand I 
tried to outshine the patricians’ contribution with his own.1349 Despite this fact, 
in reality the political importance of the patricians’ support was of the utmost 
importance. Thanks to the financial support of the patricians Ferdinand I was 
able to forge an alliance with France and in this way could remain independent 
of Spain and the papal State. In the same period there were many republican 
sentiments among the elite in Rome and De Caro suggests that Ferdinand may 
have been afraid that these sentiments - as articulated in works like Battista 
Guarini’s Trattato della politica libertà (1599) – would take root in Florence.1350 
De Caro suggests that Ferdinand I tried to undercut such sentiments by letting 
them contribute to the festivities, and in this way increase the patrician’s feel-
ing of civic engagement and pride.1351 At the same time, by censoring much of 
Buonarroti’s original text about the patricians’ contribution, he made sure that 
the patricians were not glorified too much. In the official description the event 
in the garden of the Riccardi’s for example was described only in four lines.1352
In 1608, this policy had changed a bit. The official description of the 
marriage of Cosimo II and Maria Maddalena of Austria contained a whole list 
of all the citizens who had participated in the festivities, among them many 
patricians.1353 During this marriage there were banquets, balls, masquerades, 
tournaments, a mock naval battle, horse battles, and theatre performances. The 
most important play this year was Il giudizio di Paride, written by Michelan-
gelo Buonarroti the Younger, with innovative intermedi.1354 To be sure that in 
this year the sceneries should be finished on time and that all the festivities 
should go well, the Grand Duchess contracted the three patricians Gino Gi-
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the organisation and preparations of the play.1355 The actors Buonarroti, Ginori 
and Bardi intended to select were young patricians who were educated enough 
to understand the verses they recited, when they played the roles of gods and 
nymphs.1356
The intermedi of Il giudizio di Paride had different levels of signification 
and were written by the patricians Lorenzo Franceschi, Alessandro Adimari, 
Giovanni de’ Bardi, Giovan Battista Strozzi, and Buonarroti.1357 The themes 
represented were allegorical, mythological, or historical (for example, the travel 
of Amerigo Vespucci to the Indies), but contained many allusions to the Medici 
family.1358 Virtues sang of a new golden age and Vulcanus fashioned armour for 
the young Prince Cosimo. The music was composed by Marco da Gagliano and 
Jacopo Peri and the sophisticated sceneries were made by Giulio Parigi (Can-
tagallina’s etching of the intermedio about Vulcanus, designed by Parigi and 
written by Buonarroti, shows some parts of the underground machinery).1359 
The play was performed on 25 October 1608 in the Uffizi theatre. It started at 
eleven pm and took five hours. Five thousand spectators were present, includ-
ing gentlemen, gentlewomen, princes, and cardinals.1360
Although Il giudizio di Paride was a mythological piece, it was full of ac-
tual political allusions. To find a bride for his son Cosimo II, Ferdinand I had 
to choose between three superpowers, France, the Holy Roman Empire, and 
Spain.1361 His choice was very strategic, because Maria Maddalena of Austria was 
the daughter of the Habsburg Archduke Charles of Graz and the sister of the 
Queen of Spain, the wife of Philip III.1362 
As in 1600, so in 1608 a theatre play (La conversione di Santa Maria Mad-
dalena) was performed in the Riccardi garden in honour of the new Grand 
Ducal couple.1363 On the occasion of that marriage, Riccardi wrote poems that 
were sung during the dinner for the new Grand Ducal couple.1364 These poems 













Tommaso Rinuccini, which was published in Florence the same year.1365 This 
illustrated description was produced in large numbers, because Ferdinand I 
wanted to publicize the event across Europe, and indeed the prints were used as 
models for sceneries of Stuart court masques and theatrical plays in Spain and 
Germany.1366 
Again the patricians provided a cultural contribution with far-reaching 
political significance. Michelangelo’s knowledge of the historical and actual 
political situation let him write an appropriate mythological piece with politi-
cal allusions, as in the case of Il Passatempo, written during the stay of Fakhr 
ad-Din. Riccardi received important guests in his magnificent garden and 
Rinuccini wrote the description, which was sent to many European courts and 
influenced the evolution of theatre there.
Descriptions of marriages and memorial ceremonies
Because of the sometimes veiled, but very specific political messages the 
treatises about marriage and funeral ceremonies written by several patricians 
give us insight into the political relations and ambitions of that time.1367 There 
was always one message for the Florentine people and one intended for an 
international audience. The music, dance, and architecture were meant to im-
press the Florentine people while the iconographic programme was intended 
for Florentine and foreign men of letters and was circulated by means of the 
official descriptions.1368 Often the political messages expressed were the mutual 
interests of the Medici and other important European rulers and focused on 
their alliances and relationships. The Medici wanted to underline that they 
belonged to the important European genealogies and had a long tradition of 
cultural patronage.1369 
The official descriptions offered details about the entry of important 
people, banquets, theatre pieces, or the decorations of memorial ceremonies. 
They included all the events the Medici intended to perform and listed all the 
important guests they had invited. In reality some events could have been 
cancelled, because of bad weather conditions, logistic problems, or lack of 
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time.1370 It could also have happened that the plays or designs were poorly 
received or that important guests were absent, but these things were omitted 
in the descriptions, because they were intended essentially to glorify the rul-
ing family.1371 The typical Florentine custom of documenting all these cultural 
and historical events (such direct descriptions were not made, for example, in 
Venice) was a form of propaganda, a way for the Medici to create their own suc-
cess. An unintended consequence is that they are extremely useful for theatre 
historians nowadays.1372
The marriages of 1637 and 1661
The patrician Ferdinando Bardi drafted the official description of the marriage 
between Vittoria della Rovere and Ferdinand II in 1637, while the patrician 
Francesco Rondinelli wrote a separate description of the theatre play.1373 The 
libretto of the theatre piece performed on that occasion Le nozze degli dei was 
written by Giovan Carlo Coppola, the designs were made by Alfonso Parigi. 
Seven double-paged engravings accompanied the official description, made 
by Stefano della Bella.1374 Le nozze degli dei was a mix between a tournament, 
a ballet, an opera, an intermedio, and a masquerade. The central message of 
dynastic legitimacy and continuity was expressed in the piece and the Grand 
Duke himself was glorified.1375 Moreover, it was a sign of princely virtue to use 
the best singers and the latest technology for the special effects machines.1376 
The official description of the marriage of 1661 between Cosimo III and 
Margaret Louise of Orleans was written by the patrician Alessandro Segni.1377 In 
the description were included Stefano della Bella’s engravings for the cavalcade 
on the cortile of the Palazzo Pitti, Il mondo festeggiante (figs. 7 and 8) written 
by Giovanni Andrea Moniglia, as well as other engravings by Valerio Spada 
depicting the theatre piece Ercole in Tebe (Hercules in Thebes) (fig. 9), also written 
by Moniglia. The last play was performed in Teatro la Pergola by the Accademia 












scription of Alessandro Segni was sent to courts in the whole of Europe mainly 
by Prince Leopoldo de’ Medici, together with the engravings.1378 The represen-
tatives of the Medici anticipated receiving the descriptions. One correspondent 
from Brussels, G.B. Bolognetti, wrote for example that the inventors and stage 
designers of the marriage were already well-known, even before the prints ar-
rived, and were considered the most talented in the whole of Europe.1379
Leopoldo’s uncle, Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici, also distributed Segni’s 
description to several important persons in Italy, France, and Spain. He sent 
the description and the engravings among others to Marco Buondelmonti, 
Torquato Montauti, and Paolo del Sera in Venice, to Cardinal Rossetti and the 
Duke of Sermoneta in Milan, and to Francesco Hennequin in Fontainebleau.1380 
In their answering letters these gentlemen were full of praise for the treatise of 
Segni and for Cardinal Carlo’s kindness in sending it to them.
The treatises were mostly sent to the Florentine representatives of the Medici 
at the foreign courts, who were often patricians. Leopoldo sent the treatise to 
London on a war ship. The Florentine patrician Bernardo Guasconi, known as 
Sir Bernard Gascoigne in England, received the treatise and showed it to the 
British King Charles II. Guasconi wrote Leopoldo that the king discussed the 
prints of the description with his courtiers, because they did not believe they 
all had been made by Stefano della Bella. Leopoldo and Grand Duke Ferdinand 
II were probably very honoured by the king’s interest in the Medici festivi-
ties. And the king was right, because the prints of the theatre play were made 
by Valerio Spada and not by Stefano della Bella.1381 Despite the success of the 
description, the marriage itself turned out to be a fiasco and the Grand Duke 
and his wife got a divorce in 1675.
Thanks to the patricians’ treatises describing these events, many European 
kings could see the magnificence of the Florentine designs and of the Medici 
family. Their ceremonies in this way really became a model for similar cer-
emonies at other courts.1382 This cultural prestige was very important for the 
Medici, because politically and economically the Grand Duchy was not quite 
1378	 Alessandri	2000:	144.
1379	 Ibid.:	143.
1380	Vannini	2010:	 157-158.	See	ASF	5247,	c.	269,	 16	July	 1661	 (for	Buondelmonti,	Montauti	and	Del	Sera),	
ASF	5249,	c.	313,	20	July	1661	(for	Cardinal	Rossetti	and	the	Duke	of	Sermoneta)	and	ASF	5247,	c.	795,	5	
August	1661	(for	Hennequin).
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flourishing in the seventeenth century.1383 Charles II, who had just been re-
stored as King of England after the royal family’s long exile, was very interested 
in reviving theatrical life in England, because many theatres had been closed 
during the reign of Oliver Cromwell.1384 Thanks in large part to the treatise 
written by Alessandro Segni and Guasconi’s propagation of it in London, we 
can again see that patricians were important for the cultural representation of 
the Medici outside Florence.
Conclusion
The Medici-Grand Dukes of the seventeenth century (1600-1670) often used 
culture as an instrument to define and enlarge their social and political prestige 
and to create or consolidate political alliances. This was an effective strategy 
that could only be executed, however, with the help of the Florentine patri-
cians, who were very well informed about the historical and actual political 
position of Tuscany in Italy and Europe. As members of cultural academies they 
played an essential role in the cultural success and the increase of social prestige 
of the Medici court in many ways.
Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger contributed significantly to the 
cultural events that were designed to persuade the emir Fakhr ad-Din of the 
importance of commercial and political cooperation between the Levant and 
Tuscany. This is an example of the patrician’s cultural assistance that was of 
political interest to the Medici. 
With their extensive patronage networks, the patricians assisted the 
Medici in organizing marriage and memorial ceremonies. As men of letters 
they supervised rehearsals and performances, and wrote theatre plays or funeral 
ceremonies rich with political allusions, and their reports about these events 
were sent to many European courts. Moreover, they entertained distinguished 
guests in their own palaces and gardens and paid for part of the festivities. 
They invented innovative operas and intermedi and contributed in this way to 
the success of these kinds of events. Their cultural contribution was of great 
political importance. Thanks to the patricians’ help, the Medici could create 
political alliances with other rulers. Thanks to the descriptions, fame about the 






nobles eagerly anticipated receiving them and using the Florentine events as a 
model for their own celebrations. Florentine patricians with political functions 
at other courts actively diffused the descriptions of marriages and funerals to 
other rulers and men of letters. In this way, nobles across all of Europe could 
see the magnificence of the Medici manifestations. Over all, we can say that 
the patricians played a very important role in the cultural representation of the 
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figures – Chapter six
figure 1: Fabrizio	Boschi,	Cosimo	II	receives	emir	Fakhr	ad-Din	al-Maan	(on	the	right),	1621-23,	Casino	
Mediceo,	Florence.	 Reproduced	in:	Riccardo	Spinelli,	Fabrizio Boschi (1572-1642) pittore barocco di “belle 
idee” e di “nobiltà di maniera”,	Florence	2006.
figure 2: Florentine	school	(Jacob	van	Asselt)	
after	a	cartoon	by	Baccio	del	Bianco,	tapestry 
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Reproduced	in:	Leonardo	Ginori	Lisci,	Gualfonda. Un antico palazzo en un giardino scomparso,	Florence	
1953.
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figure 9: Valerio	Spada,	Ercole in Tebe (Hercules in Thebes),	1661,	Teatro	della	Pergola,	Florence.	
Designed	by	Ferdinando	Tacca.








After a period in which the Medici excluded the Florentine patricians from 
the administration of the government and from functions in their household, 
in the seventeenth century, the Grand Dukes started to involve the patricians 
in their regime so that they felt themselves participants of it. The patricians’ 
contributions proved to be decisive for the political and cultural success of 
the Medici court and furthermore determined the diversity of cultural life of 
seventeenth-century Florence to a surprising degree.
This thesis gives the first broad overview of both the diplomatic significance 
of the Florentine patricians and their cultural importance as a group, by care-
fully combining original archival research and the results of previous case stud-
ies to individual patrician families. Moreover, I placed the patricians’ cultural 
activities into a sociopolitical and historical context. The themes discussed 
in this thesis are directly related to the multiplicity of functions and roles in 
which the patricians manifested themselves. Members of major Florentine 
families such as the Guicciardini and the Niccolini were active in many fields 
that together determined the social, political, and cultural representation of the 
Medici court in different ways: as ambassadors and agents; as political advisors; 
as chamberlains and tutors of Medici princes; as vice patrons and members of 
cultural academies; as artistic patrons and brokers with large cultural networks; 
as supervisors of architectural projects; as organizers of public ceremonies; as 
writers of treatises; and as librarians. In all these functions patricians gave ap-
propriate advice with their large insight into local customs and cultural trends 
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at other courts, their comprehension of Florentine history and identity and of 
the historical and actual political position of Tuscany in relation to other states.
Clearly, most of the patricians’ cultural activities were of both cultural 
and political importance. This is most obvious when it comes to their roles as 
ambassadors and chamberlains and in the organization of ceremonial events. 
As to the latter, I have shown how the patricians could help by organizing mar-
riage ceremonies, by hiring actors for theatrical productions and painters and 
other artists for the construction of the temporary scenes, by developing the 
iconographic programs of the pieces performed, and by writing reports about 
these. By sending these reports to foreign courts, where other patricians spread 
them among the courtiers, the social and cultural prestige of the Medici could 
reach the ears and eyes of nobles and princes throughout the whole of Europe. 
Their input was therefore extremely varied and required a considerable amount 
of artistic and literary creativity.
For their role in the organization of such events the patricians could rely 
on their excellent education and their extensive networks. Florentine cultural 
academies such as the Alterati, the Apatisti, the Svogliati and the Crusca, in 
which Florentine noblemen usually entered at an early age, seem to have 
functioned as important stepping stones for all sorts of future collaborations. 
Chapter 4 shows how omnipresent the academies were in the world of the 
patricians. The membership of many distinguished Medici princes – notably 
Don Giovanni de’ Medici and the three brothers of Grand Duke Ferdinand II, 
Giovan Carlo, Mattias and Leopoldo de’ Medici – added considerably to their 
appeal and political significance. Likewise, the cultural brokerage activities 
discussed in chapter 5 often took place within a complex and dynamic political 
context. As brokers, patricians often gave advice about or arranged cultural gifts 
that at the same time had a political meaning.
Essential for our understanding of the patricians’ contribution to the cul-
tural climate in seventeenth-century Florence and to the cultural success of the 
Medici court is the concept of mutual profit. Many patricians enjoyed social 
esteem thanks to their work in service of the Medici family. Thanks to this role, 
they could associate with important patrons and artists at different courts and 
see their art collections and theatrical activities (on the occasion of entries, 
marriages and funeral ceremonies), which was useful for their own cultural 
development and prestige, but also for the cultural success of the Medici court. 
Without the patricians, the Medici could not have met all the ceremonial needs 
of a European court and therefore they continued to bestow political privileges 
and important positions on the patricians. 
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Thanks both to their travels to other courts in Italy and around Europe as 
diplomats and ambassadors and to their large correspondence networks, the 
patricians were constantly able to circulate cultural news and objects from sev-
eral courts to Florence and vice versa. They discussed all these new influences 
within their academies. Moreover, the experience of the patricians at other 
courts helped the Medici to have original and modern programs for marriage 
festivities or commemoration ceremonies. The patricians’ travels kept Florence 
up to date about cultural events and innovations at other courts and could 
take this as an example for future events, while at the same time the patricians 
brought the cultural achievements of Florence to other courts, which used the 
Florentine events as a model for their own celebrations. 
The Medici trusted the cultural authority of the patricians as a group, and 
gave them considerable freedom to experiment within the academies in the 
fields of poetry, art, literature, music, and especially theatre. The most success-
ful concepts could then be applied in a larger form for cultural events of the 
Medici court, as was the case with the first opera performances and with the 
famous intermedi and improvised plays. Without the patricians as the driving 
force behind all the Medici festivities, the Medici could never have been so 
innovating and could never have anticipated or responded to all the European 
artistic and cultural trends.
The Medici occasionally also benefitted from the patricians’ sensibility for 
new styles in the visual arts, especially in Rome. Guicciardini, for instance, 
could help the Medici to collect all the latest art genres, like the Flemish land-
scapes and paintings of the caravaggisti, allowing the Medici to be in line with 
new modes in international taste.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that in the field of art patronage, the patri-
cians gradually started to present themselves in a more princely way, by glorify-
ing their own families in the present and emphasizing their alliances to other 
noble families and their possessions in the countryside. Within a relatively 
stable political system, such imagery seems to lack polemical undertones. As a 
result they found a new way to express family pride without undermining the 
authority of the Medici family and court.
Most of the conclusions presented here are based on the rich evidence I found 
in the Florentine archives about subjects as diverse as food gifts, the exchange 
of musical compositions, cultural brokerage activities, the social and geographic 
mobility of employees and artists, the social representation of the Medici and 
their representatives and cardinals in Rome, and about the diplomatic etiquette 
at the Roman court. It is through the richness of the source material that the 
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true scope of the patricians’ contribution to Florentine culture can be put into 
sharp focus and that the general mechanisms behind their activities can be 
made clear. In some cases, notably the brokerage activities of Michelangelo Bu-
onarroti the Younger, one can look far beyond the boundaries of seventeenth-
century Florence, when extensive correspondence sheds unexpected light on 
the complexity of recommendation and recruiting mechanisms using informal 
networks.
I believe that the Florentine elite can function as an important touch-
stone for the study of informal patrician networks and their contribution to 
the functioning and success of a territorial court in general. This issue surely 
requires more investigation and inevitably leads to new questions that could 
not be addressed in this dissertation. What happened for example, after the 
patricians carried out their functions as ambassadors abroad? Did they stay 
in close contact with the European elite, or did their relations dissolve after 
their missions were concluded? And what were the similarities (or differences) 
between the activities of Florentine patrician ambassadors in Rome and at other 
European courts? And more specifically about Rome: what kind of relations 
existed between diplomats from other states at the papal court? Did they also 
form informal networks? Research on these kinds of topics can shed more light 
on cultural contacts and diplomatic relations between Tuscany and other states. 
What fascinated me most while committing this research project is the 
versatility of the patricians. In my opinion, the combination of political func-
tions with artistic patronage activities, membership and active participation 
in cultural academies and confraternities, and the organization of ceremonial 
events, was something unique to the Florentine patricians, with their rich cul-
tural history and specific historical identity.













APPENDIx I: ARCHIVAL SOuRCES REFERRING TO CHAPTER 2
asf Mediceo del Principato 3501: lettere di diversi al Cardinale Giovan Carlo

















































aG legazioni e commissarie dei Guicciardini XXVIII: letters from Piero Guicciardini to belisario Vinta, 
andrea Cioli, Curzio Picchena and Grand Duke Cosimo II.

















asf MP 3512 (cited	in:	Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	vol.	II,	appendice	10)















asf MP 5269 (cited	in:	Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	9)
letter from Cardinal Carlo de’ Medici (florence) to Piero Guicciardini (Rome), 29 october 1618
Illustrissimo	Signore,	desidero	quattro	quadri	di	pitture	a	paesi	di	mano	del	Brilli;	se	si	 trovassero	Vostra	
Signoria	 Illustrissima	 mi	 faccia	 piacere	 di	 farmeli	 comperare.	 Non	 le	 prescrivo	 né	 il	 prezzo,	 né	 la	 misura	































































asf Mediceo del Principato 3509	(cited	in:	Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	4)
letter from andrea Cioli (florence) to Piero Guicciardini (Rome), 16 December 1615


















































asf Mediceo del Principato 6028	(cited	in:	Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	7)


















letter from andrea Cioli (florence) to Piero Guicciardini (Rome), 19 september 1616
Loro	Altezze	hanno	approvato	ch’ella	[Piero	Guicciardini]	non	abbia	toccato,	né	quel	Bacco	della	Sala,	né	






asf Mediceo del Principato 5269	(cited	in:	Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	vol.	II	appendice,	49)









asf MP 5211 cc. 345-47	(cited	in: Barocchi/Bertelà	2005:	vol.	II	appendice	50)
































anCfi fondo antico 245, inserto 5: lettere di Monanni Monanno

































fragment from a letter from Monanno Monanni (Rome) to filippo niccolini (florence), without date, 














fragment from a letter from Monanno Monanni (Rome) to filippo niccolini (florence), 15 January 
1645.
Se	 ci	 mandassero	 qualche	 baldachino	 bello	 per	 l’anticamera	 di	 Sua	 Altezza	 farebbe	 bonissimo	 effetto,	
perche	non	sta	bene	haver	solo	dua	baldacchini	una	nella	sala,	l’altra	nella	stanza	dell’audienza.	Il	Cardi-
nale	di	Savoia1390	ne	haveva	due	nelle	Anticamere,	et	molti	Cardinali	ne	hanno	almeno	uno,	pero	stimo	per	
negotio	 dal	 considerarlo,	 ch’è	 quanto	 duro	 raprresentare	 a	V.S.	 Illustrissima	 presente	 alla	 quale	 facendo	
humilissima	reverenza.	Di	Roma	15	gennaio	1645



























































APPENDIx II: ARCHIVAL SOuRCES REFERRING TO CHAPTER 4
bnCf Magl. Cl. IX. Cod. 124, c.1 + 6
The list of pseudonyms of members of the alterati which Don Giovanni de’ Medici received from 














asf Mediceo 5141 c. 43






asf MP 5375 c535 







asf MP 5375 c539






anCfi, fondo antico 246, inserto 5: lettere di diverse persone al marchese filippo niccolini





























letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 14 september 1658:
[...]	Le	mando	un’altra	arietta	delle	scritte,	la	qual	desidero	incontri	il	di	lei	gusto.	[...]
























letter from Marco Marazzoli to filippo niccolini, 25 september 1658:
Illustrissimo	signore	et	padrone	colendissimo,





























letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 26 october 1658:
[...]	Le	mando	conforme	il	solito	una	dell’accennate	ariette,	con	desiderio	di	sapere,	se	gli	habbia	mandata	





anCfi, fondo antico 246, inserto 6: lettere di diverse persone al marchese filippo niccolini
















con	V.S.	 Illustrissima	57	giuli;	 se	vuole	glieli	paghi	per	 lei,	me	ne	dia	parte,	ché	subito	 lo	sodisfarò.	Se	 la	
somma	fosse	stata	piccola,	l’haverei	sodisfatto	subito,	ma	ciò	non	ho	voluto	fare	senza	nuovo	ordine.	
letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 9 november 1658:
[...]	Giacché	mi	accenna	non	haver	ricevuta	la	canzone	scrittala,	ne	la	mando	hora,	e	credo,	che	non	sarà	
delle	inferiori	delle	già	ricevute.	Attendo	tuttavia	a	copiare	il	libro,	acciò	possa	restare	sempre	servita.	[...]









































letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 30 november 1658:
[...]	Le	mando	una	delle	accennate;	se	questa	haverà	fortuna	di	trovar	luogo	fra	le	altre	mandatole,	io	ne	
riceverò	molto	piacere.	[...]






anCfi, fondo antico 246, inserto 7: lettere di diverse persone al marchese filippo niccolini












letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 11 april 1659:




letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 19 april 1659:
[...]	Si	appagherà	d’una	pronta	volontà	e	delle	solite	bagatelle	di	qualche	arietta	che	non	sono	di	niun	ril-
ievo.	Me	ne	sono	state	date	quattro	che	mi	dicono	esser	nuove;	 io	non	sapendolo	ne	 le	mando	la	nota,	
affinche	veda	se	l’ha	tra	le	sue	o	nò;	e	sono	le	seguenti,	cioè	1.	Me lo volete dire se m’amate o non m’amate.	2.	
Miratemi quanto potete.	3.	In sentier dirupato, che sopra il mar s’estende.	4.	Sentite sentite se Amor me la fa.	Ne	
starò	attendendo	risposta	per	poterla	servire	in	evento	che	non	l’habbia.	[...]













anCfi, fondo antico 246, inserto 8: lettere di diverse persone al marchese filippo niccolini


























































senza	fallo,	che	 la	cortese	di	V.S.	 Illustrissima	mi	sia	giunta	gratissima,	benché	amareggiata	alquanto	per 
non	ritrovarsi	ella	d’intera	e	perfetta	salute	[…]	e	ne	supplico	Dio	che	lungamente	gliela	faccia	godere.	Le	
mando	un’altra	canzone	a	tre	[voci],	piaccia	al	cielo,	che	in	Lei	trovi	quel	ricetto,	che	hanno	trovato	l’altre.	
E	qui	per	fine	humilmente	 la	riverisco.	Di	Roma,	a	dì	19	di	 luglio	1659.	Di	V.S.	 Illustrissima	obbligatissimo	
servitore	Giuseppe	Vannucci.
letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 26 July 1659:
Illustrissimo	signor	et	padrone	mio	colendissimo,
si	 persuada	 a	 credere	 V.S.	 Illustrissima	 (come	 veramente	 è)	 che	 l’haver	 io	 inteso	 dalla	 cortesissima	 sua	






letter from Giuseppe Vannucci to filippo niccolini, 2 august 1659:
Illustrissimo	signor	et	padrone	mio	colendissimo,
























anCfi, fondo antico 246, inserto 4: lettere di diverse persona al marchese filippo niccolini



























anCfi, fondo antico 246, inserto 11: Minute di filippo niccolini 1658–1659
letter (draft) from filippo niccolini to antonio Rivani at Innsbruck, 11 october 1658
Mediante	la	 lettera	di	V.S.	de’	4	del	corrente	scritta	 in	Venezia	 io	sento	l’arrivo	suo	non	del	tutto	felice	 in	
quella	città,	se	ben	tale	può	dirsi	che	supera	le	tempeste.	Io	l’ho	veramente	compatita	considerando	il	trava-
glio	dell’animo	suo	non	avezzo	alle	ingiurie	de’	tempi,	et	immaturo	per	gli	incomodi	dei	viaggi.	Voglio	però	

























































fragments from letters from (Pier) francesco Rinuccini to leopoldo
asf MP 5548 c 777, 8 June 1654
…Quando	sia	tempo	supplicherò	Vostra	Altezza ad	impetrarmi	la	licenza	per	un	mese,	e	per	esser	a	veder	la	
commedia	e	per	accomodare	alcuni	miei	interessi






asf MP 5449 c497
La	 stanza	 dei	 bicchieri	 torna	 bene	 e	 credo	 abbia	 da	 piacere	 a	 Vostra	 Altezza	 Serenissima	 e	 la	 Signora	
Marchesa	Margherita	Capponi	ha	fatto	di	sua	mano	una	lunetta	belissima	al	paragone	de’	Maestri.
asf MP 5550 c. 310

















asf MP 5575 c 184 bis r, 21	(cited	by	Alessandri,	2000)
fragment from a letter from lorenzo Guicciardini to leopoldo, november 1640




asf MP 5550 c 325 r






b.R.f., Ms. 2296 bis 2299 
















bnCf fondo nazionale, II-I, 382
letter from bleau (amsterdam) to antonio Magliabechi (florence), 9 July 1666
Il	signor	Marchese	Francesco	Riccardi	ed	il	signor	Alessandro	Segni	sono	stati	alcuni	giorni	in	questa	città,	et	
hanno	comprato	da	me	molti	libri,	fra	i	quali	sono	alcuni	per	il	Serenissimo	Principe	di	Toscan.
















asf Miscellanea medicea, 302, ins. 3 c.35v (cited	in	Michelassi	2010:	138)




asf MM 304, ins III fasc. 4 c. 165r-v (cited	in	Michelassi	2010:	138)
Description of the first performance of the Percossi, 23 January 1645
Ieri	nel	casino	di	Sua	Altezza	Reverendissima	gl’accademici	Percossi	 recitorno	 la	 loro	prima	commedia	e	
l’immaginativa	 del	 loro	 valore	 era	 così	 accreditata	 che	 vi	 accorse	 gran	 quantità	 di	 dame	 che	 non	 erano	
invitate	e	che	mai	in	tal	feste	s’eran	più	viste.	










APPENDIx III: ARCHIVAL SOuRCES REFERRING TO CHAPTER 5 
a.b. 39, no. 39
















a.b. 39, no. 86





















a.b. 39, no. 97










a.b. 39, no. 98






































a.b. 39, no. 100






a.b. 39, no. 134









a.b. 39, no. 170

















a.b. 40, no. 34

































a.b. 40, no. 51
























a.b. 40, no. 228








a.b. 41, no. 50










a.b. 41, no. 51












a.b. 41, no. 53
letter from neri alberti (Pisa) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (Rome), 5 May 1630
Molto	Illustre	Signor	et	patron	mio	osservandissimo,
Ricevetti	la	gratissima	de	27	Aprile	il	giorno	4	di	Maggio,	nel	quale	venne	il	nuovo	Consolo	di	Mare	signor	

















a.b. 41, no. 55




































a.b. 41, no. 57












a.b. 41, no. 58











a.b. 41, no. 103
letter from alessandro Deti to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 21 august 1632.
...Supplico	V.S.	a	farmi	grazia	di	mandar	a	chiamar	quel	S.	Furini	suo	amico,	e	pregarlo	a	volermi	informare	
dal	padron	di	quello	studiuolo.	[...]
a.b. 41, no. 104












a.b. 41, no. 105






a.b. 41, no. 106




a.b. 41, no. 110






a.b. 41, no. 111
letter from alessandro Deti to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 14 January 1636
Signor	mio,
Prego	V.S.	a	scusarmi	se	cosi	tardi	rispondo	alla	cortessisima	sua	lettera	del	primo	del	questa	per	essermi	




a.b. 41, no. 114

























a.b. 41, no. 117









miglior	 cose,	 che	 in	 questo	 genere	 habbia	 mai	 sentito,	 e	 letto,	 ma	 mentre	 l’ammiro,	 non	 mi	 maraviglio	
rispetto	l’autore,	necesserà	in	me	l’ammirazione;	il	diletto,	e	l’utile	in	mille	e	mille	letture.	Godendo	e	pre-





a.b. 41, no. 139























a.b. 41, no. 140












a.b. 41, no. 142











a.b. 41, no. 143










a.b. 41, no. 144




















a.b. 41, no. 147









a.b. 41, no. 154













a.b. 41, no. 156
letter from luigi arrigucci (Rome) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 29 september 
1635







a.b. 41, no. 157










a.b. 42, no. 190












a.b. 43, no. 429
letter from Giovanni brocelli to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), without date.
Illustre	Signor	et	padrone	a	me	sempre,




di	 tasti:	el	 tutto	farò	per	quanto	mi	sarà	comandato.	Di	V.S.	 Illustre	Affettissimo	et	Devotissimo	Servitore,	
Giovanni	Brocelli.
a.b. 43, no. 431




























a.b. 43, no. 430









a.b. 43, no. 432





















a.b. 44, no. 467










a.b. 46, no. 707













a.b. 46, no. 708


































a.b. 46, no. 722
letter from Camillo della Gherardesca (lastra a signa) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (flor-
ence), 7 December 1605.
Illustre	Signor	mio	Osservandissimo,










a.b. 46, no. 723
letter from Camillo della Gherardesca (lastra a signa) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (flor-
ence), 9 December 1605.
Molto	Illustre	Signor	mio	padrone	Osservandissimo,
Gli	scrissi	 il	giorno	passato	altra	mia	et	ora	gli	soggiungerò	che	pare	il	Signor	Filippo	si	risolva	a	ricevere	







a.b. 46, no. 724
letter from Camillo della Gherardesca (lastra a signa) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (flor-






















a.b. 46, no. 739
letter from Cosimo della Gherardesca (Colle Val d’elsa) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger 
(florence), 17 august 1631.
Molto	Illustre	Signor	mio	osservandissimo,





a.b. 46, no. 743
letter from Cosimo della Gherardesca (Talciona) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 
7 september 1632.
Molto	Illustre	Signor	mio	osservandissimo,






a.b. 46, no. 765




























a.b. 46, no. 767






a.b. 46, no. 788











a.b. 46, no. 791

















	 			Rusticali	 	 	 	 Soggetti	 Lugubri
	 			Marinarecci						 	 	 Pij
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Lucullo	 Baffo:	Trafitto,	 accademico	 insensato	 di	 Perugia.	 Montalto	 Alessandro	 Peretti,	 cardinale,	 Lorenzo	
Franceschi,	senatore	e	letterato	fiorentino
a.b. 46, no. 794











a.b. 46, no. 814








aiutar	questo	virtuoso	nei	suoi	desideri,	e	 io	all’uno,	e	all’altro	 resterò	obbligatissimo	di	quanto	 faranno	
molti	dalle	mie	lettere,	che	sarà	il	fine	con	baciar	le	mani	a	V.S..	[...]	Di	Roma	li	17	di	novembre	1615.	Di	V.S.	
Illustre	Servitore	Affettissimo,	Piero	Dini
a.b. 46, no. 815









a.b. 47, no. 838

















a.b. 47, no. 881

























a.b. 47, no. 882




secondo	dove	è	 l’angiolo	Raffaello	e	Tobia,	ma	poi	che	 il	 tempo	 li	dà	comodità	di	poter	havere	qualche	












a.b. 47, no. 883




















a.b. 47, no. 884






a.b. 47, no. 885
letter from Piero falconieri (Rome) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 24 february 
1635
...	Li	dissi	la	passata	che	favorisse	per	il	finimento	di	esso	di	farli	fare	un	attacaglio	di	argento	con	qualche	
inventione	e	 ricchezza	corrispondente	all’opera	 il	medesimo	potra	 far	 fare	della	doratura	dell’assicella	o	
piastre	di	rame	nel	di	dietro	come	meglio	parra	a	V.S.	e	secondo	suo	gusto	al	quale	me	ne	rimetto.	[...]	Di	
Roma	li	24	di	febraro	1635.
a.b. 47, no. 886
















a.b. 47, no. 887











a.b. 47, no. 888
letter from Piero falconieri (Rome) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 14 april 1635









a.b. 47, no. 921









a.b. 48, no. 937





a.b. 48, no. 939
letter from Cosimo Gamberucci (florence) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger, 8 December 
1590











a.b. 48, no. 942







a.b. 48, no. 944









a.b. 48, no. 945
letter from Cosimo Gamberucci (naples) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 27 no-
vember 1606















a.b. 48, no. 968






a.b. 48, no. 1046



















a.b. 48, no. 1047
letter from Mario Guiducci (florence) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (Rome), 22 septem-
ber 1629
Molto	Illustre	Signor	Padrone	mio	Osservandissimo,
Scrissi	 alcuni	 giorni	 son	 a	V.S.	 in	 raccomandazione	 del	 nostro	 Ms	 Antonio	 Brunelli,	 custode	 benemerito	
dell’Accademia,	 acciò	 essendo	 vacato	 una	 Chiesa	 al	 suo	 piacere,	 che	 è	 dato	 dell’ordinario,	 nel	 mese	 del	
Papa,	 ella	 lo	 favorisse,	 di	 farglielo	 ottenere,	 se	 era	 possibile.	 La	 lettera	 si	 mandò	 sotto	 coperta	 di	 Signor	
Orazio	Magalotti,	e	credo	che	V.S.	l’avrà	ricevuta	subito,	che	sia	avvisata	a	Roma.	N’aspetto	adesso	insieme	
con	questi	altri	signori	Reggenti	qualche	buona	nuova,	promettendoli	dell’amorevolezza	di	V.S.	ogni	buon	






a.b. 48, no. 1048





















a.b. 48, no. 1049















a.b. 49, no. 1136
letter from Manfredo Macinghi to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 27 May 1607
Molto	Illustre	Signor	mio	osservandissimo,
Dico	 adunque	 qualche	 importa	 che	 egli	 ha	 voluto	 che	 faccio	 raccomandi	 a	V.S.	 Signor	 Giorgio	Trinci	 da	
Foligno,	che	sara	il	portator	della	presente,	il	qual	desidera	di	esser	conosciuto	dal	Gran	Duca	Padrone	per	
alcune	virtù	co	le	quali	egli	pensa	piacere	a	Sua Altezza,	come	da	esso	meglio	li	sara	detto,	percio	lo	prego	













a.b. 49, no. 1204
letter from Cosimo Manucci to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 21 June 1625
Che	V.S.	non	mi	habbia	scritto	dalla	promozione	in	qua	pocho	importa
a.b. 50, no. 1236








a.b. 50, no. 1236bis
letter from leopoldo de’ Medici (siena) to ferdinando II de’ Medici (florence), 11 May 1639
Serenissimo	Signore	mio	Signore	e	frattello	Osservandissimo,







honorare	 la	 mia	 devotissima	 Reverenza	 con	 le	 grazie	 dei	 suoi	 riveriti	 comandamenti	 Humilissimamente	
me	l’inchino	Di	Siena	a	gli	11	di	Maggio	1639	Di	Vostra	Altezza	Serenissima	Devotissimo	ed	Obbligatissimo	
Servitore	e	Fratello.	Il	Principe	Leopoldo
a.b. 50, no. 1239




a.b. 50, no. 1298





a.b. 50, no. 1305














a.b. 50, no. 1368






a.b. 50, no. 1371











a.b. 50, no. 1372

















a.b. 50, no. 1373
letter from alessandro orsini (Rome) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 3 april 
1616
Illustre	Signore,







a.b. 50, no. 1374
letter from alessandro orsini (Rome) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 22 april 
1616
Illustre	Signore,
Dall’inclusa	mia	 lettera	di	 risposta	al	Bronzino	qui	 inclusa	ch’io	mando	a	V.S.	a	posta	aperta,	acciò	dopo	




a.b. 51, no. 1482












a.b. 52, no. 1550









a.b. 52, no. 1593






a.b. 52, no. 1594







a.b. 52, no. 1595






a.b. 52, no. 1611






















a.b. 52, no. 1612















a.b. 53, no. 1761








a.b. 53, no. 1764












Di	 Firenze	 alli	 13	 maggio	 1629.	 Di	V.S.	 Molto	 Illustre	 Devotissimo	 ed	 Obbligatissimo	 Servitore,	 Francesco	
Segaloni
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a.b. 53, no. 1766










a.b. 54, no. 1811









a.b. 54, no. 1833





a.b. 54, no. 1841

























a.b. 54, no. 1842



















a.b. 54, no. 1844
fragment from a letter from Jacopo soldani (Pianfranzese) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger 
(florence), 27 november 1621
Ho	sentito	con	gusto	che	il	signor	Pier	Vettori	habbia	supplico	alla	mia	dappocaggine1400,	e	riconosco	per	
effetto	della	sua	cortesia.	27	9bre	1621	villa	Pianfranzese
a.b. 54, no. 1855

















a.b. 54, no. 1876










a.b. 54, no. 1877
letter from Jacopo soldani (siena) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 18 May 1639
Al	Serenissimo	Signor	Padrone	nostro	Signore	ho	presentato	la	lettera	di	V.S.	nella	quale	le	rende	grazie	della	
sua	intercessione	appresso	il	Serenissimo	Gran	Duca	a	favor	del	Signor	Gismondo	suo	Nipote.	Sua	Altezza	
ha	gradito	questo	offizio	scorgendo	 in	esso	 il	buon	affetto	di	V.S.	alla	quale	è	 inclinatissimo	stimandola	





a.b. 54, no. 1878










a.b. 54, no. 1912





















a.b. 54, no. 1914












a.b. 54, no. 1933











a.b. 54, no. 1943


















a.b. 54, no. 1944










a.b. 54, no. 1947















a.b. 55, no. 2008





plazione	mio.	Perciò	prego	V.S.	a	scusarmi,	 se	con	 il	mezzo	mio	 il	Signor	Fabbrizio	non	viene	consolato,	
che	veramente	per	me	ne	duole	più	che	ordinariamente	et	con	questo	ricordandomi:	Al	V.S.	Affettissimo	
servitore.	Li	11	Aprile	1625.	Lorenzo	Ubaldini	










a.b. 55, no. 2031




a.b. 55, no. 2048
letter from Giovanni Uguccioni to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger, 4 february 1595.
Se	trovi	di	Signor	Scipione	Amirato	[...]	i	Due	orationi,	una	al	Papa	e	l’altra	alla	Maesta	Cattolica	di	gratia	V.S.	
le	procuri	e	me	le	mandi	se	desidera	farmi	piacere.
a.b. 55, no. 2088















a.b. 55, no. 2095













1405	  Charles de Gontaut, duc de Biron (1562-1602). He was beheaded in the Bastille on 31 July 
1602.
386 Appendices
a.b. 55, no. 2096






PS:	Vorrei	 sapere	 quanto	 i	 Giunti	 costà	 vendino	 l’Istoria	 dell’Ammirato	 e	 quando	 sarà	 fornito	 quel	 bello	
Vocabulario	dell	Crusca.	E	gliele	ribaccio	con	ogni	affetto	.	Dio	con	lei.	
a.b. 55, no. 2097




a.b. 55, no. 2104
letter from Giovanni Uguccioni (Prague) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 16 au-
gust 1604






a.b. 55, no. 2105
letter from Giovanni Uguccioni (Prague) to Michelangelo buonarroti the Younger (florence), 4 oc-
tober 1604
...rispondo	essermi	stato	gratiss.o	[...]	quelle	particolarità	della	nostra	Patria	le	gli	ho	dette	all’amico
a.b. 56, no. 2170





a	 trattenersi	 costa	 qualche	 tempo	 sotto	 la	 sua	 disciplina	 per	 imparare	 a	 dipingere.	 L’amor	 che	 il	 Signor	
Matteo	sia	amorevolissimo	mio	e	ne	speri	dalla	sua	cortesia	ogni	grazia	e	 favore,	con	tutto	ciò	sapendo	




di	 reverirla	 come	 faccio	 humilmente.	 A	 Siena	 25	 ottobre	 1633	 Di	V.S.	 Illustrissima	 Devotissimo	 Servitore,	
Alessandro	Venturi.










a.b. 56, no. 2171











letters from other archives:




baV barb lat 6460 f39






























APPENDIx IV: ARCHIVAL SOuRCES REFERRING TO CHAPTER 6
asf Mediceo del Principato 3123, cc. 527v e 528r (Cited by R. Menicucci 1999: 45)





baV barb lat. 6464, ff. 82-83
letter from Giuliano Giraldi to accompany his description of Henry IV’s memorial, when he sent it to 









archivio buonarroti a.b. 88, no. 231 (Cited by M. Minicucci 1983: 109)
Progetto del festino da farsi da Riccardo Riccardi nel giardino del suo palazzo, scritto come pare da 


















asf Mediceo del Principato 5538, c.24v (Cited by alessandri 2000: 144)














•	 capitano delle corazze:	commander	of	the	heavy	cavalry.





















•	 cruscate:	 comical	 discussions	 during	 the	 gatherings	 of	 the	 members	 of	 the	 Acca-
demia	della	Crusca.
•	 de’ primi della città:	among	the	most	prominent	persons	of	the	city.
•	 depositario generale:	depository/treasurer













were	 relatives	 of	 the	 patricians	 murdered	 by	 Cosimo	 I	 in	 1537,	 after	 they	 revolted	
against	him	at	Montemurlo.
•	 gentiluomo di camera:	lord/gentleman	in	waiting,	chamberlain.






• maestro di camera: chamberlain.
•	 maestro di cappella (del concerto):	master	of	the	choir	or	orchestra.
393Glossary
•	 maestro:	master,	virtuoso	(for	example	musicians	or	painters).


















•	 procaccio:	 the	name	of	 the	 Italian	postal	services	 in	the	early	modern	time,	some-
times	they	used	horses,	sometimes	coaches.	


























•	 uomini illustri:	 illustrious	men.	 In	the	Renaissance	period	many	renowned	citizens	
collected	series	of	portraits	of	famous	men.
•	 uomini nuovi:	The	uomini nuovi	were	mostly	jurists	(lawyers	and	notaries)	who	came	
from	little	Tuscan	towns	and	did	not	have	strong	grassroots	support	in	Florence.	The	
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Het culturele leven in de stad Florence in de periode tussen 1600 en 1660 wordt 
door veel cultuurhistorici nog altijd voornamelijk geassocieerd met de Medici-
familie. In dit proefschrift wordt dit beeld herzien. Goed opgeleide en zeer ge-
letterde leden van het Florentijnse patriciaat waren essentieel voor het culturele 
succes van het Medicihof. Bovendien waren hun netwerken verantwoordelijk 
voor veel culturele vernieuwingen.
Hoewel het traditionele beeld - dat patriciërs zich gedurende de zestiende en 
zeventiende eeuw terugtrokken uit de politiek en de maatschappij en landei-
genaren werden - door sociaal-economisch en politiek-historici reeds vanaf de 
jaren ’70 van de twintigste eeuw aan een revisie is onderworpen, bleven veel 
cultuurhistorici uit de jaren ’80 en ’90 toch vasthouden aan deze zienswijze. 
Eén van de redenen hiervoor is dat het culturele erfgoed van de Medici zeer 
goed bewaard is gebleven, terwijl de collecties van de patriciërs vaak verspreid 
of uit het zicht zijn geraakt en hun paleizen en villa’s meestal niet toegankelijk 
zijn voor een groter publiek en zelfs niet voor onderzoekers. Bovendien hebben 
de Medici er in historische traktaten alles aan gedaan om hun eigen culturele 
activiteiten op te laten hemelen en die van de patriciërs zoveel mogelijk in de 
schaduw te stellen. Pas in de laatste vijftien jaar beginnen er enkele boeken en 
artikelen te verschijnen over de tot nog toe vrij onbekende culturele activiteiten 
van individuele patriciërfamilies, veelal gebaseerd op de rijke informatie in hun 
familiearchieven. In dit proefschrift ligt de focus niet op deze individuele fa-
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milies, maar juist op de culturele bijdrage van de patriciërs als groep. Dit levert 
inzichten op in de mechanismes achter hun culturele invloed. Door middel 
van een combinatie van archiefonderzoek met secundaire bronnen over hun 
sociaal-politieke positie en specifieke culturele activiteiten, komen in dit proef-
schrift de manieren aan het licht waarop Florentijnse patriciërs tussen 1600 en 
1660 bijdroegen aan het culturele klimaat, het succes van het Medicihof en de 
sociale representatie van de Medici in Florence en in andere steden in Europa.
Om de culturele bijdrage van de patriciërs aan te tonen is gekozen voor een 
thematische aanpak. Het eerste hoofdstuk is een inleidend hoofdstuk waarin de 
veranderende sociaal-politieke positie van de patriciërs gedurende de zestiende 
en zeventiende eeuw duidelijk wordt. Toen Florence in 1530 een hertogdom 
werd, betekende dit een drastische verandering voor de Florentijnse patriciërs. 
Waar zij eerder nog deel uitmaakten van de democratische republikeinse rege-
ring, werden ze nu door de Medici weggehouden uit de regering, uit angst dat 
zij in opstand zouden komen tegen het nieuwe territoriale regime. In plaats van 
de Florentijnse patriciërs kozen de Medici in de zestiende eeuw onder andere 
voor zogenaamde ‘uomini nuovi’, lager opgeleide ambtenaren uit de provincie, 
die geen sterke achterban hadden in Florence en daarom een minder grote 
bedreiging vormden. 
Omdat de patriciërs toch vonden dat zij recht hadden op deelname aan 
de regering, deden zij er vanaf toen alles aan om hun belang voor Florence en 
de Medici aan te tonen. Om te beginnen gingen ze archiefonderzoek doen in 
hun eigen familiearchieven om uit te zoeken hoe oud hun geslachten waren 
en hoeveel regeringsfunctionarissen er al in hun families geweest waren. Zo 
wilden ze aantonen dat zij de stad al eeuwen hadden gediend en benadruk-
ken dat zij dit ook graag in de toekomst wilden blijven doen. Ondertussen 
veranderde er gedurende de zestiende eeuw ook veel binnen het hertogdom 
van de Medici. Groothertog Cosimo I had het domein met de verovering van 
Siena aanzienlijk uitgebreid en het hertogdom Florence weten te transformeren 
in het groothertogdom Toscane (in 1569). Nadat hij hier ook de benodigde wet-
telijke erkenning voor had weten te verkrijgen van veel andere staten, waren de 
Medici er in de zeventiende eeuw aan toe om te werken aan hun symbolische 
representatie, niet alleen in Italië, maar ook elders in Europa. Hiervoor hadden 
zij de patriciërs hard nodig. Bovendien konden zij uit angst voor revoltes de 
patriciërs niet langer negeren. De uomini nuovi waren niet talrijk genoeg en 
vaak ook niet goed genoeg geworteld in de Florentijnse maatschappij om in de 
toekomst een rol van betekenis te blijven spelen. Vanaf 1623 maakten de patri-
ciërs daarom weer deel uit van regering en de huishouding van de Medici. Dit 
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deden zij met enthousiasme en toewijding, omdat zij het net als hun voorzaten 
als hun civiele plicht zagen om de stad Florence te dienen en de regering stabiel 
te houden.
De patriciërs werden met hun nieuw verworven posities echter geen hove-
lingen, die louter van de groothertogen afhankelijk waren. Zij waren sociaal, 
economisch en cultureel autonoom en droegen in grote mate bij aan de econo-
mische stabiliteit van de Toscaanse staat. Om deel uit te kunnen maken van de 
Europese aristocratie, dwongen ze bij de Medici sociale privileges af en kregen 
zij van hen adellijke titels toegewezen. Zo konden ze het symbolisch aanzien 
van de Medici vergroten, maar tegelijkertijd ook zelf groeien in prestige. Hun 
hoge positie in de huishouding en de regering zorgde er bovendien voor dat 
ze meer invloed konden uitoefenen in hun rol als culturele opdrachtgevers en 
bemiddelaars.
Als ambassadeurs en kamerheren van de Medici droegen de patriciërs in be-
langrijke mate bij aan de culturele en sociaal-politieke uitstraling van de Medici 
aan andere hoven en zorgden zij er bovendien voor dat de nieuwste culturele 
ontwikkelingen aan andere hoven in Florence nagevolgd konden worden. Dit 
wordt duidelijk in het tweede hoofdstuk. Veel patriciërs gingen op reis om di-
plomatieke missies uit te voeren, zodat de Medici konden voldoen aan alle cere-
moniële verplichtingen op Europese schaal. Ze brachten bijvoorbeeld felicitaties 
over bij de geboorte van nieuwe prinsen en prinsessen en bij de troonbestijging 
van belangrijke vorsten en andere heersers. Ook gaven ze condoleances van 
de Medici door bij het overlijden van koningen, keizers of hun familieleden. 
Als de Medici-groothertog zelf overleed, gingen er bovendien patriciërs op pad 
om het bericht van zijn dood over te brengen, net zoals ze het vreugdevolle 
nieuws brachten over zijn opvolging. Maar het doorgeven van condoleances 
en felicitaties was lang niet de enige taak van de diplomaten. Soms voerden 
zij vredesmissies uit, andere keren onderhandelden zij over huwelijken of al-
lianties en vaak ook reisden patriciërs vooruit om reizen van de Medici voor 
te bereiden. Ten slotte gingen er af en toe ook patriciërs op pad om graan in te 
kopen in tijden van hongersnood. Dankzij al deze diplomatieke missies hadden 
de Medici een wijdvertakt netwerk van connecties in heel Europa. 
Om de belangrijke rol die patriciërs konden spelen als ambassadeurs en 
kamerheren toe te lichten, concentreert dit tweede hoofdstuk zich op enkele 
patriciërs uit de families Niccolini en Guicciardini in het bijzonder. Giovanni 
Niccolini (1544-1611) was ambassadeur van de Medici in Rome van 1587 tot 
1610 en kreeg uit Florence vaak voedselgiften opgestuurd (zoals wijn, kaas en 
vruchten), die hij naar eigen inzicht mocht verdelen over verschillende kardi-
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nalen in Rome. Dit was één van de manieren waarop de Medici-familie haar 
netwerken met deze vooraanstaande families in Rome onderhield.
Een belangrijke kwestie waarbij patriciër-ambassadeurs een essentiële rol 
konden spelen was de kwestie van préséance. Het ging er hierbij om wie voor-
rang had boven wie, wat het belang van de Toscaanse staat was ten opzichte van 
andere staten. Dit kon bepalen welke afgezant van welke staat er bij ceremonies 
het dichtste bij de vorst mocht zitten en wie daarna, maar ook de volgorde 
waarin een nieuwe Medici-ambassadeur de vertegenwoordigers van andere 
staten bezocht. Het ging zelfs zo ver dat er ongeschreven regels waren voor de 
manier van uitgeleide doen na een bezoek van bijvoorbeeld een kardinaal of 
een vertegenwoordiger van een bevriende vorst. Liep de Florentijnse ambassa-
deur helemaal mee tot aan de koets en wachtte hij tot de bezoeker uit het zicht 
was? Of liep hij slechts mee tot halverwege de trap en draaide hij zich daarna 
meteen weer om, voordat de koets nog maar aan het rijden was? Of liep hij 
zelfs helemaal niet mee en bleef boven aan de trap bij de deur staan? En moest 
hij persoonlijk afscheid gaan nemen van bepaalde vertegenwoordigers, prinsen 
of kardinalen bij zijn aftreden of hen juist gaan begroeten bij zijn indienst-
treding? Of moest hij wachten tot zij van hem afscheid kwamen nemen of hem 
kwamen begroeten? En als hij een paleis van een kardinaal bezocht, hoeveel 
stappen liep deze dan met hem mee de kamers van zijn paleis in en waren dit 
meer of minder stappen dan bij vertegenwoordigers van andere vorsten die 
gelijkwaardig geacht werden? Al deze dingen waren uiterst belangrijk, hoewel 
ze ons sterk overdreven in de oren klinken. Maar als er hierin fouten werden 
gemaakt, kon dit tot grote conflicten tussen vorsten en het aftreden van ambas-
sadeurs leiden. De patriciërs die aan buitenlandse hoven verbleven, waren zeer 
belangrijk als adviseurs in al deze kwesties en konden voorkomen dat de Medici 
een slecht figuur sloegen, omdat ze niet goed genoeg op de hoogte waren van 
de actuele gebruiken en de actuele positie van verschillende staten. Toen de 
nieuwe ambassadeur Piero Guicciardini naar Rome kwam, vroegen de Medici 
daarom aan de zittende ambassadeur Giovanni Niccolini of hij alles in goede 
banen kon leiden wat betreft het bezoeken van andere ambassadeurs en de 
overige te volgen etiquette.
Eenmaal in functie wist Piero Guicciardini (1569-1626) zich al snel een 
groot sociaal netwerk te verwerven, dat ook veel vooraanstaande kardinalen 
met grote kunstcollecties omvatte. Naast zijn politieke activiteiten, kocht hij 
tijdens zijn ambassadeurschap in Rome tussen 1611 en 1621 ook veel kunst 
aan voor de Medici. Hij kocht voor hen de nieuwste genres die hij in de pa-
leizen van de kardinalen had gezien, zoals landschapsschilderijen, stillevens 
en schilderijen van de caravaggisti. De Medici vertrouwden hierbij volledig op 
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zijn oordelen en onderhandelingscapaciteiten wat betreft onderwerpkeuze, 
prijs en kwaliteit. Het door hem aangekochte tabernakel van Adam Elsheimer, 
bestaande uit zeven olieverfschilderijen die samen De legende van het Ware 
Kruis verbeeldden, werd later gebruikt om als diplomatieke gift te sturen aan 
de tweede graaf van Arundel, Thomas Howard (1585-1646). In ruil kregen de 
Medici een portret van de beroemde schilder Hans Holbein. Ze lieten natuurlijk 
niet na om het tabernakel, dat in Engelse hofkringen bekeken zou worden, te 
omlijsten met hun eigen wapens en emblemen. Dankzij kunstbemiddelaars als 
Piero Guicciardini konden de Medici de smaak aan andere hoven navolgen en 
ook andere heersers hier weer mee imponeren.
De adviezen van de patriciër-ambassadeurs waren onontbeerlijk als het aan-
kwam op giften aan belangrijke personen. Dit blijkt als Francesco Guicciardini 
(de broer van Piero), ambassadeur van de Medici in Madrid van 1593 tot 1602, 
in 1597 een jachtgift aanraadt aan de Spaanse koning Filips II, die niet alleen 
bestond uit jachtinstrumenten, maar ook uit vogels, honden en twee luipaar-
den. Hierdoor steeg Medici-groothertog Ferdinand I in één dag net zoveel in 
prestige als andere vorsten in een paar maanden, als je de vleiende brief van 
Guicciardini moet geloven. De patriciër-ambassadeurs adviseerden ook over 
architectuur. Francesco Niccolini (de zoon van Giovanni), ambassadeur van 
de Medici in Rome van 1621 tot 1643, helpt kardinaal Carlo de’ Medici (een 
broer van groothertog Cosimo II) in 1635 bij het beslissen over de aankoop van 
een nieuw paleis in Rome en adviseert uiteindelijk om het oude paleis, Palazzo 
Madama, op te knappen.
Aan het slot van dit hoofdstuk zien we hoe Filippo Niccolini (1586-1666), 
de jongere broer van Francesco en dus een andere zoon van Giovanni, als 
kamerheer van prins Giovan Carlo de’ Medici (een broer van groothertog 
Ferdinand II) diens intocht als pas benoemde kardinaal in Rome regelde. 
Hierbij werd met allerlei vooraanstaande figuren gediscussieerd over de stof 
op de buitenkant van de koets, de kleding van de pages, het ontwerp van de 
kardinaalsstaf en de aankleding van het Palazzo Madama met wandtapijten 
op ontwerp van onder andere Peter Paul Rubens. Steeds probeerden ze zoveel 
mogelijk attributen te recyclen die waren gebruikt bij eerdere intochten, maar 
zonder dat dit teveel opviel, want dan zouden ze mogelijk uitgelachen kunnen 
worden. Ook probeerden ze met al hun decoraties om te emuleren met andere 
kardinalen en zeker niet voor deze personen onder te doen. Niccolini zorgde 
dat alles uitvoerig overdacht werd en maakte in samenspraak met Giovan Carlo 
de uiteindelijke keuzes, die van groot belang waren voor de sociale uitstraling 
van de Medici in Rome tijdens de intocht. 
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Hoewel de patriciërs graag hun handen uit de mouwen staken en hun intel-
lect en ervaring gebruikten om de sociaal-politieke representatie van de Medici 
te bevorderen, hadden zij zeker ook genoeg oog voor hun eigen prestige en 
kunstmecenaat. In het derde hoofdstuk wordt daarom aandacht besteed aan de 
karakteristieken van hun patronage en de ontwikkeling hiervan gedurende de 
zeventiende eeuw. Voor het eerst wordt het patronage van individuele families 
met elkaar vergeleken en wordt gekeken naar hun gezamenlijke aspiraties en 
daarnaast ook naar de verschillen, vaak bepaald door hun politieke functies.
In de familiekapel in de Santa Croce in Florence die Giovanni Niccolini liet 
construeren, zijn veel Romeinse invloeden te zien, zoals het polychrome mar-
mer. Ook in zijn andere kunstopdrachten zijn zijn ervaringen als ambassadeur 
in Rome terug te zien, bijvoorbeeld in zijn muntencollectie, zijn verzameling 
antieke sculpturen en zijn opdrachten voor olieverfschilderijen op steen (zoals 
albast). In de familiekapel van Piero Guicciardini in de Santa Felicita zien we zijn 
banden met Rome met name terug in zijn opdrachten aan exponenten van het 
caravaggisme. Zijn kunstcollectie bevatte bovendien veel vernieuwende genres 
zoals landschappen, stillevens, jachtscènes en schilderijen van de caravaggisti. 
Dit in tegenstelling tot collecties van veel andere patriciërs in die tijd, die vaak 
nog meer de nadruk legden op historische en religieuze schilderijen. 
Michelangelo Buonarroti de Jongere (1568-1647) koos in zijn Casa Buonar-
roti - waarin hij met panelen en fresco’s zijn beroemde oudoom Michelangelo 
eerde, samen met allerlei patriciërs uit voorgaande eeuwen – eerst voor een 
klassieke realistische en later voor een meer speelse illusionistische stijl, met 
burleske elementen. Dit liet hij doen door een team van maar liefst vierendertig 
Florentijnse schilders, die later ook nog zouden werken in het Casino Mediceo 
voor Carlo de’ Medici en in Poggio Imperiale voor de regentes Maria Magda-
lena van Oostenrijk (de echtgenote van groothertog Cosimo II). Buonarroti de 
Jongere was de spilfiguur in een netwerk van veel vooraanstaande geletterden 
en kunstenaars en had zelf ook veel invloed op het iconografische programma 
van de fresco’s en panelen in zijn stadspaleis. In dezelfde periode koos ook 
groothertog Ferdinand II voor de speelse stijl van het illusionistisch perspectief. 
De geschilderde bas-reliëfs in zijn Salone degli Argenti (Palazzo Pitti) waren 
bedekt met stof, alsof ze echt waren, en de wolken op het plafond wierpen scha-
duwen op de geschilderde architectuurelementen. Deze monumentale fresco’s 
van Pietro da Cortona en Giovanni da San Giovanni, waarvoor Michelangelo 
Buonarroti de Jongere waarschijnlijk het iconografische programma uitdacht, 
waren een Europese prins waardig en geheel in lijn met de nieuwe aspiraties 
van de Medici.
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Net als Michelangelo Buonarroti de Jongere koos ook Niccolò dell’Antella 
(1560-1630) voor een Florentijnse groep schilders, die hij de façade van zijn 
paleis liet beschilderen met als belangrijkste thema de verering van patriciërs 
uit eerdere eeuwen. Tijdens de regering van de regentessen tussen 1621 en 1628 
en het begin van de regering van Ferdinand II, die toen nog erg jong was, was 
het patronage van de patriciërs van vitaal belang om allerlei structuren op gang 
te houden die nodig waren voor de culturele activiteiten van het Medicihof en 
de rijkheid van de Florentijnse cultuur.
Giovan Battista Strozzi de Jongere (1596-1636) gaf veel kunstopdrachten 
aan Florentijnse schilders, dikwijls met literaire onderwerpen, geïnspireerd op 
Tasso, Ariosto, Apuleius en Heliodorus. Voor dit soort schilderijen werden ook 
in Rome veel opdrachten gegeven in deze periode. Strozzi was zich goed bewust 
van zijn sociale prestige. Aan de gebroeders Domenico en Valore Casini gaf hij 
de opdracht voor een familieportret, waarin iedereen de beschouwer aankijkt 
en prachtige kleding draagt. Ook liet hij allerlei vedute (afbeeldingen van ge-
bouwen in een landschap) van de villa’s uit het familiebezit afbeelden in zijn 
paleis. Daarnaast had hij veel kopieën van beroemde schilderijen en fresco’s in 
huis, een fenomeen dat we steeds meer gaan zien naarmate de eeuw vorderde. 
De familie Guadagni gaf net als de Strozzi veel opdrachten voor vedute van hun 
villa’s en andere bezittingen op het platteland. Verder lieten ze veel wapenschil-
den van de familie op de muren schilderen en sloten ze zich aan bij de speelse 
burleske stijl (bijvoorbeeld door opdrachten aan Baccio del Bianco), die we ook 
al bij Buonarroti en Ferdinand II de’ Medici zagen. Dit voerden ze zelfs door tot 
in hun tuin, waar veel beelden van caramogi (mensen met groteske, vervormde 
ledematen) stonden van de beeldhouwer Domenico Pieratti.
De familie Corsi liet eveneens door Baccio del Bianco illusionistische so-
prapporte (schilderingen of basreliëfs boven deuren) schilderen. Omdat er van 
deze familie uitgebreide inventarissen van zowel hun villa als hun stadspaleis 
uit dezelfde jaren zijn overgeleverd, is het interessant om een vergelijking te 
maken tussen het soort schilderijen dat ze op beide plekken verzamelden. Het 
blijkt dat zij in hun stadspaleis voornamelijk stillevens verzamelden en verder 
erg veel portretten, zowel van hun eigen familie als van uomini illustri (be-
roemde mannen), voornamelijk Italiaanse en Europese prinsen. Dit was geheel 
in lijn met de traditie in Italië tijdens de Renaissance, waar in stadspaleizen vaak 
de allianties van de familie en de trots op de geschiedenis verbeeld werden en in 
villa’s meer schilderijen hingen die te maken hadden met ontspanning. In hun 
villa verzamelden de Corsi dan ook veel antieke sculpturen, vrouwenportretten, 
zeelandschappen en jachtscènes.
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Filippo Niccolini, ten slotte, gaf net als Strozzi en de prinsen Carlo en Gio-
van Carlo de’ Medici veel opdrachten voor literaire taferelen. Veel van de 
schilderingen in zijn villa Camugliano (in Ponsacco, bij Pontedera) en in zijn 
Montauto-kasteel (in Impruneta, dichtbij Florence) waren geconcentreerd 
op het landleven. Daarnaast waren er scènes geïnspireerd op Aeneas en veel 
soprapporte en andere fresco’s met illusionistische details. Niccolini gaf zelfs 
opdrachten aan de beroemde schilders Agostino Mitelli en Angelo Michele 
Colonna, die ook voor groothertog Ferdinand II werkten. Bovendien stuurde 
hij een andere kunstenaar, Il Volterrano (Baldassare Franceschini), op kunstreis 
langs Bologna, Parma, Modena en Rome, waarbij de schilder ontvangen werd 
door Niccolini’s eigen relaties, zodat hij ervaring kon opdoen door te kijken 
naar de fresco’s van onder andere Correggio en Pietro da Cortona. De hele reis 
werd bekostigd door Niccolini. Bij terugkomst introduceerde Il Volterrano zijn 
nieuw opgedane ervaringen in de koepel van de Niccolini-kapel in de Santa 
Croce in Florence. 
Concluderend kunnen we zeggen dat het patronage van de patriciërs, 
ondanks kleine verschillen veroorzaakt door de al dan niet aanwezige banden 
met Rome, gezien kan worden als een gedeelde taal en niet als een vorm van 
onderlinge competitie. Dit is goed te verklaren, omdat veel van hen een verge-
lijkbare achtergrond en opleiding hadden en vergelijkbare sociale en politieke 
posities. Begin zeventiende eeuw richtten zij zich nog veel op de verheerlijking 
van de patriciërs als groep door de tijd heen en hadden veel aandacht voor 
hun geleerde voorvaderen. Ze wilden de Medici overtuigen van hun belang 
en de continuïteit van hun geslacht door de eeuwen heen, om weer recht te 
krijgen op posities in de regering. Naar het einde van de eeuw toe kwam de 
nadruk meer te liggen op hun eigen families in het heden, de allianties met 
aangetrouwde families en hun familiebezit. Hierin lijkt hun mecenaat veel op 
het Medicimecenaat uit die tijd en imiteerden ze ook andere Italiaanse edel-
lieden. Qua schilderstijl zien we een verschuiving van een klassieke realistische 
stijl naar een meer speelse illusionistische stijl.
Een wereld die de Medici-prinsen en patriciërs gezamenlijk deelden was de 
wereld van de culturele academies, in de zeventiende eeuw veelal gericht op 
literatuur en theater. De Mediciprinsen waren vaak de beschermheren van de 
academies waarvan de patriciërs lid waren, maar deden zelf ook vol enthou-
siasme mee met alle activiteiten. Hierdoor ontstonden er warme contacten 
tussen prinsen, patriciërs en kunstenaars, die zeer van nut konden zijn voor de 
opbouw van patronagenetwerken. Hoe belangrijk de intellectuele en culturele 
discussies voor de Mediciprinsen waren, zien we bijvoorbeeld als Don Giovanni 
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de’ Medici naar Venetië verhuist en daar (in een brief) verzucht dat hij veel tijd 
heeft voor zijn studies, maar niemand heeft om zijn ideeën mee te delen, zoals 
hij gewend was binnen de Florentijnse academies. Het vierde hoofdstuk van 
dit proefschrift gaat over deze academies en over de culturele contacten tussen 
patriciërs en Mediciprinsen.
Giovan Carlo de’ Medici en zijn kamerheer Niccolini hadden veel gedeelde 
interesses op het gebied van kunst, theater en muziek. Als plaatsvervangend 
beschermheer van de Accademia dei Sorgenti - indien de beschermheer Giovan 
Carlo afwezig was - kwam Niccolini veelvuldig in contact met musici aan het 
Romeinse hof. Via hen kreeg hij veel te horen over het Chigihof van paus 
Alexander VII en diens familie. Bovendien ontving hij van twee musici, de 
violone-speler en kopiist Giuseppe Vannucci en de componist en harpist Marco 
Marazzoli veel nieuwe composities, voornamelijk ariëttes van vooraanstaande 
componisten zoals Giacomo Carissimi, Carlo del Violino (Carlo Caproli) en 
Marazzoli zelf. Rome was toen het centrum van de cantate-muziek en via zijn 
contacten kon Niccolini in Florence veel vernieuwende muziek laten opvoeren, 
die heel recentelijk geschreven was. Kort tevoren hadden deze cantates hun 
première beleefd in de Romeinse salons, aan het Chigihof of aan het hof van 
koningin Christina van Zweden. Met Marazzoli voerde Niccolini per brief dis-
cussies op hoog muzikaal niveau en zijn composities waren vaak bedoeld voor 
de beroemde zanger Antonio Rivani, met wie Niccolini ook brieven uitwisselde.
Ook Leopoldo de’ Medici (een andere broer van groothertog Ferdinand II) 
had nauwe banden met veel patriciërs. Zij hielpen hem bij de aankoop van 
boeken uit onder andere Parijs, Amsterdam en Leiden. Deze gingen vaak over 
wetenschap, aangezien Leopoldo een wetenschappelijke academie beschermde 
in Florence, de Accademia del Cimento. Leopoldo en de patriciërs hielden 
elkaar voortdurend op de hoogte over theateractiviteiten in Florence en aan 
de hoven waar ze zich op dat moment bevonden, veelal als diplomaten. Als 
Leopoldo zelf even weg was uit Florence, hielden weer andere patriciërs hem op 
de hoogte van wat hij allemaal miste aan theateractiviteiten. De jonge patriciër 
Francesco Riccardi (1648-1719) maakte een grand tour langs allerlei bibliothe-
ken in Europa, samen met de oudere patriciër Alessandro Segni (1633-1697), die 
zijn onderwijzer was tijdens deze reis. Samen legden ze voor Leopoldo allerlei 
contacten aan met Europese geletterden, uitgevers en prinsen en bezochten 
veel beroemde bibliotheken. Via hun brieven lieten ze Leopoldo meereizen.
Het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk gaat specifiek over de theater- en literaire 
academies. Al op jonge leeftijd werden patriciërs, kunstenaars en de Medici-
prinsen lid van deze academies, vaak gingen ze eerst bij een broederschap (zoals 
de Arcangelo Raffaello) en als ze een jaar of achttien waren bij een of meerdere 
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academies. De netwerken die ze hier opbouwden waren zeer nuttig voor later. 
Uit hun correspondentie blijkt namelijk dat ze voortdurend cultureel nieuws 
met elkaar blijven uitwisselen vanuit allerlei Europese hoven naar Florence en 
andersom. Bij de Accademia degli Apatisti werden ook buitenlandse geletterden 
toegelaten en John Milton beschrijft de informele culturele contacten die hij 
hier vormde herhaaldelijk als zeer warm en waardevol. De Florentijnse patrici-
ers voelden voor hem als geestverwanten.
Binnen academies zoals de Accademia degli Apatisti en de Accademia 
della Crusca werden veel literaire experimenten en intellectueel-humoristische 
woordspelletjes gespeeld om improvisatietechnieken en retoriek te trainen. 
Voor de meeste leden was dit nuttig voor de latere diplomatieke of geestelijke 
carrières en voor carrières aan het Medicihof. Bij de literaire experimenten 
hoorden bijvoorbeeld de dithyramben, lofliederen op Bacchus die in de Griekse 
Oudheid vaak bestonden uit veel samengestelde woorden. De patriciërs wilden 
bewijzen dat deze woorden niet alleen in de Griekse, maar ook in de Toscaanse 
taal gevormd konden worden, wat leidde tot veel komische woordsamenstel-
lingen. Ondanks dat het van oudsher één van de taken van de Accademia della 
Crusca was om zich te richten op taalzuivering, was er in veel experimentele 
gedichten juist aandacht voor dialecten en spreektaal en was er een grote in-
teresse in lokale spreekwoorden en gezegden. Ook veel schilders deden mee 
aan de speelse burleske stijl, niet alleen met hun schilderingen, zoals we ook 
in het derde hoofdstuk zagen, maar zij schreven ook gedichten, die vaak heel 
beeldend waren. 
Tijdens het bewind van groothertog Cosimo II waren er veel kleine ver-
nieuwende theateracademies, terwijl het grote hoftheater in die periode niet 
veel grote spektakels of vernieuwingen bracht. Dit was deels te wijten aan de 
slechte gezondheid van Cosimo II. Om zich hieraan aan te passen voerden veel 
theateracademies geïmproviseerde stukken op in zijn slaapkamer, terwijl hij uit 
zijn bed toekeek. Eén van deze academies was bijvoorbeeld de Accademia degli 
Incostanti, waarvan ook veel kunstenaars lid waren, zoals Cristofano Allori, 
Filippo Furini, Cosimo Lotti, Baccio del Bianco en Lorenzo Lippi. Bij geïm-
proviseerde stukken stonden de thema’s vaak vast, maar de dialogen werden 
ter plekke verzonnen. Net als bij de woordspelletjes in de literaire academies, 
konden kunstenaars en patriciërs zich ook middels dit geïmproviseerde theater 
oefenen in retorica, nuttig in hun latere carrières. 
Iemand die absoluut veel voordeel had van de Florentijnse academies en de 
netwerken die hij hier opbouwde was Michelangelo Buonarroti de Jongere. Het 
vijfde hoofdstuk gaat over zijn cultuurbemiddelingsactiviteiten, die hierbij als 
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voorbeeld dienen voor bepaalde terugkomende mechanismes in patronage-
netwerken van andere Florentijnse geletterden in de zeventiende eeuw. In het 
eerste gedeelte van het hoofdstuk wordt er veel uitgelegd over de theorie van 
patronagenetwerken en bemiddelingsactiviteiten en steeds wordt dit in relatie 
gebracht met concrete voorbeelden uit het patronagenetwerk van Buonarroti. 
Buonarroti had zoals gezegd hele goede banden met verschillende kunstenaars 
en daarnaast ook met hogere opdrachtgevers zoals leden van de Medici- en de 
Barberinifamilie. Dit maakte hem ideaal als cultuurbemiddelaar. Een cultuurbe-
middelaar bemiddelde tussen personen die om geografische of sociale redenen 
van elkaar gescheiden waren. Een cultuurbemiddelaar kon conflicten voorko-
men en ervoor zorgen dat het prestige steeg van zowel de cliënt (in dit geval 
vaak een kunstenaar) als de patroon (bij Buonarroti meestal opdrachtgevers uit 
de eerder genoemde families). Doordat kunstenaars vaak op reis gingen naar 
belangrijke opdrachtgevers in andere steden, later weer terugkwamen en hun 
ervaringen in de praktijk brachten in Florence, zorgde de cultuurbemiddeling 
van Buonarroti ook voor veel culturele vernieuwingen. Kortgezegd bevorderde 
Buonarroti als bemiddelaar de geografische en sociale mobiliteit van kunste-
naars.
Jeremy Boissevain maakt onderscheid tussen primaire en secundaire net-
werken, waarin de primaire contacten de mensen zijn met wie een bepaald per-
soon rechtstreeks in contact staat en de secundaire contacten degenen die hij 
niet persoonlijk goed kent, maar met wie hij juist via zijn primaire contacten in 
contact kan komen. Deze secundaire contacten, door Boissevain ‘vrienden-van-
vrienden’ genoemd en door Granovetter ‘weak ties’ (zwakke banden) waren 
zeer belangrijk voor het overbruggen van sociale afstanden. Patriciërs waren 
sociaal en geografisch mobiel, hun netwerken bevatten veel weak ties en waren 
daarom geschikt als bemiddelingsnetwerken. Als patriciërs voor langere tijd 
naar andere hoven gingen, braken ze deels de kanalen van hun oude netwerken 
af, maar hiervoor in de plaats kwamen ook nieuwe netwerken aan de nieuwe 
hoven. Via zowel de oude als de nieuwe kanalen konden culturele vernieuwin-
gen reizen, niet alleen ideeën (culturele en wetenschappelijke informatie), maar 
ook personen en objecten.
Een bemiddelaar of makelaar had vaak grotere netwerken dan de patroons 
voor wie hij bemiddelde. De macht van bemiddelaars bestond uit de potentiële 
bronnen waarvoor zij konden bemiddelen (zoals banen en privileges). Een be-
middelaar had invloed op de kwaliteit van een verzoek, niet op de uiteindelijke 
verdeling van die bronnen. Die werden immers verdeeld door de hogere macht-
hebbers. Maar de bemiddelaar kon zorgen dat de cliënt, in ons geval vaak een 
kunstenaar, zo goed mogelijk werd gepresenteerd. Hoe dit in zijn werk ging zien 
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we bijvoorbeeld in de briefcorrespondentie van Buonarroti. Tijdens zijn bemid-
delingsactiviteiten prijst Buonarroti jonge talentvolle mannen niet alleen aan 
door op hun kwaliteiten te wijzen, maar ook op andere belangrijke personen 
aan wie hij gelieerd is. Een bemiddelaar handelde in speculaties, hij stelde dan 
weer de ene, dan weer de andere cliënt en/of patroon tevreden. Hij moest hierin 
een goede balans vinden en steeds doen alsof hij de beste had uitgezocht, ook 
als er slechts één kandidaat was. Zo bleven cliënten en patroons steeds in hem 
geïnteresseerd, omdat ze vertrouwen hadden in zijn potentiële invloed.
De uitwisseling van sociale diensten in patronagenetwerken werden soci-
ale transacties genoemd. De inhoud van sociale transacties werd niet precies 
vastgelegd en ze werden niet tegelijkertijd uitgewisseld, zodat er schuldrelaties 
konden ontstaan. Zo waren deze dynamische netwerken voortdurend in bewe-
ging en werden de transacties niet afgesloten zoals bij economische transacties.
Als een vroegmoderne patriciër of kunstenaar eenmaal in een patronage-
netwerk zat, moest hij dit netwerk steeds blijven onderhouden, bijvoorbeeld 
door niet te vergeten patroons te feliciteren met hun promoties of te condo-
leren met bepaalde verliezen, te blijven informeren naar hun gezondheid, 
door kerstwensen te sturen en door steeds via andere cliënten groeten te laten 
overbrengen aan patroons. Als ze hierbij in gebreke bleven, kon het contact 
voorgoed worden verbroken of moesten ze heel erg veel moeite doen om het 
nog te continueren, door de patroon overdreven te prijzen. De structuren 
van patronagenetwerken waren dynamisch en nooit statisch. Het waren vaak 
piramidestructuren: als een bepaalde patroon een trapje steeg op de piramide 
konden alle cliënten die zich goed aan hun plichten wat betreft het behouden 
van contact hadden gehouden, ook een trapje meestijgen. Daarom zien we in 
de correspondentie van Buonarroti dat er steeds groeten en handkussen werden 
doorgegeven, om de sociale afstand tussen cliënten en patroons te verkleinen. 
Een andere vorm om deze banden te versterken was de uitwisseling van giften. 
De cliënt gaf dan vaak een object, zoals een schilderij, maar dit kon ook een 
voedselgift zijn zoals wijn of pruimen. De patroon gaf vaak een kleine gift terug, 
samen met een sociaal privilege. Dit was in het belang van de cliënt, want als de 
patroon een te grote gift teruggaf, die in lijn was met zijn status, kon de cliënt 
nooit een even grote gift meer teruggeven. Cultuurbemiddelaars konden advies 
geven of bepaalde giften geschikt waren voor bepaalde patroons. Vaak werd 
gezocht naar niet zo kostbare, maar wel zeldzame giften, zoals lokale producten 
uit een andere streek dan waar de patroon woonde of verbleef.
Het tweede deel van het vijfde hoofdstuk spitst zich toe op de concrete 
bemiddelingsactiviteiten van Buonarroti de Jongere. Florentijnse patriciërs 
zagen elkaar zeer vaak, bijvoorbeeld aan het hof, bij festiviteiten, ceremonies, 
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bij de academies en bij religieuze en sociale feesten. Ze hadden overlappende 
kennissenkringen en hun primaire en secundaire netwerken overlapten elkaar 
dus ook deels. Doordat patriciërs als ze ouder werden steeds hogere posities 
kregen, vaak aan andere hoven dan in Florence, werden de horizontale banden 
die er tussen hen aan de academies waren ontstaan soms verticale banden later 
in hun leven in de vorm van patronagecontacten. Toch bleven de patriciërs 
voortdurend in contact en bleven culturele en erudiete informatie uitwisselen 
en ook veel culturele giften. Als Buonarroti een door hem geschreven thea-
terstuk of lofrede stuurde aan een patriciër-ambassadeur aan een buitenlands 
hof, zoals Wenen of Praag, werd deze niet alleen door deze persoon gelezen, 
maar ook weer door zijn entourage, eigenlijk zijn nieuwe primaire netwerk in 
het buitenland. Hierdoor zagen zowel het Florentijnse hof als de buitenlandse 
hoven veel culturele vernieuwingen.
De mechanismes van het informele makelaarsnetwerk van Buonarroti de 
Jongere kunnen als model gezien worden voor netwerken van andere patriciërs 
in het begin van de zeventiende eeuw. Het is voor de bestudering van de bemid-
delingsactiviteiten niet altijd belangrijk of bemiddelingsacties geslaagd waren 
of niet, want de brieven leggen veel bloot over de achterliggende structuren. 
Ondanks dat er in archieven vaak maar één kant van de correspondentie be-
waard is gebleven, is het dankzij bedankbrieven toch mogelijk om gebeurtenis-
sen te reconstrueren.
Buonarroti de Jongere gebruikte zijn uitgebreide secundaire netwerk (de 
personen die hij kon benaderen via al zijn vrienden en/of patroons aan andere 
hoven) om de carrières te bevorderen van zijn cliënten en familie, jonge geta-
lenteerde artiesten en andere personen. Voorbeelden hiervan zien we als hij 
probeert te regelen dat de jonge tekenaar Periccioli in de leer gaat bij de meer 
gevestigde kunstenaar Matteo Rosselli of als hij Cosimo Gamberucci aan een 
opdracht helpt in Pisa en een leerling van Cristofano Allori aan een opdracht 
in Napels. Soms waren bemiddelaars nuttig om te zorgen dat opdrachten 
uiteindelijk slaagden en de gemoederen niet te hoog opliepen, zoals wanneer 
Buonarroti bemiddelt tussen Cristofano Allori en kardinaal Alessandro Orsini, 
om voor elkaar te krijgen dat Allori zijn schilderij van Judith met het hoofd 
van Holofernes voltooit, of tussen de Barberini en de beeldhouwer Domenico 
Pieratti, als Pieratti in de ogen van de Barberini een te hoge prijs vraagt voor zijn 
beeldengroep Latona en kinderen (Apollo en Diana). 
Vaak gaf Buonarroti adviezen of bepaalde giften geschikt waren en hielp 
hij om de giften te verkrijgen, zoals bij de schilderijen en de tafels van pietre 
dure-inlegwerk (mozaïeken van halfedelstenen en mineralen, vaak ingelegd 
in marmer), bedoeld voor respectievelijk de kardinaal-infant Ferdinand van 
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Oostenrijk in Vlaanderen en de ambassadeur van Spanje in Rome. De opdracht-
gevers uit de families Falconieri en Barberini leggen hierbij veel vertrouwen in 
de keuzes van Buonarroti voor het onderwerp of ontwerp van de objecten, de 
prijs, de verpakking en de manier waarop ze zullen reizen, per schip of over 
land. Een geschikte gift kon ervoor zorgen dat de schenker steeg in prestige. 
Ten slotte bevorderde Buonarroti de verspreiding en uitwisseling van kennis, 
door vergunningen te regelen zodat bepaalde boeken die op de Index stonden 
door sommige van zijn cliënten gelezen mochten worden, of door een geleerde 
Fransman rond te leiden langs de bibliotheken in Florence, in opdracht van 
Piero Dini in Rome.
Concluderend kan gezegd worden dat het bestuderen van de correspon-
dentie van Buonarroti de Jongere inzicht geeft in de manier waarop jonge 
talentvolle kunstenaars en andere personen in de vroegmoderne tijd aan een 
baan konden komen en in de aanbevelingsmechanismes die hierbij kwamen 
kijken. En dat zijn bemiddelingsnetwerk voor veel culturele uitwisseling verant-
woordelijk was, op verschillende manieren. Zijn activiteiten geven niet alleen 
inzicht in individuele opdrachten voor kunstwerken of individuele verzoeken 
voor een baan of privilege, maar ook in het hele netwerk van personen dat 
nodig was voor het slagen van juist één opdracht of verzoek.
Bij veel evenementen van de Medici zoals huwelijken, herdenkingsceremonies 
en de opvoering van theaterstukken ter ere van belangrijke gasten zoals prinsen 
en hertogen, voerden de Florentijnse patriciërs veel taken achter de schermen 
uit (zoals het uitdenken van iconografische programma’s, het leiden van re-
petities voor theaterstukken en het contracteren van acteurs en schilders). Dit 
wordt duidelijk in het zesde en laatste hoofdstuk. De verschillende taken van de 
patriciërs waren van essentieel belang voor het culturele succes en het sociale 
prestige van het Medicihof. Het ging vaak om grootschalige evenementen, die 
als een van de hoofddoelen hadden om indruk te maken op vooraanstaande 
personen uit andere Italiaanse en buitenlandse steden, op een directe manier of 
via de traktaten die de patriciërs schreven en die door heel Europa rondgestuurd 
werden. Patriciërs financierden vaak zelfs een deel van de huwelijken en in ruil 
hiervoor mochten ze experimentele theaterstukken opvoeren, zoals de eerste 
opera’s rond 1600. 
In officiële traktaten werd onder druk van groothertog Ferdinand I zo 
weinig mogelijk ruimte gegeven aan de bijdrages van de patriciërs aan verschil-
lende festiviteiten rond 1600 en de nadruk gelegd op de theateropdrachten die 
de Medici zelf hadden gegeven. Het belang van de patriciërs was in werkelijk-
heid echter enorm. Een voorbeeld is het huwelijk tussen Maria de’ Medici en 
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koning Hendrik IV van Frankrijk in 1600. Dit was financieel gezien een groot 
risico, maar politiek heel belangrijk voor de Medici, omdat ze hiermee een al-
liantie konden smeden met Frankrijk en zo onafhankelijk konden blijven van 
Spanje en de Pauselijke Staat. De patriciërs hielpen gezamenlijk om het geld 
voor de bruidsschat bij elkaar te krijgen. De festiviteiten die de patriciërs in 
ruil voor hun hulp in 1600 mochten organiseren vormden een voorbeeld voor 
latere festiviteiten van de Medici zelf. In de tuin van zijn stadspaleis Valfonda 
organiseerde Riccardo Riccardi een feest waarbij zang, dans en jacht werden 
gecombineerd. Later hebben de Medici veel van dit soort feesten gehouden 
in de Bobolituinen en ook opera’s hebben zij nog veelvuldig opgevoerd. Ook 
de intermedi (theateropvoeringen met muziek en dans, opgevoerd tussen de 
akten van het hoofd-toneelstuk of opera door) met allegorische, mythologi-
sche en historische thema’s, die in 1608 werden opgevoerd tijdens het door 
Michelangelo Buonarroti de Jongere geschreven theaterstuk Il giudizio di Paride, 
vormden een grote inspiratie voor dramaturgen in andere Italiaanse steden. 
Deze intermedi waren politiek gezien eveneens heel actueel.
Toen groothertog Cosimo II tusssen 1613 en 1615 indruk wilde maken op 
gasten uit de Oriënt, zoals de emir uit Libanon, Fakhr ad-Din al-Maan II, schre-
ven Michelangelo Buonarroti de Jongere en Ottavio Rinuccini hiervoor speciaal 
theaterstukken met Oriëntaalse hoofdpersonen, gebaseerd op de verhalen van 
Ariosto en Tasso. Er werd onder andere een ballet opgevoerd, waarbij de paren 
steeds uit een christen en een moor bestonden. Veel mannelijke patriciërs de-
den hieraan mee, dan wel in de rol van man, dan wel in die van vrouw.
De Medici-groothertogen gebruikten cultuur als instrument om hun sociale 
en politieke prestige te vergroten en om politieke allianties te smeden of te 
consolideren. Patriciërs hielpen hierbij, zij waren goed op de hoogte van de 
historische en de actuele politieke situatie van Toscane. De Florentijnse feesten 
werden als model gebuikt voor feesten aan andere Europese hoven, zoals in (het 
huidige) Groot-Brittannië, Spanje en Duitsland. De traktaten die de patriciërs 
schreven over huwelijken en herdenkingsceremonies, voorzien van illustraties, 
zijn erg uniek en zeer nuttig voor hedendaagse theater- en kunsthistorici, die zo 
een levendig beeld krijgen van efemere activiteiten.
Als we alle hoofdstukken samen bekijken, wordt duidelijk dat de patricische 
bijdrage aan de regering, de huishouding en de cultuur bepalend was voor het 
politieke en culturele succes van de Medici én voor de diversiteit van het cultu-
rele leven in Florence. De patriciërs waren buitengewoon veelzijdig en voor het 
eerst is er een overzicht gecreëerd van zowel het diplomatieke als het culturele 
belang van de patriciërs als groep. In al hun rollen (ambassadeur, kamerheer, 
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dramaturg, cultuurbemiddelaar) toonden de patriciërs veel inzicht in lokale 
gebruiken en culturele trends aan andere hoven en aan het eigen hof, en had-
den zij tegelijkertijd een groot begrip van de actuele en historische positie van 
Toscane in relatie tot andere staten.
De activiteiten van de patriciërs waren vaak tegelijkertijd van politiek 
en cultureel belang. Voorbeelden zijn culturele giften met een politiek doel, 
ambassadeurs die optraden als kunstbemiddelaars, kamerheren die intochten 
organiseerden en alles wat de patriciërs organiseerden voor ceremonies als 
huwelijken en herdenkingen.
Het concept van wederzijds profijt voor de patriciërs en de Medici speelt 
een grote rol in dit proefschrift. Hoe meer het groothertogdom aan politiek en 
ceremonieel belang won, hoe meer ambassadeurs en diplomaten er nodig waren 
en de patriciërs lieten zich graag voor deze missies inzetten. Zo hadden zij na-
melijk toegang tot de hofkringen aan allerlei Europese hoven en konden zij veel 
festiviteiten bijwonen en beroemde paleizen en kunstcollecties bezichtigen, wat 
hun eigen mecenaat weer ten goede kwam. Binnen de culturele academies, die 
het vertrekpunt vormden voor allerlei soorten van toekomstige samenwerking, 
konden zij discussiëren over de nieuwste Europese tendensen op het gebied 
van poëzie, literatuur, muziek, schilderkunst, beeldhouwkunst, architectuur en 
theater en hier vervolgens mee experimenteren. Als hun experimenten succes 
hadden, konden de Medici deze weer toepassen op grotere schaal tijdens hof-
festiviteiten. Bovendien konden zij de paleizen van de patriciërs gebruiken om 
aan belangrijke bezoekers te tonen, zodat deze de hierin aanwezige kunstcol-
lecties konden bewonderen of konden genieten van theateruitvoeringen, die 
vaak speciaal voor de gasten opgevoerd werden. Zo hadden de Medici dus een 
kring van edelen om zich heen nodig om belangrijke gasten te imponeren en 
wilden de patriciërs zelf ook graag participeren in deze wereld en de hiervoor 
benodigde adellijke titels verkrijgen, die hen werden toegekend door de Medici. 
Het was dus een kwestie van wederzijds profijt. Samen konden ze de hoogste 
culturele doelen bereiken. Als de Florentijnse patriciërs er niet waren geweest, 
hadden de Medici nooit zo goed kunnen inspelen op actuele trends. 
Door de rijkdom van het bronmateriaal konden in dit proefschrift de 
mechanismen achter de culturele activiteiten van de Florentijnse patriciërs 
duidelijk worden. De Florentijnse elite kan hierbij als voorbeeld dienen voor de 
bestudering van informele patricische netwerken aan andere hoven.
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